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PREFACE 

·Constant changes in technology are an essential p~rt of the 
process of "getting agriculture moving": Technology here refers 
to biological, chemical· and m~chanical innovations. · 

· Biological innovation (such as the use of high-yielding varieties) 
can increase productivity. Chemical innovation (such as the use 
of'insecticides or pesticides) can reduce waste or loss. Farmers 
operating on small area of land do not need much persuasion 
in accepting these two types of innovations because of their. 
favorable benefit-cost ratios. · · 
· Making use of mechanical innovations ori small farms is often 

a much more complex matter, involving economic and social 
as well as techniC3;1 problems. Farm machinery must be well
designed and durable for multi-purpose operations . .It must be 
economically profitable. It must also fit the social and economic 
structure of the families, farms, and communities that are ex
pected to use it. It must, in other words, be socially acceptable 

. under the local institutional arrangements. . 
Many biological and chemical innovations can · be applied 

without other major changes in the way a family farms or lives. 
Not so with mechanical innovations, which usually require heavy 
capital investment; They are closely associated with both in
dividual and · national problems of income distribution and 
employment. Experience shows that fatrners in the more pro
ductive areas are the early innovators of mechanization, ·which 
leads to imbalance of income growth within the farm sector. 
Moreover, mechanization can be accompanied, by new and 
expanded employment opportunities or it can create serious 
seasonal unemployment. 



Research interests in farm mechanization center on four major 
aspects: the ~eeds of the individual farmer, the needs of the 
farming commrnity' the role of agricultural machinery industries, 
and the requirfments of .government policies. 

All four aspects are interrelated or complementary to each 
other. For instance, the factors considered. as "given" or ex
ogenous in f~rm management analysis are, in effect, policy 
variables in p{ogram planning---e.g.~ the prices at which it will 
pay farmers in typical situations to invest in certain machines 
become guide~ to pricing policies ·or goals in mechanization 
programs. I 

For more than three decades, Japan has been demonstrating. 
inge~uity and !accomplishment in intro?ucing m~chaniz~tion on 
small farms. ~fore recently, due to rapid expansion of industry, 
Taiwan and Korea have also begun to realize labor shortages 
in rural areas! and have begun to mechanize their agriculture. 
They thus haye an understandably strong desire to study and 
learn about tfe Japanese experience and to find out .. whether 
they should follow Japan's path or whether they must build 
different mod~ls to aGhieve equally impressive results without 
serious econothic and social repercussions. · · 

This is the I second A/D/C East-Asian Regional Workshop. 
The first, on f\gricultural Marketing, met in Taipei in August · 
1969. I 

· This most recent Workshop, .organized with the cooperation 
Japan's ·oversbas Agricultural Development Foundation, was 
held at Tokyo! from 23 to 31 August 1971. Twenty participants 
from the threel East Asian .countries were invited, and the group 
also included one participant from Malaysia and. one from 
Thailand, along· with one observer from the Asian Productivity 
Organization. IEach of the 22 partieipants prepared and pre
sented a paper

1 
A/D/C also sent four staff members to take part 

in the Workshop, and Herman Southworth and Shao-er Ong 
made a majo~ contribution t_o its planning. .· · 

Of the 9-day meeting, three days were spent in field trips to 
· visit mechanized· farms, agricultural settlement projects, and the 
Kubota and ianmar agricultural machinery factories~ · 

Mr. Moton~ga Ohto, managing director of the Overseas 
Agricultural Development Foundation, gave untiring help in 

.. I 



arranging the meeting place, field trip,· and social events. His 
efforts also brought generous cooperation from the Japan Agri
cultural Machinery Manufacturing· Association in sharing the 
Japanese experience in farm mechanization. · 

Because of the potential value of these papers in stimulating 
inter-country exchange of information and ideas, A/D/C has . · 
made use of a grant. to it from the International Developmentl · 
Research Centre of Ottawa, Canada,. to make possible their l . 
publication and distribution. In generously providing.· such sup-

. port, the Centre does not ·review the material published nor 
pass judgment on the ideas presented. It hopes, as does A/D/C, 
that making this material available will encourage further jn.:. 
formed discussion among teachers. and students, research workers, 
farmers, machinery manufacturers, and policy makers interested 
in agricultID:e in Asia. 
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FACTS AND. PROBLEMS OF 
FARM MECHANIZATION: 
THE CASE OF KOREA 

JIN HW AN PARK 
Special Assistant to the President, Republic of Korea 

A large farm p·opulation relative to the limited area of cropland 
has been the basic characteristic of factor combination in the 
organization of Korean agricultural production. 

Often it has been said that the agricultural sector has i:i. large 
reservoir of labor for which the marginal product is zero· or 
near to zero. In fact, in the winter most of the family labor on 
general crop farms has been idle due. to limited einp,oyment 
opportunities within and outside of the. farm. In the peak season, 
however, the stock of farm labor has been fully empfoyed in 
farming operations under the existing farm organization, and 
shortage of family labor has been an important constraint upon 
introduction of labor-intensive enterprises. 

Thus, even in the early stage of urban-industrial development 
in Korea, the rural labor market has had a problem of short
age amidst abundance. · 

. Because of limited economic feasibility of introducing expen
sive farm machinery and the shortage of family labor in the 
peak season, the family labor on small farms was as busy with 
their own field work as on large farms, and operators of large 
farms had· to worry about getting enough hired labor for timely 
field operations. Often, a permanent emplqyee lived with the 
family on large farms to assure having hired labor when it was 
needed. These facts indicate that the extent of underemployment 
of farm labor in the traditional economy of Korea v~ried with 
the season, and there was a labor shortage in the peak season. 

Out-migration of younger ~orkers 
The rapid growth of the urban-industrial sector in· the last 

decade has brought significant changes in the relative prices of 
input factors in agricultural production. Especially, wages for 
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hired labor Have increased rapidly due to increased outflow of 
farm labor. I . 

The outflor of farm labor ha~ been selecti~e amo~g age 
groups. Young people have constituted the major portion of 
the rural· ou~-migration in recent years. · 

. Rural youdgsters seem to put a lower value on the opportu
nity cost of lbaving the farm than do the older farmers. At the 
same time, r~ral youngsters feel that the expected returns from 
urban jobs for the rest of their lives will be higher than for 
older farmerJ. Unmarried farm boys and girls or young couples 
who. are notl yet committed to becoming farm operators feel 
freer to leav~ farms than do the older generation. 

In most farm areas the total number of males and females in 
the age levelJ from· 15 to. 35 years old was significantly smaller 
in 1970 than I in the mid-1960s (see Table 1). The outflow rates 
of young workers were particularly high in areas where rice 
mono-culture! predominated; with limited employment oppor
tunities othe~ than rice production, and in remote mountainous 
regions where crop land is used for subsistence production, with 
limited oppottunities for earning cash income from either farm 
or non-farm ~ctivities. . 

Large citie~, especially Seoul and Pusan, have been the ·major 
pulling centrbs for the outflow of rural labor. Cities closer to 
home but with low growth-of employment opportunities have 
not attracted! significant numbers of rural. workers. The over
concentration of population in ·seoul is increasing the problems 
of regional g~p in the modernization process of the traditional 
economy. Detentralization of urban-industrial activities is needed 
to accelerate [rural development. · · 

As urban-mdustrialization has speeded up the outflow of 
• I 

rural labor, there are different time lags in changes of the stock 
of family labpr on individual farms, the total farm populatfon, 
the total number of farm households, and the average size of 
farms. An obtflow of youngsters immediately affects the· stock 
of young wotkers on individual farms. The reduced labor force 
on individual farms does not appear clearly in the statistics of 
total farm ~opulation, which increased at a decreasing rate 
until the mid-1960s and then leveled off in the late 1960s (see 
Table 2). I 
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Table 1. Percentage Change of Male Population in the City of Pusan and in 

South Kyongsang Province, Korea, 1964 to 1968. 

City or country 
Age group All male 

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 population 

percentage change, 1964 to 1968 

Pusan city 13.1 10.8 21.7 29.6 16.1 11.7 

llsan city 27.2 34.7 72.9 99.7 84.7 41.6 
Masan city 21.4 15.7 17.2 25.2 19.6 9.8 
Jinju city 4.5 10.6 8.7 29.6 17.1 12.1 
Jinhae city 13.5 ,6.2 -4.0 9.2· 40.9 11.2 

. Chungmu city -1.6 3.2 -1.2. 5.3 6.8 -1.0 
Keuje city -3.2 1.7 -18.8 -2.6 -1.0 .-3.2 
Namhae city -8.0 1.5 -16.1 -14.0 . 1.9 -2.9 
Tongyoung gun -5.2 · 1.0 -11.0 -4.4. 3.2 0.1 

.· Samchonpo city -2.7 -0.1 -7.9 15.0 9.8 2.0 
Kimhae gun, 3.4 -3.9 -12.0 -11.9. 5.3 -4.8 
Dongnae gun 4.6 -6.4 ~18.2 2.3 1.4 -4.1 
Changwon gun 1.7 -8.1 -20.0 -10.3 1.2 -6.6 
Gosung gun -3.3 -8.8 -23.7 -6.7 -3.0 -7.2 
Sachon gun 2.4 -8.8 -17.0 -1.3 -0.8 -2.9 
Changyoung gun 3.9 -10.5 -22.1 -13.6 4.7 -5.5 
Hadong gun 1.5 -12.7 -18.8 -8.6 .1.8 -3.0 
Milyang gyn .. 1.8 -13.2 -19.6 -10.3 -3.6. -5.7 
Ulju gun -2.1 -13.4 -20.2 -10.2 4.6 -7.6 
Jinyang gun 6:7 -16.6 -25.1 -12.9 -0.7 -7.2 

. Hamyang gun -6.6 '--18.4 -22.4 6.9 -1.9 -2.9 
·Keochang gun 1.6 -20.3 -25.8 -7.5 8.5 -4.8 
Haman gun -4.7 -20.5 -28.3 -11.4 8.1 -6.8 
Sanchung gun .:....1,4.8 -20.7 -26.7 -8.2 6.0 -7.3 
Hapchun gun -2.4 -20.8 -25.4 -10.0 2.6 -7.2 
Euryong gun -6.6 -22.8 -24.9 -14.5 1.3 ....:.6.2 
Yangsan gun 0.2 -11.8 -16.0 -5.4 14.1 -5.1 

For the 
0.9 -7.7 -14.1 -0.8 7.6 -2.1 

proyince• 

• Excludes Pusan city. 
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. Table 2. Total ~arm Population, Farm Households, and Area of Cropland, 

Korea, r 959-70. 

Year Farin households Farm population Crop land 
I 

I 
1,000 farms) (1,000 persons) (1,000 ha.) 

1959 2,267 14,126 2,033 
1960 2,350 14,560. 2,050 

1961 2,327 14,509 2,050 
1962 2,469 15,097 2,080 
1963 2,416 15,266 2,097 
1964 2,450 15,553 2,189 
1965 2,507 15,812 2,275 
1966 2,540 15,781. 2,312 

.1967 2,587 16,078. 2,331 
1968 2,579 15,908 2,338 
1969 2,546 15,589 2,330 
1970 2,448" 14,455" 2,153" 

• Preliminary reJort from. 1970 agricultural census. The sharp decreases in, 
. I . . 

1970 census data.from statistics in previous years may be due to differences 

;n defin•;on ot'm pop"l~tlon . · . 

· The mcrealmg mob1hty of rural youngsters has had very 
li_ttle effect on the total nu?1ber of farm households and average 
size of farms. Therefore, if we look closely at the supply and 
demand situation of family labor on individual farms . we be
come immediktely aware. of the increasing shortage of labor. 
However, if Je look at the over-all statistics of cropland, num
ber of farm 4nits, and farm population, we will be impressed 
by the surplu~ labor force in the agricultural sector. 

If the grow~h rate of the non-farm sector in the 1960s con~ 
tinues throughout ·the 1970s, the total farm population will 
decline signifitantly. However, the decline in farm population. 
is not likely tb bring significant changes in the total number of 
farm units a:nld average size of farms in the immediate future. 
Because the o~tflow of rural labor is highly selective with respect 
to age, so that young persons in a family leave but ari out-

! 
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migration of an entire family seldom occurs, the total number 
of farm units will remain about the same for a considerable 
time. 

Effect of changes in the land market 
In the long run, we would expect that the number. of farm 

units will be reduced as present farm operators retire, and that 
the size of farms in terms of cultivated land will be enlarged. 
This long-run projection may be correct in som,e agricultural 
regions, such as rice mono-culture areas' and remote mountain
ous , regions where ·non-farm ·employment opportunities are 
limited. However, in the farming areas near to urban-industrial 
centres or where transportation facilities are .. well developed, 
the average size of farm is not likely to be enlarged. , · 

Some large-size commercial farms producing livestock prod
ucts and special cash crops will be establish~d, but the increasing 
scarcity of cropland in these areas will discourage the enlarge
ment of existing farms. The shifting of cropiand to urban
industrial uses is causing a rapid increase in land prices. 

In the farm areas near to urban-industrial centres the prices 
of land are often increasing more rapidly than the current 
interest rates, and land is too expensive to purchase for agri
cultural uses. In localities suitable for establishing new com
mercial farm units, the difficulty of purchasing a large enough 
area of cropland in a single piece is becoming the major con
straint upon scale expansion. The existing farmers in such 
localities are unwilling to sell their whole property, though they· 
may sell a part of their land holdings. 

Thus, the rapid growth of the urban-industrial sector brings 
impacts on both labor and land markets in agricultural prbduc- · 
ti op. 

In the labor market, wages for hired labor have increased 
more rapidly than the productivity increase of hired labor (see 
Table 3). Hence, without introduction of labor-saving techno

. logy, the scale expansion of existing family farms is discouraged: 
In the land market, the demand for land for urban-industrial 

uses is affecting the price of cropland, and the difficulty in 
purchasing a parcel. of cropland in orie locality at a suitable . 
price for agricultural production discourages enlarging farm 
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Table 3. Farm Prices of Rice, Hired Labor, and Fertilizer, Korea, 1961-70. 

.Prices at farm level Real price index (1965 = 100) 

Adult Nitrogen Adu it Nitrogen 
Year Rice hired labor fertilize[ Rice hired labor fertilizer 

(won/100 liters) (won/day) (won/45 kg) . 

1961 1,626 106 392 _90,0 93.8 111.3 
1962 1,926 115 397 95.7 92.9 103,0 
1963 2,710 143 385 12T3 112.0 83.0 

O"I 1964 3,422 199 311 117.2 99.o- . 76.5 

1965 3,210 221 688 100.0 100.0 100.0 
196ff 3,386 256 ' -688 97.0 106.4 91.9 
1967 3,730 307 585 100.2 111.0 73.4 . 

1968 - 4,390 381 585 109.3 137.9 67.9 
1969 5,435 463 651 126.6 156.0 70.8 
1970• 5,565 530 651 122.2 170.0 66.7 

• -Monthly Statistics of National Agricultural Cooperative Federation. 



size." These characteristics ofthe labor and land markets imply . 
an increasing need for capital to substitute for labor and land 
in agricultura1 production;_ Also, it suggests that the scale of 
farm mechanization in the Korean agricultural setting must fit 
the existing farm size. In other words;mechanization is needed 
w~th the present size of farms. 

Farm management aspects 
Economic justification for introducing labor-saving technology 

under the existing farm organization is found also from a farm 
management viewpoint. In order to increase cash income and 
to meet the demand for foods in the economy, the managing 
of a family farm will increasingly have to shift towards intensi
fication and diversification in use of farm resources. To increase 
rice production, yield must be increased by intensification and 

.. additional· enterprises will _be ·added for. more productive- use 
of farm resources on mono-culture rice farms. 

In most cas~s, intensification and diversificatiori require a 
larger amount and better quality of labor input per fatm. In 
other words, in transforming traditional agriculture to commer
cial production to meet the needs of the growing economy, the 
labor demand on existing farms increases. But the supply of 
family labor is not meeting the increasing demand. Improve
ment in rural education has significantly raised the quality of 
rural labor. But education alone is not sufficient to increase 
output p~r labor-hour without accompanying· inputs comple
mentary to labor. 

In rice production most field work is done by manual labor 
as it was five or ten years ago. Increasing use of biochemical 
inputs has raised yields and output per ·labor-hour. However; 
wages for hired labor have increased much faster than the 
increase in labor productivity. For sustained growth of rice 
yield, which has already reached a high standard, farm ma
chinery is being requested as a complementary input for effec
ti':'e use of biochemical inputs. 

Land tenure and economies of scale 
' Since the degree of capital-labor substitution in rice production 

is about the same for both large and small farms, economies 
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of scale are not great. The number of rice farms of more than 
three hectareJ of paddy land has increased rather slowly com-

1 .. 

pared to other types of farms. The legal constraint setting an 
upper limit bn land holdings of three hectares of cultivated 
land, under the Land Reformation Law (1950), has been an 

I • 

institutional frctor restricting the scale expansion of crop farm-
ing. In the revised Land Tenure Law which is now under study· 
in the Natio~al Assembly it is proposed to reiease the upper 
ceiling on lan:d holdings.. . . . 

It has often been argued that the factors restricting scale 
expansion in lrice farming are found in farm management, and 
that the leg~l upper limit is not·. a serious constraint. Rice . 
cultivation on both small and large farms is done mainly by 
manual labor/, and the propor~ion .of hired labor input increases 
as the area of operated land mcreases. . . 

Since the *ages for hired labor have increased more rapidly 
than the projductivity of hired labor, the economic incentives. 
for scale expansion are discouraged. Therefore, local availability · 
of farm machinery of good quality at low prices is essential for 
scale expansi~n in rice farming, if the release of the legal upper 
limit on land holdings is to have any effective consequence . 

. Rise in living ~tandards . 
As the urlJ>an-industrial sector grows rapidly, the inconven

iences.· of rur~l life and the slow progress of labor efficiency in 
farm work are undermi.ning the labor discipline of farm boys. 
and girls, wlio are attracted by urban life. 

Rural youbg people are unwilling to live under kerosene 
lamps; they ~ant electric lights. They want more efficient mearis 
for transporting both people and goods. They put high prestige 
values on nt machinery. . 

Need for mechanization 
· Viewing th!~ prospects of economic development in Korea, it 

is iikely tha~ the outflow of rural young people will continue 
in the 1970sl without significant change in the average size of 
farm. And t~e wage rates for hired labor in agricultural produc
tion will continue to increase. Intensification and diversification 

I • . 

of farm management for market production will proceed further. 
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Hence, the demand for farm machinery will increase rapidly 
in the 1970s, not so much for scale expansion of agricultur.al 
production as for intensification on existing farms. 

Heavy equipment is increasingly used for land development 
(paddy rearrangement, hill-land development for agricultural 
uses, road building) and for development of water resources. 
Land and water resource developments are undertaken. mainly 
as public programs, and heavy· equipment is owned mostly by 
the agencies responsible for public development programs. Few 
empirical studies. have been made on effective use of heavy 
equipment for land and water resource development. Also, little 
is known. about ·the future deinand for heavy equipment for 
rural development purposes. 

At the farm level, substitution of engine power for animal 
and huinan power is increasingly needed for various field work 
and for rural transportation ·of both outputs and inputs. 

Summary 
The above discussion can be summarized. as follows: 
(1) In the traditional economy, where most people were 

engaged in semi-subsistence.agriculture, farm labor was relatively 
abundant, but there was a shortage of family labor in peak 
seasons on most crop farms. The shortage was overcome by 
using hired labor .supplied from within the agricultural sector. 

(2) As the urban-industrial sector has grown rapidly, the 
supply of hired iabor in the agricultural secfor has been reduced 
by rapid outflow of younger workers. The cost of hired labor 
in agricultural production has increased rapidly while labor 
productivity has not increased significantly.' 

(3) As the urban-industrial sector continues to grow rapidly, 
farm management is shifting increasingly toward intensification 
and diversification for. commercial production, which requires a 
larger labor input per farm unit. 

(4) In accord with the increasing participation of th.e govern
ment in rural infrastructure development, the demand for heavy 
equipment has increased rapidly. Econmnic use of heavy equip
ment for rural development programs is a new research area. 

(5) At the farm level, substitution of engine .power for animal . 
and human power· will take place rapidly in the 1970s even 
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though the si1e of fari;n remains the .same. 

C t 
. . I M. h . t" 

ons ramts uppn ec amza 100 

Until the mid-1960s public policies paid little attention to farm 
mechanizatiorl in Korea; programs for water supply and bio
chemical inpuits were th_e major policy concerns for agricultural 
inte.nsifi~ationr· The need. for farm mechanization has emerged 
rapidly m the la~e 1960s. . · . · 

By now there is a substantial gap between need and practice in 
farm mechani~ation. In spite of an increasing shortage of farm 
labor, the sufustitution of capital for labor has been inelastic. 
While there isl much talk about farm mechanization, only a small 
fraction of farmers are using improved machinery. 

Investigatior of the reasons for the inelastic substitution of 
capital for labor on farms should hav~ research priority. 

Among the rumerous constraints, the following are important: 
size of farm and land tenure, land fragmentation, biological 

· characteristics of rice cultivation, relative prices and quality of 
machinery, farmers' lack of knowledge of machine operation, 
output prices, I and farm income. The situation we face in Korea 
with respect to some of these variables will be investigated briefly 
in this section. 

Size of farm and land tenure 
·· As discusse~ in the previo11s . section, the problem of labor 

shortage on farttily farms in Korea is emerging not because farms 
are getting lar~er but because of the increasing cost of hired labor 
to operate th~ exiSting farms. Because wages for hired fabor are 
increasing rapidly while labor efficiency in farm operations is not 

·improving sigdificantly, we cannot delay the introduction of farm 
machinery untll the size of.farm is enlarged. Hence, we face a 
costly but una~oidable ti"a.nsformation. Who should pay the cost 
of mechanization will become an important subject in policy 
formulation; 

For certain kinds of field work, machines can be designed for 
economical use by a single farm. In many cases, however, the 

I . 

economically ~easible minimum capacity of a machin.e will be too 
large for the ~ork volume.of a, single farm. Theref~te, in order to 
minimize the cost of farm mechaniia~ion, efforts must be· made 
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both on the manufacturing side and by the users of the machines. 
For illustration, if from ·the manufacturing viewpoint the 

minimum economically feasible size of a motor tiller is 8 horse~· · 
power, the users of the tillers will have to find sufficient work 
volume to utilize this capadty fully.· 

Because of sniall farm size, land fragmentation, biological · 
characteristics of rice plants, etc., in Asia.n agriculture, use of 
machinery by fodividual rice farmers has often been considered 
economically infeasible. In this respect, manufacturers in Jap;m 
have contributed greatly by inventing machines su,itable for .the 
local conditions. · 

In order to spread the fixed cost of machinery which even at 
minimum capacity is too large for the work volume on a single 
farm, group ownership or cooperative use is often recommended. 
However, group ownership is not so popular as individual 
ownership. In spite of,warnings about over-investment in farm 
machinery, individual ownership is likely to increase, with the 
owner of the . machinery endeavoring to spread the fixed cost 
with.in his farm and outside of the farm. . 

Taking motor tillers as an example, most. are owned by indi
viduals who try to maximize. the work volume of the machine: 
'fillers are used for many purposes,. and a substantial part of the· 
owner's receipts often .comes from performing machine services. 
for other farms. Tilling is often less important than use of the 
machine for transportation,. threshing, and water pumping. 

The buyers of motor tillers are not all large-size farmers. A. · 
· ·young farm operator ·on a small farm often· purchases a motor 

tiller. to earn off.farm income by hiring out his own labor and 
·machine ser\.ices to other farms. · · · 

In the early. stage of introducing motor tillers in Korea, some 
non-farm families in city areas used the tillers to earn income by 
transporting various things.· . 

Thus, capability of m.ultipurpose use is an important factor to .. · 
be considered in designing machinery to increase the economic 
feasibility of farm mechanization on farms of the existing size. 

Generally speaking, the rates. of introduction. of motor tillers 
in Korea are comparatively high in the following two agricultural 
areas : ( 1) The western plains area, where rice farming predomi
nates, the area cultivated per farm is relatively large, and the cost 
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of feeding draft cattle is high because field grasses are· scarce. 
(2)- Locations! near urban-industrial centres, where diversified 
commercial f~rming is developing · and off-farm employment 
opportunities rre growing rapidly. . . . 

This implies that as farm resources are allocated increasingly 
• I . 

to.non-grain farming, such as vegetables, fruits, or livestock, and 
as the numbJr of part-time farmers increases due to the fas.t 
growth of thb urban-industrial sector, the area cultivated per' 
farm will bec~me a less important restricting variable for intro
ducing motor] tillers than it was in the stage of semi-subsistence 
food-grain farming; . . . · · 

. I • 

· . The restrict:·ve effect of size of farm differs for different kinds of 
machinery. In this respect, the experience of farm mechanization 
in Japan will be a valuable reference for other Asian countries. 

In· Korea tliere has been very little use of four-wheel tractors 
I . . . 

on ·general crpp farms. Tractors are increasingly used for the 
de:v~l,opment ?f hill land and on large-size livestock farms. In 
plains areas where rice is the main crop and paddy rearrangement 
is well done,] four-wheel tractors can be used effectively for 
plowing. Eve1 so, who should own these expensive machines is 

· an unsolved problem. Tractors· are regarded as less . suitable. 
than motor tillers. for multi-purpose ·use on small-size family 
farms. I 

Korea.has had no experience yet with the use of combines for 
harvesting ride. An economically feasible minimum capacity 

. I· 

combine is still too large for the work v·olume Qf a single farm. 
Therefore, grbup control of the successive rice cultivation pro-

1 

cesses must be developed for effective use of this expensive 
. machine. I_n .. order _to be able to ?arvest a lar~e area at one tim_e, 
group declSlons will be needed m the selection of seeds and m 
making tiine ]schedules for seedbed preparation, transplanting, 
fertilization, 'rater control, etc. .· . . . 

To make uniform cultivation practices feasible, a high degree of 
homogeneity in the land base, soil fertility, irrigation conditions,· 
etc., is also pterequisite. Land arid water resource development, 
using heavy e~uipment, helps widen the area of homogeneity of 
the production base in a locality. This illustrates how evolution 
from simple t~pes of farm machinery to complicated and expen
sive. types requires increasing farmer adjustments in cultivation 
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practices to meet the requirements of the machines. 
Few studies have been made on the relation between land 

tenure and use of farm machinery in Korea. About two thirds of 
the general crop farmers are owner operators.! Tenancy has been 

I 
prohibited, except in special· cases, under the 'Land Reformation 
Law (1950), and tenant farmers are a small portion of the total 
farms. 

Near the urban-industrial. centres, private urban capital is 
being invested in speculative land-holding or in commercial 
farming and such lands are generally managed by hired families. 
Use of farm machinery on such farms depends upon the objectives 
of the land holders. When the objective is tO establish a com
mercial farm, rather than for merely speculative holding, the 
investment in· farm machinery is high. 

· · In areas located far from urban-industrial centres, the prices 
. of land reflect the farm income from the land, for the demand for 
land for urban-industrial uses is increasing slowly. In such areas 
the incentive to hold land for rental revenue has diminished 
significantly in the 1960s, for the opportunity cost of the capital 
for holding the land is too high at existing interest rates. Also, 
the number of rural families who are willing to remain on farms 
as tenants has diminished .. 

Since -in the Korean economy the opportunities for capital 
investment and labor employment are growing more rapidly in 
the urban-industrial sector than in agriculture, it is not likely that 
the old tenant farming that prevailed in the pre-1945 ·period 
would re-emerge even if the legal prohibition of tenancy were 
removed. Under the existing land tenure system in Korea the 
landlord.:.tenant relation does not seem to be an important factor 
in farm mechanization. 

Land fragmentation 
A typical farmer in Korea operates a little less than one hectare 

of. crop land, consisting of· both· paddy land and upland. A 
farmer's crop land is seldom consolidated in a single parcel but 
is scattered in several parcels. · 

For efficient farm operation~ consolidation of scattered fields 
was advocated even before the introduction of farm machinery. 
However, progress wµs slow until the mid,.1960s. 

. ( . 
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. Farmer · p~rticipatio~ in land rearrangement pr~jects ~as .· 
mcreased remarkedly m the last several years. The mcreasmg · 
cost of hired lrbor has been a factor inducing farmer participation 
in rearrange~ent programs, as has the increased p:ublic ~nancial 
investment in the programs. · . . - · · 

Up to now land rearrangment projects have been undertaken 
chiefly on paddy land, and the rearranged areas now cover one 
third of the tbtal area of paddy land suitable for rearrangement. 

I . 

It is expected that around 70 percent of the suitable area will 
have been reatranged by 1975. · · · 

Land reardngement provides a land base upon which some of·· 
the tech~ical :constraints upon farm n_iechanization are red~ced. 

In plams areas, where topography is flat and the top soils of 
the paddy larlds are relatively homogenous, the consolidation of 
scattered fields into one parcel for each cultivator is being carried 

·out with littld disagreement among cultivators. · 
In rolling ateas, however, the original variations in topographic 

conditions an~ soil fertilities a~ong fo.dividual fields still remain 
after the rearrangement work is done. In ~uch areas land re
arrangement projects .are carried out without accompanying 
consolidation programs,· because of disagreements among culti
vators. Diffe~ences in soil fertility within the rearranged· areas 
are expected to be reduced as cultivation continues for a number 
of years, andJ mutual exchanges of fields for consolidation will · 
be undertakep by voluntary agreements among the cultivators. 

The impacr of recent land rearrangement projects on the. 
introd~ction. ~f. new technology shows up especially in the 
followmg actirit1es: _ · . · 

(1) Improvement of the land base through· paddy rearrange
ment has speclded up the adoption of yield-increasing technofogy. 
In particularf joint.· cultivation of rice has increased in the 
rearranged· areas. A team of ten to twenty farmers makes group 
decisions ori ~eed selection, seedbed work, transplanting, fertil
ization, disease.and insect control, etc. Paddy land rearrangement 
and joint cultivatiop of rice facilitate the use of imprqved farm 

· machinery. Ff r example, group control of d~seases and insects 
leads to the use of power sprayers. A motor tiller owned by one 
member of t~e team is utilized for other members. As. a group, 
the joint cultivators can hire the service of expensive machinery 

. . . I . . . . . 
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such as four-wheel tractors, power sprayers, and power threshers. 
(2) Paddy land rearrangement has provided opportunities for 

improving farm roads from· villages to individual field plots and 
·has stimulated farmers' interest in local road improvements, thus 
reducing another factor restricting farm mechanization. 

(3) Drainage and irrigation conditions are also improved by 
the program.· Improvements in drainage, especially, have facili
tated the introduction of double-cropping systems for off-season 
use of rice land. The increasing off-season production of quality 
vegetables under vinyl on well-drained paddy lands is providing 
additional cash income to rice farmers, and this contributes to 
the purchase of new farm machinery. 

Since the social and private cost of land rearrangement in
creases rapidly as the suitability of the land for rearrangement 
decreases, we can not justify land rearrangement merely for farm 
mechanization. Some observers argue that for the introduction 
of motor tillers, improvement of farm roads is necessary. B~~ 
tillers can be used effectively without accompanying rearrange:.. 
ment which requires a large amount of investment. In this regard, 
the experiences of other countries will provide valuable references 
for the Korean program. 

· Biological characteristics of rice· cultivation 
Because the major portion of the agricultural resources in 

Korea is employed in rice production, the biological characteris
tics of rice cultivation are an important factor affecting the type 
and degree of farm mechanization. 

Field work for rice production on paddy lands, such as tilling, 
transplanting, wee~ing, fertilizer application, harvesting, etc., 

· differs techniCally from similar operations on dry land for pro-
. duction of wheat, barley, coin, soybeans, etc. . 

The plowing and harrowing of paddy land in preparation for 
rice transplanting are done in ·flooded, muddy soil. in the wet 
season, while the plowing of upland for sowing barley is done 
on dry-surface soil in the dry season. Hence, the tillage machinery 
for rice cultivation must be suited to muddy soil· conditions. 

Direct sowing of rice can not yet be recommended in the 
Korean climate. Problems of weed control and comparatively 
low yield are regarded as the major factors restricting direct 
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sowing of ric~ on paddy .land. 
Yields of rice are affected substantially by the art of trans

planting, suchl as spacing and number.of seedlings per hill. Hence 
the machiner~ for rice planting must suit the biological charac-
teristics of rice seedlings. · · 

The kinds df weeds differ between paddy and upland, and the 
weeding of p~ddy land has to be done in muddy soil and under 
flooded conditions. · · · 

Thus, wherl we trace the series of field operations for rice 
cultivation o~ paddy land we realize that the technological 
possibilities of mechanization vary with the kind of field work, 
with correspohding variation in the. relative cost of mechaniza
tion. 

Among the various kinds of work processes. for rice produc
tion, ~achinepr ~as be~n. ado~ted extensively for water pumpin?, . 
threshing, and nee m1llmg smce the early stage of economic 

I 

development in Korea. Use of power pumps is less affected by 
the biological lcli.aracteristics of rice than is the use of cultivation 
machinery. The gap between the technological possibility and 
economic feaJibility of mechanization seems smaller for water 
pumping, _thr~shing, · and rice milling than for cultivation pro-
cesses. I . . 

Actually, t~e use of machinery for water pumping, threshing, 
and milling ~as not been regarded as "mechanized farming". 
Farm mechanization is loosely understood as a state of farming 
in which powbr machinery is used in rice cultivation processes. 
This notion $ay have arisen because the major portion of the 
labor input' f dr rice production is for cultivation processes, and 
nobodyJikes f o do manual labor on paddy land during the hot 
summer. · I · · . . · . · 

Urban-industrial growth is a basic factor in reducing the gap 
between techbological possibility and economic feasibility .of 
mechanizatiorl iri plant cultivation processes. 

'· Industrial ~evelopment brings internal effects through supply
ing ·better quality farm machinery at relatively low prices. At 
the same timb, urban-industrial growth raises wages . for hired 

I 

labor in the farm sector because of the outflow of labor. Also, 
urban-indust~al growth niakes possible higher farm product· 
prices a:rid farhi incomes, which increase the economic feasibility 

I 
. . . . 
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of using machinery in cultivation processes. 

Price and quality of farm machinery 
During the 1960s the supply conditions of biochemical inputs 

for agricultural production were improved significantly in Korea. 
The construction of fertilizer plants made it possible to meet 
the domestic deinand, and the supply prices of chemical fertilizers 
declined in recent years in real terms (see Table 4). Agricultural · 
research and extension programs improved significantly in the 
last decade. 
· Compared to the biochemical inputs, the supply prices of farm 

machinery have not improved significantly. Imported ~achines 
from Japan and other industrialized countries are better· .in 
quality but higher in price than the domestic products due to 
scarcity and to taxes on the imported machines. To promote 
import substitution, the domestic manufacturers of farm ma
chinery have been subsidized by the government for the last few 
years. Yet the supply prices are high and quaHty improvement 
is rather slow. · · 
· Basically, the low level of technology in the machiilery industry 

has been the major cause of the expensiveness of domestic-made 
machines. Some domestic manufacturers justify the production 
of low-quality goods on the basis of limited purchasing power 
of farmers, the production of high.:.quality machines which are 
too expensive relative to the income level of. farmers is dis
couraged. 

In the past, government subsidies for farm machinery pro
duction . have been provided to a large number of inefficient 
manufacturers. The subsidy programs are now being revised to 
help selected manufacturers improve the quality of farm ma
chinery. 

The government program for developing the farm machinery 
industry in the next few years will put emphasis on the manu- · 
facture of motor tillers, power sprayers, power threshers, and 
water pumping machines. Among these, special emphasis is to 
be put on motor tillers which are adapted to multi-purpose uses. 
The demand for sprayers, threshers, and water pumps which are 
attached to motor tillers is expected to increase rapidly .. 

Prior· to expanding· the manufacturing of motor tillers, in-
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Table 4. Nominal Price Indices of Major Farm Inputs, Wholesale Prices, 1965-70. 

Farm Power 
Power 5-HP 

Machinery· 
Year 

thresher 
tiller engine 

parts 
Fertilizer Pesticides All commodities 

wages 
(6-HP) (kerosene) 

1965 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1966 116.9 108.3 104.5 109.1 115.7 100.0 . 103.6 108.8 

1967 142.7 107.3 112.7 119.9 127.8 87.2 99.7 115.8 

1968 178.3 140.4 117.6 135.6 139.8 87.2 113.7 125.2 
1969 216.4 149.1 133.4 145.2 143.4 93.5 114.9 133.7 

..... 1970 285.5 175.0 149.4 164.7 96.6 113.2 151.4 00 

Source: Agricultural Cooperative Monthly Survey. 



.· Table 5. Farmers' Preferences on Horsepower of Motor Tillers 

Horsepower 
Number of 

Percent 
farmers• 

5 970 12.6 

8 4,052 52.5 

10 2,230 28.9 

over 10 465 6.0 

Total 7,717 100.0 

• Around 8,000 farmers who had motor tillers were asked what horsepower 

they preferred in light of their experience. 

formation is needed on .the preferences of fatmers regarding 
power and type of engine, kinds of equipment to be attached 
to tillers, etc. Recently, the Agricultural' Extension· Office made 
a survey of the opinions of about 8,000 farmers who have motor 
tillers. This survey has provided information useful for under
standing the farmers' views : 

(1) As for horsepower, the majority of farmers favor 8 to 10 
.horsepower, with a modal value of 8 HP (see Table 5). Generally 
speaking~ small tillers are favored .in the areas where light 'soils , 
are prevalent, while 10 HP tillers are favored for tilling heavy 
soils. lri the western plains area, where monoculture of rice is· 
the dominant type of farming, top soils are comparatively heavy 
and large-size tillers are in demand. 

Farmers making much use of motor tillers for transportation 
tend to require a high-horsepower machine. On the other hand, 
there is complaint that high-horsepower tillers are too heavy to 
be handled in the field by women and older workers. 

Since, sprayers, threshers, pumping machines, etc., are often 
attached to motor tillers, tlie decision regarding optimum horse
power should take account of the power requirements of such 
equipment. In this respect, experience in other countries will 

. provide valuable information for Korean agriculture. 
(2) With respect to fuel, two types of engines are produced 
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Table 6. Types of Engines for Motor Tillers Owned by Crop Farmers in 1970 
I 

. I 

Types of engine · Number of farmers Percent 
I . 

Kerosene I 

Water coolect 

· Air cooled 

Diesel 

Water cooled 

Air cooled 

Total 

4,978 
3,982 

996 
2,739 
1,638 

1.101 
7,717 

64.5 

35.5 

100.0 

Table 7. Major· Obstacles Encountered in Use of Motor Tiller's by .Crop 

Farmers, 1970. 
I 

Difficulties I 

(1) Prices of 1achine parts too expensive 

(2) Lands not rearranged 

(3) Repair statJons too far away 

(4) Poor condJtions of roads 

(5) Lack of ski
1

11 in machine operation 

(6) Frequent t~ouble with machine 

(7) Horsepower too low 

(8) Short supJly of machine attachments 

(9) Other · 1 ·. 

I 

Total responses 

2,048 
1,802 
1,519 . 

1,487 
1,175 

609 
502 
492 

32 

Percent 

21.2 
18.6 
15.7 

· 15.4 

12.2 
6.3 
5.2 
5.1 
0.3 

Table S. What Farmers Do When Motor Tillers Need Repair 
I 

. . .. I 
Repair act1v1t1r 

(1) Bring machine to repair shop 

(2) Operator fakes repairs himself 

(3) Ask selling agents 

(4) Invite tech 1nicians 
I . 

(5) Wait for circulating technicians 
I 

20 

Number of 

observations 

2,138 
587 

2.16 
272 

48 

Percent 

64.4 
17.7 

8.3 
8.2 
1,4 



Table 9. Preferences Regarding Types of Power Sprayers 

Type of sprayer 
Number of 

Percent 
observations 

Attachment to motor tiller 4,467 57.9 

Mist-blower type 1,816 23.5 

Hand-cart type 1,048. 13.6 

Basic type 386 5.0 

for motor tillers: those using kerosene and diesel engines. Farmers 
think that kerosene engines are easier to start .than diesel engines, 
but fuel costs more for kerosene engines .. About 65 percent of 
the farmers having motor tillers use the kerosene-engine type. 
Water-cooled engines are far more common than air-cooled (see 
Table 6). As farmers become more skillful in handling machines 
and as the quality of diesel engines improves, the difference in 
fuel cost will become a more important facto~ in the cho,ice of 
engines. 

(3) Most of the farmers having motor tillers paid about one 
half of the price in cash, the remainder being covered by inter
mediate-term credit and government subsidy. The number of 
farmers who want to purchase tillers under the government 
assistance program exceeds the program funds available for tiller 
supply. 

The farmers having motor tillers. were asked what problems 
they encountered in effective use of the tillers. Their main re
sponses, in order of frequency, were : machine parts are too 
expensive, crop lands are not rearranged, repair stations are too 
far away, local roads are in poor condition, machine operators 
lack skill (see Table 7). 

At present only around 5 farmers in 1,000 have motor tillers, 
and the market system and repair services in local areas are far 
from adequate, which iS a cause of the high cost of farm me
chanization. In order to repair motor tillers, farmers must usually 
take them to a distant town or city. In some local towns farmers 
can not obtain repair service and machine parts. 
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The sample farmers were asked what they did about repairs. 
About 65 petcent took the machines to places where repair shops 

I 

were available, and 18 percent made their own repairs (see Table 
8). Hence, ~ocal availability of repair service . is an important 
factor for retlucing the cost of farm mechanization. · 

. • I • 

(4) The advantages of motor tillers for multipurpose uses are 
creating deJ.ands for attached equipment. Especially, the sub
stitution of tnachinery for human power in spraying, _threshing, 
and water pbmping is speeding up use of equipment attached to 
motor tillers!. For example~ when asked about their preferences 
for sprayers,! about 60 percent of the farmers having motor tillers 
favored sprayers attached to motor tillers (see Table 9). 

This parti~l information on farmers' views suggests a number 
· ·of things nebded for an effective policy to promote wider adop

tion of motdr tillers. 
· (1) Qualit~ improvements and lower prices for tillers and 
attached equipment are urgently· needed. 

I . 

(2) Improvements of the land base, such as land rearrange-
ment and r9ad improvement, are essent~al for an elastic adjust-
ment of farfing to labor shortage. . 

(3) Local l~vailability of machinery repair service is critically 
needed to r9duce the cost of mechanization. 

(4) Training programs are needed to improve farmers' skills 
in use of niachinery. . 

.D -. '/: I. d h. . 
rarmers imite pure asmg power 

Prices of rotor tillers vary by type, size, producing firm, etc. 

Table 10. Ave~age Domestic Supply Prices of Major Farm Machines, in Won, 

1971. 

I 

Kind I Description Price 

Motor tiller 

Sprayer 

Thresher 

Pumping ma~hine 
I 

·includes plow, rotary, and trailer 380,000 
Attached to motor tiller 50,000 
Attached to motor tiller 90,000 
Motor 80,000 
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Including plow, rotary, and trailer, a motor tiller costs around . 
· .380,0PO won (a little over US$1,000) (see Table IO). This is 

equivalent to 4.3 tons of rice at the . domestic price in· 1971 
(around 88,00Q won or $238 a ton). . 

The· national average rice yield per hectare is a little over 3 
tons. Hence to purchase a motor tiller by selling rice at the 
market will require the equivalent . of the product from 1.43 
hectares of paddy land. 

The average size of farm is 0.9 hectares of paddy and upland. 
On the average, a farmer has around 0.6 heetare of paddy land 
producing 1 ;8 tons of rice. The price of a motor tiller is 
equivalent to 4.3 tons of rice. Hence, the money value of rice 
produced by an average size farm in a year is only aboµt 40. 
percent ·of the price of a motor tiller. This indicates tlie low 
purchasing power of rice farmers for motor tillers. 

If the farmer wants to attach a sprayer, a thresher, and a.· 
pumping machine to the tiller, it will cost him an additional 
220,000 won ($595), which is equivalent to 2.5' tons of rice at 
the domestic market price. Very few. rice farmers can afford 
to buy these attachments from their · net income from rice 
farming. 

Rice production -is the. major enterprise for general crop 
farmers in Korea. As previously discussed, the average cultivated 

· area per farm is unlikely to increase significantly, ill spite of 
the rapid urban-industrialization. The market surplus of rice 
from the limited cultivated area is small, and the receipts from 
rice per farm· in a year depend upon yield ·and market price of . · 
rice. Since yield increase is rather slow, the annual receipts from 
rice are closely related to the price of rice.· . 

Thus, the shortage of hired labor and high wage rates require 
the introduction of new machinery that is too expensive to buy 
from the farmers' rice receipts.· 

Rice, farmers are insisting that the government raise the price 
of rice, but this is an important iterri affecting urban and _indus.., 
trial wage rates. The domestic real price of rice has increased 
significantlY: in· recent years, and the present rate of increase is 
likely to continue in the next few years, 

Even so, the ·net income from rice . production alone will 
hardly enable farmers to purchase the new machinery th~y need 
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so critically. Hence the importance of cash income opportunities 
other than· ricb: production for inducing farm mechanization in 
the Korean a~ricultural setting. 

Cash inconlie earned from vegetable, fruit, and livestock 
production ca~ make as important a contribution as .. can cash . 
income earned from off-farm work in strengthening the pur
chasing powe~ of farmers for machinery in the 1~70s. Thus the 
availability o~ cash income. opportunities in any locality is a 
strong factor affecting the degree of farni mechanization there. 

I . . . . 

Govemment1 Mechanization Programs 
At the· pre~ent stage of economic development in Korea, 

relatively. rewj farmers have opportunities for cash income 
earnings othe[ . than from rice production, · and even those 
privileged fan~1ers seld~m have ~nough cash saving~ ~o afford 
. the purchase pf expensive machinery. Hence,. providmg loans 
to farmers who want to purchase motor. tillers and other 
machinery is 1an important part of the government's program 
for farm mec~anization. · . 

For thos·e farmers who purchase a motor .tiller with plow, 
rotary, and trailer, 70 percent of the· purchase price will be 
provided by ~ 5-year . interniediate term loan wit~ an annual 
interest rate of 9 percent. For those farmers who purchase 
sprayers; thre~hers, pumping machines, etc., 50 percent of the 
purchase prict will be provided by a 3-year loan at 9 percent. 

Another im'portant ·public program for farm mechanization 
is· to assist. nianufacturers to increase productivity. The main 

· idea of this program is to encourage specialized· production of 
certain parts ef a motor tiller by selected manufacturing plants. 
For example,! two makers, the Dae Dong Industrial Co. and 
the Chinil Machinery Co., will be· asked to produce motor 
cylinder liner~, carburetors will be produced by the Seoul Steel 
Co. and onejmore plant, etc. . · . · 

Assembly . / machines will likewise be restricted to a few . 
·selected plants. For example, the . assembly of water-cooled 
diesel engines! for 8 and 10 HP tillers will be done by two 
authorized manufacturing companies. . . . 

The objectiie of this selective assistance progrnm is to br~g 
· about qualit~ improvement in farm machinery by inducing 
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competition aniong a few manufacturers. 
Another part of the government's policy for farm mechani., 

zation ·is teaching machinery skills and · know-how through 
agricultural ·education· and extension programs. Up to now, 
biological science a11d technology has · i:ec~ived main emphasis 
in these programs, - and farm level training in mechanical 
technology has lagged far behind. Some young farmers have 
learned the skills of machinery operation while they served . in 
the army. 

Training. of the trainers and methods and facilities fofleaching 
· farmers about farm machinery are comparatively new subjects; 

on which much can be learned from other countries: 

Conclusions: Some Research Needs 
Few persons would have expected a labor shortage in agricul

tural production to coine so soon· in the urban-industrialization 
process of the Korean economy. Because of the dominance of 

- small farms, land fragmentatfon, high_ degree of seasonal under
employment of farm labor, etc., the technological possibility 
and economic feasibility of farm mechanization were thought 
to be low. However, the rapid increase in wages for hired farm 
labor due to the outflow of rural youngsters has become a very 
strong inducement for labor-saving technology_ even with the 
existing small size of farms. . -

There is a wide gap between the need for farm mechanization 
and the actual use of machinery in agricultural production. In -
some farming areas, machinery is more urgently needed for 
public land and water resource development than for private 
management of individual farms. On most crop farms, however, 
the substitution of motor power for human and animal power _ 
is needed. Motor tillers capable. of multipurpose use will be 

· demanded extensively in_ the 1970s. 
In the initial stages of farm mechanization, empirical research 

on ways to minimize the cost of mechanization is needed not 
only for the benefit of individual farmers but also by govern
ment agencies and manufacturing plants. The following research 
areas would seem to be of private and public interest:. 

(1) Estimation of the demand for heavy equipment for rural 
infrastructure developments, . arid evaluation of efficiency in· the 
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use of heavy equipment by public agencies for development 
projects. (Ho I many bulldozers will ·.be needed for land re
arrangement and farni road development? How can they be 
used most eff~ctively?) 

(2) .Empirical study of· the impact of rural electrification. on 
farm:-.ajeehanJation. {How will availability of electric power in 

,· a farm. Villag9 contribute to increasing the use of machinery?) 
•(3) Empirical study of the effects of farm road improvement 

on farm me4anization. . . . . 
· · • · (4) Factors I affecting the choice of motor tillers by farmers 

in terms of. horsepower, kind of engine, attached equipment, _etc. 
(5) Farm management study of the effects of motor tiller 

use on farm I enterprise combinations, farm expenses, farm 
receipts, household expenditures, etc. 

(6) Relatiodship ·between farmer education, age, personal -
·experience, etb., and adoption of mechanical technology. 

(7) Empiric~! study of the effects of cash income opportunities 
othe. r than frI1 

m rice production on the introduction of farm 
machinery. . . 

(8) Empiric 1 study of. the effects of local availability of 
machinery deffors and repair service on the introduction of 
far~ machinefY. _ 

(9) Study on the adequacy of credit programs for promoting 
farm mechanikation. · . 

(10) Comp~rative cost analysis of machinery production in 
· selected manJf~cturirig plants.·· 
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MECHANIZATION AND 
. RELATIONS BETWEEN 
FARM, NON-FARM, AND 
GOVERNMENT SECTORS 

KEIZO TSUCHIYA* 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 

Kyushu University,. Japan 

The amount of fixed capital formation in Japanese agriculture 
in 1969 was Yl, 172 billion, an increase of 250 percent in nominal 
terms or 120 percent in real terms since 1960. Comparisons are 
shown in Table 1, which gives also a rough classification of the 
fixed capital as land, buildings, farm machinery, plants, and 
livestock. The capital in farm machinery has increased remark
ably. This form of capital increased by 16.9 percent in nominal 
terms or 15.5 percent in teal terms in 1969 compared to the 
preceding year, exceeding the average annual increase of 13.7 
percent in nominal terms or 13.1. percent in real terms from 
1965 to 1968. 

The changes in major farm equipment since the Second World 
War (Table 2) show a remarkable increase in power tillers, 
sprayers and dusters. In 1968, 56.6 percent of all farm households 
had power tillers, and in 1967, 79.6 pet:cent of the paddy fields 
and 28.5 percent of the upland fields used power tillers, which 
is regarded as their maximuin usage in the area. 

On the other hand, the demand for riding tractors and reapers 
. has contfuu~d to increase. Also, within the last one or two years 
the introduction of the head-feed and ordinary type of combine 
machines has< increased. (The head-feed combine is a combina-
tion of power thresher and reaper.) 1 

. 

In this paper I would like to analyze the economics of farm 
mechanization, with special reference to the power tiller and 
large-size machines such as· the riding tractor and combine. 

. . 

* In the preparation of this paper, I am indebted'. to Professor S. Sawada and 
Miss M. Takezaki. Also, the financial assistance of a Research Fund of the · 
Ministry of Education in Japan is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Taole 1. Capital Formation in Japanese Agriculture. 

I . . (Unit: billion yen) 

Item 1960 1965 

Capital formatidn A 333.7 689.5 
B 438.5 689.5 

Land A 104.1 220.1 
B 146.2 220.1 

Buildings A 63.7 156.1 
B 100.2 156.1 

Farm machinery A 112.4 213.5 
B 113.3 213.5 

Plants A 17.0 49.5 
B 25.0 49.5 

Livestock A 36.5 50.3 
B 53.8 50.3 

1969 

1,172.2 

961.4 

380.1 
306.0 

274.5 
190.6 

367.0 
351.2 

63.6 
48.8 

. 87.1 
64.7 

Average rate of increase 

during 1960-1968 

15.5% 

9.3 

16.1 

9.2 

18.9 
8.2 

13.7 
13.1 

17.0 
8.7 

10.7 

0.4 

A: nominal terms B: real terms (1965 yen) 

Source: Japane e Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Nogyo oyobi Noka 

no Shaf ai Kanjyo (Social Accounting of Farm and Farm House

hold), 1969 . 

. Economics of [mall-Scale Mechanization 
The mechahization of small-scale Japanese farms is different 

from that of] large-scale Western. farm enterprise in the form 
of its applic~tion. The differences are detailed below: 

I. Mechanization in Western countries has been applied to 
upland farmihg, but mechanization in Japan is primarily in 
watered paddy fields. A study in 1967 shows that the mechaniza
tion ratio in !Japan was 85.8 percent in paddy fields and 39.9 
percent in upland fields. 2 

· 
I 
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.2. Although mechanization has occurred evenly in all processes 
of cultivation in Western countries, such a balanced advance 
is not observed in Japan. In the latter case, machines were not 
introduced in all processes of paddy cultivation. They were 
only used instead of human labor in plowing and harrowing 
and levelling the ground. In Japan, mechanization is taking 
place gradually in transplanting, reaping, etc. 

3. In Western countries, yields have increased through 
mechanized deep-tilling. In Japan, however, it is not clear what 
effect the use of tillers has had on the yield of rice per acre. 
Yoshio ltoh points out that the deep tilling capacity of the power 
tiller is no greater than that with cattle power. 3 Results obtained 
by the National Agricultural Experimental Stations in various 

Table 2. Changes in the Major Equipment on Farms, Japan, 1955-69. 

_(Unit: 1,000) 

Year Power Riding Rice Combine 

trans- Sprayer Duster Grain 
tiller tractor 

planter reaper 
Head-feed Ordinary 

type type 

1955 87 0.1 76 11 
1958 227 0.2 130 25 
1960 746 5 232 73 
1962 1,414 11 342 94 
1964 2,184 13 524 180 0.1 
1965 2,490 19 600 250 18 0.1 
1966 2,725 39 717 409 36 0.2 
1967 3,021 58 12 906 724 71 0.3 
1968 3,030 124 37 1,041 893 162. 16 0.5 
1969 179 82 353 47 0.7 

Rate of 

diffusion 56.6 3.4 1.5 19.5 16.8 6.6 0.9 
(percent) 

Source: Akira Takei, Nihon N6gy6 no Kikaika (Mechanization in Japanese 

Agriculture), 1970. 
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Table 3. Changes in Rice Yield by the Use of Power Tillers 

Location of Agricultural 

Experimental Station 
I 

Akira 

Nara 

Hiroshima 

Ehime 

Koc hi 

Yamaguchi 

(Unit: kg/10 ares) 

Change of Yield 

+2 
+5 
-8 
+11 
+0.6 

-37 

Source: Agricultdral Improvement Bureau, Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry, I Doryoku Kounki ni kansuru Shiken Kenkyu (Studies on 

the Experimental Use of Power Tillers), 1960. 

prefectures haL varied; some show ~n increase in yields while 
others record la decrease (Table 3). · . ' 

4. InJapan, machines have been substituted for human labor, 
but mechanidl power is not yet used in all plowing instead of 

. I 

cattle and ho~ses. Table 4 compares power provided by cattle 
and horses with that provided by power machinery. (Cattfe 
are converted at 0.5 horsepower per ·head, horses at 0.6 horse-· 
power.) These estimates are also traced graphically in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Histori.cal Changes in Agricultural Labor Population 
an1~ Power Used in Agriculture. 
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I 
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T!'lble 4. Historical Rec;ord of Application of Power in Japanese Agriculture. 

Year 

1907 

1912 

1920 

1935 

1947 

1953 

1955 

1957 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

Cattle and horses 

Number Amount of HP 

(1,000 head) (1,000 HP) 

2,163 1,277 

1,334 1,334 

2,266 1,320 

2.416 1.403 

2,503 1.400. 

3,058 1,682 

3,575 1,880 

3.40,8 
<· 

1,786 

3,093 1,624 

3,013 1,574 

2,931 1,527 

2,878 1.494 

2,808 1.451 

2,603 1,341 

2,207 1,136 

1,185 949 

Machine power 

(1,000 HP) 

1 

5 
37 

1,109 

1,129 

3,150 

4,606 

5,596 

6,341 

6,331 

6,491 

6,634 

7,484 

8,109 

Source: Information for horsepower from cattle and horses is from the 

Planning Division, Minister's Secretariat, and the Agriculture 

Policy Bur~au, Ministry of Agriculture and· Forestry, Nihon N6gy6 

no Kikaika (Mechanization of Japanese Agriculture), 1963. As to 
machine power, the author computed the horsepower of electric 

and petroleum motors. 

Total power of cattle and horses changed very little for many 
years, but it began to decrease after 1955. Machine power has 
shown a sharp and sustained rise since 1947, and the agricultural 
labor population has continuously declined since 1950. In other 
·words, Fig. 1 confirms the. fact that the increase in· agricultural 
machinery is inversely proportional to the decrease of human 
labor in agriculture. 
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Power tillers dominate farm mechanization in Japan .. This · 
differs from Festern countries, and various kinds of research 
are being done on this subject at the present time. 

Nobufumi IKayo (1962)4 has concisely classified explanations 
I • 

of the adoption of power tillers into five categories, and adds 
his own critibL opinion. The five categories are as follows: 

1. Income I Effect Theory: The returns from use of power 
tillers fall sh9rt of their cost and, in fact, investment results in . 
over-investment. Nevertheless, power tillers continue to be 
brought intol use because the farmer's income has increased. 
Furthermore, the inducement for this investment is. not the 
same as that commonly assumed in farm management analysis . 
because hou epold economy and business enterprises are not 
clearly distinkuished in Japanese agriculture. In other . words, 
this theory regards the motive to purchase power tillers as some
thing similar! to the desire for durable consumer goods, such 
as washing machines, rather than pure producer goods. 

2. Demon~tration Effect Theory: This theory holds that 
farmers buy la power tiller to compete with next-door farmers 
who are alrerdy using one. This would be called "keeping up 
with the Joneses". Such a phenomenon is widely known as the 
demonstratioh effect, a principle advocated by J. S. buesenberry 
to explain th~ main motives for the purchase of consumer goods. 
~he a~plicat~on of such a theo~y to the introduction of power 
tillers is bas1d on the assumption that they are' not producer 
but consumer goods. . 

3. Disintegration of Patriarchal Family Theory: As sons and 
daughters of jfarmers have shown a strong tendency to abandon · 
farms in recent years, the heads of farm families. buy tillers to 

. encourage thbir children to remain in the traditional profession 
of agriculturt ·According to this theory, this situation is due 
to the weakJning of the patriarchal family system. 

4. Increas~d Leisure Valuation Theory: Mechanization is not 
used to prov*e additional time for more intensive farm manage
ment or for a side-business to increase earnings, but to increase 
leisure time.j · 

. 5. Farmer ' Physical Mutation Theory: In the days before 
the Second World War, farm training was started at the age of 
about twelve! when a young boy finished primary school. After 

I 
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the War, this type of hard traditional training was no longer 
enforced because of the collapse in the patriarchal family system, 
and the period .of compulsory education was extended up to 
the age of 15. Thus more and more children of farmers began 
to go to high school. This resulted in building a non-robust 
body type that could not stand heavy farm work. This theory 
holds that for these reasons tillers have gradually been employed 
in farm work. 

All the above mentioned theories try to explain the mechaniza
tion of small-scale farms from viewpoints other than that of 
economic rationality. However, the average purchasing price of 
a tiller is about ¥190,000 (US$528) without attachments. If 
attachments are included, the price may be ¥300,000 (US$833). 
With ·the annual average farm household income at ¥670,000 
(US$1,861) in 1964, it is easy to realize how expensive it is to 
buy such machinery. Such being the case, before a farmer decides 
to buy a power tiller he is naturally obliged to bear in mind the 
foreseeable payments. 

In fact, the result of a survey carried out on 2,061 farms by, 
Kikaika Shinko Kyokai (The Association for Promotion of 

. Machinery) showed that 84 percent of all the farmers surveyed 
adopted the use of power tillers to substitute for human labor, 
and very few did it for demonstration or for other non-economic 
reasons. It seems, therefore, necessary to review the motives 
for the use of power tillers by Japanese farmers from the 
standpoint of economic reasons, as distinct from the opinfons 
mentioned above. 

Why Small-Scale MechanizatiOn Has Spread 
First of all, let us see how power tillers have spread throughout 

Japan. As shown in Table 5 there is a big difference among regions 
in the relative numbers of power tillers. · 

· In the high rice producing regions such as Tohoku (North
Eastern) and· Hokuriku (North-Western) the number of tillers 
is 61.3 per .100 families, but in the remote areas like Kyushu 
it is only 31.4. · 

Such regional differences are attributed to various factors, 
among which land improvement projects are very important. 
Once a· land improvement project is carried out the drainage 
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Table
1 
5. Number of Power Tillers in. Use per 100 Farms. 

I 

Number of Tillers 

Kind of Districr . 

National averabe 

Industrial distr~cts 
Districts surrounding big industries 

Suburb dis+cts of local industrie~ 
Agricultural districts 

Districts wi~h high rice production 

Districts prdducing commercial agricultural 

products ] 
Districts of general rice farming 

Di~tricts prddud~g crops other than rice 

Remote distric~s · . 

. 1960 

8.6 

9.6. 
6.6 

12.1 

9.1 
7.5 

6.6 
2.1 

1967 

56.0 

53.0 
61.3 

61.3 

56.4 

58.3 
31.4 
31.4 

Source: Minist+. of Ag~iculture and .. Forestry, Chiiki Nogyo no Bunseki 

(Analysis of Regional Agriculture), 1969. 

Year 

1910 
1920 

. 1930 
1940 
1950-
1960 
1964 

Table 6: Investment in Land Improvement. 

Total 

Investment 

(A) 

11,979 

15,982 
23,849 
19,438 
33,626 
76,407 
98,262 

Public 

Investment 

(B) 

979 
1,267 
6,534 
7,185 

22,550 
52,901 
70,518 

(Unit: million yen) 

Ratio of Public 

Investment 

(B/A) 

p~rcent 

8.3 
7.9 

27.4 
37.0 
67.1 
69.2 
71.8 

Source: The N~tional Research Institute of· Agriculture, Ministry of Agri-
1 . . • . 

culture land Forestry,.Nihon Nogyo no Choki Tokeishii (Long-Range 
·1 . • 

Statistics for Japanese Agriculture). Vol. 1, 1967. ·. 
I 
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. . 

is better, rearrangement of the paddy fields makes each plot 
larger, and the introduction of machinery is easier. 5 · 

In pre-War Japan, land improvement projects were generally 
carried out by private landowners, with very little investment 
by the Central or Prefectural Governments. After the Second 
World War, as shown in Table 6, the proportion of public 
investment in the total investment gradually increased. This 
was due to the land reform, which reduced the landowners' 
return for their capital investment. Thus the share of government 

. investment reached 71.8 percent in 1964. 
Such public investment has drastically increased· the total 

·value of investment in land. improvement. For example, the 
investment in 1964 was about 8.2 times that in 1910. This is one 
of . the main factors in the extension of farm mechanization. 

Investment in land improvement (agricultural social invest
ment), however, has not been_ even all over the country; differences 
are seen between regions. Table 7 shows the estimated social 

Table 7. Amount of Social Capital Stock per Hectare of Cultivated Land. 

(Unit: 1,000 yen, 1963 value) 

Region 1918-1952 1963 

Tohuku 128 225 
Kanto · 98 141 

Tokai 132 369 

Hokuriku 200 334 

Kinki 97 178 

Chugoku 97 225 
Shikoku 95 197 

Kyushu 102 . 174 

Source: Social capital stock for agriculture is calculated from data in Norin 

Gy_ogy6 no Chiikibetsu Shihon Sutokku no Suikei Kekka (Estima

. tion of Regional Capital Stock for Agriculture and Forestry),· by 

the Ministry of Agriculture ~nd Forestry, January, 1966, and culti-
. . ~ . 

vated land area from data in Norinsho Tokeihyo (Statistical Tables 

of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry). 
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capital stock for each agricultural region. (The two newly 
developed ind strial regions, Tokai, between Osaka arid Tokyo, 
and Chugoku). near Osaka, are excluded.) . . · 

The social fapital investment is relatively greater in such 
advanced rice-producing regions as Tohuku and Hokuriku and 
less in remotej regions like Kyushu Island. This fact seems to 
lead us to the conclusion that the increase in social capital 
investment fot land improvement accompanies the extended 
use of power tillers. 

Next, let us consider the second factor for the extension of 
power tillers. As mentioned earlier, the agricultural labor popula
tion began to lshow a marked decrease after 1954. This reflects 
the fast grow~h Of the Japanese economy. At the same time, . 
some member~ of each farm family started to earn extra income 
by taking sidejjobs. in other words, there has been an increase 
in the numbet. of so-called part-time farmers. 

· The proportions of part-time farmers have been c·alculated 
by Takeo · MiJawa (Table 8). If these estimates are accurate, 
part-time fanrlers i:;,emained close to 54.8 percent of the total 

·· up to 1950, btit have increased drastically since about 1955 and 
finally reached 78.5 percent in 1965. 

Furthermord, a detailed. study of the income structure of 
these farmers reveals that for many the income from side-jobs 
surpasses regular income in agriculture, so that a majority are 

T•blo 8. Rotlo r tho P•rt-tlmo, "'"'Cl'"' •nd Sooond CJ,,.. F"mora." 

Year 1938 1950 1955 1960 1965 

First class farmerJ 30.6 31.8 37.6 33.6 36.8 
. I 

Second class farmers 24.2 23.0 

· All part-time farn~ers 54.8 54.8 
. I 

27.5 '32.1 41.7 
65.1 65.7 78.5 

Source: Takeo Ml[sawa "An Analysis of Part-time Farming in the Post-war 

Period", Agriculture and Economic Growth: Japan's Experience, 
. . ~ 

edited by Kazushi Ohkawa, Bruce F. Johnston and Hiromitsu 
I , 

Kaneda, 1969. 
• See Note; 6. 

I 
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now. the so-called second class _ part-time farmers6 . This fact 
signifies the decrease in the agricultural labor population or 
labor force, which has been accordingly reflected in a sharp 
rise of agricultural labor costs. 

In addition, the relatively lower down payments and the 
improved performance of agricultural machines and implements 
may be counted as a third factor in the extension of agricultural 
mechanization. Before the Second World War, agricultural 
machines were manufactured mostly in middle or small-sized 
factory enterprises, on the basis of past experience and needs. 
Since the War, however, production techniques have improved 
vastly. 

This was, in a sense, one of the results of the switch-over from 
small scale plants to factories f cfr the production of agricultural 

_machines and implements. The latest mechanical engineering 
techniques are presently applied in planning, production, and 
materials, which are inspected by experts. Thus, improvement 
in quality and stabilization of prices of machinery have been 
attained.7 

Now let us consider the ratio between the average part-time 
wage for male farm workers in agriculture and the prices of 
agricultural machines and implements. The annual part-time 
wage was equivalent to 28.3 percent of the prices of agricultural 
machines and implements in 1887, and this -gradually rose to 
153.7 percent in 1950 and reached 256.2 percent in 1963. The-

- prices of agricultural machines and implements have increased 
relatively· less than labor costs. 

Fourthly, the rise in farmers' income level can be pointed 
out. This is due to two reasons, the popularization of side-jobs 
among farmers and the inflated price ofrice. Table 9 shows the 
result of the investigation conducted by Kikai Shinko Kyokai 
(The Association for Promotion of Machinery) of 2,061 farm 
households in 1964. According to this Table, 77 percent of the 
cost of power tillers came from the farmers' own funds. Very 
little capital was secured from the Modernization Fund (a 
governmental low~interest fund) or other sources. 

Such a high ratio of personal financing indicates a levelling-off 
of farmers' incomes and also reflected the limitations of financial 
organizations with regard to agricultural mechanization. In this 
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Table 9. Average Proportions of Funds for Purchasing Power Tillers Obtained 

from sJecified Sources by Farmers Using Those Sources, by Size of 

. · Farm, 11964. . . · . 

Farmer's land 

holding (hectares) 
. I . 

Less than 0.5 
0.5-1.0 
1.0-1.5 

1.5-2.0 
1.5-2.0 

More than 2.0 
Average 

Own funds 
Moderniza- Farming Fund from Other. 

tion fund fund . cooperative sources 

· · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · percent· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

73 12 6 21 

78 16 6 6 7 
76 16 7 8 3 

76 16 7 8 3 
79 15 5 6 6 
79 17 5 7 5 

77 16 6 7 5 

Source: Nokigu linkai (Committee on Agricultural Machines and· lmple

ments),1 Nogyoyo Torankuta no Keizaiteki Koka ni kansure Chosa 

· (Studies on the Economic Effects of the Use of Agricultural Tractors), 
I 

1965. 'l'Less than 0.3 hectare" and "0.3-0.5 hectare" are here 

totalled as "less than 0.5 hectare". The percentage shown for a 

source 1s the average of percentages among those farmers actually 
I . 

using the source. Therefore the total in each line is more than 100 
percentl. . . 

situation, fJ~ers are obliged to raise the necessary funds and 
to arrange repayment . themselves; this forces them to take 
economic or I practical types of action. s 

Finally, tlie fifth and most important factor is 1 the change 
in farmers' Jntrepreneurship. Prior to the Second World War, 
Japanese farfuers possessed very little personal initiative. Seiichi 
Tobata spoMe of them in 1936 as "mere managers."9 This 
pointed out I the fact . that in Japanese agriculture the role of 
entrepreneurship was long played by such bodies as the central 
government I and local public and agricultural cooperative 
institutions, ~nd the farmers themselves did not play a sufficient 

I . . . 

role. In the "fords of J.A. Schumpeter, who defined entrepreneurs 
as those who further the economy, the Japanese farmers in 

I 
I 
I 
! 
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the pre'-War. period were not actively developing Japanese 
agriculture. · 

··to sum up, the promotion · of agricultural mechanization 
. centering around the distribution of power tillers has ·made 
Japanese farmers familiar with practical economy. It has also 
forced them to cease being "mere managers". Thus, it may be 
concl~ded that the recent extensive use of power tillers has been 
advanced in order to secure a, certain amount of rice a_t the 
lowest possible cost, rather than to increase the yield. ,It is. a 
practical substitution of machinery for human labor. This is 
to say that the mechanization of Japanese agriculture is really 
logical. 1 o · · · 

However, such small-scale mechanization does not ·contribute 
v~cy much to increasing agricultural labor productivity. In order 
to increase labor productivity, large-scale mechanization is. 
needed. In the following section we will consider some problems · 
concerning large-scale mechanization. . 

Larg~Scale Mechanization 
According to Table 2, the number of reapers· in 1969 was 

353,000, a diffusion ratio of ·6,6 percent. Corresponding figures 
for riding tractors were 179,000 (3.4 percent) and for rice 
transplanters, 82,000 (1.5 percent). Farm mechanization can 
be divided into two phases. The first phase,. 1955 . to 1966, is 
dominated by the use of the power tiller. The second phase, 
from 1967i to the present, is dominated by the use of the dee. 
transplanter and the combine. Beginning in 1963 the number of 
combines of the ordinary type started to increase with the help 

. of subsidies under the Firi;t Agricultural Structure Improv~ment 
·Scheme; the number reached 736 in 1969. Because of the high 
•cost of this machine (each about 6 to 7 million yen) diffusion is 
· difficult without government subsidies and efficierit utilization. 11 

As there are very few examples of large-scale· mechanization 
in Japan, we 'have to analyze this through selective cases. We 
have taken as examples the Ariake Land Reclamation . and 

. Minami Kawazoe Land Reclamation in Saga Prefecture, the 
· Shiranui Land Reclamation in Kumamoto Prefecture, apd the . 
Hachiro Gata Land Reclamation in Akita ·Prefecture. Let us . 
first consider the records of the Ariake Land Reelamation Ex-
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Table 10. Net Return in Rice Production According to Mechanization Pattern, Ariake Experiment. 

·Large-scale. Small-scale Large-scale 
Traditional 

Item Unit mechanization mechanization mechanization 
transplanting 

-- ---- --- - --direct-sowing __ ._ -direct-sowing __ _ transplanting ___ 

~ 
0 

---

Yield kg/10 ares 595 628 573 591 

Output yen 83,029 87,464 79,867 82,349 

Production cost* yen· 36,749 34,603- 34,708 39,020 

Cost of machinery yen 6,369 4,117 3,787 3,955 
Net return yen 46,280 52,861 45,155 43;329 
Income yen 62,930 70,286 62,980 65,304 

Family labor hours 66.6 69.3.- 71.3 87.9 

Labor return per hour yen 944.9 1,014.2 883.3 742.9 

Source: Technical Committee, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, and Agricultural Experimental Station in Saga Pre

fecture, Soga Jikken Nogyo Soga Hokokusho (General Report of General Experimental Farm), 1970. 

• Production cost includes cost of machinery. 



perimental Farm study carried· out by the Technical Committee 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and the Agricultural 
Experimental Station in Saga Prefecture~ The Ariake -Farm was 
established to study high utilization of paddy fields, i.ncr~ase of 
labor productivity, and management of large-scale dairy farming. 

The experiment was carried out from 1964 on 45 hectares 
of paddy with 30 farm households. The . farm was divided into 
two segmerlts. One segment was 27. hectares with '90-ate plots 
,and the other 18 hectares. with. 60-are plots. The 90:.are plots 
were again divided into two compartments. Evert though the&,e _ 
compartments were utilized profitably, with large-scale machines, 
they could be utilized more profitably with small-scale machines. 

Table 10 shows the results of. this experiment. -In rice pro-
. duction with·the small-scale mechanized direct sowing pattern, 

the net return . and income per lO ares were Y52,86 l and 
Y70,286, respectively. With the farge-scale mechanized direct-

. sowing pattern the net . return and income· were. Y 46,280 and 
Y62,930, The' net return and income' with. the small-scale· 
mec_hanized direct-sowing pattern, was thus higher than with· 
the large-scale. This ~as due to greater efficiency and better 
yields. (Harvest foss in the large-scale· mechanized pattern has 
been a special problem.) ._ 

Diffusion of large-scale machines is difficult due to the lower 
net return and lower income compared to small-scale machines. 
This -is a general situation. A cooperative farm operated with 
·big farm machines in the same Saga Prefecture provides another 
example. 

Hiroshi Eriguchi analyzes this co-operative farm (149 mem
bers, 37.3 hectares of land, 2 tractors, 1 combine, 5 employees) 
as follows: 12 .· 

. In Table 11, he compares a rice production cost survey 
average farm to the co-operative farm. Net· return per 10 ares 
on the average farm and the co-operative farm were Y41,I45 
and Y41,957, respectively, but· farm incomes, including labor 
return, on the average farm and on the co-operative farm were 

. Y59,765 and Y46,757, much high~r on the average farm. This 
· · is because labor input on the co-operative farm was Jess than"' i 

on the average farm and the labor return on the co-operative 
farm was smaller than . on the average farm. 



Table 11. Comparison of Rice Production Return between Average Farm 
I , 

, and Cr-operative Farm (per 10 ares). 

Item I Average Farm Co-operativ~ Farm 

Output 

Gross reiurn 

Production cost 

, Net return 

Income 

I 

571 kg 

79,633 yen 

38.488 

41,145 

59,765 

507 kg 

, 68.416 yen 

'26.459 

41,957 

"~46,757 

Source: Dept. of Agr. Econ., Saga Univ. Saga Heitanchini okeru Nominso 
, Bunkai Ito Ogata Kikaika K~~do Keiei no ShUekisei (Changing· 

, Status of Farmers and Returns to Large Scale Mechanized Co-
l ' 

operative Farm), 1970. 

Table 12. Comparison of Labor Input in Rice Production between an Aver-
,,,, a~e F~rm and a Co~operative Farm in Saga Plain, 1968. , 

' I ' ' . ' 

Item j, Average Farm Co-operative Farm 

Seed preparation '0.5 
- , I 

'4.4. Seed bed preparation 
S ·1, . I 9.7 01 : preparation 

, Ba~ic feirtilizatibn 3.6 
Direct sowing 0.4 
Transplanting 23.8 

Ad.ditional ferti ization 3.0 

Weeding_ 6.3 

Water control 8.8 

Prevention 5.8 

Reaping ani:l threshing 
. I 

Drying and hulling · 

J:otal ._· I 

( 
37.5 

5.6 

109.4 

I. 
• I 

Source: Dept. of Agr. Econ., Saga Univ., ibid., 1970 . 
. ·. I . 

. . I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

• I 

I 
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0.5 

4.4 
1.1 

0.2 

·20.0 

b.8 
2.6 ' 

2.0 

0.4 

0.4 

3.2 

35.6 



Table 12 shows the results of the survey carried out by 
Eriguchi regarding labor input necessary for producing rice per 
10 ares. This inpuf on the average farm and the co-operative 

. farm is 109.4 and 35.6 hours, respectively, 73.8 hours less on 
the co-operative · farm. 

The hours used for transplanting are almost same on the 
average farm as on the co-operative farm, but transplanting 
hours calculated for the co-operative farm constitute 56.2 percent 
of the total labor input for producing rice, so transplanting 
by human labor is the biggest problein in this large-scale 
mechanization pattern. 

The reasons there was so much labor for transplanting on. 
the co-operative farm were: (1) the availability of enough labor, 
since the co-operative farm was operated by 149 fishermen 
and they could do the transplanting themselves, and (2) the 
fundamental technological reasons-reduction in yield using 
direct sowing or transplanting by machine. Land improvement 
alone is not enough. The highest yield from the same kind of 
reclaimed land with direct sowing carried on by the agricultural 
experimental station in 1963 was 436 kg per 10 ares, while the 
average yield· in transplanting by human labor was 561 kg. 
This difference . shows why human labor is still needed for 
transplanting. · 

A similar example is provided by Hachiro Gata Land Re
clamation in Akita Prefecture. In 1970, 460 families had been. 
settled on 4,600 hectares of land, thus providing 10 hectares 
per family. Even on a large-scale farm like this, 98.8 percent· 

. of the land was transplanted by human labor. Direct sowing 
was usec,l only on the remaining 1.2 percent. This reduction of 
the yield is also. substantiated in the Minami Kawazoe Land 
Reclamation.,.,-· At the Agricultural . Experimental Station in 
Hachfro Gata the target yield of 450 ·kg per 10 ares has not 
been reached even in the year of the highest yield, 1967, when 
it was 378 kg. Compared to the yield of more than 500 kg with 
transplanting by human labor, there was a difference of 120 kg. 

Therefore, transplanting by human labor was preferable and 
there was no shortage of labor for it because the transplanting 
in the suburbs of Hachiro Gata is over by the end of May and 
the same .labor.· could be used in Hachiro Gata where trans-
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planting contihues until the 20th of June. However, even in this 
area the shortkge of labor and increase in wage rates necessitate 
the introductidn of direct sowing and transplanting by machine. 13 

Another exJmple can be seen in Shiranui Land Reclamation 
in KumamotJ Prefecture, where large-scale mechanization is 
taking place wI!ith direct sowing. This Shiranui Land Reclamation 
(400 hectares) was begun by the Ministry of Agriculture in 1951. 
It has taken 9 years to complete and has cost Y2.67 billion. 
In 1967, 90 f~rm households settled there; receiving 4 hectares 
each. (The reip.aining 40 hectares were given to farmers in the 
suburbs who needed to increase their farm land.) During 1967 
and 1968 the IKumamoto Prefecture Government spent a total 
of Y410 milli@n in developing this farm in the Land Improve-

. I . 

Table 13. Labor-Input Hours in Rice Production in. Shiranui Land Reclama-

- tion. - I _ ·_ . .· · 

Direct sowing Traditional 

Item ·in water pattern 

Seed preparatioh 0.1 0.6 

Soil preparation! :·2.4 10.5 

Seed bed fertilittion 3.5 30.7 

Basic fertilizatio . 1.0 4.0 

Ordinary fertilization 0.7 2.2 -

Weeding 5.7 9.8 

Prevention 2.0 6.3 

Water control 3.0 8.6 

Reaping and threshing 0.6 32.7 

Drying and hullilng 2.5 8.4 

Rest 2.0 0.1 

Total 23.5 113.9 

Yield/1 0 acres 394 kg 543 kg 

Source: Agr. Exp~. Sta. in Kuniamoto Prefecture, N6gyi5 Kikaika ni kan;uru 

. Shiken ~okokusho (Experimental Report in A~ricultural Mechani-
zation). 1971. · 

I 
I 

I 
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ment Scheme. Each farm has been divided into two plots (2 
hectares each) and large-scale mechanization using 40 tractors, 
8 combines, and a country elevator, has taken place. 

According to Table 13, the yield per ·10 ares with the. direct
sowing pattern on reclamation land was 394 kg, but even this 
was not so high as with the traditional pattern. 

This ·pattern was introduced, however, in order to save labor 
in the busy season like June and July. 14 By introduction of 
direct sowing, labor productivity increased remarkably; from 
the 4.8 kg of the traditional pattern to 16.8 kg. 

With this direct-sowing pattern the operator's own labor 
can be reduced, employed labor becomes unnecessary, and 
women can be released from farm work, because. the total' labor 
input is only 23.5 hours in this pattern compared with 113.9 
hours in the traditional pattern. At present, however, human . 

· labor is still used 1n this pattern and needs to be replaced by . 
mechanization. 

We have to note that this Shiranui Reclamation Land is one 
of the few examples where mechanization is taking place in 
almost all fields. 

Problems of Large-Scale Mechanization 
In the above four examples, five important problems were 

mentioned. The following ideas are given as to how to introduce 
·.large-scale mechanization. 

1. In large-scale mechanization, land improvement (irrigation 
and drainage, etc.) is an essential foundation. Improved drainage 
hardens the earth, which aids efficient utilization of large 
machinery. Enlargement of plot size and farm roads are also 
needed for large machines to be used. 

Table 14 shows the potential area ·for mechanization and 
existing pad.dy field rearrangement. Orily 38.6 percent of the 
paddy land in Japan is suitable for mechanization, with a degree 
of slope less than 1/100 .in units of more than 50 hectares. 
Looking at this region.ally, 59.0 percent of the land in Hokuri
ku is suitable, 20.3 percent in Tohoku, and 22.2 percent in 
Minami-kyiishii. Improved lands of area above. 20 ares where 
mechanization is possible are only 4.6 percent of the nation's 
cultivated land. Regionally, the proportion of such land ranges 
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from 10. 7 percent . in Hokuriku and 6.0 percent in Kitakanto 
to 1.4 percent in Tosan and 0.8 percent in Shikoku. 

To · promotb mechanization, land improvement schemes are 
very importabt and a large amount of money is needed. In 

I 

the Shiranui ~and Reclamation given here as an example, the 
amount of investment was Yl00,000 for each 10 ares. For large-

1 

scale mechanization, a large amount of money from national 
or local gov9rrtments is needed as ·a pre-investment. . . 

2. Improvements are needed in farm machinery such as rotary.·. 

Table 14. Poten ial Area for Mechanization and Existing Rearranged Paddy 

Land. 

(Unit: 1,000 hectares) 

Cultivated Potential Area of re-

land (1970} mechanization adjusted paddy 

Regions area (1968) .of more than 

20 Ares 

(A) (B) , (C) (B/A) (C/A) 

· · percent· · 

All Japan 5,796 2,239 267 38.6 4.6 

Hokkaido 987 . 238 40 . 24.1 4.1 

Tohuku 1,030. 496 56 48.2 5.4 

Hokuriku 441 260 . 47 59.0 10.7 

KitankantO 634 28b 38 45.0 6.0 

Minamikanto 236 89 14 37.7 5.9 

Tosan . 217 44 3 20.3 1.4 

Takai 430 ,192 21 44.7 4.9 

Kinki 350 173 ·7 49.4 2.0 

San in 119 .36 4 30.3 3.4 

Sanyo 300 90 10 30.0 : . 3.3 

Shikoku 243 82 2 33.7 0.8 

Kitakyushu 535 . 193 21 36.1 3.9 

. Minamikyushu I 275 61 5 22.2 1.8 

I 
I . 

Source: Ministry of Agricultural 
I 

and Forestry, Nogyo· Nenji Hokokusho 

(Agricultural Annual· Report), 1971. 
• I • 

I 
I 
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tooth harrows and grain drills as well as large-scale transplanting 
machines. 

3. Weed gr9wth is a greater problem in direct sowing, and 
. weeding fakes a lot of labor and money. Hence· better methods 

are needed to prevent weed growth. 
4. Utilization of large-scale machines is concentrated in the 

seeding season. Proper use of these machines should be 
reconsidered. 

5. Closely related to the above points, the yield in large-scale 
mechanization is· lower and less reliable than with traditional 
cultivation. Therefore; at present, the well-mechanized areas 
using large-scale machines are (1) areas wher:e there is part-time 
farming, and (2) areas where rice is only a minor product and 
livestock .such as dairy cattle, poultry, etc., are the major 
products. This· is substantiated by the survey data of the Agri
cultural Experimental Station in Fukuoka Prefecture. According 
to this survey, the farmers who use large-scale machines are · 
(1) part-time farmers with less than 150 ares of land, and 
(2) farmers whose major enterprise is not rice but poultry 
breeding, vegetable growing, etc. 15 · 

The above facts show that for the success of large-scale 
m.echanization, either the seasonal labor in agriculture should be 
shifted to other industries or.the major portion of the decrease 
in profit should be covered by the other sources of income. 

Conclusions 
After the Second World War investments in farm machines 

~ncreased remarkably in· Japanese agriculture. This occurred in 
two phases. In the firs( phase, from 1955 to 1966, the power 
tiller dominated farm mechanijlation, and in the second phase, 
since 1967, the rice planter and .combine dominated farm 
mechanization. 

In this paper we have analyzed the economics of small-scale 
mechanization dominated by power tillers · and large-scale 
mechanization dominated by riding tractors and combines. 

First of all, in recent years mechanization has been advanced 
in order to secure · a certain amouqt of rice at the lowest 
possible cost, rather than to increase the yield. In other words, 
mechanization is a logfoal substitute for human labor. However, 
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such mechanization does not contribute very much to increase 
farm labor pioductivity. To increase· farm labor productivity, 
farm-scale inctease and large-scale mechanization are essential. 

For extensi~e use of large-scale mechanization in Japan, some 
problems must be solved. Without this there can be no progress. · 

The numb~r of farmers leaving the land will continue to 
increase. This lean be seen in the farmer's census .carried out in 
1965 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. Of the six 
million farm I owners in . the country about 10 percent have 
abandoned their farm land. Owners giving up their land held 
only 1.6 perceht of the total land or only 1.1 percent if the ratio 

I 

is converted into cultivated area. . 
Such being I the case, it is very difficult to establish Japanese 

agriculture oq. a large-scale mechanization basis. It , will take 
many years tq reach full mechanization in Japan, with the use 
of major. farni equipment such as riding tractors and combines 
and remarkably increased farm. labor· productivity .. 

I • 
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THE FARlM MECHANIZATION 
PROCESS IN KOREA 

DONG HI KIM 
Agricultural Economics Research Institute, 

"Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Korea 

Machines for milling grains such as rice, barley and wheat were 
first introduced in rural Korea half a centUry ago. Until recent 
years, moderd power-driven milling facilities remained the main 
type of machi~ery extensively used. Farm work related to· culti
vation, from I plowing to threshing, ·continued to be done by 
hand implements, traditional and improved. With the surplus 
of labor that bxisted in agriculture until recently, mechanization 

I 

could hardly have been expected to replace human and animal 
labor in farni I work. · 
· Rice farmin.g, especially, calls for heavy· labor inputs con
centrated in June and October, and is dominated by peasant 
farmers~ The fact that rice grows in paddy fields seems to con
tribute to li~ited mechanization of field work; arid perhaps 
mechanizatioq is not critical in rice farming. · 

Until recenltly, most improvements were in hand tools or . 
animal-drawn [implements used in such field work as plowing, 
leveling, weeding and spraying. The representative farm machine 
in Korea toda!y is not a tractor or a combine but a power tiller. 

I . . 

Factors in Fa~m Mechanization . 
A new farni tool or machine is an innovation. As in the case 

of any other ihnovation, it must be technically and economically 
feasible and ctlturally acceptable before it is adopted by farmers. 
However, for :diffusion of an innovation to occur, there must be 
an initiator, "jhich can be either a private ~rm. or ~ovemment. 

Generally, the process of farm inechamzatlon 1s affected by 
both pull and push factors within and outside agriculture. The 
core push factbr will be supply of quality machinery at reasonable 

. prices and gdvemment assistance· through. financial and insti-
• · I • 

tutional arrangements aimed at accelerating the adoption of 
machines by farmers. . 

I· 
I 
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Table 1. Sources of Financing Farm Machinery,• 1961 -70. 

1961 1963 1965 1967 1969"* 1970 

Total expenditures 

(1,000,000 won) 6.0 183.8 907.0 768.4 2,088 2,589 
·. 

Gov't subsidy (%) 60 57 46 41 74 55 
Credit (%) 4 40 25 '11 

Cash payment (%) 40 39 54 19 . 34 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (unpublished). 

• Includes power tillers, sprayers, dusters, pumps, threshers and prime 

motors. 

•• No power tillers distributed. 

Because the machinery industry· is still in its infancy in Korea 
and this farm machinery has been relatively expensive, the govern

. ment has provided heavy subsidies and credit to farmers who 
purchase machinery as shown in Table 1. · 

Because farm roads and field layout have been inadequate, 
similar governmental help has been given to farmers in rearranging 
their paddy land. The February 1972 report on paddy land re
arrangement gave the following totals: 

As of 1945 38,138 hectares rearranged 
As of 1970 149,452 hectares rearranged 

The latter figure represents 12 percent of total paddy land area. 
Governmental funds covered 64 percent of the 12 billion won 
spent on this program in the decade of the 1960s. This included 
support from central and local governments and grain aid from 
the PL 480 program. Paddy land rearrangement programs have 
expanded rapidly in recent years. Thirty thousand hectares were 
scheduled for rearrangement. during 1971. ' 

The "pull" factor, or demand for farm machinery (Dm), -in 
the early stages of farm mechanization may be conceptualized as 
a function of time saving (T), yield increase (Y), ratio of machinery 
costs (Pm) to product price (Pr), ratio of machinery costs to 
costs of substitutable inputs (Ps), increased ease of farm work 
with machinery (E), and expected psychic income from owning . . 
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mach,inery. (S~ : . . ·• 
Dm=f(T, Y, Pm/Pr, Pm/Ps, E, S) . 
The relativ~ importance of each of the explanatory variables 

differs with time and among farms. 
· For instande, the eff~ct of time saving or work· simplification 

would be ver~ important for grain farming in June, when trans
planting rice and harvesting barley and wheat are competing 
for time, and in late October and November, when rice harvest 
and seeding barley and wheat are partly in conflict. 
. The yield-i~creasing effect may be notable in paddy ·areas of 

I. . 

heavy soil where deep plowing contributes to increased yields 
cl~. . I . .· 

· Real prices .of power tillers, expressed in the ratio of purchasing · 
price of macHinery to rice price, have improved in favor of ma
chinery throu~h the government subsidy {Table 2). The relative 
price of motbr tillers also has improved because of the rapid 
increase in w~ge rates and in the costs of plowing by cattle. · 

Ease of fatni work with machinery and psychic incorrie or 
p~estige fr?mj owning a modern form_.of fa~ility appear to ~~n
tnbute to mcreased demand for machmery m rural commumtles 

· Table 2. Prile of Power Tiller and Government Subsidy, 1961-70.* 

Year 

1961 
. 1963 

1965 
. 1967 

1970 

I 

Prile of Power Tiller 

I (6 HP) 

I won 
150,000 
140,628 
206,000 

,. 

236,500 

338,0PO 

I . 

Source: MAF (unpublished). 
I 

Source of Financing 

Gov't Subsidy 

60 
50 
24 
35 

24 

Credit 

percent 

13 

51 

30 

Cash 

40 

37 
76 
14 
46 

• Price of power tiller includes four basic attachments: a trailer, an · 

. iron whleel for wet land, a rotary, and a plow. The price shown in 

1970 isl that of a power tiller with a water-cooled kerosene engine 
I 

of B Hll 
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where conventional forms of farm implements have long been 
dominant. · 

Process of Farm Mechanization 
The process of farm mechanization in Korea can be broken 

down into three periods: before 1960, 1960 to 1965, and since 1966. 

Before 1960 
With the redundant labor supply in rural Korea until the 1950s, 

farm mechanization was not seriously considered by farm people. 
Efforts were concentrated on improving hand tools for simplifica
tion of farm work. 
· Power machinery used in farming was limited to prime motors, 

barley threshers, grain polishers and water pumps. No noticeable 
efforts were made by the government or private.firms to encourage 
extensive use of machinery on farms during this period. Statistics 
of main farm machinery owned by farmers in 1960 show 5,000 
sprayers and dusters, 3,900 threshers and 7,000 water pumps. 

First half of the 1960s 
The ·first Five-year Economic Development Plan started in 

1962. Power tillers were first imported in 1961. 
In 1963, two firms, Daetong and Jinil, in technical cooperation 

with Japanese firms, prod'Uced 305 power tillers. These were 
distributed to selected farmers, together with 560 · sprayers or 
dusters and 2,251 water pumps, with a heavy government subsidy. 

During this period, the majority of power tillers supplied were 
driveri by water-cooled kerosene engines of 6 HP. 

To complement and encourage mechanization; an agricultural 
engineering training center for rural youth was first established 
in Kyonggi Proviiice in 1962, with similar centers set up in each 

· of 9 provinces in 1963. In that year 1,300 rural youths were taught 
to operate power tillers and given basic training in mechanics. 

From 196~ to date 
Since 1967, when the second Five-year Development Plan 

started, the agricultural labor force has steadily declined (compare 
· Table 3) .. °The number of farm households also has showed a 

decreasing trend since 1968. 
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Table 3. Farm ~opulation and Indexes of Agricultural Wage 

Manufacturing Wage Rates, 1961-70 (1965 = 100). 

Rates and 

I 

I 

1961 . 1963 1965 1967 . 1969 1970. 

Farm Populatio~ · 

(1,000 persors) 14,509 15,266 15,812 16,078. 15,589 14.455 

Agricultural wage rates 94 112 100 120 157 180 

Manufacturing Jvage rates 111 102 100 125 183 211 
I . 

. I . . . 

Source: Yearbook of Agriculture and Forestry, MAF, 1970; Economic 
Statist~s Year Book, Bank of Korea,· 1971; and Preliminary Report 
on Agricultural Census, MAF 1971. · 

I . 

To cope with a short supply of labor in rural areas caused by 
· rural-urban fuigration, the government has become more active 

in paving wafs to i;ubstitute niachit1~ry services for labor; Larger 
amounts. of tredit have been extended and subsidies provided 
for purchasif_g farm_ machinery, paddy land .rearrangement, 
and construction or improvement of farm roads. 

For exam~le, in· 1970 the amount of government subsidies 
for farm machinery was 3.5 times that of 1965. At the same time, 
the productidn capacity of power tillers has increased to 15,000 
a year and Hie total supply of power tillers went up to 4,774 in 
1970, 7 times! thatin 1965 (Table 4 shows increases in numbers 
of various kinds of machines on farms). 

Table 4 .. Nu~bers of Farm Machinery Available to Farmers, 1'961-70. 
I 

I 

Kind of Machi+ Unit 1961 . 1963 1965 1967 1969 1970 

Power tillers 30 386 1,100 . 3,819 9,086 12,382 

Sprayers and 

dusters 1,000 31 88 150 243 391 494 

Grain threshers 1,000 652 761 884 928 933 884 

Water pumps 1,000 34 42 52 78 112 111 

I 

Source: MAF (Jnpublished). ., •· 

I 
) 
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Since 1966, larger-capacity motor tillers, 8 or 10 HP, have also 
increased in supply. 

Tractors were first imported in 1967 . 
. The Central Farm Mechanization Training Institute was 

created in 1969, and two farm mechanization demonstration 
centers were put into operation in 1970. 

Use of Power Tillers by Korean Farmers 
Because only a limited number of power tillers have been 

distributed to agriculturists through government channels, there 
is no significant relationship between ownership of machinery 
and size of farms as measured by area of crop land . 
. . For example, according to a survey conducted by the Office 
of Rural D~velopment in 1971, 66 percent of power tillers are 

· owned on small-scale farms less than 1 hectare in size, 27 percent 
,on medium-sfae farms of 1 to 2 hectares, and 7 percent on large
size farms of 3 hectares or over. Furthermore, 81 percent of 
power tillers are in areas where paddy fields are not yet rearranged. 

A survey made by the Agricultural Economics Research 
Institute (AERI) on power-tiller owning farms, including ten 
grain farms, ten fruit farms, and eight livestock farms (seven 
dairy farms and one poultry farm) in 1971 indic~tes some features 
and consequences of using power tillers. 

Intensive use of power tillers all year round 
The total hours of operation for a power tiller on the different 

types of farm in 1970 were 539 hours on grain farms, 812 hours 
o~ fruit farms, and 1,292 hours on livestock· farms. (The average 
area of grain farms was 23 tanbo ( =2.3 hectares), that of fruit 
farms was 30 tanbo, and that of livestock farms was 88 tanbo. 
The average dairy farm kept 21 dairy cattle, and the poultry 
farm had 8,000 chickens.) . 

·In the case of crop farms of small area, 60 percent of the oper- · 
ating . hours· were for custom ·plowing or transportation work. 
A comparison ·of operating time and costs between power ma
chinery and conventional methods for various operations on 
these farms is shown in Table 5. 

No significant correlation was found between ·hours of home 
farm use of a power tiller and the total productive man work 
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Table 5. Comparison of Efficiency and Current Costs Between Power Machinery and Conventional Tools by Types of Farm 
Work. , 

Time required Current cost 

Type of 

- - -- - - -:- - - - ---i==arm-Work----(A)- - -tB~(A)>i-100--cA)---Ts)-· __ (B)xroo 
(B) (A) 

Man and animal power 

required for traditional 

practic-e 

hours/tanbo percent won/tanbo percent 

Plowing 

Paddy land 5.0 2.5 200 900 682 76 1 man + 1 animal 

Upland 1.4 0.7 200 250 191 76 same 
Vi 

Pasture land 3.3 1.3 254 595 355 60 0\ same 

Spraying: 

Fruit trees 31.0 6.0 517 2,790 1,638 59 1 ma!J 
Paddy rice 6.0 1.3 462 540 355 66 same 

Pumping: 

Rice paddy 1.0 0.5 200 180 135 76 2 men 
....................................................................... •. 

hours/10 bags won/10 bags 

Threshing: 

Paddy 5.0 4.0 125 3,150 2,092 66 7 men 

Source: Agricultural Economics Research Institute (unpublished). 

Notes. (A) = Conventional tools (B) = Power machinery 



Table 6. Percentage Distribution of Home Farm Use of Power Tillers on 

Various Types of Farms. 

Generating 
Type of farm Plowing Spraying Threshing Transporting Other 

electricity 

Crop 

Fruit 

Livestock 

41 

20 
41 

35 
60 

20 

21 

Source: Agricultural Economic Research Institute (unpublished). 

units of individual farms (r = 0.272). 

18 
25 
19 

A study made on the use of power tillers (6 HP) in the Honam 
plain area in 1965 by AERI showed that average per hour revenue 
from custom work was 1,950 won, and the break-even point was 
500 hours of operation a year. Because the motor-tillers could 
be used for 54.5 hours per hectare of crop land, approximately 
IO hectares were required for economic use of a power tiller. 

That power tillers are intensively used on most farms for various 
purposes may be because the costs of motor tillers and interest 
rates are high, while ·the rates of return to machinery services 
are still low in rural Korea. These facts also reflect the large 
potential demand f<;>r farm machinery services even though 
current demand for machinery is quite restricted because of 
limited capital available and structural constraints prevalent · 
in the rural sector. 

Multi-purpose use of power tillers 
The power tiller has been used for various purposes on farms, 

such as plowing, leveling, threshing, spraying, pumping, trans
portation and generating electricity (Table 6). Transportation 
and generating electricity are important uses of power tillers 
on commercial farms, since motor vehicles and electricity are 
still scarce. 

Diversification of farm management 
Since power tillers enable agriculturists tO carry out field work 

more efficiently, new enterprises can be introduced. For instance, 
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out of a total 
1

of 28 sample farms, 2 grain farms increased barley 
plantings by ~ to 7 tanbos, and one frUit farm added a poultry 
enterprise (1,200 poultry). 

Actually, p6wer tillers have been intensively used for plowing 
and threshing for barley farming in the southern provinces; 
and a substa~tial portion of demand for custom work· thus far 
has been forl these operations. 

No adaptive 9hanges in cropping technology . . 
The· basic features of crop farming with hand-operated tools 

seem not to h1ave changed with the introduction of power tillers 
or other far~ machinery. It will take time to develop adaptive 

. cropping or field work schemes appropriate to the use of power · 
tillers or tractors instead of hand-operated implements. 

·Need for and Problems of Farm Mechanization Felt by Farmers 
' ~s s~own ~n Table 7, Korean farmers adopted power t_iller~ 

pnmanly to save labor or to reduce the degree of hardship of 
manual tabor.I 

As a matter of fact, farm work with traditional tools in rural 
. I 

Korea has been so hard that few educated young men want to 
· stay on farm1s without labor-saving devices. 

The concerh over the hardship of farm work seems to reflect 
a change in dultural values stemming. from urban culture and 
at .odds with the traditional value system which valued hard 
work. 

Table 7. Re:asons for Purchasing Power Tillers l;>y Korean. Farmers. 

I 

Reason I Percent 

Reduce the ha~ds~ip of mariual labor 

Solution to labor shortage · 

Diversification bt farm· organization 
Other - I 

I 
I 
I 

Source: Agricultural Economics Research Institute (unpublished). 
I 
I 

I 

: 58 
I 
I 
I 

32 
29 
29 
10 



Table 8. Non-Economic Gains Expected from Owning Power squipment. 

Expected Gain 

Prestige due to conspicuous ownership 

Increased leisure time 

Other 

Percent 

41 
45 
14 

Source: Agricultural Economics Research Institute (unpublished). 

Table 9. Problems Felt by Power Tiller Users. 

Problem 

Fields not rearranged or poor farm roads 

. Expensive parts 

Far away from repair shops 

Poor skill in operating machines 

Frequent break~downs 

Short supply of attached equipment 

Insufficient horsepower 

Other 

Source: Office of Rural Development (unpublished). 

. Percent 

34 
21 
16 
12 

6 
5 
5 

T11ble 10. Sources of Technical Know-how and Skills in Operating Motor 

Tillers. 

Self-learning Neighbors & relatives Manufacturers 

Percent 32 25 43 

Source: Agricultural Economics Research Institute (unpublished). 

Furthermore, this motive may reflect an upward shift of the 
marginal disutility curve of family labor due to increased income 
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in the Koreaq fanil sector. This is why many purchased power 
tillers in orde* to reduce the hardship of farm work, and many . 
expected to have more leisure time by having power tillers (Table 8). 

I . 
The problems reported by farm machinery users to Office 

I 

of Rural Development in 1970 are listed in Table 9, which shows 
I • 

that 37 percent of the problems related to the costs and quality 
of machinery· I · . 

Poor after-service provided by the manufacturers of farm 
machinery ha~ been criticized. Repair se. rvice is very expensive. 
For instance, I a survey showed that 8 percent of the purchase 
price of a motor tiller was spent each year for repairs, which 
is considerabl& higher than the 3.5 io 5 percent in developed 
countries. J . . . · · 

This may qe partly due to users' lack of skill in operating 
machinery. The survey conducted by Agricultural Economics 
Research Institute in 1971 indicated that only 14 percent of farmers 
who purchascid power tillers had acquired skill in operating 
these machinJs before they actually used them in fields, and 
29 percent of the purchasers did not have even a basic knowiedge 
of how to operate the tillers (compare Table 10). 

This problcim of technical know-how· is also reflected in a 
recent survey j conducted by Office of Rural Development, in 
which 23 percent of farmers owning motor tillers listed "ease in 

·operation" as the prime criteron for selecting the type of tiller. 

Concluding Remarks 
. Farm mectlanization has become 'urgent in rural Korea as 
a solution to !a growing labor shortage. It is felt, however, that 
effective actions should be taken not only to increase the supply 
of quality fartn machinery but also to accelerate improvements 

I 

in physical infrastructure and technologies on farms. 
Use of fadn machinery improves income opportunities for 

the farmer thrbugh diversification of farm operations and increases 
opportunities I for off-farm earnings. It furthermore tends to 
create new needs for innovation, organizational and technological, 
not only in Jgricultural production but also in the marketing 
system. Thus Jystematic, enlarged efforts are called for in studying 
the problems, ~economic and technological, of farm mechanization 

. I . 

in rural Korea. 
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MECHANIZATION IN KOREAN 
FARMING: PRESENT STATUS, 
OBSTRUCTING FACTORS, AND 
REMEDIAL MEASURES 

BONG KYU CHOO 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 

Seoul National University, Korea 

In this paper we first review. the present status of mechanization . 
in Korean farming, pointing out the limited progress so far 
achieved. We then analyze a number of factors holding back 
mechanization. Finally, we suggest ways in which these obstruc., 
tions may be overcome, a11d present a number of concrete 
suggestions on policies and programs for achieving this. 

Current Status of Farm Mechanization 
Farm mechanization commenced only recently in Korea. Large 

farm equipment such as four-wheel tractors and combines are 
virtually unknown .. At the end of 1968, only 108 four-wheel 
tractors were in use. 

However, there has been, particularly in the last four years, 
a significant increase in ·the numbers of small power equipment 
in use on farms. The rate of increase in the number of power 
tillers has been above 40 percent each year since 1962. 

Nevertheless, the absolute level of mechanization is still low, 
with only 12,882 tillers in use in 1970, an average of .one tiller 
for each 193. farm households. If we compare the number of 
power tillers in use with the number of farm households having 
farms of one hectare or more, we find only one tiller per 65 
households. (About 66.4 percent of farm households have farms 
of less than .one hectare.) 

The use of power water pumps and power sprayers and dusters 
is consider~bly more widespread, but there is still only one water 
pump, for example, per 43 farm households. 

Comparison of farm equipment per 1,000 farm households in 
Japan and Korea is very revealing. Korea, for example, had 
only one percent as many tractors and tillers per 1,000 farm 
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Table 1. Farm Equipment Per .1,000 Farm Households in Japan and Korea. 

Japan Korea Ratio 
Type 1967 1970 (B/A) 

(A) (B) 

I . (percent) 

Power tillers and tractors 568 5.2 0.9 

Power sprayers 176 4.7 2.7 

Power threshers 608 10.7 1.8 . 

. Source: K~rea FJrm Mechanization Research Institute, Yearbook, 1969. 

households inl 1970 as Japan had in 1967. ;he ratio for other 
farm power e~uipment is similar (Table -1 ). 

In spite of ~igTiificant increases in use of farm equipment, the 
. I ... 

absolut~ volumes have not been high enough to raise the per-
centage of th~ value of farm equipment in the total assets of 

I . 

·farm households. The 1970 Farm Household Economic Survey 
I . 

reported that large implements, including machinery, constituted 
only 0.5 perceht of the total assets of the Korean record-keeping 

I . . 

farm households surveyed in 1969. 
Changes in I prices of farm assets may obscure the increased 

use of equipment. However, in comparison with Japan, where 
the value of f~rm equipment is nearly 20 percent of farm assets, 
the level of mbchanization in Korea is low. . 

Korea also !has low average expenditure on farm implements 
compared with Japan. In cost .of production data for the two 
countries, farm implement expenditure in Korean rice production 
is a small fra4tion of that in Japan. The same is true for other 
crops such as jbarley, wheat, and sweet potatoes .. 

Another revealing comparison is between the ratios of farm 
implement antl wage costs in farm expenditure in Korea and 
Japan. Japan'1s farm implement expenditure in 1968 was 26.0 
percent of todl farm expenditure, whereas· that in Korea averaged 
only 2.9 percent) In contrast, farm wage expenditure in Japan 
was oniy 3.6 percent of farm expenditure, whereas in Korea it 
was 28.2 percent (Table 2)~ 

I • 

I 
I 
I 
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Table 2. Comparison of Farm Implement and Wage Expenditure in Korea 

and Japan; 1968. 

Farm Expenditure 

Farm implements Wages 

Country Total 
Amount 

Percent of 
Amount 

Percent of 

total total 

(won). (won) (won) 

Japan 399,100 103,700 26.0 14,200 3.6 

Korea 

Average 38,265 1,092 2.9 10,793 28.2 

·.By size of 

farm (chongbo") 

0.2-0.5 15,352 ... 309 2.0 3,212 20.9 

0.5-1.0 26,530 678 2.6 5,696 21.5 

1.0-1.5 44,234 1,360 3.1 11,312 25.6 

1.5-2,0 68,866 2,889 4.2 19,572 28.4 

Over 2.0 104,812 2,195 2.1 43,130 . 41.4 

~ 1.0083 chongbo = 1 hectare 

Clearly, Korean agriculture depends mostly upon hand labor. 
Farm management in the Korean farm economy is not oriented 
to mechanization. Moreover the lack of farm equipment is 
reflected in the low level of farm labor productivity. 

K01:ean agriculture has barely begun to mechanize. Neverthe
less there is clear evidence that farmers are recognizing the .. 
advantages of some forms of mechailization. Diffusion rates of 
such machinery as power tillers, power threshers, and power 
sprayers and dusters, though still very low compared to Japan, 
are increasing year by year. 

The trend toward increased use of small power equipment 
suggests that changes are taking place in the agricultural sector 
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I 
I 

I 

I .. 

which are ma~ing mechanization more attractive and presumably 
more profitable than during earlier years. Therefore, let us turn 
next to analysis of factors obstructing this development. 

Factors Obstrtting Farm Mechaniiation in Korea . 
. I . 

Small size of .farms · .· · 
The small ,size of Korean farms has prevented farmers from 

utilizing large lfarm equipment efficiently and from accumulating 
. enough savings to pay the purchase price of relatively expensive 
farm equipnieht. While the percent of farms under one chongbo 
in size has deblined from 73 percent in 1960 to 66.4 percent in 
1969, the fact !remains that about two thirds of all farmers culti
vate less than one hectare. Only 1.6 percent of the farmers 
cultivate more1 than 3 hectares (Table 3). . 

The Agricu~tural Economics Research Institute has estimated 
that only farm~rs cultivating two hectares or more of land are 
financially ca~able of purchasing farm machinery. Moreover, 
machinery prices, in terms of farm output, are two to· three 
times as high if Korea as in Japan. If these estimates are correct, 
then only seven percent of Korea's farmers are financially capable 
of saving enough to purchase farm equipment. · 

Table 3. Distribution of Farm Households by Size of Farm. 

1 · . . . 

Size of farm I 1 960 1965 1969 

chongbo 

0.0-0.5 
0.5-1.0 
1.0-2.0 
2.0-3.0 

Over 3.0 

I 
I 

Nulnber of Percent 
I 

farm of 
I . 

households total 
I 

I 
1,0108,624 42.9 

1p6.689 30.1 

4r5.933 20. 7 
1~1,371 6.0 

1 6.009 
I 

I 

0.3 

Number of 

farm 

households 

900,840 
793,864 
643,305 
139,599 

29,291 

Source: MinistryiofAgriculture and Forestry. 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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Percent Number of 

of farm 

total households 

35.9 842,171 

31.7 807,442 
25.7 667,617 

.. 5.6 129,330 
1.1 39,421 

Percent 

of 

total 

. 33.9 

32.5 
26.8 

5.2 
. 1.6 



Low wage rates in rural areas 
Along with other characteristics of farming in Korea, low 

wage rates relative to the rest of the world have tended to 
discourage Korean farmers from introducing imported farm 
equipment and encouraged continuation of labor intensive 
technology. As domestic wages rise without offsetting increases 
in the exchange rate, duties, or foreign prices, imported machinery 
becomes more and more . profitable to adopt. A simple com-. 

· parison of farm wages in Korea and the United States is shown 
in Table 4. 

Similarly, low farm wage rates relative to farm equipment 
prices delay the introduction of locally produced farm equip
ment. Since, 1965, however, farm wage rates have increased 
much faster than prices of ·either imported or domestically 
produced equipment, which is making mechanization more and 
more profitable. 

Table 4. Farm Wages in Korea and the United States, 1965-70. 

Korea 

Year Male In U.S. U.S. wage Korea/ U.S. 

wage/day1 dollars2 per day3 (A/B) 

(A) (B) 

(percent) 

1965 Won 222 $ .82 $ 7.60 10.8 

1966 256 .95 9.00 10.6 

1967 307 1.12 9.90 11.3 

1968 381 1.13 10.90 12.5 
1969 463 1.60 10.30 15.5 

1970 5854 1.89 11.305 16.7 

Source: Agricultural Cooperative Monthly Survey, May 1970, and Statisti-
cal Abstract of the United States. 

1 Adult male, in cash and kind 

2 Converted at annual average exchange rate 

3 Without board and room 

4July 
5April 
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Fragmentation of holdings 
A third fac or obstructing the development of farm mechan-

1 

ization is the fragmentation .of farms, irregularity of farm fields, 
and lack of f~rm roads~ Accentuating the effect of small size of 
farms, the frdgmentation of each farmer's holdings (Table 5) 
causes waste bf time . and of fuel in ~oving farm machines to 

I 

the working pf ace. Such a situation prevents efficient use of farm 
machines or eguipment. 

I . . 
Table j· Fragmentation of Cultivated Lands by Farm Size. 

Farm 

size in 

chongbo 

Less than 0.3 

0.3-'0.5 

0.5-1.0 

1.0-1.5 

1.5-2.0 

2.0-2.5 

More than 2.5 

Average 

number of 

parcels 

1.8 

3.0 
4.4 

6.2 

7.7 

9.3 

8.4 

Average 

size of 

parcels 

pyu11g• 

500 

400 

500 

600 

670 

700 

850 

Source: National! Agricultural Cooperative Federation. 
• 3,000 pyung = 1 chongbo. 

I . 
I . 

Number of 

parcels 

maximum 

6 
11 

14 

17 

16 

17 

14 

Not only are holdings fragmented, the separate parcels. are 
often scattered at considerable distances from the homestead 
(Table 6). 

Lack of rural capital accumulation 
A fourth factor obstructing the development of farm me

chanization isj lack of rural capital accumulation. Both the high 
purchase cost

1 

of machines and the high maintenance cost of 
machine utilizµ,tion make it difficult to introduce farm machinery 
and equipmertt in peasant farms. 
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Table 6. Numbers of Parcels by Distance from Farm Homestead. 

Number of 
Percent-

Number of 
Percent-

Distance parcels · parcels 

. of paddy 
age 

of upland 
age 

meters 

Less than 100 116 3.6 249 10.6 
100-200 381 11.9 349 15.0 
200-300 419 13.1 345 14.7 
300-400 412 12.9 323 13.7 
400-500 266 8.3 . 185 8.0 
500-600 394 12.3 234 10.0 
600-700 209 6.5 141 6.0 
700-800 200 6.2 102 4.4 
800-900 152 4.7 92 3.5 
900-1,000 51 1.6 33 1.5 

More than 1,000 601 18.9 295 12.6 
Total 3,201 100.0 2,348 100.0 

Source: National Agricultural Cooperative Federation. 

Labor situation in rural areas 
Korea is ·characterized by disguised unemployment in rural 

areas. Development of manufacturing and the other non-agri-: 
· cultural sectors has not resulted in much migration of labor out 
of the agricultural sector .except to industrial urban areas. This 
has absorbed a small proportion of the redundant farm labor 
supply (Table 7). 

According to these.· data, the economically non-active popu
lation less than 14 years old decreased 1. 7 percent. Persons older 
than 60 increased 0.3 percent. Total farm population decreased 
about 2.0 percent. 

Thus Korea is still a labor surplus economy with large amounts 
of redundant labor in the agricultural sector. Except in the peak
labor seasons of spring planting and fall harvest, Korean. agri
culture has a labor surplus most of the year. This is another factor 
obstructing introduction of farm machinery. 
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I 
Table 7. Changes in Farm Population, by Age Group, 1968 to 1969. 

I . 

Item 

1968 
1969 
Change 

Less than 14-19 20-49 50-59 More Total 
14 years than 60 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · thousand persons · · · · ·. · · .· · · · · 
6,368 2,033 5,059 1,342 1, 1 06 15,908 
6,262 
-106 

1,961 4,945 1,312 
-72 -114 -30 

1, 1 09. 15,589 

+ 3 - 319 
· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · percen~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

·Rate of.change -1.7 -3.5 -2.3 -0.22 +0.3 -2.0 

Source: Ministr~ of Agriculture and Forestry. 
, I .. 

Shortage of ciedit 
While the commercial banks in· Korea have. an extensive net

work of branbhes throughout the country, they, like commercial 
banks elsewhbre in the world, do not find lending to individual 
farmers very !attractive and lend virtually nothing to them. · 

There are several understandable reasons. Commercial banks 
specialize in I relatively large commercial· and industrial loans 
in urban are~s. They do not . have the expertise or experience 
for appraisirlg farm loans. This constitutes an impenetrable 
credit barrie~ between the farmer and much of the supply of 
lqanable funds, and compels most farmers to rely on the National 
Agricultural [Cooperative Federation (NACF), which lends 
through the : gun agricultural cooperatives. 

. I • 

· Unfortunately, NACF funds for farm mechanization have 
been limited ~ecause the available credit has been devoted mostly 

. to short-ter11 purposes and because the total farm credit supply 
historically nas been modest. 

Lack of techn1~cians to operate and repair farm machines . 
TechnicaJ,.knowledge and skill in· operating farm machinery 

greatly affect~ the efficiency of use of machinery, the operating 
cost, the dur~ble life of the machines, the prevention of break
downs, etc. Korea lacks qualified technicians for operating and 

I 

repairing farm machines. Farmers do not know the technique 
I 
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of machine operation. and repair. This is still another impediment 
·to development of farm machinery in Korean farming. 

. \ . 

Farmers' psychological attitudes toward mechanization 
·· Korean farming depends upon family labor, and most farmers 
do not employ hired labor. In this situation, the feasibility of 
farm mechanization is limited unless it can be used by family 
labor. A further obstruction to introduction of farm implements 
is that traditional methods of farming do not include use of farm 
machinery or equipment. · 

Lack of development of the farm implement manufacturing industry 
· There is limited domestic production of farm machinery.· 

Two companies produce tillers-tbe Dae· Dong Industrial 
Company, Ltd., and the Chinil Machinery Company. The latter 
company, recently associated with Yanmar Diesel Co. of Japan 
to create the Hanil farm Tools Co., started production of a 
diesel engine tiller in 1970, and received ari order for 1,667 8-HP 
tillers at W362,000 each from the 1970 budget of NACF. The 

Table 8. Domestic Production of Farm Tillers, 1970. 

Producer and type 

Chinil Machinery Co. 

8-HP, W- 362,000. 
Dae Dong Industrial Co. 

8-HP W-314,787 

10-HP W-337,926 

8-HP W-314,787 

(direct sales) 

Total 

Quantity 

1,667 

500 

1,414 

580 

4,161 

Source: Unpublished data of NACF. 
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Thousand 

won 

603,454 

157,393 

477,827 

182,576 

1,421,250 

Value 

Thousand 

U.S. dollars 

499.7 

1,516.7 

579.6. 

4,511.9 



Dae Dong Industrial Company supplied 1,914 kerosene engine, 
tillers to NACF in 1970---500 ·8-HP and 1,414 10-HP tillers. 
Dae Do.rig al~o sold 580 tillers direct to farmers (Table 8). (About 
93. percent of the Dae Dong tiller is made of domestic and 7 . 
percent of idiported components.) · · 

In total, l~cal producers supplied 4,161 tillers in 1970 with a 
value eqUivalent to $4.5 million. 

Ways to OvJcome Obstructions to Farm Mechanization . 
Surplus labor t·n relation to land resources . 

. Generaliy, farm mechanization develops under labor-shortage 
conditions. s

1 

ch a situation encourages joint use of farm ma
chinery and equipment and cooperative labor utilization. Korea 
is still ~ labof sur~lus economy with large amounts o_f redundant 
labor m th9 agricultural sector. However, the high rate of 
economic growth, particularly in manufacturing but also in 
other non-agricultural sectors, is resulting in a migration of 
labor out o~ the agricultural sector. . · 

· · Farm mechanization is labor saving. It frees labor to move 
to alternative[ areas of higher productivity such as manufacturing, 
or (or labor~fntensive agriculture such as sericulture and horti-
culture .or. !restock. . . . 

Difficulty in implementing joint production systems , 
The smallisize of farms and lack of. capital have prevented 

introduction of higher technology in Korean agriculture. 
However, if small farmers join together, they can get the ad
vantages of 1 rge-scale economy through common use of modem 

. . I • . 

farm machinery. . 
Thus, joint production systems make possible· intensive use 

of more capital and increase of labor productivity. They permit 
expansion of 1s1ze of farm operating units, introduction of efficient 
farm machinbry, application of higher technology, rationaliza
tion of labor I organization, etc. In other words, joint production 
systems help solve the problems of small size of farms, manage- . 
ment, capital, labor organization, and technology. 

The develbpment of· joint production systems for farm 
mechanizatio~ has to be based on farmers' mutual understanding 
and cooperat~on. Farmers do not know much about the purpose 

i . 

I 

I 
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or idea of joint' production systems. Therefore, farmer education 
is urgently needed for development of such arrangements. 

In subsistence farming, farmers consider land as their only . 
means of living, to be passed on to succeeding generations. There
fore, each farmer has a feeling of attachment to his land. This 
is a further restricting factor 'in impleme:p.tation of joint produc
tion systems. However, this could be overcome by education of 
farmers and demonstration of advantages of joint production 
through farm mechanization. 

Land rearrangement 
Land rearrangement must be carried out for the efficient 

utilization of farm machinery and equipment. In implementing 
land rearrangement, many problems arise regarding individual 
farmers' interests in type and area of land, rural roads, etc. 
Therefore, land rearrangement must be carried out on the basis 
of common interest. and mutual understanding. In this case, 
also, farmer education is needed for implementation of land 
rearrangement. 

Establishment of farm equipment utilization associations 
Large-size farm equipment is needed for efficiency in farm 

mechanization. In fact, most small farmers can not buy farm 
machinery because of limited financial resources ·for purchasing 
it and limited area for using it. Therefore, several farmers should 
cooperate in purchase and use of farm equipment. 

· In carrying this out, establishment of farm equipment utiliza-
tion associations is needed to implement farm mechanization. 
Farm equipment utilization associations should function through 
diffusion of knowledge and techniques for use of farm equip
ment,· provision of repair service," training centres in farm 
equipment operation~ recommendation of farm equipment, etc. 
Thus, farm equipment utilization associations would perform 
a significant function in implementing Korean farm mechaniza
tion. 

Government subsidy or loan for the purchase of farm equipment 
Purchase of farm machinery and equipment can be encouraged 

through government subsi4y or loans. In the past, subsidies and 
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. Table 9. Sources of Funds for Financing Farm Equipment, 1962-68. 

Subsidy Loan Cash Total 

Year 

Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent won U.S. dollars 

(1,000 won) (1,000 won) (1,000 won) (1,000 won) ( $1,000) 

1962 91,396 57.8 66,821 42.2 152,817 502.3 

1963 103,864 56.5. 7,737 4.2 72,161 39.3 183,762 583.4 

1964 47,638 41.8. 151,427 58.2 199,065 632.0 

1965 417,304 46.0 489,744 54.0 907,048 2,879.5 
-.I 1966 96,807 37.5 157,134 60.9 258,142 819.5 
N 

1967 305,377 39.7 306,995 40.0 147,948 19.5 768,442 2,439.5 

1968 606,047 30.7 511,196 28.5 677,788 37.8 1,795,031 5,698.5 

____ SourcE):_Ministr}' of_Agl'ic:ultur_e andFc:>ri!Stl'Y· 
- ---- - - - - - - - -- - - -



loans have been small. In recent years, NACF has introduced 
a substantial loan program for farm buyers of equipment. The 
combination of a 30 percent subsidy and a 28 percent loan was 
accompanied by a substantial increase in the quantity of farm 
equipment purchased in 1968, more than double that in 1967 
(Table 9). 

In 1970 power tillers were given a smaller (23 percent) subsidy 
and farmers were granted loans for 30 percent of the price (Table 
10). '"['he cash payment for power tillers was higher than for 
any other type of equipment. 

A heavy burden of cash payment. by farmers reduces sub
stantially the capacity of farmers to. purchase farm equipment. 
Therefore, the government should try to increase subsidy or 
loan funds in order to increase the capacity of farmers to purchase 
equipment for mechanization in Korean farming. 

Conclusion 
The needs for farm machinery will be changed considerably 

because of: (1) the out-migration of rural population into urban 
areas, (2) greater reliance on power sprayers and threshers, and 
(3) the need for mechanized tilling and transportation equipment. 
As out-migration continues and crop yields increase there will 
be an additional need for mechanical grain drying as well as 
harvest!ng equipment. 

Out-migration of labor from agriculture and substitutien of 
labor-saving machinery for the departed labor will raise land and 
labor productivity and will reduce production cost per unit of 
output relative to more labor-intensive methods. 

Be~ause farm implements are costly relative to average farm 
income, the need for credit to finance them is crucial to any effort 
toward mechanization. Even a continuation of current trends 
in the demand for farm implements requires substantial loans. 
There are no official assessments.of demand for farm implements 
in the near future, but farmers are known to face shortages of. 
labor for planting and harvesting the rice and barley crops. 

The draft animal is used primarily as a power source and also 
serves as the primary source of beef. With the very strong demand 
for beef it would be more economical to develop a true beef-type . 

. farm animal rather than rely on slow-growing work cattle for 
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meat. Concurrently, a more efficient source of power could be 
developed. If the tiller proves to be clearly a more economic 
source of power than draft animals, the demand for tillers could 
grow very rapidly in the near future. This ~ould require more 
joint · or cooperative systems in conjunctibn with farm me-

chaniz~ti~n. . . . . I . . . . 

An md1cat1on ·of the mcreased compet1t1veness of mechamcal 
power sources is suggested by data showin~ rapid increases in 
the costs of farm labor and draft animals, wllich have more than 
double since 1965 (Table 11). I 

These figures suggest that benefits from introduction of labor
saving equipment have more than doubled since 1965. Thus, 
farm mechanization can be economically fe~sible given certain 
underlying cost relationships. A farm implement becomes 
economically feasible when the costs associated with mechaniza
tion become equal to or less than the costs associated with the 
traditional methods. · 

Table 11. Cost of Farm Wages and Draft Animals, 1 S65-70. 
. I 

Year 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

. I 

. Farm wages & 
charges per 

adult male/day 

. won 

221 

256 

307 

381 

463 

585* 

Index 

(1965 = 100) 

1 oo.ci 
115.8 

138.9 

172.4 

209.5 

264.7* 

I 
[ Draft 
1animal 

. I cost 

I 
[won 

40,699 
I 

48,094 
I 

~1,553 

~9,487 

85,178 
I 

94 073** 
I , 

Source: NACF, Agricultural Cooperative Monthly Surrl ey. 
•July · 

•• October · 

- r 
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Index· 

100.0 

118.2 

151.2 

195.3 

209.3 

231.1 ** 



GOVERNMENT POLICIES 
PROMOTING FARM MECHANIZATION 

TORNO-CHUANG WU 
Office of Planning and Programming, · · 

Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction, 
· Taiwan, Republic o( China 

Farm mechanization is generally conceived as necessary for 
agricultural modernization. As an economy becomes more and 
more industrialized, the degree of farm mechanization will be 
intensified. 

Owing to differences in initial. endowment and stage of 
economic development, the initiation and intensity of farm 
mechanization vary among countries. Farm mechanization is 
of vital importance to the development of agriculture and the 
economy as a whole when labor becomes a: scarce resource 
and surplus labor no longer ex!sts in the agricultural sector. 

There is a very dose relationship between the degree of farm 
mechanization and the. productivity of agricultural labor. The 
intensification of farm mechanization can help to raise the 
productivity of agricultural labor. 

Background of Mechanization Policy in Taiwan 
· · The agricultural production of Taiwan has increased steadily 
through the ·improvement of production techniques and the 
increased. use ·of resource inputs. Technical improvement in 
Taiwan has been essentially in biological aspects; there . has 
been little improvement in mechanical aspects. Evidence of this 
is the great number of superior varieties of crops and livestock 
that have been developed and the very rapid increase in such 
capital inputs as fertilizer, pesticides, and feed, -while the input 

·of farm machinery and tools has not expanded ·substantially .. 
· Presently, farm machinery and tools constitute only 3.5 percent 

of total capital input in Taiwan agriculture, much less than the 
corresponding figure of 30 percent for the period 1952-61 in 
the Uilited States. I Though farm mechanization has been pro
moted in Taiwan for two decades, its progress has been relatively 
slow. 
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Year 

1952 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

·1970 

Table 1. Indicators of Structural Change of Taiwan's Economy, 1952:-:70. 

Net Domestic Product Population Employment 

'Agricultural Industrial Other Agri~ultural 
Non-

· Agricultural 
Non-

agricultural agricultural 

(unit: percent) 
35.7 17.9 46.4 52.4 47.6 61.0 39.0 
31.3 24.9 .43.8 49.0 51.0 55.8 44.2 
29.0 25.7 . 45.3 48.0 52.0 55.3 44;7 
26.6 28.0 . 45.4 47.2 52.8 54.5 . 45.5 
27.7. 28.2 44.1 · 46.1 53.9 54.2 45.8 
27.0 '28.2 . 44.8 45.4 54.6 53.7 46.3 
25.7 28.6 . 45.7 44.7 55.3 53.0 - 47.0 
24.5 29.4 46.1 44.7 55.3 49.4 50.6 
23.8 30.3 45.9 44.0 56.0 49.4 50.6 
20.8 32.0 47.2 43.0 57.0 45.3 54.7 
19.2 32.0 48.8 40.9 59.1 44.5 55.5 

-. ~ ------~ Source_:_C9uncil for lnternationa1J:~oDQmic_1;_o_op.firj1tion_an_d_D_eveloRmem,_[aiw:an_Statisti~aLQata_HQak,_1_9}J. ______________ _ 



The economic structure of Taiwan has experienced drastic 
change in recent years which has brought about the need for 
acceleration of mechanization. Therefore, farm mechanization is 
considered an essential policy measure for agricultural develop-
ment in the future. · 

Farm mechanization involves not only technical matters, but 
.also social, economic and institutional elements. The problems 
of farm mechanization can be tackled from various aspects; 

·this paper is intended to investigate farm mechanization in 
Taiwan from the viewpoint of government policy. Specifically, 
the purposes of this paper can be ·listed as follows: 

1. To analyze the structural change of the economy and the · 
need for farm mechanization. 

2. To understand the problems of farm mechanization and to 
ascertain the ways for solving them. · 

3. To review the experience of farm mechanization in Taiwan 
with special emphasis on government policies. 

4. To consider policy and strategies for accelerating farm ' 
mechanization. 

Changes in Economic Structure and the Need for Farpi Mechani
zation 

The structure of Taiwan's economy has showed tremendous 
changes since the implementation of the successive four-year 
economic development plans beginning in 19~3 .. 

During the period 1952-70 industrial input, which includes 
manufacturing, mining, cons_truction, and electricity, increased 
by 992 percent, an annual rate of increase of more than 14 
percent, while agricultural output increased by 137 percent, not 

. quite 5 percent per year. Consequently, the share of agricultural 
in net domestic.product decreased from 36 percent to 19 percent, 
and the proportion of industry rose from 18 percent to 32 per
cent. 

Under the rapid expansion of industry, the proportion of 
agriculture in total population declined from 52.4 percent in 
1952 to 40.9 percent in 1970, and the percentage of agricultural 

. ·workers in total labor force dropped from 61.0 to 44.5 (Table 
1). 

The year 1965 is usually taken as the turning point in the 
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transformation of Taiwan's economy. Befor~ 1965 the economy 
was predominantly agricultural; since then ii;idustry has become 
the. leading ·sector. . [ 

. Amid the transformation of the economy, the pattern of 
Taiwan's agricultural development has also bhanged significant
ly. 2 Changes in output, input, and produtt1.vity of Taiwan's 
agriculture can be ·illustrated by dividing th6 whole period into 

. - I 

two phases: the periods 1952-64 and 1965-70. · 
Agricultural output increased faster in th6 first period, while 

total agricultural inputs showed· greater inctease in the second 
period. The expansion of agricultural ·outpvt was achieved by 
increase of labor and crop area in Period! I and by a large 
increase in . capital inputs in Period II. I · 

By and large, the input increases in the tatter period were in 
such modem in:p~ts as chemiCal. fertilizers, [ pesticides, concen
trated feeds, and machinery and implements. fo consequence, 
the composition of total agricultural inputs changed greatly: 
the relative importance of land and labot sharply declined. 
Capital inputs now have become decisive to the increase of 
agricultural output. 

The change in agricultural development pattern and economic 
· structure has implications for farm mechanikation. In the early 
· stage of economic development a farm latior surplus existed; 
because agricultural population at that timb occupied a lion's 
share of the total population and the in dust{ ial and commercial 
sectors were underdeveloped. I . 

Under such conditions, and with limited cultivated land, the 
only possible ·way of utilizing the labor fofce was to increase 
rural employment opportunities so as to efhance agricultural 
productivity and to achieve economic development. Labor• 
intensive farming techniques contributed gre~tly to the increase 
of productivity of land and labor.3 At that I stage, implementa
tion of farm mechanization was not urgently needed. , 

Recently, as a result of rapid industrializ~tion and expansion 
of non-agricultural. sectors, non-farm employment opportunity 
has increased continuously, the migration Jr rural labor from 
agriculture has increased, and Taiwan's a~riculture. has been 
experiencing a fabor shortage for the first bme ·in its history.· 
·Table 2 shows that total employment ii Taiwan increased 
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from 3,689,000 in 1966 to 4,546,000 in 1970, an annual growth 
rate of approximately 5 percent. The highest annual rate" 9.2 
percent, occurred in manufacturing industry, while agricultural 
employment showed no consistent trend in the last few years. · 

In fact, the figures for agricultural employment in Table 
2 may be overestimates. According to a study by H. 'f. Oshi
ma and W. H. Lai, the total employment in agriculture was 
1,480,000 in 1965 and decreased to 1,387,000 in 1969, a decrease 
of neady 100,000 within five years. 4 During the same period, 
the real wage rate in agriculture went up by 47 ·percent as a· 
result of decrease in the agricultural labor force. The increasing 
pressure of labor shortage in agriculture and the high wage 
rate create an urgent need for 'farin mechanization. 

Owing to labor shortage, high production cost and unfavor
able terms of trade for agriculture, the increase in productivity 
of agricultural land and labor has slackened. The slow increase 
we riow face in agricultural production will influence the price 
and wage level of the economy and will retard industrial invest
ment and output. Furthermore, without improvement of the 
agricultural structure and development pattern, it will be very 
difficult· to ·transfer resources· from agriculture to industry, and · 
the development of the Iiationaleconomy will be hindered. 

Under the present situation, farm labor is in shortage during 
the peak season. However, from the viewpoint of labor produc
tivity and long-run labor demand of various sectors, farm labor ... 
is still a redundant factor. 

To undertake fanri mechanization may be a way to solve the 
dilemma. The increased use of farm machines will save labor, 
reduce cost, and increase the production of agriculture. Farm 
mechanization, therefore, is an effective means to increase agri
cultural labor productivity and improve farmers' income. 

Acceleration of farm mechanfaation may also make it possible 
to release more labor for the use of other economic sectors 
and mitigate the rise of wage rates. 

According to the Long-Term Economic Development Plan of 
Taiwan, Republic of China (1971-80), Gross Domestic Product 
will increase at a rate of 8.5 percent annually and the growth 
rates for agriculture and industry will be 3.6 percent and 11.1 
percent, respectively. To keep pace with this rapid economic 
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Table 2. Labor Employment by Industry, Taiwan, 1966-70. 

Primary lndus~ry 
Secondary Industry Tertiary Industry 

Year Total 
(Agriculture) 

Total Manufacture Other Total Commerce Service Other 

(unit: 1,000 persons) 

1966 3,689 1,613 877 647 230 1,199 425 559 215 

1967 3,973 1,705 997 744 253 1,271 497 563 211 

1968 4,159 . 1;652 1,032 736 296 1,476 606 645 225 
1969 4,434 1,728 1,171 834 337 . 1,535 628 679 228 

1970 4,546 1,672 1,284 928 356 1,590 667 668 255 

Source: Taiwan Provincial Labor Farce Survey and Research Institute, Quarterly Report on Labor Force Survey in Taiwan, 

Republic of China, Jan. 1971. 



growth, total employment will increase at an annual rate of 
3.4 percent--4.94 percent in secondary industry, 5.99 percent in 
tertiary industry, but -0.83 percent in agriculture. In other 
words, agricultural employment will be reduced by 136,000 
persons within ten years. Hence, farm mechanization is con- · 
sidered an essential policy measure to promote economic devel
opment. 

Current Situation and Problems of Farm Mechanization in Taiwan 
Historical background and current situation 

The history of farm mechanization in Taiwan may be traced · 
back two decades.s SOOIJ. after Wodd War II, the United Na
tions Relief and Rehabilitation Administration donated a gr~at 
amount of farm machinery to the Chinese Government in an 
attempt to solve the problem of shortage of draft cattle. · 

These machines were later transferred to the Board of Trust
ees for Rehabilitation (BOTRA). Under BOTRA, several sub
organizations were established, one of which was the Taiwan 
Agricultural Machinery Operation and Management Office 
(AMOMO) . 

. AMOMO owned a considerable amount of farm machinery, 
including tractors, pumping machines, combines, plate mills, 
well-drilling rigs, farm implements, and equipment for repair 
and maintenance of farm machines. Several tractor-farming 
teams, well drilling teams, and pumping stations were set up 
by AMOMO to serve farmers. · 

AMOMO demonstrated tractor farming, trained farmers to 
operate tractors, and tried to sell tractors with attachments to 
farmers on installments at cost price. The extension of tractors 
for use by farmers failed, for two reasons: (I) The average farm 
size was too small and farm land was fragmented,· (2) The cost 
of using a tractor was too high to substitute it for human' and 
animal labor. · 

Nevertheless, it was found practicable for the Taiwan Sugar 
Corporation (TSC) to adopt tractor farming. TSC owned hun
dreds of big sugar cane farms. Thus, when BOTRA was dis
solved in 1950, AMOMO was merged. into TSC. 

Great progress has since been achieved in sugarcane field 
mechanization. At present, TSC owns 465 tradors of various· 
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types, with all kinds of implements, to culthiate 40,000 hectares 
of cane farms. Field operations are aimost entirely mechanized 
except for planting and harvesting. : . 

The major cane field mechanical operations are plowing, 
harrowing, ridging, softening the bed, open~ng of planting fur
rows, application of fertilizers and compost, clµltivatirig~ weeding, 
hilling, sub-soiling, green manure seed drilling, ;turning. under 
of green manure, spraying chemicals, ratodn cane off-barring, 
stubble shaving, and so on. For saving latior. and cost, com-

. bined implements are adopted and. several bperations are per
. formed ·with one tractor run. TSC has made a. number of . . I . 

experiments with mechanical planting and harvesting, and the 
results are quite satisfactory. Therefore, the gbal of full mechani- · 
zation in TSC cane fields is expected to [be reached in the · 
foreseeable future. · . . 

As for general farming, an experiment I with power tiller· 
operations began in 1955 and the extensiqn of power tillers 
was initiated by the Joint Commission on Rl:iral Reconstruction 
(JCRR) in 1958. There were only 239 power! tillers in 1958, but 
the number increased to 28,292 in 1970, on~ tiller for every 31 
farm households. (Annual data on number~, origin, and sizes 
of power tillers, numbers of draft cattle, and numbers of other · 
types of farm machinery are given in the paper by Y. T. Wang, . 
Tables 2 and 3, pages 221-22. I· 

. The progress in extension . of power tille~s before 1965 was 
relatively slow because of the surplus farm labor and low wage 
rate. Owing to the increasing pressure of labor shortage, • the 

. . I , . 

number of power tillers has expanded at a rate of nearly 4,000 . 
per year during the last few years. With th~ increase in power 

• I 

tillers there has been a decrease of more tlian 10,000 head of 
· draft animals per year. i 

In the earlier stages, power tillers were m~stly imported from 
Japan. As a result of development of the farm machinery in
dustry in Taiwan, power tillers are now mbstly locally made. 
· There are four tiller manufacturing firms I in Taiwan: China 
Agricultural Machinery Company, New T~iwan Agricultural 
Machinery Company, Mitsubishi Agricultudl Machinery Com
pany, and Precious Island Agricultural Machinery Company. 
They produce about 4,500 power tillers anntlally, which is only 
. I 

I 
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two thirds of their production capacity. 
Another apparent tendency worth mentioning is the increase 

in power of tillers. The proportion of tillers with over 8 HP 
was only 26.54 percent of the total in 1960; it increased to 58.25 

, percent in 1969~ 
In addition to power tillers, the numbers of other farm ma

chines and implements have also increased. Power sprayers 
increased from 317 in 1960 to 17 ,820 in 1970; hand sprayers 
and dusters from 114,953 to 207,670; pumps from 8,373 to 
52, 794. The number of rice threshers has not increased, but a 
large percentage of them are now power threshers. In 1970 
there were 447 grain dryers and 158 grain threshers. Rice trans
planters and combines have been experimented with for several 
years and began to be extended last year. 

During past years, effort in farm mechanization has . been 
concentrated on extending power tillers and mechanizing rice 
culture. So far, farm mechanizatfon has be~n limited to the use 
of a few kinds of machines. Only the operations of iand pre
paration, pest .and disease control, and irrigation are partially 
mechanized. · 

The application of planting, cultivating and harvesting ma
chines as well as the use of herbicides are still in the stage of 

· experiment and demonstration. There is still a· long distance 
to go before the goal of full mechanization in agriculture is 
achieved. In crop production, harvesting and planting require 
a large amount of labor; until harvesting and planting machines 
become common, it will be very difficult to move more labor 
out of agriculture. 

Problems faced in mechanization 
In promoting farm mechanization, we have faced a number 

of difficult problems. The progress of farm meehanization will 
largely depend upon our effort to solve these problems. 

1. HIGH PRICE OF FARM MACHINERY AND LOW PURCHASING 

POWER OF FARMERS 

The price of farm machinery is a key factor affecting its 
extension and utilization. It will be very difficult to use farm 
machines if their prices are beyond the financial capacity of· 
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Table 3. Comparison of Farm Machinery Prices in Taiwan and Japan. 

Price 
Price In Taiwan Price in Japan ratio 

between 
Engine Retail Engine Retail Taiwan 

Machine Brand Type or horse price Type or horse price and 
power (NT$) power (NT$) Japan 

(percent) 

Power. Kubota KMB 220 vc 59,500 KME 231 ER 100-1 44,670 133.19 
tiller Kubota KR 850 ES 8 43,000 KR 850 ER 80-1 32,220 133.45 

Kubota T 650 ER 5 33,500 T 65 (H) ER 50-2 23,480 142.67 
lsaki KFG 601 NT 95k 54,000 KFH KL ,F 9 38,780 139.22 
lsaki KLT F 10Y 59,500 1100W 54 F10C 44,330 134.22 
lsaki CT 57M F6 42,000 K48C F6 28,780 145.93 

00 Mitsubishi CT 95 SD10 59,500 CT 95 (2.4) SD 41,780 142.41 
.J:>. Mitsubishi CT 95 SD 8 55,000 CT95 SD 8C 38,110 144,32 

Engine Kubota VC 10-13 HP 29,000 ER100-1 10-13 HP 16,780 172.58 
Kubota KNDR 5 6-8 HP 17,500 ER 65-2 6.5-8 HP 10,670 164.01 
Yan mar F 10Y 10-13 HP 25,000 F10 10-12HP 16,670 150.00 
Yan mar F 6Y 6-7.5 HP 14,500 E6 6-7 HP 9,890 146.61 
Yan mar F 4Y 4-5 HP 11,000 F4 4-4.5 HP 7,000 157.14 
Mitsubishi SD10 10-14 HP. 28,000 SD 10H . 10.:_14HP . 17,890. 156:51· 
Mitsubishi ·SD 5 5-7 HP 14,400 SD 5H 5-7 HP 8,890 161.97 
Mitsubishi SD 4H 3.5-4.5 HP 9,500 SD 4H 3.5-4.5 HP 6,890 137.88 

Power Yan mar. MKR 10 37 cc. 6,500 MKR 1 OA 37 cc. 3,890 167.10 
sprayer Kubota ADM 10. 37 cc. 5;500 ADM 30 37 cc. 3,644 150.93 

Sikutari DMG 40 35 cc. 5,500 DM 40A 35 cc. 3,567 154.19 
Sikutari DMG 31 50 cc. 6,000 DM 50 6.()'CC, 3,900 153.85 
Minoru DK 52 52 cc. 5,500 52cc. 3,556 154.67 

Source: Zyuro Kudo, A Study of the Problems of Farm Mechanization in Taiwan, JCRR, 1970, p. 21. 



the farmers. 
The prices of farm machinery in Taiwan are about 40 percent 

higher than in Japan, as shown in Table 3. 
The high prices of locally made farm machinery may be 

attributed to high interest burden, shortage of well qualified 
technicians, poor management of manufacturers, and the small 
size. of the domestic market. 

For imported farm machinery and parts, the current rate of 
customs duty and surtax is equal to 15 percent of the import 

· price. L 

Besides, the interest burden of buying farm machinery and 
the fuel prices are also relatively high. On the other hand, the 
purchasing power of farmers is rather low. According to the 
farm income survey, the average farm income was NT$40,388 
in 1967, and the farm surplus averaged only NT$3,219. 6 Under 
such circumstances, it will be very difficult to promote farm 
mechanization without government support. 

2. SMALL FARM SIZE AND FRAGMENTATION OF LAND 

The average farm size in Taiwan is only 1.03 hectares, and 
about two thirds of farms are below one hectare. The land of 
a farm is seldom concentrated in one tract; it has been estimated 

·that more than half of the farms have at least three plots of land 
each and that about 75 percent of farm lands are not on farm 

· roads. 7 

Such a situation certainly influences the efficiency of using 
farm machinery. However, the obstacles may be removed through 

· implementation of land consolidation and encouragement of 
joint operations. 

3. LACK OF FARM MACHINES SUITABLE FOR LOCAL CONDITIONS 

Though a great variety of farm machines may be· introduced 
from other countries, they are not necessarily applicable to 
local conditions. Because of differences in climate, topography, 
farm size, crop patterns and farmers' customary practices, mo
difications have to be made in the imported machines. 

For example, the Japanese-type small rice. combine has not 
functioned well during demonstration, especially its cleaning 
device, which · does not perform· properly when the moisture 
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content of the grain is too high in early moming or after a rain
fall. Furthermore, some paddy fields in Taiwan are too soft at 
harvesting time to support the heavy machine, and grain loss 
is higher in harvesting by rice combine. 8 

j · 

The grain .loss is much higher still in using a binder. To 
fully. utilize these machines will require· a l[new variety of rice 
and improvement of the machines. 

The farni machines in use at present ~re mainly for land 
preparation, pest control, and water pumpip.g. There is a great 
lack of machines for other farm operations such as seeding, 
transplanting, fertilizer application, cultivation, and harvesting 

. ·of various crops. 
1 

. 

4. DIVERSIFIED FARM ENTERPRISE I 

The farm enterprises in Taiwan have been highly diversified 
I 

in order to utilize farm labor fully and to maximize the 
I 

productivity of land. Since the farm machinery and implements 
needed for one crop.may differ from those for others, a diversified 
farm has to purchase more farm machin~s. 

Diversification of farm enterprises within a region also 
increases the difficulty of farmers' using ma~hines jointly. Under 
the diversified, intensive cropping system, the practice of relay~ 
interplanting is followed in many areas, which is also unfavor-
able for using farm machines. . 1

1

. . 

5. BACKWARDNESS IN TECHNIQUES OF FARM +.cHINERY 

As has . been · mentioned earlier, agricultural technical 
innovation has been focused on biological a~pects, and mechan-. 
ical improvement has lagged behind. Perfortnance in, improving 
existing farm machines and in developing bew ones has been 
far from satisfactory because investment in research, experi
mentation, and training has been insuffidient and both the 
government agencies and farm machinery I firms have lacked 
qualified technicians and research facilities1 

Due to backwardness in techniques . as rell as lack of an 
effective quality control and inspection system, the quality of 
locally produced farm machinery is relative~y poor, which may 
either reduce the efficiency or increase !the cost of using 
machines. 
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6. INSUFFICIENT REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES 

The repair and maintenance services of manufacturing firms 
affect not only the efficiency of machines but also the confidence 
of farmers in using them. 

In earlier years there were more than thirty brands of power 
tillers in Taiwan, each with only a small share of the market: 
Owners were spread over the whole island, and maintenance 
service for the tillers of most manufacturers was totally lacking. 

Owing to the short time interval between crops and the tight 
farming schedule, farmers suffer from delay of operations once 
a machine is out of order and cannot be repaired quickly. 
Farmers therefore may hesitate to use machines. 

At present there are only a few farm machinery manufacturers 
whose after-service has been strengthened, and even their selling 
agents are stationed only at principal townships. Some fariners 
still complain about inconvenience of maintenance and repair 
services. As regards imported machines, changes in· model or 
design are relatively frequent, which tends to aggravate the 
difficulty of repair and maintenance due to lack of spare parts. 

7. LACK OF SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE IN USING MACHINES 

Most farmers are not very skillful in operation and mainte~ 
nance of farm machines, particularly the newly developed or 
n~wly introduced machines. This leads· to inefficient use Of 
machines, and sometimes to damage of them. 

To overcome these handicaps, an extensive education and 
training· program should be., undertaken by the government to 
teach . agricultural extension workers as well as farmers about 
farm machinery. 

Policy Measures for Promoting Farm Mechanization 
The government has played an important role in promotion 

of farm mechanization. The major government actions include 
provision of loans and subsidies, establishment of agricultural 
machinery promotion centers, organizing of agricultural ma-· 
chinery teams, implementation· of land consolidation, and 
conduct of research and experimentation. A Four-Year Farm 
Mechanization Plan has been inaugurated. 
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Loan for purchasing farm machinery , 
Farmers may obtain agricultural machiner)'. loans from the Tai

wan Provincial Food Bureau (PFB), the La*d Bank of Taiwan, 
and the Cooperative Bank of Taiwan. The tqtal amount of loans 
for procurement of farm machinery and implements from 1958 to 
1970 is estimated at more than NT$1,500 niillion (Tab.le 4), of 
which about 75 percent was used for purchasing power tillers. 

The loans of PFB are to be paid in kind ~ith monthly interest 
rates of 0. 75 percent for power tillers and o.~4 percent for other 
machines. The interest rate for loans of other credit agencies is 

• I • 

0.96 percent per month. Agricultural machinery loans are 
mostly repaid in semi-annual installments.; The credit terms 
range from a few months to ·a maximum of seven years. Since 

• I 

both capital returns in agriculture and ·farm income are 

Table 4. Agricultural Machinery Loans, 1958-70. 

Unit: NT$1,000 

I 
Land Bank Cooperative Provincial 

Farmers' Asso-

. diation Credit Year 
of Taiwan Bank of Taiwan Food Bureau 

Total 
I 

Departments 
I 

1958 9,135 792 2,660 12,587 
1959 26,841 .· 4,386 24,156 55,383 
1960 32,682 623 47,345 80,650 

1961 7,387 475 52,985 11,228 72,075 
-

·1962 28,663 .3.532 64,153 27,372 123,720 
1963 27,054 21,846 4,904 57,398 111,202 
1964 36,460. 21,783 10,529 56,395 125,167 
1965 37,291 25,01.1 8,512 66,908 137,722 
1966 52,245 30,574 12,061 

r 

62,675 157,555 
1967 67,897 32,035 7,960 I 57,765 165,657 

I 

. 1968 99,576 44,785 14,791 I 54,844 213,996 I 

1969 81,478 37,388 65,405 64,493 248,764 
1970 13,936 56,089 57,587 

Source: JCRR, Land Bank of Taiwan, Cooperative Bank of Taiwan, and 

Provincial Food Bureau. 
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relatively low, the prevailing interest rate is· considered too high. 

Provision of subsidies to farmers 
Since the purchasing power of farmers is low, government 

subsidies will be very helpful to them . in acquiring farm 
machinery and implements. In 1958 the Provincial Food Bureau 
began to subsidize· those farmers who borrowed from it to 
purchase power tillers and power sprayers or dusters. The 
~ubsidy for a power tiller was NT$1,000 to NT$3,000, depending 
on the horsepower, and the subsidy for a power sprayer was 
NT$500. Farmers· have not been very interest in these subsidies, 
because the interest rate of the loans provided ·by PFB is about 
the same as the ordinary interest rate of commercial banks, and 
it is often inconvenient to farmers to repay loans in kind. 

Since fiscal year 1970, both PFB and JCRR have provided 
subsid.ies for purchasing newly extended farm machinery and 
locally made machines. However, due to limitation of funds, 
the amounts of subsidy for each kind of rµachinery are 

Table 5. Standard Subsidies for Purchasing Agricultural Machinery, 

Tractor 

Power transplanter 

Binder 

Power grass cutter 

Combine 

Hand push transplanter 

Dryer 

Power tiller 

Power sprayer or duster 

Power rice thresher 

Cultivator 

PFB 

30,000 
5,000 

10,000 
1,000 

20,000 

5,000 
500 
500 

1,500 

Unit: NT$/machine 

PDAF 

5,000 

37,800 
2,150 

_4,250 

Source: Provincial Department of Agriculture and . Forestry and Provincial 

Food Bureau. 
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restricted. Table 5 shows the kinds and am~unts of agricultural 
machinery subsidies. · : · . · 

I ••• 
I. 
I 
I 

Township agricultural mechanization promotion centres 
Under the financial support of the Provi~cial Department of 

Agriculture and Forestry (PDAF) and J~RR, 24 township 
agricultural mechanization promotion centr~s have been set up 
since 1968. They are operated by township farmers' associa
tions under the guidance of JCRR, PDAF, [district agricultural 
improvement stations, and the prefectural [government. 

The functions of the towriship agricultural mechanization 
promotion centres are: (1) to teach farmers the .skills of using 
farm machinery, (2) to demonstrate niechanized farming 
operations, (3) to extend farm machinery ahd implements and 
help farmers apply for loans and subsidies, (~) to provide repair 

·and maintenance service!! for farmers, (5) tb organize farmers' 
machinery custom service teams and assist member farmers in 
seeking custom work. i 

Most of the township agricultural mechanization promotion 
centres have been successful in operationi, and farmers are 
satisfied with their services. The progress of farm mechanization 
in areas with agricultural mechanization · ptomotion centres is 

. faster than in areas without them. I 
In 1970 the 24 townships with promotion dentres owned about 

4,500 power tillers, or 16 percent of the total number of power 
tillers in Taiwan, while their cultivated land· area constituted 
only 7 percent of the total. The agricultµral mechanization 
promotion centres not only help farmers, but also lessen the 
after-service burden of agricultural machi~ery manufacturers. 

i 

Assisting farmers' ass~ciations to establish hzachinery teams 
In fiscal. year 1970 the PFB began to assis~ township farmers' 

associations ib. establishing agricultural mabhinery teams. The 
purpose of the agricultural machinery tea~s is to serve the 
farmers in land preparation, pest control, and harvesting, so as 
to mitigate labor shortage problems and fow~r the rates charged 
for custoni work. I 

By the end of May 1971 a total of 1q3 teams had been 
established in 59 townships, with 1,479 farmer participants. 
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Table 6. Farmers' Association Agricultural Machinery Teams, May 31, 1971. 

No. of 
No. of 

No. of No. of farm machines 

Food FAs with 
machinery 

member 

district machinery 
teams 

farmers Power 
Tractors 

Power Power 
Binders 

teams participating tillers sprayers threshers 

Taipei 4 8 70 38 9 8 

Shinchu 8 26 422 146 19 66 

Taichung 10 17 290 71 49 34 4 
. ID Tainan 19 34 368 166 4 16 4 - Kaohsiung 18 18 329 18 12 82 13 

Total 59 103 1,479 439 16 175 125 4 

Source: Taiwan Provincial Food Bureau 



These agricultural machinery teams were equipped with power 
tillers, tractors, power sprayers, power thr~shers, and binders. 
Detailed figures are shown in Table 6. . : 

According to the plan of PFB, 300 agricultural machinery 
teams will be established in rural areas wi~hin four years. On 
the average, the PFB has provided subsidie8, of NT$65,150 and 
low-interest loans of NT$398,600 team. I 

• I 

The writer has investigated some of the agricultural machinery 
teams and has found that these teams may ifail to perform the 
functions originally expected for the followirig reasons: (1) lack 
of technicians and full-time machine opera~ors; (2) ~he small 
difference between the rates charged by the agricultural machinery 
teams and by farmers doing custom work; ~3) the limitation in 
kinds and numbers of farm machines due tol shortage of funds; 
(4) the practice in some townships that the1 farm machinery is 
actually bought and operated by private I farmers; (5) low 
operating efficiency of the agricultural macliinery teams. 

I 

. i 
Implementation of land consolidation program I 

Land consolidation may be considered as i a coordinated step 
for promotion of farm mechanization. Th~ purpose of land 
consolidation is mainly to enlarge plot size, t6 improve the shape 
of land plots, and to rearrange farm roads [and irrigation and 
drainage systems so as to facilitate mechanized farming.-

A total of 280,000 hectares of farm land ha~1e been consolidated 
since 1959. Another 200,000 hectares will ~e consolidated in 
the coming ten years. Land consolidation has greatly improved 

I 

farm layout, and the number of power tillers in use has increased 
significantly. 9 i ·. 

I 

I 

Investment in research, experimentation, and trbining. 
Research,· experimentation, and ·trainingl are indispensable 

for extension of farm machinery. Many org~nizations carry on 
such work-National Taiwan University, !Taiwan Provincial 
Chung Hsing University, · Taiwan Provincial Institute of 
Agriculture, agricultural research institutes, district agricultural 
improvement stations, farmers' associations, and the Taiwan 
Sugar Corporation. . ! . 

The Government has appropriated funds for the organizations 
I 

I 
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to undertake such work. However, the funds appropriated were 
very limited before the promulgation of the Four-year Farm 
Mechanization Plan in 1970. 

Four-year Farm Mechanization Plan 
In view of the urgent need for farm mechanization in Taiwan, 

a Four-year Farm Mechanization Plan was inaugurated in 
fiscal year 1971.10 Within the four year period it is planned to 
extend 120,400 farm machines and implements of various types, 

·such as power tillers, sprayers, threshers, combines, sprinkler 
sets, rice transplanters, grain dryers, grass cutters and cultivators. 
(Details are given in the paper by Y.T. Wang, Table 4, page 224.) 

Power tillers are the mo'st important. The goals for power 
tillers to be extended are 6,000 for the first year, 8,000 for the 
second year, 11,000 for the third year, and 15,000 for the fourth 
year. It is expected that land preparation and pest control on 
about 450,000 hectares of cultivated land will be mechanized, 
while mechanized transplanting, cultivating and harvesting 
operations will be carried out on a large part of the area. 

The costs for implementing the Four-year Farm Mechaniza
tion Plan total NT$2,265 millions, of which NT$103 million will 
be appropriated in the form of grants for promotion expenses, 
and NT$2,162 millions.in the form of loans for procurement.of 
farm machinery. 

In order to facilitate ·. the implementation of the farm· 
mechanization program, a Farm Mechanization . Promotion 
Committee (fMPC) has been set up under the Ministry .of 
Economic Affairs. Tlie FMPC consists of representatives from 
JCRR, the Council for International Coope~ation and Economic 
Development, PDAF, and PFB. It Serves to advise, supervise 
and coordinate the execution of farm mechanization programs. 

Under the plan, a number of measures are to be adopted for 
promoting farm mechanization. The follow~g are the most 
important: 

1. To improve the quality and reduce the price of agricultural 
machinery. 

Though the prices of power tillers .and other farm machinery 
have been reduced slightly, they are still much higher than the 
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prices in Japan (see Table 3). The government is making plans to 
improve the quality· and to lower prices of i farm machines by 
(1) providing low interest loans to well qualified manufacturers; . 
(2) strengthening the inspection of farm fuachinery and the 
standardization of· machinery parts; (3) givi~g exemption from 
import duty on farm machinery and spare parts which are not 
manufactured locally. 

2. To provide loans and subsidies to the farmers. 
I 

It is planned that more government subsidies and long-term 
I 

low-interest loans will be made available to farmers for acquisi-
tion of farm machinery. In the four-year I ·period, loans for 

I 

purchasing farm machines will total NT$1.5 billions and subsidies 
will amount to NT$36 millions. Through financial assistance, 
the farmers will be given ·opportunities to i gain experience in 
handling newly i~troduced or newly develo~ed. farm machinery 
for general adoption. 

3. To set up more township farm mechqnization promotion 
centres. 

According· to the four-year plan, the number of township 
farm mechanization promotion centres will lbe doubled by the 
end of 1974. The efficiency of the centres .Jm be promoted by 
recruiting more qualified technicians and providing sufficient 
facilities for servicing different kinds of farm machines. 
Meanwhile, efforts are to be made to fully I utilize the existing 
machines, to extend new machines, and to train more farmers 
in use of farm machinery. 

4. To strengthen experimentation, research dnd training. 
Experimental and research work will be Stepped up through 

recruitment of more well-qualified research workers and expan
sion of facilities in agricultural colleges, agncultural research 
institutes, and district agricultural improveifient stations. It is 
planned to send technicians and research workers abroad or to 
local universities for advanced study or shor~-course training. In 
addition, an agricultural mechanization research institute will be 
established. Its primary function will be to c6nduct fundamental 
research on agricultural machinery and td train technicians .. 

I 
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5. To initiate a pilot project for promotion of modernized 
agriculture. 

A multi-phase experiment in farm modernization will be 
undertaken in selected areas. The experiment will emphasize 
the use of relatively large farm machinery, modernization of . 
farming techniques, practices in supplying farm inputs, 
marketing · and processing of farm products, and farmers' 
organization. Several experimental areas will be selected to 
test the feasibility of mechanized farming on a joint basis in 
different agricultural regions. A cooperative farming unit with 
100 hectares of paddy field in orie tract has already been 
established in Huatan, Changhua Prefecture. All farming 
operations are mechanized. The farmers are organized into ten 
·teams, each treated as an operating unit, with production costs 
and produce shared by the members according to their areas of 
land. Another experimental area for upland crops will soon be 
established in Hsin-Kang, Chiayi Prefecture . 

. 6. Other coordinated steps for farm mechanization. 
In order to assure efficiency, the extension of farm machinery 

and implements is to be carried out in close coordination with 
land consolidation, irrigation and drainage, integrated demon
stration of improved cultivation techniques, and joint farming 
operations. . 

Some Policy Considerations 
Need for coordination in promotion of farm mechanization 

Closer coordination is urgently needed for promoting farm 
mechanization in Taiwan. 

Firstly, farm mechanization policy is an integral part of 
agricultural and economic policy, and the target of farm 

. mechanization must be embodied in and be in conformity with 
the economic development plan. To keep pace with the demand 
for over-all economic development, a long-run. farm mechani
zation plan should be mapped out based on the long-term · 
Economic Development Plan. 

Secondly, at present the organizations involved in carrying 
out farm mechanization programs are not well coordinated. 
The research and experiment programs conducted by universities, 
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agricultural research institutes, and the district agricultural 
improvement stations should not overlap, and the PDAF and· 
PFB should have better cooperation with one another. To 
improve coordination, the functions of the Farm Mechanization 
Promotion Committee have to be strengthened. 

Thirdly, intimate cooperation among eng1
1
neers, agronomists, 

economists and sociologists is also required, as team work is 
usually more effective. i 

I 
Strategies for extension and utilization of farm !machines 

There are different strategies for extension and utilization 
of farm machines, and it is of vital importante to find out which . 
are most suitable in different situations. Th!e main alternatives 
are as follows: I 

(1) Self-purchase for self-use. This is the !best way for those 
countries with large farms.· The United States, Canada and 
Australia are good example. In Taiwan, sm~ll machines may be 
purchased by individual farmers for their· 9wn use. For large 
machines, systems of custom service. or cooperative utilization 
have to be set up. i . 

(2) Joint purchase and joint use. In countnies with small-farm 
agricultural systems, one often finds a few farmers purchasing 
and using farm machines jointly. This method has been 
undertaken in Taiwan but has not been verYi satisfactory, owing 
to the technical difficulties in making arraligements for using 
machines. It seems more advisable for one !farmer to purchase 
and operate the machines but to perform matjhine work for other 
farmers on a joint basis. · . I 

. (3) Farm machinery cooperatives. Machindry cooperatives are 
rather popular in Western Europe. Whethe,rl they are adaptable 
to Taiwan is unknown, and trial of establishirlg such cooperatives 
is needed. i 

(4) Farm machinery teams of farmers' associations. In Japan, 
custom service rendered by farmers' associ~tions is expanding 
rapidly. 11 In Taiwan, many township fapners' associations 
have farm machinery teams, ·but they arei not very effective 
because of the shortcomings mentioned earlier. 
· To make these teams peiform their functions properly, it is 

suggested that the number of teams should nbt increase too fast, 
. . I . . 

I 
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. . . 

that they should be established in the areas where the financial 
status. of township associations is sound, and that additional 
financial support from the government should be given to 
improve facilities. · 

(5) Farm machinery custom service companies. This system . 
is popular in West Germany, Holland, and Sweden. No farm 
machinery custom service company has been created in Taiwan. 
However, most power tiller owners provide custom service for 
other farms. A. survey by PDAF showed that more than 52 
percent of power tiller working hours are spent in custom work. 12 

· In order to extend the utilization of large-type machines, it is 
practicable to encourage the establishment of farm machinery 
custom service companies. 

Types of mac~ines to be developed. 
Fann mechanization is not confined to rice culture, and equal 

attention should be paid to other crops and to animal industry. 
Unless all operations in crop production are mechanized, it is 
unlikely that much labor can be released from agriculture, .even 
if a considerable amount of labor can be saved. Therefore, the 
extension of machines for the operations of planting, cultivating, 
and harvesting is especially important. 

There has been controversy· regarding the question of whether 
small-type or large-type machines should be developed. Some. 
have argued that the tractor era must be inaugurated .and the 
tiller era ended immediately if farm mechanization is to be 
expedited.13 Some others think that power tillers are more 
suitable for the small farms of Taiwan. 

The operation cost of large machines per unit of land is usually 
lower than of small ones. Of course, in extension of large 
machines the cost for organizing farmers should he taken into 
consideration. 

In the · meantime, under certain circumstances, the small 
machine may be even more economical. It may be more 
appropriate to adopt an evolutional rather than a revolutional 
process in developing farm· machines, so that small machines 
and large machines can be utilized side by side. 

Expansion of farm size and specialization of farm enterprises 
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. In the long run, farm size should be expanded in order that 
farm machinery can be more effectively used. Several steps can 
be adopted, such as : (1) guiding farmers to leave farms through 
occupational training, (2) providing long-ter~ low-interest loans 
for farmers to purchase land, (3) modifying the existing land law 
and regulations. i 

Because of the high man-land ratio in Taiwan, it is practically 
impossible in the foreseeable future to expand the average farm 

·size enough so that farm machines can be effectively used within 
individual farms; therefore some form of joint bperations is needed. 

Speeialization of farm enterprise and simplification of farming 
operations are also helpful in using farm machines. Where a 
great number of farms of the same type cotnprise a specialized 
farming region, e.g., a banana region, vegetable· region, dairy 
farm region, or fruit region, it is much ea~ier to .organize the 
farmers to use farm machines or to perform other farming 
activities on a joint basis.14 I 

Conditions of loans and subsidies. I 
The amount of credit for purchasing fai:m machines seems 

adequate, . but the interest rate is too high, and the security 
requirements are too rigid. It is suggested ~hat farm credit for 
improving the basic structure of agriculture, ii.e. farm machinery 
loans, _be distinguished from ordinary farm credits and be 
provided ·at a lower interest rate. : 

Most farm machinery credit is in the form of real estate 
mortgage loans; It would seem helpful to allo~ farmers to borrow 
money against movable property. 1 . 

Subsidies provide a stimulus for expansiori. of farm machines, 
especially in the early stage of extension. Siqce the funds of the 

. government are so limited, subsidies should be restricted_ to 
newly developed machines. However, the nbmber of machines 
to be . subsidized should not be restricted, and standards of 
subsidy for the same kind of machines should be unified. 

Guidance of farm machinery indu,stry 
The farm machinery industry has great influence on the 

promotion of farm mechanization. Because Of the backwardness 
of the farm machinery industry in Taiwan, I the prices of farm 

. . I . . 
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machines are high and the quality is low. Meanwhile, the local 
manufacturers provide only power tillers and some other simple 
machinery and implements, and all newly developed machines 
are imported from foreign countries. 

Problems relevant to policy towards the farm machinery 
industry include: (1) whether farm machines should be imported 
or made locally, (2) whether the number and scale of farm 
machinery firms should be restricted, (3) how to assist existing 
manufacturers to reduce production cost, improve quality, and 
develop new machines adapted to local conditions. These 
problems need further investigation. 

Summary 
Since the implementation of the successive four-year economic 

development plans began in 1953, agricultural development 
. in Taiwan has shown remarkable progress and contributed 
greatly to economic development. However, due to changes in 
economic structure and the large absorption of rural labor by 
industry in recent years, the pattern of agricultural development 
has undergone considerable adjustment. 

Capital-intensive production methods centering on farm mech
anization will be the main direction of agricultural development 
in the future. Promotion of farm mechanization may solve the 
farm labor shortage problem and improve farm labor. produc
tivity. It is also the only way to release more labor for the use 
of industry and other economic sectors in the years to come. 

Despite. the fact that farm mechanization has been going on 
in Taiwan for more than twenty years, its progress has not been 
very remarkable. Up to the present, farm machines are used 
mainly for land preparation, pest control, . pumping Irrigation 
water, and transportation. Machines for planting, cultivating, 
and harvesting are still under experimentation and demonstra
tion. There are many technical, economic, and institutional 
problems facing farm mechanization. These problems can be 
solved with the positive support of the government. 

The essential measures are to lower the prices and improve 
the quality of agricultural machinery, to provide more loans 
and subsidies to farmers, to assist manufacturers, to establish 
more agricultural mechanization promotion centres, and to 
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strengthen research, experimentation and training. 
There remain some policy issues which ne6d further investiga

tion, such as types of machines, patterns of :farming, conditions 
of subsidies and loans, strategies for extension and utilization 
of farm machines, and problems of coordinating measures for 
implementation of farm mechanization. These problems must 
be resolved as soon as possible, and it is hoped that the 
experiences of other countries may be helpful in developing our 
farm mechanization policies. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF FARM 
MANAGEMENT RESEARCH FOR 
GOVERNMENT MECHANIZATION 
PROGRAMS 

ZYURO KUDO 
Fann Management Department, 

Tohoku National Agricultural Research Station, Japan 

In general, farm machinery is a historical indicator showing the 
level of agricultural productivity in any country of the world. 
Bainer, Kepner, and Narger1 describe the process of mechani
zation as dynamic, with no ultimate goal in sight. T.H. Lee2 has 
emphasized the necessity of farm mechanization in Taiwan. To 
raise the level of agriculturaf productivity, farm mechanization 
is one . of the most important policies, especially in the 
developing countries, even if the size of farm is very small. 

Progress of Farm Mechanization in Japan 
In Japan, some· increased production in the past must be 

credited to advances in non,..engineering phases of agricultural 
technology such as better crop varieties, the more effective use 
of fertilizer, and improved cultural practices. Since the Land 
Reform; however, a major factor has been the increased utiliza
tion of non-human or non-animal energy and of more effective 
machines and implements. This application of machines to 
agricultural production has been one of the outstanding devel
opments iti Japanese agriculture during the past 15 years. 

A great number of agricultural machines were introduced 
on farms in the 1960s. The power tiller, especially, marked a 
turning point in Japanese agriclllture. 3 The number of power 
tillers was about 3.1 million in 1970 as compared with only 
35,000 in 1953. In contrast, the number of draft cattle and 
horses decreased from 3.6 million to 1.9 million during the 
same period. 

About 40 percent of farmers had no power tiller in 1970, but 
most of them used the power tiller for plowing of paddy fields · 
through custom work. As a result, it is difficult to find horse 
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I 

plowing and cultivating in the rural area at the present time. 
Therefore, we say .that the stage of Japanese agriculture has 
already developed from the horse economy to the power-tiller 

. I 

economy. 
Gradually, but continuously, most farm¢rs have introduced 

several kinds of small machines such as power sprayer, power 
I 

thresher, power dryer, truck, and so on. This advance in farm 
mechanization has been caused by a strong demand for labor 
in other industries that has withdrawn workers from the land and 

. I 

forced wage rates up. Severe labor shortage~ and high wage rates 
in the rural areas since 1960, together with the simultaneous 

I 

demands for increased agricultural production, have had a marked 
influence on the mechanization of various !operations. 

·As shown in Figure 1, the agricultural labo.r population has 
decreased from about 17 million in 1955 tq 10 million in 1969, 

I 
I 

Fig. 1. Changes of Agricultural Labor Population hnd 
Wage Rates of Hired Labor per Day, 1953-69. · I 
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·and the wage rates of. agricultural hired labor have· increased 
from about 400 yen per day in 1960 to 1,370 yen in 1969. 

Many results of farm mechanization are evident. It has 
released a great number of agricultural workers to other indus
tries, thus contributing to the remarkable industrial expansion 
in Japan and to the high standard. of living that now prevails 
in . this country. The burden and drudgery of farm work has 
been greatly reduced, and the output per farm worker has been 
greatly increased. 

But it has not been effective for cutting down the production 
cost of agricultural products. For instance, rice is a main crop 
that has .been most mechanized in Japan. It could be produced 
with about 1,281 man hours of labor per hectare in 1969; 
compared with 1,908 man hours in 1953, as shown in Table 1. 
In spite of this saving of labor with relatively high farm wages, 
the production cost has increased from 5,601 yen per 150 kg .. 
of brown rice in 1953 to 12,587 yen in 1969, because· of the rise 
of price of production materials. 

Especially, both the depreciation cost of machines and its 
ratio to the total production cost have sharply increased. 
Therefore, a very important problem for farmers and farm 
management researchers is how to use machines economically 
on small-scale family farms. 

Moreover, the Japanese. Government has changed its price 
adjustment for the surplus rice produced, ·and emphasized 
promotion of more mechanization and land improvement under 
the Second Project· of Agricultural Structure Improvement last 
year. On account of these changes of social-economic conditions, 
farm management research will be increasingly important for 
farm mechanization in Japan. 

This report first describes Japanese Government measures 
for .promoting and supporting farm mechanization, especially 
the role of policy under changing social-economic conditions, . 
as reported by the Farm· Mechanization Committee to the, 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in 1970. It then tells the 
story of the development since 1960 of farm management re
search relating to mechanization, which has been conducted 
mainly in the· National and Prefectural Agricultural Experiment 
Stations. 
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Table 1. Production Cost of Brown Rice pe·r 150 kg. 

Year 
No. of farm 
households 
tabulated 

Production cost 

Total Depreciation of machines 

(yen) (yen) (percent) 
. 1953 2,980 5,601 291 5.2 

1954 2,999 5,756 324 5.6. 
1955 3,000 4,773 289 6.1 
1956 2,813 5,215 342 6.6 
1 957 2,834 5, 187 373 7 .2 
1958 2,859 5,206 409 7.9. 
1959 2,852 5,019 429 8.5 
1960 5,044 . 5,218 482 9.2 
1961 4,867 5,946 691 11.6 
1962 5,051 6,345 774 12.2 
1963 4,995 7,121 911 12.8 
1964 4,869 8,126 1,127 13.9 
1965 4, 7 41 8,804 1,228 13.9 

--1966------- ·-----4,913 -~-- ---9,491 - - - - -1,352------- -14.2 .. -
1967 5,031 9,770 1,441 14.7 
1968 5,065 10,883 ·.· 1,111 15.8 
1969 4,062 1 2,587 2,256 17 .9 

Yield per hectare 

(kg) 
3,090 
3,230 
4,140 
3,900. 
3,980 
4,150 
4,310. 
4,440 
4,360 
4,460 
4,420 
4,460 
4,450 

- --4,550 
5,020 
4,970 
4,840 

Labor hours 
· per hectare 

(hours) 
1,908 
1,858 
1,918 

· 1,833 
1,773 
1,815 
1,757 
1,715 
1,657 
1,520 
1,451 

/ 1,472 
1,410 

/ - -1 ,400- - - - - - - - -
1,394 
1,327 

I 1,281 

Source: Survey of Production Cost of Rice, Statistics and Survey Division, Ministry· of Agriculture and Forestry 



Role of Government Farm Mechanization Policies 
The ·outstanding advance in farm mechanization was due 

. mainly to a shortage of agricultural labor, a .rapidly expanding -
and effective development of farm machinery industries, and 
effective government policies for promoting and supporting 
farm mechanization. · · 

In 1961 the Agricultural Basic Law was establjshed, which 
emphasized promotion of farm mechanization for . increasing 
agricultural productivity. Under this law, u~til about, 1965, 
the Government gave financial. support and long-term loans 
for introducing new types of machines_ to farmers, because 
machinery was expensive for ·farmers compared with other 
materials or agricultuqi.l products, and few farmers. had enough 
money to buy new · machines such as power tillers, power 
sprayers, and power dryers. 
· The rate of subsidy was usria1ly about 5 to 10 percent of 

· initial cost in the case ·of power tillers. 
The subsidy played an important role in their introduction 

into Japanese agriculture, as a pump-priming policy, in · the 
early . stage of farni mechanization. The new ·.machines intro- • 
duced had a great demonstration effect on neighbors in the 
areas. As ownership of a· particular machine such as a power 
tiller became widespread among farmers, the subsidy system 
was cut off, usually after 2 or. 3 years, because it had almost 
finished its function. 

Beca~se the organization of credit to enable farmers to buy 
machinery was not well developed, the Government in 1961 
reestablished the Agricultural. Modernization Fund, which was 
a kind of mechanization loan. A ·farmer who· wants to utilize 
this loan for introducing any new machine can borrow up to 
2 million yen for 7 years with only 5.5 percent interest. 

The amount of such loans has increased year by year. In the 
early stage of· farm mechanization, most farmers were, afraid 
of any loan, because of their low repayment ability. Recently, 
their attitude 'toward loans has been changing, especially · on 
the large-size farms. 4 

Also, since 1956 farmers have been exempt from tax on 
gasoline ·used in machines· on their ·farms. (Ordfoarily, the . 
Government uses the gasoline tax funds for highway improve-. 
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ment,. but farm machines do not use the roads.). At present, the 
market price of light oil is about 38 yen p¢r litre, but farmers 

. can buy it .at 23 yen. without .tax for farm work. On heavy oil 
anq kerosene they pay the same tax inch.~ded in the market 
pnce to other consum~rs. . • 

_Furthermore, . farmers benefit indirectly frpm the gasoline tax 
through the specfal rural road . investment !funds. These funds 
are use.d · specifically for building roads f qr transportation of 
agricultural products. ·Road construction i's the responsibility 
of the Ministry of Building and Construction, but there was 

· not enough construction in the rural arJas. Therefore, this 
collateral fund from the gasoline tax has : also been of great 
benefit to farmers and farm mechanizationl . 

A Farm Mechanization Training Centet was built by· the 
Government in lbaragi Prefecture in 1960J Most Agricultural 
Co-operative Associations have set· up servise stations for repair 
of machines in rural areas. Sometimes combined exhibitions of 
new machines and machinery training schobls are provided for 

· ·farmers by the associations and manufacturers.· · 
These many measures have combined to bfing about the rapid 

introduction of many different machines in Japanese agriculture 
within a short. time .. If the Government haa not supported or 
promoted farm mechanization, its speed ofiinfroduction would 
have been slow and a long time would haye been required to 
reach the present level. 1

1 

However, a great number of young wotkers have gone to 
the cities, so that the· shortage of agricult~ral labor has been 

I 

increasingly serious, especially since 1965. Part-time farms 
constituted about 84.4 percent of" Japan's : 5,342,000 farms in 
1910. I 

Furthermore, an important political proolem of surplus rice 
developed in 1969. The Government has required a decrease 
of 20 ·percent in total yield or acreage of Hee, and controlled · 
the price so that it went up only a little I in 1970. Also, the· 
Government has been requested by for~ign lcountries to permit 
free trade in agricultural products. Ther~fore, 'the Japanese 
Government has recognized the basic administrative necessity 
to improve the agricultural structure essenti~lly and to promote 
farm mechanization more strongly in ord¢r to cut down the 
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cost of agricultural produ~ts. 
In the Second Project of Agricultural Structure Improvement, 5 

a subsidy was given to group farming systems (or introducing 
large-size machines such as tractors and attachments, combines, 
speed sprayers, rice centers, etc. The total amount of subsidy 
was about 12.0 billion yen for farm mechanization in 1970, . 
compared with 5.3 billion yen in 1968 and 7.7 billion yen in 
1969. For this reason, most recent research in the public stations 
has dealt mainly with the advanced,· large machines. 

Farm Management Research on Mechanization 
In the National ot · Prefectural Experiment Stations, farm 

mechanization research projects frequently have been initiated 
at the request of some influential outside group or administra
tive organization whose members would directly benefit from 
the results, or at the suggestion of personnel within the research 
agency who recognized the importance of the problems. Co
operative projects between agricultural engineers and various 
agricultural science groups have been common in experiment 
station work. 

In a proposed project, a survey is first taken of use of 
the machine, especially in the case of power tillers, and an 
evaluation is made of the potential application of the results 
·and of their value to farmers in" terms of labor saving, improved 
work operation, decreased operating · cost, increased farm· 
income, etc. 

Since 1965, a new Department of Farm Mechanization or 
Farm Organization has. been established in each National and 
Prefectural Agricultural Experiment Station, where a number of 
technical research studies have been begun in order to guide 
the improvement of machines under different regional condi
tions. They have included development of new models similar 

· to existing machines, design changes to reduce the manufacturing 
cost of a machine, comparative testing of several machines, and 
evaluation of the work performance of particular machines. 

Studies related to the more efficient utilization of existing 
machines have been emphasized, because the field conditions on 
farms differ from those in the experimental fields. An example 
is the determination. of proper adjustments and operating 
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conditions for a combine in order to mini~ze grain damage 
and losses. : 

In addition, operating costs of new types of machines have 
been compared with costs using conventiondl tools or old types 
of machines. Such studies use field inves~igations and farm 
surveys, and are usually conducted by the Department of Farm 
Management rather than in commercial organizations or 

• • • I 
umvers1tles. : 

Sometime~ the Government has requested the. public stations 
for research results ·or data which will be useful in carrying out 
its farm mechanization· measures. For instarice, special research 
on rice center organization and management was undertaken 

I 

·systematically by the staffs of the Departme~ts in eight National 
Experiment Stations under the Research Council of the Ministry 
in 1965. 6 The National and six Prefectural [Stations conducted 
a three-year co-operative research study bn social-economic 
conditions of tractor farming in the Tohoku Region. 7 This 

I • • 

was · directly rela.ted to the Project of Agdcultural Structure 
Improvement. 

The purpose of farm management research is to accumulate 
scientific information that c~n be applied elsewhere concerning 
economics of mechanization on farms. The results of such 
research are opviqusly useful to .farmers, ,extension workers, 
and administrative officer"s. 

Economic evaluation of the power tiller · 
In the early stage of farm mechanization; most farmers had 

learned something about the work efficiency .and work perfor
mance of power tillers. Most researchers in i the public. stations 
or universities first made surveys of its practical operation on 
farms and these studies made clear its techpical effects. 8 They 
may be summadzed as follows: I 

1. Increasing labor efficiency. Labor saving is one of the most 
important effects, and labor efficiency has increased remarkably 
in each job. For instance, plowing a paddy: field with a 7 HP 

I 

power tiller required 20.0 hours of labor per hectare, compared 
with 35.0 ·hours using a draft animal (Tabl~ 2). With a 17 HP 
tractor and rotary tiller the labor used was ~.8 hours, and with 
a: 35 HP tractor drawing two 14-inch plows it was 7.5 hours. 

. . I 
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Table 2. Labor Used in Land Preparation and Relative Metabolic Rate Using 

Different Types of Equipment, Hoshiyama, Iwate Prefecture, 1965. 

Type of equipment 

Draft animal with: 

Mould board plow 

Comb harrow 

7 HP rotary tiller 

17 HP tractor with 

rotary tiller 

35 HP tractor with: 

Two 14 inch .plows 

40-inch rotary tiller 

Paddy harrow 

Plowing Harrowing 

Labor R.M.R.* Labor R.M:R.* 

(hr/ha) (percent) (hr/ha) (percent) 

35.0 6.0 

20.0 3.1 

8.8 2.5 

7.5 2.2 

8.6 2.0 

15.5 6.0 

8.8 5.~ 

6.9 

4.0 

5.7 

Source: Z. Kudo and others, Economic Study of Use of Co-operative Tractor, 

Dept. of Farm Management, Tohoku Natl. Agr. Exp. Sta., Res. Rept., 

1965. 

• Relative Metabolic Rate shows the degree of fatigue per hour. 

In harrowing arid leveling, the average number of hours of 
labor used was only 4.0 hours per hectare with a 35 HP tractor 
and 40-inch rotary tiller, as compared with 8.8 hours for the 
power tiller. 

On the comparison of labor efficiency of different methods 
of threshing, hand threshing using a comb-cutter required 2.50 
hours of labor per 150 kg. of unhulled rice. The power thresher 
required 32 minutes; the auto thresher reduced this to. only 10 
minutes. The efficiency of the auto thresher was about five times 
that of a treadle thresher. 

As a result, farm work can be done quickly, at the right 
time, . and with less labor by machine, and most mechanized 
farmers have greatly reduced their need for hired labor. More
over, the labor saved. in rice production has been applied to 
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other farm enterprises such as upland field 'crops or livestock, 
or to non-agricultural side-work. i 

2. Improving work performance. The· performance of a farming 
operation is a function of three factors: t~e operating labor, 
the objects on which. the operation is per~ormed (field, crop, 
etc.), and the farm machine with its worki'.ng attachments. In 
other words, the machine stands between la~or and object, and. 
these three productive factors are interrelateo .. Even if a farmer 
introduces a good tractor on his farm, its! work performance 
is not good under bad field conditions, as when the land is 
scattered -in small strips. Therefore, it is !very important to 
adapt the field conditions, crop variety, cultural practice, and 
crop system to the new machine and its attachments in order 
to improve work performance. For exam~le, use of the co
operative power sprayer and new pest. cdntrol chemicals in 
group farming ha.s been very helpful in conttolling diseases and 
insects and thus improving the quality ·of ~ice .. 

3. Simplifying operating work. Land preparation using draft 
animals on paddy fields has usually consist1ed of plowing two· 
times, harrowing two times, and leveling, ~efore transplanting 
of the rice. ·By use of power tiller or tractor ~he number of jobs 
has been decreased from five to three on tlie same field. Also, 
anyone can learn to operate a machine in a ~hort time. Usually, 
it takes two or three years experience to bbcome proficient in 
horse plowing, but a farmer can get a traqtor driver's license 
after only ~bout 30 ho~rs training and test lat ~ motor ~chool. 

The relative metabolic rates of farm work with machme are 
definitely smaller than with animal or hand 1

1

abor. For instance, 
in plowing with a 35 HP tractor and 40-inch rotary tiller the 
rate is 2.0 percent per hour, compared to 3j 1 percent with a 7 
HP power tiller and 6.0 percent with draf~ animal (Table 2). 

On the basis of these three technical· effects; the farm system 
I 

is changed by the use of machines. Not only is there a higher 
degree of commercial farming, but also therJ is the opportunity 
to do custom work with the machine if the bwner's farm is not 
too large. Custom work is plowing or harrowing for other 
farmers who have no power tiller, and who pay a charge for 
this service to the owner-operator of the riiachine. Therefore, 
custom work helps to increase the annual bse of the machine 

. . I 
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and the profit of the farmer. But this is limited by the operator's 
available time, the seasonality of fatm work, and other factors. 

On the other hand, some reserachers have attempted to com-
. pare the operating cost of the power tiller with that of the draft 
animal and to estimate its economic efficiency of investment. Some 
different opinions have been reported about the economic eva
luation of power tillers on small-scale family farms in Japan. 9 

The "income effect theory" of M. Matuszawa10 is typical 
of the opinions opposed to introduction of the power tiller. 
According to this theory, the return for its introduction has 
fallen short of its cost and its introduction has resulted in over
investment on farms. Farmers have bought tillers for non
economic reasons, as something similar to consumer goods like 
washing machines, or as a status symbol. 

However, fact was stronger than this theory. Tsuchlya has 
written in his recent report that "the promotion of agricultural 
mechanization centering around the distribution of power tillers 
has made Japan~se farmers familiar with practical economy. Its 
extension is only. the practical substitution of machinery for hu
man labor-for.maximum efficiency to the Japanese farmers". 11 

Umeki made a survey of the effect of the power tiller using 
farm accounts on 148 medium-sized farms in the Saga Plain 
Area in 1960. ~y his report, "comparison between farms with 

· and without power tillers indicated a consistent tendency to
wards a higher gross farm income, farm expenses, farm family. 
earning, farm capital excluding land, land capital; and farm 
family labor earnings on farms with power tillers than on 
comparable sized farms without". Umeki also made clear that 
the U:se of power tillers was economical on farms with about·· 
one hectare or more of paddy 

1 
field. 12 At that time, only 17 

percent of the total number of power tillers were on farms with 
less than 1.0 hectare.· 

Thus, most power tillers have been used economically on 
Japanese farms. Some researchers have emphasized the need to 
increase the annual operating hours of a power tiller for cost 
saving and have made detailed checks of conditions on farms. 
The annual charges for repairs, maintenance, fuel, and lubri
cating oil increased in proportion to the age of the power tiller, 
and economic obsolescence of old tillers also .went\ up sharply 
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because of the . outstanding development of farm machinery 
I 

industries. Therefore, a~ economic study oii the replacement 
of power tillers was undertaken by the present author which 
showed that it was most economical on Shonai farms to replace 
an old tiller with a new one or a medium size . tractor every 
fifth year. 13 (See Figure 2.) 

Of course, many researches have been• undertaken about 
other machines such as tractors, harvesters, sprayers, power 
planters, etc. Of the research subjects in the Departments of 

Fig. 2. Average Purchase Price, Selling Price and Repair 
Cost of Power Tiller by Age (Unit: thousand yen). 

300 

• • • I ----------.----...!...---.-+-•-
• • I 

Purchase price 
of new power till~r 

200 

Purchase price 
of second hand power tiller 

100 

0 2 3 4 5 7 . 8 9 

(Age - years) 

Source: Z. Kudo, Economic Study of the Replacement 
of Power Tiller on Shonai Farms, Tohoku Natl. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. No. 37, 1969. 
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Table 3. Operating Cost and Rice Production Cost per Hectare with Different 

Mechanization Patterns. · 
(unit: thousand yen) 

Rice producing pattern 

Power 
Medium Large 

tiller 
size size 

tractor tractor 

Total investment in machines 658 3,563 5,067 

Size of farm (ha) 2 2 x 5 2 x 10 

Operating cost per hectare: 

Fixed cost 78 77 53 

Variable cost 13 12 13 
-

Total 91 89 66 

Rice production cost per 

hectare: 

Operating cost 91 89 66 

Labor cost· 231 111 104. 

Other 35 73 63 
-

Total 357 273 233 

Cost per 150 kg 11.3 8.6 7.4 

Yield per hour (kg) 4.12 8.56 9.17 

Source: M. Mukai, Economic Study of the Standard Rice Producing Patterns 
with Machines, 1969. 

Farm Management in the public stations in 1967, 78 dealt with 
farm mechanization, about 17 percent of the total. 14 Farm 
mechanization research has become more active, more extensive, 
and more practical over the past 15 years. 

Experimental research on tractor farming 
With the introduction of different machines on a farm, a more 

useful approach to the study of operating cost is not in terms of 
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a single machine, but rather in terms of all the machines and 
labor involved. Obviously, these combinations of machines differ 
from farm io farm. Some of the important combinations are 

·therefore chosen for study as mechanizatioh patterns; 
Experimental research has been undertal(en by some public 

stations to establish a new pattern of machines, and to study 
the mechanization process on farms. Undet the leadership of 
Tohoku National Agricultural Experiment Station, experimental 
research has been conducted at Bonbana Pilot Farms with a 
set of large-size machines such as tractor8 and attachments, 
which was presented by the Station in 1960. Farmers have 
increased their dairy production by using these machines for 
6 years. The development of their mechanization has been 
made clear by .analysis of farm records kept by the farmers. 15 

Also, pilot farms play an important role I in exhibiting farm 
mechanization effects to .other farmers. Therefore, to promote '· · 
tractor farming the Government set up about 18 pilot farm 
projects in 1962 and supported them for 3 t6 5 years. A similar 
project is now planned in Taiwan. l . 

At·. the same time, comparative analysis i of operating cost 
has been made between different niechanihtion patterns on 
the basis of experimental and survey data, jin connection with 
the size of group farming. Table 3 shows !the operating cost 
and rice production cost for three typical patterns. Data of this 
kind ate of course very helpful to farmers] who are going to 

. I 

introduce new large-size machines 'co-operati~ely, and especially 
for planning Agricultural Structure Improv~ment Projects. 

! Conclusion ' 
Farm mechanization involves not merely the introduction of 

machinery but also its utilization on farms. iTherefore, training 
of operators and improving field conditi~ms are also very 
important for promoting farm mechanizatipn. 

Outstanding advances in agricultural biological sciences aid 
inechanization, as for example, when plan~ breeders produce 
varieties better suited to. mechanical tratj.splanting of rice. 
Cultural practices for some crops are changed in order to 
modify the groyvth habits and obtain plan~s better suited to 

• I , 

mechanical operations. · 
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Further simplification and standardization of the attachment 
methods for tractor-mounted equipment would be helpful to 
the farmer. 

In the public stations, the· ultimate goal of research is to. 
obtain a product that is useful and acceptable to the farmer 
and the Government. From our experience, it seems to be very 
important that farm management research on mechanization be 
undertaken systematically . with co-operation between the staffs 
in farm management and other fields. 
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MECHANIZATION FROM THE 
STANDPOINT OF LOCAL I 

GOVERNMENT: EXPERIENCE IN A 
JAPANESE SUBURBAN AREAi 

I 

i 
I 

MASASHI K. KAMBE 
Kanagawa Prefectural Hortic_ulturai Experiment Station, Japan 

The purpose of this paper is to review the development of farm 
mechanization in Kanagawa Prefecture, Jap~n, and to show the 
socio-economic factors or conditions by whi¢h farm mechaniza-
tion has been influ~nced. ! 

•. • I 

Kanagawa Prefecture (K.P.) is located in southwestern Japan 
near the Tokyo metropolis. Its total population in 1971 was 5.5 
million, and it has been increasing by more than 200,000 people 

I . 

· a year (Table 1). In contrast, the farm population has been 
decreasing rapidly. It numbered 332,000 people in 59,000 farm 
households in 1970. The percentage of farrri ·(population in total 
population has been decreasing even mor.e !sharply because of 
urbanization by the Tokyo metropolis. ! 

Conditions Affecting Mechanization in Subu*ban Agriculture 
In recent years, with the rapid growth of the national economy, 

young and good farm laborers in suburban: areas have moved 
into urban industrial, commercial and service districts in large 
numbers, leading to a shortage of farm ~abor. Hence farm 
mechanization is becoming increasingly inip01'

1

tant. 
The need for farm mechanization is affeeted by two further 

conditions: ! 

1. The people remaining on farms and doing the farming are 
old folks, children, and women. They are not 'so able to use farm 
machines and implements, especially the large,' heavy, complicated 
equipment. 

2. Joint operation and contract use of machinery are becoming 
important. · 

. I 

· In K.P ., the land area is not large, but the~e is a big output of 
in.dustrial products in Yokohama, Kawasaki, a,nd inland industrial 

I 
I 
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cities. Statistics show the small share of the agricultural sector 
in the K.P. economy {Table 2). 

Farmers in K.P. ate becoming "decimal people" under intense 
pressure of urbanization. The increasing numbers of people in 

Table 1. Total Population and .farm Population in Kanagawa Prefecture, 

1950-70. 

Total population Farm population 

Ratio 
·Year 

Number 
Index 

Number 
lridex 

(B/A) 
1950 = 100 1950 = 100 

1. (A) (B) 

(1,000 
(percent) 

(1,000 
(percent) (percent) 

persons) persons) 

1950 2,487 100 565 100 22.7 

1955 2,919 117 520 92 17.8 

1960 3,443 137 460. 81 13.4 

1965 4,430 178 397 70 9.0 

1970 5,470 220 33. 59 6.1 

Table .2. Agriculture's Share in the Economy of Kanagawa Prefecture, 1960-

70. 

No. of farm Area of · Gross agricultural No. of farm 

households farm land product laborers 

Year 

Total no .. of Total land· Gross industrial Total no. of 

households area product laborers 

(percent) 
1960 9;1 26.2 2.4 9.0 

1965 5.8 21.4 1.6 5.5 

1970 3.8 17.6 1.2 3.9 
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need of homes punt for· cheap · farm, :forest, and hillside · 
land. Rising prices of land, rising · wages, and problems of · 
pollution· are three main things that discourage farmers from 
continuing in farmip.g and prevent them from enlarging. their 
farms. , 

However, farmers are blessed by near~y markets and by 
investments of public, social, and private enterprises and 
amenities in the urban areas, such as dial telephones and paved 
roads for easy driving. By-products of fooq factories and table 
scraps from restaurants provide . feed fqr raising livestock 
(Table 3). 

Table 3. Merit and Demerits of Continuing Far~ing in K.P. 
. I 

Medts 
1. Easy access to nearby markets. 

2. Use of urban services provided by 

public and private social capital 

investment. 

' ' 

l Demerits 
I 

1. High and rising price of land. 

2. High and rising wages. 

3. Pollution problems. 

I 

i 
Under these circumstances it is necessary Ito mechanize farms 

in order to protect those farmers who. wish .to use their lands 
productively, not simply hold them: for speculative purposes in 
expectation of rising land prices. . . 
: Fortunately, the rising price of farm land and the large deposits 

in the Agricultural Cooperative Association (A.C.A.) make it 
· easy for farmers to borrow · irioney for ttiechanization. Local 
governments arrange credit through the institutional loan system 
sponsored by the National Government. Consequently, some 
upper-class farmers borrow much money, · eien though they are 

. I . 

·millionaires, to develop capital-intensive farming . 

. Characteristics of mechanizatiQn in suburba,n agriculture 
What form does mechanization take in the management of 

suburban farms? It has special meanings, in tliat suburban farmers 
carry on different types of farming to meet . the demand for 

. • I . 
fresh produce and to supply . the · mam ~.mtlets for unusual 

· · products. · · i
1 
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For instance, there are vegetable farmers near Yokohama 
harbor who sell products to ships' chandlers. They· produce 
long-lived cabbages that are not juicy but that keep their freshness 
in storage during a voyage. . 

Endive for western salads also brings a good pi-ice; if sold in 
wholesale markets it would undoubtedly bring . a lower price. 

Some farmers produce seedlings of cycads, pineapple, and 
cactus in vinyl houses and sell them direct to ultimate consumers. 
who visit their farms or come to nearby resorts along the coast 
of Sagami Bay. · 

We thus find many unique types of farms in K.P., and generally 
speaking, operators of these farms have two objectives in mechani
zation. One, needless to say, is to save labor. The other is artificial 
control of natural conditions. The former mainly involves self
ptopelled or, in some cases, stationary machines and implements. 
The latter mainly involves installations and equipment such as 
greenhouses or vinyl-covered houses with automatic irrigation, 
heating, stea,m sterilization of soil, air cooling by water, air 
conditioning, automatic ventilators, etc. 

I must emphasize the importance of the latter type of mechani
zation in suburban farming. Friends tell me that such capital 
investment is not really mechanization. However, I deal with 
both types of mechanization, using the term in a broad sense, 
in this paper. 

The question of over-investment . 
Table 4 shows the rapid change in numbers of full-time and 

part-time farms in K.P. in the last decade. We find suburban 
agriculture dividing into two classes of farm households under 
the influence of urbanization. One is an upper elass of developed 
farms with a reasonable size of business, obtaining income mostly 
from commercial agriculture. The other class have less enthusiasm 
for farming, operating with low-quality farm labor and depending 
mainly on non-agricultural income. 

·Both face a shortage of labor,. but in different sense~. The 
former class carry• on extremely intensive mechanized farming. 
The latter are part-time Sunday farmers. Both classes hope to 
introduce farm machines in order to raise labor efficiency. With 
the high growth of the economy it is not easy to hire employees 
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Table 4. Number of Full-time and Part-time Farms in K.P., 1960-70. 

Year 
Total no. 

Full-time 
· of farms 

1960 
73,873 20,733 
(100) (28.1) 

1965 
66,738 14,476 
(100) (21.6) 

1970 
58,949 9,843 
(100) (16.7) 

I 
I 

Part-time ; . 

Mainly farming 
• i 
Mainly non-

farming 

24,914 2~.226 
(33.7) (;38.2) 

I 
20,537 3~.725 

(3Q.7) (fl7.4) 
15,565 3~,541 
(26.4) (p6.9) 

I 

Farmland 

per farm 

(hectares) 

0.71 

0.66 

0.63 

for fa~ming because of the high level of wage~ in non-agricultural 
employment. In these circumstances, both !classes wish to in
troduce machines and implements. They have'ino time to calculate 
the cost of idle machinery. Convenience of! farm operations is 
more important than such economic con~iderations in their 
farming. · 

The scale of measurement of "over-investment" in suburban 
agriculture differs because of the location 9f farnis, especially 
the high price of farm land and the rising i trend. In a proper 
approach to farm management; over-investment of capital 
reduces profit. Needless to say, the. upper-class farmers are 
pursuing profits by accelerating mechanization . even though 
there appears to be "over-investment". Having enough machinery 
means good timing of operations, control· of the harvesting 
season, adjustment of land use without idle !fields, and farmers' 
ability to do things when they choose b~ using . their own 
machines. ' 

Although the part-time farmers are pursuing non-agricultural 
profit, they also want their own machinery.: To them it brings 
the advantage of free and leisure time thtough reduction in 
working hours and avoidance of physical exhaustion from heavy 
farm work. . ' : 
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Background of Mechanization of Farming in the, Great Tokyo 
Metropolis 
Characteristics of farming in K.P .. 

. Agriculture in K.P. has the following fundamental charac
teristics: 

1. Great decrease in the numbers of farms by classes (Table 4) 
and the loss of enthusiasm for agriculture. 

2. Decrease in cultivated land and increase in waste farm land 
(Table 5). 

3.. Rapid decrease in the agricultural labor force due to absorp
tion into the non-agricultural sector. 

4. Division into highly productive full-time farms and less 
productive part-time farms. The smaller numbers of highly 
productive farms produce more 'valuable products by speciali
zation. Their size of business is large even though their area of 
farm land is small. 

5. Specialization in horticultural farming, due to its profit
ability compared to other crops. 

Table 5. Area and Percentage of Waste Land on Farms in K.P., '1970. 

No. of 
Waste Total 

Classification 
farms 

land farm land (A/B) 

(A) (8) 

(hectares) (percent) 

Full-time farms 1,853 389 9,701 4 

Part-time; mainly farming 7,290 1,607 14,273 11 

Part-time; mainly 

non-agriculture 5,840 772 12,911 6 

Paddy field 4,923" 634 11 .. 407 6 

Ordinary upland fields 11,542" 2,094 ·19,337 11 

Orchards 266" 40 6,141 

TOTAL 14,983 2,768 36,885 . 8 

• Some farms had more than one type of land. 
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I have advocated that the contribution and role of agriculture·. 
in "metropolitan farming" is two-fold: to : supply fresh foods 
direct to ultimate consumers, and to provide green open spaces 
and oxygen for·city people. 

Rice production is still the mainstay and predominant type 
of farining in Japan. However, in metrop6litan agriculture it 
is n.ot so important because of the low valpe productivity per 
hectare and the competition for use of wat~r between city and 
paddy. Besides, large cities are located mi alluvial plains of 
the lower stream beds of rivers, so that w~t paddy fields pre
dominate around these cities; but urbanization is accompanied 
by pollution, and dirty water in paddy caus~s low rice produc-
tion.. ! . 

I 

Development of farm mechanization in K.P. · i . 
As nientioned above, farm mechanization ~n K.P. has involved 

·_investment.of capital in both farm equipme* and farm installa
tions. As regards the usual types of machines, contributions 

• . I 

have been made to increase production ov~r the past 10 years 
(Table 6) by using highly efficient tractors, trucks for transporta
tion, and power sprayers and dusters, as i well as stationary 
machines for processing. Nowadays, joint icontrol of diseases 
and insect pests has begun to be practiced. ' Power reapers and 
small harvesters and planters are in practical· use in paddy fields. 
An outline of this development in K.P. fo~lows: 

Power tillers (Fig. 1) 
Pulling (plowing) type: Merry tiller (3 tq 4 HP) until 1960; 

bonnet type (4 to 6 HP) since 1960. Recently being replaced by 
other types. i 

Rotary type: Gradual increase; mini-cultivators now becoming 
I 

popular. Importance enhanced by appearance of weed killers. 
Type combfoing both functions (plow a~d rotary cultivator 

parts are interchangeable). r 

Riding tractors (Fig. 2): initially under 15 ·HP, then more than 
20 HP if privately owned and about 40 flP if owned by a 
cooperative· group for agricultural_ produ9tion, A.C.A., etc. 
Trucks for transportation (Fig. 1) : found on many farms; 
tricyde trucks decreasing year by year. · 
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Fig. 1. Numbers of Power Tillers -
and Trucks on Farms in K.P., 
by TyPe, 1960-70: 
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Fig. 2. Number of Riding Tractors 
on Farms in K.P., 1964-70. 
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Table 6. Numbers of Farms, and Proportion of All Farms, Having Specified Types of Machinery, K.P., 1960-70. 

Tillers, Trucks, 

ve·ar tractors tricycles Sprayers Dusters Percentage of all farms 

2 3 4 2 3 4 

1960 12,187 6,319 4,660 953 16.5 8.6 6.3 1.3 

1965 30,962 15,522 8,894 2,428 46.4 23.3 13.3 3.6 

1970 38,747 21,493 13,946 5,078 65.7 36.5 23.7 8.6 

- Note: Total number of farms was 73,873 in 1960, 66,738 in 1965 and 58,949 in 1970. 
N 
.i::. 



Tricycle trucks for. farm use were introduced in Miura peninsula, 
K.P., in 1951. Our· illvestigation found that early introducers 
changed from joint-marketing . crops (potatoes, radishes, and 
wheat) to new crops suitable for private shipping (tomatoes, 
cucumbers, and cabbages). Thus we found that mechanization 
of. transportation alone affected the type of. farming. ("Truck 

1 farming" means suburban agriculture.) 

Mechanization in Horticultural Farms in K.P. 
Vegetable farms 

Vegetables may be divided into two groups: (1) intensive · 
vegetables; (2) comparatively extensive vegetables, . in which 
mechanization in the customary sense is easy (Table 7). 

Table 7. Adaptability for Mechanization of Groups of Vegetables. 

Characteristic . Intensive vegetables 
Comparatively 

extensive vegetables 

Means of production: Man power and Machines and implements 

equipment 

Size of crop planted: Small Rather large 

Quality of commodities: Excellent Fair 

Income per hectare: High Fair 

Labor income per hour: Not so high High 

Number of crops on a . Many, small output Few, large output 

farm: of each crop 

Stability of price: Stable Unstable 

Cost of production: High· Low· 

Degree of mechanization of extensive vegetables: 

Mechanized throughout Onions, carrots, potatoes 

Mechanized except for harvesting Radishes, Chinese cabbage, 

Mechanized except for planting and 

harvesting 
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I 

I 

Some problems of the vegetable farms are ~mall size (Table 8),. 
scattered farms (Table 9), and dependence l;lpon older laborers 
(Table 10). These conditions make it difficult tp promote m:echani
zatfon. 

The proportion of vegetable farms that have various kinds 
of machines is shown in Table 11, and the remarkable development 
of horticulture under· vinyl and glass in Table .12. 

Table 8. Numbers o.f Vegetable Farms and Distributi.on by Area Planted to 

· Vegetables. 

I 

r'l!umber Percent 

Farms planting vegetables 35, 150 100 
I 

Farms selling vegetables 117,320 49.3 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! •••• -: •••••• · •••••••••• 

I . 

Area planted to vegetables i Proportion of farms 
! 

(hectares) (percent) 

Less than 0.3 48.5 
0.3-0.5 ·. 19.9 
0.5-0.7. 11.1 
0.7-1.0 9.1 

More than 1.0 11.4 
.. 

Total 100.0 

Table 9 .. Scattering of Farmers' Vegetable Fields and Fruit Qrchards 

No. of plots per farm 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 or more 

Total 
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Proportion of farms 

Vegetable · . Fruit 

(percent) 

25.8 40.2 
22.1 25.0 

19.8} 22.7 
14.7 
17.6 12.1 

1100.0 100.0 



Table 10. Age Distribution of Workers on Vegetable and Fruit Farms. 

Age 

(years) 

30 or less 

31-50 

51-60 

Over 60 

Total 

Proportion of Workers 

Vegetable Fruit 

·farms farms 

(percent) 

10.7 14.0 

51 .'3 47.7 

16.5 20.2· 

21.5 ·18.1 

100.0 100.0 

Table 11. Mechanization on Farms Selling Vegetables. 

Machine 

Power tiller 

Truck, tricycle 

Sprayer 

Car 

Duster 

Riding tractor 

No. of farms: 17 ,320 . 

Proportion of farms 

(percent) 

91.3 

56.4 

45.0 

37.4 

15.5 

1.1 

. Dotted among the ·other farms , are many that raise .. garden 
trees and flowers (Table 13)'. On the garden-tree fartns, 62 percent 
of the area is i:J;r many kinds of in,Jrsery. stock. The pot-plant 
farms include raisers of flowering plants (40 pel'.cent) and foliage 
plants or succulents (60 percent). 
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Fruit Farms 
• I 

The fruit farms are very similar to the vegetable farms except 
for the long-term capital investment in orchards. They are some
what more · commercialized than the vegetable farms, but the 
orchards are likewise small (Table 14). They are somewhat less 
scattered than the plots of the vegetable farms (see Table 9). 

Fruit farmers invest in sprayers and water reservoirs for preven
tion of diseases and insect pests, as well as in storage facilities 
(Tables 15 and 16): In K.P., oranges are a leading product in 

Table 12. Area of Horticultu_ral Crops Grown Under Vinyl and Glass. 

Crop 
1965 1970 

(B/A) 
(A) (B) 

(he~tares) (ratio) 

Tomatoes 21.5 62.4 2.9 

Cucumbers 6.3 46.4 7.4 

Egg plant 0.5 3.3 7.0 

Strawberries 16.4 37.9 2.3 

Other vegetables 4.2 22.0 5.3 

Flowers 22.6 47.9 2.1 

Totai 71.5 220.9 3.1 

No. of farms using vinyl and glass 1,698 . 2,934 1.7 

Table 13. Numbers and Crop Areas of Farms Raising Ornamental and Re

lated Crops. 

Type of farm 

Garden-tree farms 

Sod farms 

Pot-plant farms 

Cut-flower farms 

No. of farm 

128 

722 

692 

187 

833 

Total area 

(hectares) 

251.0 

272.0 

5.7 

40.0 



hilly areas (Tables 17 and 18). About half of the production is 
stored until March or April. Of the other fruits, our investigation 
shows that 70 percent are sold directly to consumers at roadside 
stands or at orchards. · 

Table 14. Numbers of Fruit Farms .and Distribution by Areas of Orchards; 

Farmers growing fruit 

Farmers selling fruit 

Number 

12,140 
8,860 

Percent 

100 
72.9 

. . . ---------------------------------------------
Orchard area 

(hectares) 

Less than 0.3 
0.3-0.5 
0.5-0.7 

. 0.--1.0 

1.0-1.5 
More than 1.5 

Total 

Table 15. Mechanization of Farms Selling Fruit. 

Item 

Power tiller 

Sprayer 

Truck, tricycle 

Water reservoir 

Car 

Storage facility 

Duster 

Riding tractor 
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Proportion of farms 

(percent) 
. 34.3. 

25.1 
17.1 

9.4 
10.7 

3.4 
100:0 

. Proportion of farms 

(percent) 
66.8 
62.4 
51.7 
36.1 
34.8 
29.2 

5.9 
0.7 



Table 16. Distribution of Farms Selling Specified : Fruits by Number of 

Treatments for Control of Diseases and lns~ct Pests. 

Number of treatnients 

Fruit 
I 

5 or less 6-10 11-15 16 or more Total 

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.(percent of farms) '. · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Orange 59.4 37.8 2.8 100 
Pear 

Peach 

Kaki 

8.1 
38.1 
81.2 

9.5 
35.5 
16.7 

41.5 
22.6 

2.0 

Table 17. Areas of Specified Fruits in K.P., 

Japanese Total. 

Fruit 

Orange 

Chestnut 

Kaki 

Pear 

Plum 
Grape 

Peach 

Area 

hectares 

3,850 
565 
429 
312 

159 
114 

63 

i 40.9 100 
I 3.8 100 
I 
I 0.1 100 
l 
I 

Actual[ and as Percentage 
I 
I 
I 

St\are in Japan 

percent 

2.6 
1.6 

1.1 
1.7 
1.0 

0.5 
0.3 

Table 18. Types of Land Used for Oran!:Je Orchards in K.P. 

Type of Land 

terrace 

Steep slope 

Slope 

Plain 

Total 

·Percent 

38.8 

,9.0 
35.4. 

I 

16.8 

160.0 
I 

of 

Source: Statistics on Agricultural Mechanization i in Horticulture, Agri. 

Survey, 1968. 
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K.P~ Government and Related Organizations Concerned with 
Mechani.Zation 
Agricultural Extension Service 

An Agricultural Extension Service (A.E.S.) was started in K.P. 
in 1949, arid now 121 farm agents and 28 home agents as well as 

· 12 subject-matter specialists serve the 59,000 farms. Seven of 
the extension agents and a machinery specialist stationed at the 
Agricultural Experiment Station devote themselves to populari
zation of mechanization, especially through educational activities 
on use of ·machines. 
· In guidance work on mechanization a target is set for extension 

activities on each crop. For example: 
1. On field vegetables: introduction of mechanization, work 

simplification, and promotion of specialization in order to enlarge 
cropping areas. 

2. On vegetables in vinyl and greenhouses: improvement of 
automatic control equipment and management, .as well as preven
tion of noise from boilers and fans. · 

3. On flowers in greenhouses: steam sterilization of soil. 
. 4. On foliage pot plants and garden, street, and park trees : 
propagation in · greenhouses equipped with automatic mist 
spray~rs. 

5. On fruit tree farms: joint use of large machines and cold 
· storage methods. . · . . 

6. On livestock and poultry farms: introduction of automatic 
feeders, barn cleaners, and windless barns in order to save 
labor, reduce cost of products, and avoid pollution pro
blems. 

The main role of the specialist is to train extensiOn agents . 
in extension methods, provide educational publications, and 
demonstrate methods ·or handling machinery. 

·Agents serve farmers directly or in groups. They also keep 
close contact with technicians in A.C.A. \ 

There. is a Machinery Training Section in the Agricultural 
College of KP. under the A.E.S. where three technicians conduct 
long and short term training courses for young farmers. Qualifying 
examinations for driving licences_ for riding tractors are given 
at the College. 
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K.P. Government Loans and Subsidies for 1Mechanization 
· Agricultural administration in the Kapagawa Prefoctural 

Government (K.P.G.) is mainly carried mi in seven sections. 
The Agricultural Administration Section has exclusive. charge 
of loans. The Horticultural-Food, Livestock,. Forestry, and 
Fishery Sections supel"Vise subsidy activities: in each commodity 
line. K.P.G., of course, manages both subsidies and loans for 
each project. · . '. . 

Table 19 lists the loan programs providing credit for mecha-
nization. ·Further information follows: i · 

.1. The Fund for Agricultural Improveni,ent · is intended to 
promote· introduction of new techniques, sq loans are provided 
for new machinery and for installation of ripe seedling planters, 
fan-heater devices, nature desiccators, transportation by mono-

. rail in orchards, etc. If a group of farmers :wish to undertake a 
joint-use project, they can obtain a loan to! buy a complete set 
of machinery~ as shown in Table 20. ! · 

i 
• I • 

Table 19. Sources of Loans for Far.m MechJization i.n K.P.G. 
. I 

Loan program 

(1) Fund for Agri. Improvement 

(2) Fund for Agri. Moderniza-

ti on 

(3) Fund for Farm Management' 

Rationalization (K.P.) 

(4) Fund for Agri. Finance 

Corporation 

(5) Fund for Agri. Development 

(K.P.) 

(6) Fund for Agri. Reclamation 

(7) Fund for Disaster 

Year 

started 

1956 

1961 

1961 

1953 

1950 

1947 

1955 
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I 
! Sources of funds 

I 

I . 
National and Pref. finance 

I 

i 
I 

A.C.I(>.. ·and A.C.A. of Credit · 
. I 

I . 
A.C.~. and A:C.A. of Credit 

I 
Natibnal finance 

·I 
I 

Pref.!finance and A.C.A. 
I 

of C~edit 
National finance and 

I 

Fed~ral A.C.A. 

AC.A. 



Table 20. Limitations on Loans for Complete Sets of Machir:iery, 1971. 

Type of farming Minimum area . Maximum loan 

(hectares) 

Vegetables 5 ¥ 935,000 

Seri culture 5 720,000 

Rice and wheat or barley 5 660,000 

Forage 10 1,400,000 

2. The Fund for Agricultural Modernization. is a main fund 
for loans to buy machinery and implements. Its loan ·limit is 
·Y2,000,000 for. an individual, YI0,000,000 for· a iegal person, · 
and Y50,000,000 for a joint-use installation. 

3. The Fund for Farm Management Rationalization has been 
instituted by K.P.G. for the same purpose in order to 
meet . additional needs of farmers. The other · funds listed 
in Table 19 also provide some kinds of loans for mechani
zation. 

The anriual total of loans in K.P. has increase4 rapidly, from 
378 million yen in 1960 to 2,004 in .1965;' 2,651 in 1969, 
and 3,266 in 1970. The demand for loans for machinery is rather 
high, although the amount of money per case is small. 
The demand for loans for equipment and installations comes 
from livestock and horticultural farms. Of 537 agricultural ma
chinery and implement loans in 1969 (Table 20), 488 were provided 
from the Fund for Agricultural Modernization, J3 from the Fund 
for Agricultural ·Finance Corporation, and 16 from other 
funds. 

The Public Interest in Mechanization of Metropolitan Agriculture 
As mentioned above, land prices in this sprawling area are 

going up as a result of urbanization and inflation. Thus farm 
land has a high mortgage valµe, and farmers find it easy to borrow 
for capital investment in their farms. However; the demand· for 
agricultural funds is seasonal, and there are problems of idle 
capital due to low levels of operation and calling in of lorig-term 
loans. 
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Table 21. Distribution. of· Loans by Objectives, and: -Amount of Money per 

Case, 1969. 

Objectives 
Percent of Amount Number of 

total amount pe,r case. cases 

I 

A.C.A. project 30.6 ¥16,561,000 49 
Livestock farms . 25.1 1,~99,000 512 
Joint-use installation 8.9 47,236,000 5 
Agri. machinery & 

I 

implements 6.4 . ~16,0_00 537 
Flower farms 5.8 1,~23,000 117 
Fruit farms 4.1 619,000 177 

I 

Land improvement_ and 

consolidation 3.8 1,~86,000 68 

Vegetable farms 3.2 - . 417,000 205 I . 
Stability for farm, I 

I 

dis"ster etc. 12.1 I_ 423 
' 

100.0 1,267,000 2,093 

Accordingly, the supplying of funds is ri,sky; yet agricultural 
loans should be at.a low interest rate and with along redemption 
period. The characteristics of agricultural~ production - the 

. long production· period, busy and non-busy seasons, small size 
of farm business, unstable prices, etc.----i-create a need tor 
national and local governments to provide special types of loans -
as a matter of public policy. Interest rates bf city banks are too 
high. i 
· From the standpoint of farm management, a low interest 

rate increases farm profiL On the other hand, too low an interest 
rate .. imposes a heavy financial burden upon national and local 
governments. However; it is necessary to subsidize reliable and 
responsible farmers through either loans or subsidies even if 
this involves. over-investment. To keep green . open -spaces· in 

. metropolitan areas is important_ to the health in mind and body · 
of people in a highly industrialized urban !society. There is an 
urgent rieed to enable metropolitan farms to

1 

survive and 'develop 
in harmony with the urban environment. 
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·. Table22. Analysis of Farm Household Economy, K.P., Compared with Average of 45 Prefectures, 1969, and Relative Rank 

of K.P. Among Prefectures, 1969 and 1965. 

(Unit: ¥1,000 except as noted) 

Average of 45 
Rank of K.P. 

ltein K. p~ 
prefectures 1969 1965 

Farm family income (1) 1,252.3 1,911.6 1 2 
Agri. income (2) 515.8 600.3 9 14 

Agri. gross income (3) 932.1 1, 182.0 2 4 
·. Agri. expenditures (4) 416.3 581.7 2 2 

Non-agri. income (5) 736.5 1,311.3 1 4 

..... Area of farm land (ha.) (6) 0.921 0.777 26 17 
w Agri. working hours (hr.) (7) 2,789 2,994 15 13 
Vl Agri. fixed capital (8) 1,026.0 1, 198.0 9· 5 

Machinery and implements (9) 179.8 13~.2 39 41· 
Trucks, tricycles and cars (10) 107.0 236.0 2 1 • 

Ratio of agri. income (percent) (2)/(3) 55.3 . 50.8 35 40 
Ratio of fixed capital (yen) (8)/(7) 3,679.0 4,001.0 14 14 
Agri. working ho.urs per hectare (t)r.) (7)/(6) 3,030. 3,820 7 19 .. 
Agri. fixed capital per hectare (8)/(6). 1, 114.0 ·1,542.0 7 10 
Agri. income per 10 hours (yen) (2)/(7) x 10 . 1,911.0 2,054.0. 16 17 
Agri. income per ha. (2)/(6) 579.0 791.0 3 15 
Agri. income per 1,000 yen of agri. fixed 

capital (yen) (8) I (2) x 1,000 520.0 513.0 21 2.8· 
No. of farms analyzed 10, 185 118 

Source: Survey Report on Farm Households Economy, M.A.F. 1971. 
•as of 1967 · · 



FARMER MOTIVATION 
FOR MECHANIZATION 

CHI-LIEN HUANG 
Department: of Agricultural Economics, 

National Taiwan University, Republic of China· 

Agricultural development in Taiwan has been very remarkable. 
With all its achievement,· however,· Taiwan's agriculture until 
quite recently remained primitive as far as ~arm machinery and 
implements are concerned. It was developed with eyes on the 
scarce land resource and the highest returns therefrom, not on 
the efficiency of farm labor, which, being an: abundant resource, 
had very low productivity and therefore almost no value what-

. . I . 

soever. . ! . 

Most of the effort on improving agriculture. in the past was 
concentrated on the construdion of irrig~tion and drainage 
systems, experimentation on breeding and multiplicatfon of new 
seeds, fertilization, · pest and disease cont~ols, etc. All these 
contributed much to agricultural production through the rise iri 
yield per unit area. . ' · · 

In contrast, very little attention was givenito the farm mecha
nization side of agricultural production. F~rm machinery and 
implements were almost whoily neglected in ithe improvement of 
Taiwanese agriculture. I 

I 
. . I 

A brief history of farm mechanization in Taiw4n 
For several centuries before Taiwan becaitie a colony of Japari 

in 1895, there had been little change either !in agriculture or in 
. I 

the design of farm implements. Then Taiwan's agriculture began 
to show rapid progress. But with the exceptiop. of a few farm 
implements that. were modified forms. of tliose used in Japan, 
most of the farm implements in use in Taiwan were exactly the 
same, simple, primiti~e ones of the pre-Japa~ese days. 

True, farm machines such as tractors. w~re seen in Taiwan 
fields in the Japanese days. However, they "!ere exclusively used 
in the sugar-cane plantations. There is noth:ing wrong in citing 

I 
this as the first farm machine ever to be intro4uced to agricultural 

I 
I 
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production in Taiwan, but it would be a serious error to think 
that Taiwan's agriculture entered into the mechanization era 
with the introduction of tractors on the•. sugar-cane plantations. 
For it is the small peasant farmers' subsistence sector, hot the 
plantations, that really represent Taiwanese agriculture. And 
mechanization of that' sector, all through these years·, remained 
in the stage of using rather few primitive agricultural imple
ments. 

After the erid of World War II, nearly a decade passed without 
any noticeable change in farm mechanization. The centuries-old 
stationary condition of Taiwanese agricultural mechanization 
was first broken in 1954, when the Joint Commission on Rural 
Reconstruction introduced seven foreign-made small . power 
tillers to Taiwan. 

These first power tillers were tested in the experimental stations. 
Gradually power tillers found their way on to peasant farms, 
and their number exceeded 2,00o" when the Department of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Taiwan Provincial Government, satis- . 
fied With the experimentation; announced its plan of initiating · 
the "Farm Mechanization Extension Project" in 1959. 

The project can hardly be called ·successful, for so far the 
pace of mechanization in Taiwan's agriculture-represented 
by increase in number of power tillers-has been slower than 
anticipated. Even the prefecture·in which power tillers ·enjoyed 
highest popularity had only around 50 of them for .every 1,000 
farms or 1,000 ha. of arable land. 1 These ratios are certainly much 
lower than the corresponding ratios in: Japan. 

In contrast to .Power. tillers, water pumps were more rapidly 
adopted on Taiwanese farms. Available data show that there 
were 8,378 water pumps in 1960. They spread quickly and 
increased more than 5 times during the following 9 years. 

Still another major farm machine in Taiwan is the mist blower 
.or duster, the latest of the three. There were only 317 of them in 
Taiwan in 1960, but the increase was most amazing. In 1969, the 
number reached 14;800; that is, there were nearly as inany mist 
blowers or dusters as power tillers in rural Taiwan .. 

Outline of tlie paper 
With this brief sketch of the history of farm mechanization in 
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Taiwan, we shall proceed to consider various motivational 
aspects from the individu~l farmer's viewpoin~, in order to under
stand the process of farm mechanization more fully. 

First, our investigation will be focussed on: farmer motivations 
for introducing machinery: the conditions : that are necessary' 
favorable, or unfavorable for farm mechanization. Farm machines . 
may be introduced to farming operations: on several bases: 
private ownership for use on the farmer's 

1 

own farm, private 
ownership with the purpose of self-use plus renting out for 

· "custom work" to increase farmer's cash income, cooperative 
ownership and joint ~se by a group of ownet-farmers, or owner-· 
ship 'by a co.operative that provides machine s~rvice to its member 
farmers. ,, · I · 

. _Althou~ excl~sive indivi?ti~l. ownership
1 

is most common, 
jmnt or cooperative ownership is by no meaps rare. So we shall 
also give attention tQ the cooperative side of farm mechanization. 

Then we shall consider the effect.of mech,anization on.inputs 
and input combinations, especially on labor intensity and degree 
of machine utilization. However, the effects! themselves are not 
our major concern; .our major concern is f~rmers' reactions to 
them-the secondary farmer motivation ! after experiencing 
mechanized farm operations, i.e., the effect.1.

1

motivation links of 
mechanization. , 

I • 

Effect-motivation. links are not limited to ~nputs; similar links 
are established through enterprise combinations (crops and/or 
livestock), ·and these will be studied als~. Furthermore, as 
farmers' experience with mechanization accumulates, eventually 
they look into possibilities of basic change iii the whole farming 
system that can co-ordinate machines nicely, smoothly, and 
systematically; ie., they move toward more mechanically oriented 
ways of farming. So this eventual reaction of farmers must 
likewise be studied. Also to be studied iis the r~placement 
motivation, as any machine must be ,replaceq at"some later point 
~~'. . . i . . 

After examining primary and secondary : farmer. motivations 
for· farm mechanization, we shall briefly study those motivations 
that arise from viewpoints other than that of farm management . 
. A final section will summarize condusions. 

Throughout the study ·we shall concentrate mainly on the 
I 
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power tiller as representative of farm machines in Taiwan. ·By 
the same token, we shall ilot consider mechanization of planta
tion farming; 

Primary Farmer Motivation for Initiation of Mechanization · 
Necessary conditidns · . 

Although there is still much self-sufficiency in the peasant fartn . 
economy, farmers in: present-day Taiwan can operate only within 
the huge framework of Taiwan's economy. This means· that 
farmers calculate the costs and returns of any change in farm 
organization and management before they reach a final decision. 

Farm mechanization, of course, is no exception. Thus the. first 
necessary condition for initiating farm m.echanization is a 
favorable cost-returns calculatiOn that · assures farmers· more 
profit from ·their farms or higher farm family income through 
mechanizing. Let us look more closely into this aspect of farmers' 
decision making oil mechanization. 

First, let us examine this• problem historically. In the pre
land-reform days, the prevalence of lan:dloi:dism had much to do 
with farm mechaniiation.· In my view, landlofdi!!.m makes farm 

· mechanization almost impossible. In. the pre-land-reform days,, 
~hen farm tenancy ·. was very common, those farmers who . 
possessed -more land than they· could operate w~th their ·family 
labor found it much more profitable to lease out their excess land 
and collect rent th?-n to operate all the land they possessed by · 
themselves. In fact, bigger landlords used to lease out all of the 
land ·in their possession without retaining -any of it tinder their 
own management. · 

Small farmers who felt that the land they owned was not large , 
enough to absorb the available family labor were in the opposite 
situation. These farmers were the counter-part.of the landlords; 
they sought others' land in order to utilize fully their family, labor .. 

The point here is not so much the rise and_ spread of land
lordism but the farmers' desire of full utilization of family labor,·. 
made possible by renting land. This desire, .i~ tum, "stemmed 
from farmers' regarding their family labor as Q.aving no cost. As 

· · 1ong as. farmers thought and acted in this way, mechanization . 
. was impossible, as seen both in Japan and in Taiwan -before th..e 
recent land reform~ There were a few "semi-machines," more 
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complicated than implements but still operated not by power
engines but by human labor or cattle, and ~11 were designed for 

. the processing of harvested crops, such as :pedal . threshers and 
winnowers. : 

The contrast between concentration on :semi-'machinery. for 
post-harvest operations and the total neglebt of mechanization 
for .field tasks during crop-growing reflects t~e way in which the 
predominance of the fandlord's interest at that time influenced 

· the agricultural machinery development process. 
To peasant farmers, family labor was freJ of charge, whereas 

mechanization would mean an increase in r cost. Family labor 
was not a cost item, it was a part of income

1

• More work on the 
• I 

part of family labor meant additional incoµie, as embodied in 
the labor-eamiqg concept, rather than additibnal cost. · 
· in this situation~. peasant farmers would not initiate farm. 

I . 

mechanization because no matter how efficient the machines 
might be they could not beat free-of-chargd family labor. As a 
result, agriculture developed a labor-intensivb way of cultivation. 

• • I 

That was the story in the long period befo~e land reform. With 
the e~forcement of the land. reform, landlofdism collapsed and 
a .,new power, that of the owner-tiller, eme~ged. The land~lease 
market, which was so widespread and played such an important 

. I 

role in the old fairn tenancy system, disappeared. 
· In the early days of land reform that taised no problem, 

. I . 

because. peasant farmers, now owner-tillers'~ were supposed to 
possess farms of just ·about the right .size for t~eir existing amount 
of family labor. But as time passed, some pe11sant farm~rs found 
their farins becoming too big for them to manage, owing to the . 
out-flow of family labor to the non-agricult;ural sector, to their 
entering the shrinking stage of the family cycle, or even to the 
draft, ,·schooling; sickness, ·or retirement. 'And other farmers· 
found themselves in just the opposite condition: family labor 
increased because family members finished school, were released 
from the service, etc.' · i 

When this happened in the pre-land-refo~m days, both types 
of farmers would meet in the land-lease market and each would 
be glad to ·expand or contract the size of his !farm through rental . 

· arrangements. However, in the post-land-reform days,.although 
the latter.type of farmer would still want to rdnt land from others, 
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there would ·be no opposite party. The former type of farmer, · 
being discouraged by the protective regulations in favor· of the 
tenant, would seldom wish to lease out his . land. Instead of 
leasing or renting land to accomodate changes in family labor' 
both groups turned to hiring or offering labor, keeping the sizes 
of farms unchanged. 

The natural outcome of this is mechanization. Farmers with
out enough family labor ~o run their farms have to consider 
either hiring agricultural laborers or introducing farm machinery. 
If the. latter becomes cheap enough; which occurs once the 
·economy is sufficiently industrialized, farm machinery gradually 
finds its way into peasant farming. And as soon as family labor·. 
becomes inadequate, so that farmers have to rely upon hired 
labor, family labor ceases to be a free factor any longer. Now, 
family labor comes to be reckoned by the wage rate; it becomes 
a cost item, just like machinery. The discovery that labor, hired 
and family labor alike, costs money leads farmers to economize 
on labor, and this, in tum, leads them eventually to mechaniza
tion as the efficient, economical way of doing the farm operations. 

In the preceding analysis we sought the necessary conditions 
for farm mechanization by contrasting conditions prevailing 
before and after land reform. ~he presence or absence of . the 
land-lease market was the central element around which our 
investigation developed. Another important element appears in 
the above analysis: the shift of power in the rural economy from 
the landlords to the owner-farmer peasants, caused by the land 
reform. 

Along with farmers' finding that labor costs money, farmers' 
reaction that "time is money", learned from · their now busier 

· social life, has contributed to farm mechanization. 
In pre-land-reforin days, the social as well as the economic life 

of rural people was controll~d by the landlords. Landlords could 
successfully perform this function by leaving the management of 
land to the tenants. 

After land reform, power changed hands. The tasks that had 
been carried out by the 'landlords now had to be done by the 
peasant farmers. They became busy attending meetings and 
engaging in various social activities in addition to their own · 
business, farming. 
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These all take time, so they came to feel: short . of time. The · 
"time is money" attitude involves the concept of efficiericy, and 
farmers turn to tinie-saving methods in Rlace of the labor
consuming ways of farming they used befoi!e. It does not ·take 
too long until they find a wide range of niachinery waiting for 
them to adopt. The auto-bike has a great a~peal, as ·have many 
kinds of farm machinery, because farm people riow live a busy 
"time is money" social life. · · I 

Conditions favorable for spread of mechanizatit 
We have seen that as the institutional framework undergoes · 

changes, either by social force, like legislatibn, or by economic 
force, like industrialization, or both, peasant farmers eventually 
come to appreciate the scarcity and hence :the value of labor. 
This new attitude toward labor leads them ito · search for more 
efficient labor-saving ways of crop producti~n. H is under these 
conditions that mechanization comes to be .introduced in farm 
operations. . i . · 

We shall now turn to the forces that gpvern the pace ofspread 
of farm machinery.in peasant farming~ · . I . · · 

Theoretically, since motivation for initiating farm inechani
zation lies in the efficiency of farm machinery as compared to 
the traditional labor-intensive way . of farming, anything that 
makes farm machinery ·either more efficient· or less cos~ly; so 

. that mechanization proves to be more profitable (either in the . 
narrower farm-income sense or the . wider ~arm-family-income-
sense) will bring abdut mechanization. I · 

Specifically, anything that causes agricult*ral labor shortage, . 
with a resultant rise in agricultural wages, I will strengthen the. 
competitive (substitutive) capacity of farm m~chinei-y. 

· · Furthermore, labor shortage is also a comparative term. It may 
come directly from a decrease in the absol*e number of agri
cultural laborers, resulting from, say, an out.:ftow of farm family 
labor to the non-agricultural sector. It may come indirectly from 
improvement in the cropping system (i.e. increase in the cropping 
index) in the face of, say, a constant amomit of labor force in 
agriculture or even despite a ~light increase hi labor force. 

Increase in the cropping index tends in ptactice to make the 
labor requirement more concentrated in a !rew months of the 
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growing season. As a result, peak-period labor pressure is more 
keenly felt; and the time span permitted for completing each task 
becomes shorter. All these things increase farmers' appreciation 
of the importance of efficiency. 

Similarly, any force that brings the cost of farm machines down 
. encourages farmers to adopt farm machines. For instance, 
improvements in manufacturing or marketing farm machinery, 
or. even government subsidies or other financial aids, all result 
in cheaper and/or better machines. · · 

Enforcement of nine-year compulsory education, as well as 
farmers' attitude toward higher education for their children, 
affects the agricultural labor supply and also the quality of such 
labor. Nine;.year compulsory education postpones the age of 
entering the labor force by three years. Farmers' increasing desire 
for their children to have still higher education further decreases 
the labor supply. Now rural youth start to participate in field 
work. later than their parents did. More than that, longer and 
higher education for· rural youth makes them physically less 
muscular and technically less traii:ied and less fitted to the tradi
tional way of farming, which requires much physical strength 

·like that possessed by their parents. All these things help· make 
farmers seriously consider mechanizing their farm operations. 

Machinery cost is composed of two parts, fixed cost and 
variable cost. Our earlier statements were directed to the fixed 
costs, such as initial investment, interest and depreciation charges. 
The more fully machines are utilized the lower these average 
fixed costs will be. Further research is desired to find ways to 
make a machine (like the power tiller) handle a wide range of 
farm operations instead of the one or two particular tasks for 
which it is primarily designed and used. That is, effort should be 
directed to machine attachments and other ways of enabling the 
machine to perform as many farm tasks as possible. 

Operating (variable) cost of machines is not to be. neglected, . 
although fixed cost is a larger percentage ·of the total machine 
cost. Here, fuel, repairs, and maintenance are the major costs. In 
many countries, as a token of subsidizing farmers, the govern
ment regulates the price of oils for .farm machinery at a special 
rate. 

Farmers' access to a repair shop or service center is crucial, 
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t.oo. Since farmers, and hence the machines, are scattered around 
. • I 

the rural area, quite often farmers· have to t~avel a long distance 
to get broken machines fixed or for regular kaintenance check.s. 

I 

Because of this, farmers are sometimes itj.clined to abandon 
broken machines. , 

• I 

Maintenance care, too, tends fo be neglected. The seriousness 
of this problem becomes apparent when wei consider that most 
farm operations have a time limit: farmers really cannot afford 
machine break-downs especially iri an impdrtant stage of crop 
cultivation, nor can they afford . to spend mrich scarce time for 
repail'.ing and maintenance. If establishment of service centers 
scattered in the rural area is impossible, mhnufacturers should 
consider dispatching many seniice teams tq go around during 
the busy season. l 

More basically, research should be stren~thened to improve 
the quality of machines so that machine break-down may be kept 

• • • • • I • 

at a m1mmum. · · I 

Forces causing labor shortage may be expected to prevail in 
any developing country. Ways of lowering the cost of farm 

• I 

machinery are greatly needed. The pace of spread of farm 
I 

machinery depends greatly upon how far· the farm machinery 
I 

manufacturing industry develops and how far the government 
steps in to offer financial and other types ofl aids to the peasant 
farmers. Although both are equally import~nt, government aid 
provides a short-cut in persuading farmers tp adopt mechaniza
tion. 

So much for the theoretical approach. Let us consider some of 
the practical use aspects of machinery that ~ay hasten or retard 
adoption. : 

Unlike machinery used in manufacturing, farm machinery 
designed for field work should be light and ',easy to handle and 
move. Making machines light and easy to handle is a technical 
matter. Eas~ of movement is as much a probl~m of farm layout as 
a technical problem. 

Farms in the old countries are notorious for their irregularity 
and fragmentation of plots of land and· inadequacy or lack of 
farm lanes for transportation. In order to accelerate the mechani~ 
zation process, the old-style farm layout must be re-organized. 
Here 'the land ·consolidation movement whicli has been enforced 

I 
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for more than a decade will prove to be a strong support for 
mechanization. 

Machinery substitutes for human labor or cattle used in 
traditional farming. Thus it is natural that farmers compare the 
toil of operating machines in the field to. the toil they experienced 
·in the older days when they did the tasks by themselves or with 
. cattle. Quickness is necessary for efficiency; so is lightness, 
compactness, and above all, convenience in machine operation. 
If we succeed in this respect, farming will cease to be unpleasant 
and tiresome; farmers will re.ap. satisfaction from their farm 
business. 

Climatic conditions also count, especially the season and 
duration· of rainfall. Mechanization progresses more smoothly 
and quickly in an area where rainy days are few and do not 
coincide with the peak season of farm operations, when there is 
extraordinary demand for machine work. 

Soil fertility and composition may also be· influential in 
determining the pace of mechanization in a rural area. Since 
machinery is a substitute for human labor and cattle, it is 
expected that with the spread of farm mechanization the number 
of cattle will decrease. This has actually happened. Between 1960 
and 1969, the number of power tillers increased by 11,300---from 
3,200 to 14,500-while draft cattle decreased by 110,800---from 
417,100 to 306,300.2 

Cattle are an important source of organic fertilizers in soil. 
If farmers think that the maintenance of organic fertilizers on 
their farms may possibly become a problem after mechanizing 
farm operations, they will be reluctant to mechanize. In any 
case, farmers need to look for new sources of organic fertilizers 
in order to maintain land productivity after adopting mechani
zation. 

Unfavorable conditions hindering farm mechanization 
In the discussions above we examined the conditions favorable 

for farm. mechanization, first from the theoretical, cost-returns 
viewpoint and then from the practical, machine-use viewpoint. It 
is understood that the opposite conditions will retard farm mech
anization. Therefore, to avoid repetition, in this section we shall 
take up only those conditions that were not touched on above. 
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Farming, unlike commerce and manufacture, is characterized 
by considerable seasonal variation in labor demand. In the 
peak period, demand for labor is keen and strong, but the peak 
period occupies a very short part of the yeii.r. Farmers prepare 
and try to have in stock, if not enough labor force, certainly 
a large percentage of it, to meet the crucial peak-period labor 
demand. . i 

The-peak-period labor shortage may be 1severely felt, yet at 
other times the farm family may still pos'sess a considerable 

·amount of labor. If so, farmers will be relpctant to introduce 
machines unless they are sure that the ot~er-than-peak-period 
labor situation will not be worsened. Without this assurance they 
may feel that the risk they bear is too heavy

1
• Effective solutions 

are: (1) introduction of a farm family side-line business and 
(2) introduction of new farm enterprises to tncrease and spread 
out the over-all labor utilization throughoutfthe year. 

For some kinds of work, such· farm macl;iines as the present 
power tillers are not complete substitutes fo~ traditional human 
· 1abor or cattle. Complaints are often hear~ that power tillers 
cannot plow edges and comers of the field so well as the tradi
tional way. This kind of complaint is refiecte4 in farmers' practice 

. of using power tillers to plow the land thordughly first and then 
using cattle to finish up edges and comers of ithe field which were 
poorly done by the power tillers. So like arty other substitute, 
machines cannot be expected to' take over all stages of farm 
operations completely. . . . . : 

At the present level of machine quality, I at any rate, many 
tasks still remain to be done (or finished up) by human labor and 
cattle. This involves over-investment in a ~e.llse: farmers who 
introduce machines on their farms are still nbt able to dispose of 

• I . 

their cattle. . . . I · . 
Standardization of farm machme parts and attachments 1s 

also urgently needed. At present, product~ of different. farm 
machinery brands are not interchangeable, ~hich causes farmers 
inconvenience and sacrifice. Action should be taken at once to 

I 

correct this disorder, presumably by the gov~mment. 
Fuel supply in rural areas is far from satisfactory, too. After 

stressing the importance of standardization 9f parts and attach
m~nts as well as the estabiishment of nat~on-wide authorized , 

I 
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repair services-so-called appointed repair shops-for promoting 
. farm mechanization, Peng observes that: 

"The fuel for power -machines can be purchased from fuel 
- stores at all the principal townships, but it is usually not 

clean enough and -sold at a stiff price, thus affecting the · 
serVice life of machines, especially· the diesel engines. 

-Though some township farmers' associations bought fuel 
in bulk to meet the need of the farmers, many farmers still 
prefer to purchase fuel on credit from the small fuel stores, 
thus losing in the end. How to supply cheap, clean fuel in 
sufficient quantities is indeed one of the important problems 
to be tackled before the program of farm mechanization 
can be stepped up."3 · 

Sometimes the smallness of farms is cited _as a hindrance 
to mechanization: There is no . doubt that efficiency of farm 
machinery is positively correlated with the size of the plot of 
·1and. Thus farm mechanization in rice-growing countries is 
particularly handicapped because a plot of paddy field 
is rather small and enlargement of it is technically dif-
ficult.. _ 

To this one might add that in an old rice-growing country like 

Table 1. Farmer Motivation for Acquiring Power Tillers (1965). 

Response 

Efficiency of power tiller in plowing 

Can do custom work for others 

Can do transportation for others 

To pump water 

Need not keep cattle 

TOTAL 

Number of 

Households 

146 
111 

40 
9 

2 

308 

Percentage 

47.4 
36.0 
13.0 

2.9 
0.7 

100.0. 

Source: Survey Report on Power Tiller Utilization in Taiwan, Department 

of Agriculture and Forestry, Provincial Government of Taiwan 

(in Chinese), 1966, p. 5. 

Note: Respondent could indicate only one motive. 
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ours," not only is tl,1e plot small, the farm is also sm~ll and, wors~, 
.. it consists of many widely scattered, irregularly-shaped plots. 
·Yet farmers' experience seems to suggest ·that this problem has 

. I 

not become serious. 1 

Farmers with small-scale farms ·buy niachinery with the 
expectation of increasing their cash incom~

1 

by performing custom 
machine work or transportation. In a 1965; survey of farmers' 
motivations for buying power tillers, cµstom Work ranked second, 
followed by transportatic>n service (Table 1;). These two moti
vations together constituted 49 percent of the responses. In the 
early days of farm mechanization, when t~ere were not many 
~achines in rural areas, this expectation tjf opportunities for 
cash income could easily be fulfilled, but as mechanization 
progresses competition in custom work will !become keener and 
acquisition of farm machines for this purpo$e may decrease. 

' 
i 

_ Co-operative ownership or use of machines j . 

Farm machinery is too much for small peasant farmers: it is 
rather expensive, and with their limited acreage the degree of 
machine utilization is so low that they can~ot afford to invest 
in it. In order to overcome this difficulty, gqvemments of coun
tries with small farms often encourage co-9perative ownership 
and utilization at least in the early stages of farm mechanization. 

Three types of ownership and utilization c~n be distinguished. 
The first type is private ownership and utilization by individual . 

. I 

farmers. For the reason just stated, this can: be economical only 
for farmers with large farms. Or in the transitory period when 
the machines have not yet become popular, sihall peasant farmers 
may successfully invest in machines by doirtg custom work for -
neighbor farmers and collecting cash incoyie to pay off part 
of the cost. I · . 

The second type is joint ownership and u:tilization by (small) 
peasant farmers. The group may be neighbors~. friends or relatives. 

The last type is ownership by local government agencies or 
organizations like farmers' associations for the service of farmers 
in an area. Small to medium size machines like power tillers 
belong mostly ·to the second type, if not iiridividually owned 
and used, while larger machines like tractors may be found in 
the third type. · · I . 

! 

I 

I 
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With the second type--co-operative ownership of farm 
machines-problems arise in machine operation and mainte
nance. Farmers in this part of the world are not well trained 
i.n doing business cooperatively. If the group is rather small 
and the· members are closely related to each other, it may be 
.regarded as an extension of the family, so that joint ownership 
operates smoothly and the machinery is kept in good condition. 
However, in larger groups, conflict between members is more 
strongly felt, and annoyance grows. 

Soon such a hopeless situation may develop that finally joint 
ownership is given up. Some members switch to individual 
ownership, while others find it convenient to rely on custom 
work. Thus the original economic merit that persuaded farmers 
to jointly own and utilize· machines succumbs to economic and 
non-economic problems (mostly the latter) that emerge in actual 
joint operation and maintenance. 

Ownership by farmers' associations for the service of member 
farmers fares no better. This business usually causes financial · 
problems to the owner organizations. Operator problems are 
also hard to solve. Since it is not practical to employ operators 
for work that lasts only one or two moriths in a year, the asso
ciations usually assign their own staff members to operate the 
machines during the season, although they know that this, too, 
is q.ot a solution. 

The problem of making a time schedule is even more serious. 
Since every farmer wants machines to come to him at the right 
time, and this. is obviously impossible, disappointment and com
plaint are inescapable. In addition, there is the weather problem. 
Sudden changes in weather may· interrupt the time schedule. 
Further, the scattered location of the plots of land to be operated 
by the machines still remains a problem here, as in the case of 
individual or joint ownership. 

In passing, it may be added that maintenance of machines 
under the latter two types of ownership is never as adequate 
as under the first type, individual ownership. 

Thus neither type of co-operative ownership and/or utilization 
is likely to last long. Co-operative ownership and/or utilization 
must· be deemed a transitory stage in the whole farm mechani
zation process. It is destined to collapse because farmers initially 
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accept it only as a second best, a substitute for the best approach 
(individual ownership) which is not possible for them at the time. 
And in cooperative or joint use of machines, :practical operational 

. problems soon. emerge to create. conflicts.: Thus the situation 
. degenerates in a vicious cycle. [ . 

History seems to agree with this. Presently, co-operative ' 
ownership of farm machinery seems to have lost some of its 

• • I attraction. To quote agam from Peng: . , 
I 

"At present, about 95 percent of the :21,153 power tillers 
in use are owned by individual farmer~, and the rest owned 
by agricultural improvement station~. schools, farmers' 
associations, cooperatives, etc. This is! true for the pumps, 
sprayers, dryers, etc. It proves that T~iwan farmers prefer 
to own their own machines, if they dm afford to pay for 
them"4

. / 

I 

Effect Motivation Links of Mechanization I 

Effects on factor combinations: labor intensity, land use, and 
machine utilization. j 

No matter how complicated the farmer motivation for mech
anizing farm operations, one · motivation I always stands out 
clearly. Farm mechanization is always ancil primarily intended 
as a substitute. for agricultural labor that[ has become scarce 
for various reasons, among which the increase in job opportunity 
outside of the agricultural sector is predominant. Hence it is 
obvious that mechanization must alter the factor combination 

· on farms, or more broadly, the allocation of factors among 
different productive activities. 

We shall take up labor first, for this is sµpposedly the factor 
most closely linked with mechani.Zation. ; 

Scarcity of labor is most concentrated in ~ short span of time. 
If machines are introduced to do tasks in this peak period, 
labor will be saved and the pressure will b~ somewhat reduced. 

However, the reduction in the family's labor requirement 
is not just the amount saved in the peak period through direct 
substitution of machinery at that time. Additional labor is released 
because the maximum seasonal requirement iis now lower (Figure · 
1 ). This is so because families maintain a lstock of labor at or 
near to the level of peak-period load. ! 

. I 

I 

I 
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Fig. 1. Decrease of Idle Labor by Mechanization. 

.a 

Monthly Distribution of 
Labor Requirement 

g 

abcdefgh: Pre-mechanization labor re
quirement. 

abcde"fgh: Post-mechanization Labor 
requirement. 

Area:.m Amount of labor ·saved by 
mechanization. 

Area ABCD: Amount of labor released by 
mechanization. 

To use the labor thus released, farmers may try to intensify 
the labor input in other operations of the same enterprise, or 
they may allocate it to other farm enterprises, existing or newly 
introduced. Thus mechanization may temporarily decrease labor 
input in the crop that is mechanized, but the labor released will 
soon be put to use and the over-all labor intensity will finally 
be back to the original level, or nearly so. 

The labor-saving effect will be accentuated if peak ·periods 
of two important farm enterprises originally coincided, so that 
with mechanization of one enterprise the labor saved can be 
reallocated to the other one, which will bring considerable . 
additional income to the farmers. 

Or finally, as often happens, with extra family labor available 
for outside jobs some farm family members may go out and .find 
jobs in the non-agricultural sector, thus increasing the family's 
non-farm cash income. 

In any event, it is unlikely that farmers will turn the saved 
labor into leisure. Somehow they will seek new outlets for it .. 
Thus, the final. outcome of mechanization as a labor-saving 
device is not likely to be more extensive cultivation. And it may 
result in an increase in family income. 
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i· 
I 

How does mechanization affect land use? ; First of all, one of 
the major objects in mechanization is deep plowing. Peasant 
farmers expect machines to plow deeper than can . be done by 
the traditional cattle. I 

Often this expectation has not been realized, due either to 
inadequate power of the machine, or to the ~ind of soil, or both; 
This is. why peasant farmers prefer largeri machines as ·their 

. experience with mechanization accumulates~ We shall take up 
this topic again in the replacement motivation section. 

The degree of land utilization increases with mechanization .. 
This is also a result of mechanization's fabor-saving nature. 
_With the newly released labor, a farmer rr}ay decide to bring 

. new enterprises into his farm which he dar~d not do formerly 
because of excessive peaking of labor requirements. With mecha- · 

· nization the number of farm enterprises will I increase as will the 
cropping index; which is a measure of degre~ of land utilization. 

The degree Of machine utilization directly determines the 
efficiency of investment. If the working hours of a machine are ·· 

• I • . 

too short, returns hardly exceed the cost, ahd the machme turns 
. • I 

out to be an over-investment. This danger i~ greater the smaller· 
~fa~. I . 

. Co-operative ownership and utilization ofi machines has been 
suggested, but that raises difficulties in othbt ·respects. Custom 
work is another way to overcome this diffic~lty. In fact, it is the 
way most commonly adopted by SJ!lall peasant farmers. However, 
quite -often they are so eager to pay off tHe initial investment 
cost in the shortei;t possible time that they operate the machines 
excessively and neglect machine maintenance hnd care, shortening 
the life of the machine (Table 2). Thus, in the fi~al analysis, whether 
the machine pays off is rather questionablel · 

I 

Just how much must a machine be utilized in order to pay off 
its cost? Or how large must a farm be to tnake a machine an 
economiclitllY sound investment? I 

Five hundred hours per year and five hectares of working 
area per power tiller have been suggested as the lower limits. 
Many calculations have been tried; none a~e perfect. The cal

. culation must cover not only the direct clianges in costs and 
· returns but also the indirect derived changes in farm income 

or . farm family income. 
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Table 2. Utilization of Power"Tillers in Taiwan:. Average Days of Use on the Owner's Farm and on Other Farms. 

Unit: day 

Work on own farm Work on other farm 

Size of farms (ha.) Total 

Sub-total Plowing Transporting Pumping Sub-total Plowing Transporting Pumping Other 

Average 78.60 36.91 16.01 11.23 9.67 41.69. 22.86 14.87 3.43 0.53 

% 100.00 46.96 20.37 14;29 12.30 53.04 29.08 18.92 4.36 0.68 

- Under 1 98.40 12.67 3.41 6.40 2.86 85.73 29.24 49.72 6.77 
VI % 100.00 12.88 3.47· 6.50 2.91 87.12 29.71 50.53 6.88 VJ 

1-:2.5 75.60 27.36 9.28 10.64 7.44 48.24 29.12 14.63 3.07 1.42 

% 100.00 36.19 12.28 14.07. 9.84 63.81 38.52. 19.35 4.06 1.88 

2.5-5.0 70.41 37.58 16.49 10.39 10.70 32.83 20.87 9.30 2.66 

% 100.00 53.37 23.42 14.75 15;20 46.63 29.64 13.21 3.78 

Over 5 88.94 66.46 34.57 16.26 15.63 22.48 11.02 7.65 3.81 

% 100.00 74.72 38.87 18.28 17.57 25.28 12.39 8.60 4.29 

Source: Tien-song Peng, The Development of Mechanized R.ice Culture in Taiwan, JCRR, PID-C-327, June 1969, p. 22. 



' 

From the broad, over-all viewpoint, if we want to make the 
I 

· coverage of calculation wide enough, the bal~nce-sheet approach 
must be tried rather than the usual, simp~ified cost analysis. 
As we all know, mechanization means a fundamental change in 
farm management. Its influence is deep as well as wide. Therefore, 
any simplified method of calculations is b6und to miss some 

I . 

items. Only the balance-sheet approach, tha~ takes every aspect 
of both costs and returns ii:J.to account, ca'.n catch the whole 

! picture. i 

i 

i Effects on enterprise combinations 1 

By nature, the first and foremost pu'r'pos~· of mechanization 
is labor· saving, to reduce the peak-period [labor load. As we 
have s~en be~ore, farmers ~re unlikely to tfrn the labor th~s 
saved mto leisure. They will presumably seek outlets for this . 
~bor. ! 

Among many possible ways to use released[labor, one common 
way is to introduce new enterprises to the farin. These enterprises 
should supplement the · existing enterprises: in labor use and 
should also have high labor-absorbing capacity. Mushroom 
production as well as livestock and poultry r~ising may be cited. 
These enterprises also provide much-needed! organic fertilizers. 

This last point brings us to a new dim~nsion in enterprise 
. combinations. After mechanization, due to the decrease in self
supply of organic fertilizers, maintenance of land productivity 
becomes a more serious problem. Being aw~re of this, farmers 

. may introduce enterprises like those mentioned above or they 
may make a fundamental change in cropping system, allowing 
more acreage for green manure, fallow, etc., to balance and 
maintain the land fertility. : 

I 

Thus mechanization may lead farmers (o more diversified 
farming. As their businesses become. diversified, labor shortage 
will again be felt, and this will act as a secona-round motivation 

I 
to simplify farm operations. From then on,:. they will be really 
on the track towards a -high degree of mechanization. : 

Farmers may, alternatively, find outside jobs in the non
agricultural sector for their released labor.' Mechanization in 
this case changes their status from full-time t9 part-time farmers, 
deriving incomes from both agriculture a~d non-agriculture~ 
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Their reliance on the non-agricultural sector as a source of living 
may even come to predominate, so that farming becomes a side
line and they try to minimize the amount of labor devoted to 
·it. Here, again, motivation for further mechanizing farm 

, operations arises. (Another solution may be to organize a co-
. operative farming group. Farmers take part in decision making . 

but leave the actual work to be done by hired laborers or machine 
services). 

Toward a more mechanically-oriented way of farming 
Farm mechanization in Taiwan, and in Japan, too, for that 

matter, is different from that in the United States. Farming in 
the United States has been built ·up with the development of 
machinery as a central force. The history of U.S. agriculture 
is the history of farm machinery' a process of mechanization 
of the· entire farming framework. Ours is different: machines 
are adopted for particular farm operations, but the core of 
traditional farming still remains. 

Mechanization here stops short of remodeling the whole 
system of farming. Basic features of the farming are not affected; 
only those farm operations to which machines are applied show 
changes. In other words, our way of farming is still basically 
human-labor-oriented, with one or two farm operations done 
by machines, and not co-ordinated into but independent of other 
stages of the entire series of tasks. 

If farm mechanization continues in this manner, the effect 
on efficiency and . on costs . and returns will be limited. At some 
point in the mechanization process this heterogeneity in which 
most farm tasks are performed by .human labor and cattle and 
only a few by machines will .be recognized as retarding further 
progress. Ultimately we will face the necessity of re-building 
our whole farm operation scheme on a new basis. We must move 
toward a mechanically-oriented way of farming. 

One retarding factor may be the inflexible design of the farm 
machines so far introduced. Take the power tiller as an example. 
The farm tasks.it is.primarily intended for are very few, although· 
they are centered in the period of peak labor requirement and thus 
contribute greatly to the lightening of labor pressure. Emphasis 
should be put on the design of machines that are flexible enough 
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to perform a wide range of farm tasks in ordt:r really to mechanize 
our way of farming. : 

I 

We in Taiwan have just started a pilot prqject in two or three 
rural areas. The foremost feature of this proj~ct is all-mechanized 
farming: not only is each task mechanized, but also niechanizatioti 
of tasks is carefully co-ordinated to make 1

, the entire farming 
·operation a unity, not just a collection of m'utually independent 
mechanized operations. This project is now being closely observed .. 
We hope it will open a new dimension for ~farming in Taiwan. 

Some problems .must be carefully considered before shifting 
from traditional man-labor and cattle farming to modern 
mechanized· farming. For instance: ' 

. I 

(1) One characteri!!tic of traditional farmipg is the continous 
crop system (the system· of growing the same crop continously). 
Should this system be changed into a crdp rotation system, 
preferably including pasture· and fallow? : 

(2) Traditional rice growing requires transp~anting. In changing 
to modern mechanized farming, the choice b~tween •transplanting 
and direct seeding should be carefully considered. One drawback 
of the latter is the problem of weeding. ! · . 

(3) There is also a problem of fragmentatipn of land. Modem 
mechanized farming will bring larger and :larger machines to 
the farm. The original irregularly shaped, ~mall plots of land 
must be re-organized into ·modern, large plots to facilitate large-

' machine operations. The difficult problem of how to modernize 
I • 

out-of-date farm layout conditions to accomodate. modern• 
mechanized farming must somehow be solveC:l. 

(4) How will the yield, intensity of cultivation, etc., be affected 
by the change? We all too easily associate hiechanization with 
more extensive cultivation and lower yield per unit of land as 
compared with the traditional man-labor and cattle farming. 
However, this comparison between the tw~ diff eren~ ways of 
farming is usually made between two differ~nt countries at the 
same time. The comparison we must make is df yield and intensity 

. I 

changes with different ways of farming in r the same country. 
For our comparison, it seems safe to say that modem mechani

zation need not cause either the yield or the intensity of cultivation 
to declirie. At least there is no clear-cut eviderice that these results 
will occur. 

I 
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Replacement motivation 
The physical life· of present power tillers has been estimated 

to be from 7 to 9 years, but the actual replacement age, according 
to various surveys, has been around 5 years. 

Every mechanized farmer must face the replacement problem. 
He must somehow decide (1) when to replace, (2) how to replace, 
and (3) with what type of machine to replace his present machine. 

Decisions regarding replacement are influenced by (1) the degree 
of machine utilization by farmers, (2) the pace of improvement 
in the quality of machines, and (3) sales promotion by machinery 
dealers. Small farmers who rely on income from working for 
others for paying off the initial investment tend to use machines 
excessively and thus to shorten the machine life. Type of ownership 
and use is also influential: machiries ·owned and used jointly 
and those owned by organizations tend to have shorter life than 
those individually owned and used .. Under joint ownership and 
use, maintenance care is bound to be inadequate . 
. In the early days of farm mechanization, quality of machines 

improved rapidly from year to year, so that old-type machines 
easily became economically obsolete. The change from iron 
wheels to tires on power tillers, and from the rotary type to the 
tractive type, are just two examples. 

Power also counts. Farmers usually bought small-power 
tillers initially, and were quick to wish that they had bought 
more powerful ones. · 

As the farm machinery industry develops, the type and quality 
of machines may become standardized~ (The law of diminishing 
returns operates in the pace of quality improvement). Power, too, 
may become larger and larger, but .at a declining rate, so that 
the replacement requirement will be stronger in the early days . 
but will eventually fade away as the machine industry develops. 

We have. seen that farmers soon desire to acquire larger and 
better machines, for these machines .are more powerful and 
efficient. However, as efficiency grows, the volume of work done 
in a day increases. The situation may develop into a stage where 
the farmer who works behind the power tiller on foot becomes 
exhausted long before the power tiller reaches its work capacity. 
This reason, too, may motivate farmers to replace the old walking 
tillers with new riding tractors. 
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Finally, active sales promotion by local manufacturers and 
dealers also influences replacement decision :making. 

This last point leads us to the second probieni, how to replace. 
Since the physical.life of power tillers is longer

1 
than the present 

economic obsolescence age, disposal of one's :present old tiller 
becomes a crucial problem. Many dealers, in; order to expand 
their sales,· accept· "trade-in"· contracts. In this case the farmer 
pays a . "net" amount but does not know the ;exact price he is 
paying for the new machine and the amount he is receiving as 
trade-in value for the old one. ' 

When replacing their old machines, farmers iat present prefer 
(1) machines with higher horsepowers (2) new ·l

1 types or models, 
and (3) machines with seats to ride on. That is, there is a strong 
tendency towards larger power tillers and, to some extent, towards 
tractors. In a recent survey, more than 70 perc~nt of power tiller 
owners stated that they wanted to buy larger m4chines next time, 
while less than 7 percent said they wanted to bµy smaller ones. 5 

As a final note on replacement, in Europe i and in the U.S. 
replaceme~t has been found to be closely relatcid to the business 
cycle. Here this kind of relationship has not I yet been found, 
but in the future it will certainly emerge, i 

I 

I 

Non-Managerial Farmer Motivation for Mech~nization 
Since farm ·mechanization means changes in: the way of agri

cultural production, major concerns in decitling whether to 
mechanize or not center around the farm management point 
of view. Yet farmer motivation fo.r mechanizition is complex. 

• I 

In addition to the efficiency criterion, there m~y be other, non-
managerial motivations that persuade farmers tq adopt machines. 
Only a· few . rather outstanding . non-managerial motivations 
are listed here. · 

I 

First, some farmers have decided to mechanize largely because 
.I 

· of persuasion by influential persons in their circl¢ who were much 
in favor of mechanization. These persons ma~ be the farmers' 
relatives or friends or leaders in the area. If village leaders are 
very active in this "education and extension" role, then mechani
zation proceeds rapidly ·in that area. One of 'our more highly 
mechanized areas owes much to this sort of leadership for its 
farm mechanization. 
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Secondly, mechan~ation spreads more rapidly in one area 
that in another because of unevenness of salesmen's activities 
among areas. For instance, farmers in areas close to machinery 
. manufacturing plants are better located for buying machines. 
Again, for various personal reasons, each salesman or dealer 
has his own area of specialization. Sales promotion is more 
active in some areas, and where it is emphasized there is more 
mechanization. 

The world becomes smaller and smaller. The horizons of our 
activity and knowledge retreat farther and farther. The demonstra
tion effect nowadays exercises more and more influence over our 
actions. A "keep up with the Joneses" attitude among farmers 

. accelerates the pace of mechanization once the process is underway. 
This is why farm machines are said to possess a "consumers' 
goods" nature, too_. ' 

Finally, there are farmers whose motivation for farm mechani
zation includes, among other things, a desire to attract heirs to 
remain on the farm. As we noted earlier, today's youth is physically 
less muscular and technically less equipped for the traditional 
farm field work, which is overwhelmingly muscular. Worse, in 
comparison to work in the non-agricultural sector, farm field 

· work is notoriously arduous. and offers a much less attractive 
environment. 

It is often heard that the out-flow of agricultural labor has been 
so great that the farm labor supply has almost reached bottom. 
The younger farm workers, especially, have moved out in such 
numbers that now only the older generation remain on the farms, 
posing a new problem of who will succeed to these farms when 
the aged pass away. It is human and natural that parents want 

. sons to follow them in their occupation. Farm mechanization. 
· is one such means to keep the younger generation interested in 
farming. 

Summary 
Drawing upon both theoretical and historical backgrounds, 

we have examined in detail farmers' motivations for mechanization. 
We have seen that an unlimited supply of agricultural labor 

helped to develop the widespread tenancy system.· It is only since 
industrialization has absorbed a considerable amount of farm 
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labor, and since the recent land reform, that; farm mechanization 
has actually become possible. There had to: be a labor shortage 

• I 

that made farmers, forthe firsttime, aware that labor costs money. 
Farm mechanization involves complicat~d decision making. 

Beyond farmers' discovery that labor costs money, no single 
I • 

motive can claim sole responsibility for qriving farmers into 
mechanizing farm operations. The major ~otivations are eco
nomic, but some are non-economiC. som:e major items that 
farmers consider in mechanization are, on the one side, the. price, 
quality, and Qtilization range of the machine. and the quality 
of its performance of farm tasks; and on the other side, wage 
rates, job opportunities, and differences in ~orking environment. 

To the peasant, machinery cost is sometimes a rather heavy 
burden. Therefore, besides .individual ownership and use, there 
has been joint ownership and use by small grbups of farmers, and 
collective· ownership by organizations like f~rmers' associations, 
with co-operative use by member farmers~ Farmers definitely 
prefer the first type, but the latter two shoul4 not be disregarded. 
Further research , on economic management of machine use 
under· the latter two ownership arrangements is certainly to be 
encouraged. - 1 

Over-all agrarian conditions in the countpes of the Far East 
are admittedly not suited to farm Iilechani~ation, but this does 
not prevent farm mechanization here. It is QUf belief that somehow 
we can develop the type of machines that1 can be successfully 
applied within our agrarian framework. Japan provides us with 
a hopeful example at this point. . . 

The current trend of farm mechanizatfon is a piece-work 
approach, mechanizing only a few tasks, piece by piece, and 
keeping the whole system of farming as it i~. As. mechanization 
proceeds, we may come to consider the present way of farming 

I 

an obstacle to further increase in efficiency .i Research is needed 
to understand the long-run process of· mdchanization- and its 
effects on the whole framework of farm management. Not only 
must inputs be re-combined; the crop syst~m, the combination 
-of enterprises, all will undergo changes to fit :the ever-intensifying 
mechanization process. : 

. I 

_ This study has doubtless omitted some. facets of farmer moti-
vation for mechanization. However, it is heped that the major 

. i 
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aspects have been presented. Yet this world is changing and so 
is the pace of mechanization and its effects on.management and 
farmers' economic welfare. Facing this ever-changing. world, 
it is the author's wish that we do Iiot lose interest in nor discontinue 
research for modern mechanized· farming that will c.ontribute 
to the peasants' welfare. 

1 ~udo, Zyuro, Farm Mechanization Problems in Taiwan, JCRR, Taipei, 1970, 
pp. 6, 8 (in Chinese).· 

2 These and other. statistics on equipment numbers cited in this report are for 
the most ·part taken from the Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook, 1969 edn. They 
will be more conser\.ative than various other estimates, in part because they 
include only machines currently in use, not the larger cumulative total of all 
machines of the particular type that have been sold. 

3
· Peng, Tien-song, The Development of Mechanized Rice Culture in Taiwan, 
JCRR PID-C-327, June 1969, p. 34. 

4 Peng, Tien-song, op. cit., p. 22. 
5 Peng, Tien-song, "A Survey on the Utilization of Power Tiller$ and Mist-blowers 

in Taiwan'', Journal of Chinese Agricultural Engineering, V .. 16, Nos. 1 & 2, 
June 1970, p. 3 (in Chinese). · · 
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CURRENT PROBLEMS OF 
FARM MANAGEMENT ON 
MECHANIZED FARMS 

I 

WENG-CHIEH LAI 
I 

Rural Economics Division; Joint Commission on Rural Construction, 
· ;. Taiwan, Republic of China 

I 
I 

The farmers of Taiwan today face a numbeii of problems arising 
from the impact of rapid industrial developfuent in recent years. 
The increasing cost of labor, in addition to the high cost of such· 
input factors as chemical fertilizer and pe~ticides, has lowered 

• I 

the profit of farm production and widened t,he disparity between 
farm and non-farm income. Therefore, thef younger generation 
are leaving the farms, the agricultural labor force is decreasing, 
and agricultural capital is flowing out to ':the non-agricultural 
sector. ; 

I 

Obviously, Taiwan is experiencing an important agricultural 
I . 

structural transformation. At this critical stage, the problem of 
how to improve farm management in ordbr to increase farm 
income and to modernize farming has b:een emphasized by 
Government authorities. Farm mechanization is one of the things 

I 

vitally needed both to increase agricultural product.ion and to 
improve farming efficiency in Taiwan. ' 

Change. in the relationship between labor', and capital in pro
duction is of great concern to economists as well as to politicians 
and administrators. Mechanization of farming in developing 
countries affects the whole economic and :1 social structure. It 
changes primitive and ~elf-sufficient agriculture into. complex, 
more specialized and commercialized agricu~ture, which depends 
less on human labor and natural resources. 

Farm mechanization, in this regard, has- advantages, but 
it also involves problems. · 

During the last two decades, as the total number of farm families 
and the average number of persons per farm in Taiwan increased, 
the average farm size and per capita cultivated)and area decreased. 

. I 
I 
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These trends forced farmers to adopt more intensive farming 
systems with increasing animal production, on the one hand, 
and on the other to push out· surplus farm labor to earn extra 
off-farm income whenever possible. The low level of wages led 
to rise of more labor on the limited farm land, and also contributed 
to capital aecumulation in industries and other n·on-agricultural 
sectors. 

Since 1965, after three successive economic development plans, 
the Taiwan economy has turned to another phase of development. 
The mobilization of rural labor has been accelerated by the wide 
disparity of income between farm and· non-farm labor. The 
situation of agriculture has changed markedly as a result of 
of rapid development of industry. Facing the need to transform 
the agricultural structure, ·the farmer in Taiwan now seeks to 
earn a living by using more capital instead of "earning his bread 
by the sweat of his brow": The traditional labor-intensive farming 

. methods and cultural practices are being re-examined by agri
culturists and farmers. 

Extension of Farm Mechanization 
. Situation of Taiwan farms 

Because of the rapid increase of population in Taiwan and 
the scarcity of cultfvated land, the cultivated an;a per farm has 
become smaller and smaller. The average cultivated land area 
per farm decreased from2.00 hectares in 1925-40 to 1.03 hectares 
in 1969, with an average size of farm family of seven persons. 
Moreover, some surburban cultivated lands have been transferred 
to non-agricultural uses due to the splendid progress in commerce 
and industry. According to the agricultural census of 1965, about 
90 percent of all farm households had less than 2 ha. of cultivated 

· land, and only 10 percent had more than 2.0 ha. (Table 1). 
The progress of agriculture has been achieved chiefly through 

greater labor input, larger capital investment in irrigation facilities, 
use of chemical fertilizer, control of pests and diseases, and 
adoption of proper cultural· practices "On the limited area of 
cultivated land. However, with the .gradual transfer of farm labor 
to urban areas, the rural labor force is now declining. The number 
of draft cattle is also being reduced. · 

It is clear that the expansion of cultivated land in Taiwan .is 
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' 
Table 1 . Distribution of Farm Households by Size of, Farm in Taiwan, 1965. 

• • I 

I 

I 

I Cumulative 
Farm size No. of farm households Percent 

I percent 
! 

'1. 

Under 0.5 ha. 318,260 ' 37.9 37.9 ' 

0.5-1.0 241,800 28.8 66.7 
1 .. 0-2.0 194,040 I 23.1 89.8 
2.0-3.0 55,520 6.6 96.4 
3.0-5.0 25,160 3.0 99.4 

above 5.0 5,500 0.6 100.0 
Total 840,280 1100.0 

' 

difficult, and that a noticeable decrease of agr~cultural population 
"cannot be expected in the short run. Therefote, fragmentation of 
cultivated land will. continue to be a proble111 unless government 
call enact some law to restrain fragmentat~on. ·. 

The· development of industry has increa~ed the number of 
part-time farmers. However, the part-timd farmers lack the 
enthusiasm to make new trials or to improve farm management. 
Incomes per unit of land of these farmers are: lower than average 
because of failure to perform farm operations on time, improper 
management, inefficient use of farm labor, use of less production 
inputs or improper use of them, etc. These factors, in turn, obstruct 
future agricultural development and impede the progress of 
agricultural modernization. · 

General factors motivating farm mechanization [ 
The benefits from introducing any type of [farm machinery on 

farrn,s can be classified as labor-saving effects and production 
effects. Generally speaking, the farmers whq operate the larger 
farms assess the cost reduction ·through. tim~ and labor saving 
by the probable increase in the real wage rate in farm operation 
and by the saving of losses. in production that would probably 
result from delays in performing operations ~ithout machinery. 

Low purchasing power and fragmentation of land are the major 
factors limiting the application of efficient tobls on small farms. 
Use of modern machinery only on an individual farm is too costly 

i 
I 
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Table 2. Comparison Between Changes in Numbers of Power Tillers and of Draft Cattle, 1956-69. 

1955-57 1957-59 1959-61 1961-63 1963-65 1965-67 1967-69 

Changes in numbers of 
power tillers (A) +171 +2,082 +3,051 ·+3,766 +3,134 +5,027 +7.400 

Changes in number of 
head of draft cattle ( B) +328 +4,813 -2,951 -24,760 -19,078 -32,492 -32,641 

Ratio 
B 

+2 +2 -1 -8 -6 -6 -4 -
...... A 

°' Vo 



and impractical. However, small farmers: can use machines 
mainly for outside jobs to earn income to support their families. 

I 

Application of power machines on farms in Taiwan started 
first on farms that were relatively large arid iPore specialized and 
commercialized.· Their economic status was more favorable, and 
they were more receptive to new methods. ln addition, the new 
practice of farming with machinery was both applied and extended 
by small farmers who did custom work. They usually obtained 
the new but expensive machines through lbans from financial 
organizations. Thus, the machines have been adopted rapidly 
on the relatively larger farms, and are used widely by smaller 
farms through custom work. Needless. to. say, the experiment 
stations of agricultural agencies have. played an important role 
in demonstrating farming practices using fhe new machinery 
so as to accelerate the adoption of new farming methods by all 
farmers. 1 

Power farm machines are used on Taiwan farms mainly for land_ 
preparation, water pumping, pest control, and transportation of 
products. Small numbers of rice transplant~ng, harvesting, and 
grain drying machines are also being used.: Up to the present, 
·mechanization of land preparation has becqme well established 
by the wide use of power tillers, mostly in pa~dy fields. As shown 
in Table 2, for every power tiller added since 1963 four to eight 

. head of cattle have been displaced. I · · 

During the past ten years, power niachinery has spread to some 
extent, and the machines have become bigger. and better. The 

Table 3. Number of Households and of Hectares pf C.ultivated Land per 

Power Tiller; and Power of Tillers, Taiwan! 1956-69. 
• I 

I 

1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1969 

Number of house-

holds per power tiller 12,439 1,283 212 108 82 60 41 36 

Hectares of cultivated 

land per power tiller 14,597 1,472 234 116 86 63 43 37 

Percentage of power 

tillers above 8 HP 27 28 31 36 53 58 
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price of machines per unit of horse power has decreased. This.has 
stimulated custom workers to replace obsolete machines quickly. 
Farm work has been made more efficient and pleasanter. 

In Taiwan; the power tiller is still the backbone of farm mech
anization. The total number of power tillers in Taiwan reached 
24,640. in 1969. This was approximately one power tiller for 
every 36 farm households ·or every 37 hectares of. cultivated 
land. The changes in these ratios and in the horsepower of tillers 
in recent years are shown in Table 3. 

A case offarm mechanization in Erhlun township, Central Rice 
Region 

Erhlun township is located in the central double rice crop 
region, a part of Yunlin Prefecture. There are· 5,000 farm families 
and 4,200 hectares. of cultivated land with good irrigation facilities. 
Power tillers ha~e been widely used in this township. There was 
approximately one power tiller for every 10 households or every 
seven hectares of cultivated land in 1970. The writer spent several 
days in this township interviewing farmers who own power 
tillers. Table 4 indicates the change in numbers of farm machinery 
in the past ten years. 

Based on interViews, the relative importance of factors mo
tivating these farmers to introduce . power tillers is summarized 
in Table 5 .. 

The versatility of the power tiller makes it not only efficient : 
in farm work and in transportation but also useful for irrigation 
work ·such as pumping water. These advantages can protect 
farms from drought damage and help them maintain productfon. 

Deeper plowing, increase in wage rate&, and difficulty in hiring 
farm labor were secondary reasons for introducing power tillers 
in this area, and recommendation . by salesmen was a . minor , 
reason. 

Farmer's Attitude and Problems in Farm Mechanization 
For technical reasons, the power tiller is the major modern 

farm machine in Taiwan. Machines for transplanting and har
vesting, activities that generally consume a large amount of human 
labor, are still in the experimental stage. Some operations, such 
as leveling of paddy fields; are still clone by animal power with 
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Table 4. Trend of Extension of Power Farm Machinery in Erhlun Township. 
I 
I 

1964 
I 

1968 1969 1970 1960 1962 1966 
I 

I 
Power t.illers: i 

I 

Number of households I 

per .machine 101 32 24 I 
1!8 13 11 10 

·Hectares of cultivated 

area per machine 92 29 20 1~5 11 9. 7 

Power water pump: 

Number of hc;>Useholds 
i 

per machine 186 8 6 !3 3 3 
I 

Hectares of cultivated 

area per machine 170 7 5 :3 2 2 
I 

1 

Note: The droughts in 1961 and 1966 accelerated the extension of power 

machines in this area. 

Table 5. Factors Motivating Farmers to Introduce P:ower Tillers on Farms in 

Erhlun Township. 

· Reason 

1. Higher efficiency of work within 

proper time 

2,. For custom work after completing of 

work on farm 

3. For deeper plowing 

4. Increasing wage rate in the area 

5. Difficulty in hi.ring labor or custom 

work 

6. Prevalence of power tillers in the area 

·(demonstration effect) 

7. Recommendation of salesman 

• Fifteen sample farms visited in May 1971. 
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Nun:\ber of farmers in sample· 

:mentioning reason* 

15 

10 
7 
6 

6 

6 
3 



traditional tools. This shows the need both for new attachments 
. adapted to local conditions and for modification of cultural 

methods or improvements in crop varieties so as to increase 
production efficiency on farms. . · 

Use of herbicides in ri~e production is a case of substitution 
of capital for labor. The applicatfon of herbicide will save about. 
270 hours of labor per hectare, :about one fourth of the total 
labor input in rice production. However, on small farms the 
cost of herbicides· places them at a disadvantage compared to 
weeding by family labor, and lack of technique of application . 
also has limited the use of herbicides by general. farmers. 

Based on the sample survey in Erhlun t.ownship, farmers' 
attitudes toward mechanization inay be summarized as follows: 

1. The prices of power machines and interest rates on loans 
from financial organizations are considered too high by all the 
farmers. Therefore, most private farmers find the burden of 
owning power machines beyond their financial abilities. 

2. Small farmers who own power tillers. have had enough 
additional income from custom work to cover not only the interest· 
on loans obtained from financial organizations but also a part 
of the cost of the machine. However, dl,le to the increase in.numbers 
of machines, the competition for custom work has become strong 
making it less profitab.le. Some owners expect: to replace their 
power tillers with bigg~r or more. efficient ·machines so as to 
compete more profitably. . . 

3. Large farmers .usually. buy a power tiller just for their own 
use. Three or four medium-size farms with a total area of five 
or six hectares of farm land often join together to buy a power 
tiller for joint operation. 

4. · Farmers in Erhlun township who do not own power tillers 
state that they can hire machine work ·whenever they want, and 
do not intend ,to buy machines themselves: -

5. For other machines such as rice transplanters .or harvesting 
machines, there is little or no demand among farmers in Erhlun 
township, where power tillers are already widely owned. This 
may be· attributed to financial disability, high interest rates, 
small size of farms, or lack of technical know-how. 

6. The after-service rendered by machine makers is stili con
~idered insufficient. Costs for spare parts and repairs are high 
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relative to those ·in the township agricultural mechani~ation . 
I 

promotion centre; , 
7. All the farmers who_ own power tillers \vish that more tech

nicians could be employed in the township ~gricultural mechani
zation promotion centre and that more spare parts could.be made 
available. The costs of repairing rendered oy the centre ~re con- • 
sidered reasonable. -

1 

8. Changes in models, increase in horsepower, and improve
ment in the. design of farm machines are I relatively fast. This 
makes after-service more difficult because o~ lack of spare parts. 
Furthermore, it tends to accelerate· machine depreciation and 
thereby increases the cost of operation. ! .. 

9 .. Higher yields of rice and more produttion .in the summer 
and winter season$ are closely associated withimechanized farming. 
These are results of high capitalization wijich usually involves 
mechanization of cultural practices. ' . 

Int~nsification of Land Utilization 
Decreasing trend of cropping index . 

On the limited acreage of irrigated arable land four crops a 
year are generally grown, two major rice crops and two intercrops. 
The. total at;mual growing days of all the crop~ exceeds 365 because' 
of use of the inter-relay planting technique. · · 

In order to maintain the fertility of the soil, farmers in Taiwan 
• • • I 

use much chemical fertilizer as well as o~ganic fertilizer. The 
. refuse from livestock is never wasted. The !winter sweet potato 
· crop is usually the major feed for hog prodt:iction. The foremost 

reason why most farmers keep hogs is, indeed, to collect refuse 
for fertilization of crop production. Livestbck is in general an 
important integral part of the whole farming system in Taiwan . 
. · 1i:J. the past, most· small, farmers have -hsed !ntensified ·and 

. .• • . , . . t I - -

diversified cropping systems without much use of power machinery. 
However, the economic transformation and the increase.in wages 
of farm labor have changed the traditional farming system with . 
intensive utilization of labor. With the shortage of farm labor, 
the work ofland preparation, pest control, fertilization, harvesting, 
etc., cannot be ·completed fast enough. ' 

The ,recent decrease ill the .cropping index :in Taiwan (Table 6), 
• .. . . I • . 

particularly in the winter crop area, is the1 com~ined result of 
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increasing labor cost and capital input factors. 

Table 6. Changes of Multiple Cropping Index in Taiwan. 

Year 1953 1955 1957 1959 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 

Index 173 171 179 182. 186 185. 189 187 184 

Source; Provincial DepartmentofAgriculture and Forestry (PDAF) 

A case of cropping system adjustment and its method 
The farming system in Taiwan is centered on rice. Farmers 

have adopted intensive farming methods to keep family labor 
fully engaged for increasing the family income. The intensive 
farming systems with great labor consumption require the replace
ment· of labor with labor-saving farm machinery for further 
increase in f8;rm productivity. 

The introduction ofpowermachines enables farmers to maintain 
intensive farming systems and· increase· the cropping index, 
because farmers can cio field operations much more quickly 
and 'widely and better than in the conventional way. Furthermore, 
the area of such commercial crops as melons and vegetables, 
grown after the first rice and before transplanting the second 
rice crop,· has greatly increased. 

Th<; area of winter crops has. decreased in recent years, due 
mainly to unfavorable income from them. Therefore, they are 
gradually being replaced by green manure crops for maintaining 
land fertility. But the area of summer crops, especially melons, 
has increased in Erhlun township as a source of cash income fo 
farmers. 

Before harvesting of the 1st crop, melons· and vegetables are 
planted. in the ·same field. After the summer crop is harvested, 
land has to be prepared promptly for . transplanting the second 
crop. Again, in the fall, sweet potatoes are planted between the 
rice rows before harvesting the second rice crop, or vegetables 
are planted immediately after the second rice harvest. The adoption 
of power tillers has made it possible to prepare the fi,elds within 
a very short time and thus has made it more feasible to maintain 
the intensive cropping system. 
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Table 7. Cropping Metho.ds Applying on Power Tiller Owner Farms in Erhlun Township. 

Case Operating 

farms 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Notes: R. = Rice 

M. =Melon 

area 

1.8 
2.2 

2.0 

1.3 

-- s: -,;;-sweetpotafoes· -
C. = Green manure 

V. = Veget~ble· 

· 1s~ crop 
Summer 

crop 

R. 1.8 M. 0.2 

R. 2.0 

R. 2.0 M. 0.5 

R. 1.3 M. 1.3 

------ ------- - -

· * Excluding the acreage of green manure crop 
.. lnclucling 0.2 hectare of orchard 

Cropping area by season (ha.) 

2nd crop 
Winter 

Total 
crop 

R. 1.8 G. 1.8 3.8· 

· R. 2.0 v. 0.2 4.7° 

s. 0.3 

R. 1.6 s. 0.2. 5.2 
. s. 0.4 v. 0.5 

R. 1.3 3.9 

Cropping· 

index 

211 
214 

260 

300 

9/13-pts 



Changes of Wage Rate and Labor Utilization 
Changes of labor distribution and utilization of farm machines 

In farm mechanization, machines replace or ~ubstitute for 
human labor and animal power. However, many families who own 
a power tiller still retain their draft cattle. The main: reasons 
are: (1) the farm roads are too narrow or are fully planted with 
subsidiary crops; (2) the power tiller is especially efficient for 
plowing, but iS less efficient than draft cattle in leveling; (3) cattle 
can plow areas in small fields that the machine leaves unplowed; 
( 4) cattle can transport fertilizer or products to or from wet fields; 
and (5) in case of trouble with the machine, some field work can 
be done by cattle. · 

Power machines have enabled farmers to increase their crop 
area and further enlarge their farm operation, · because high
capacity machines help get farm work done at the proper time. 
Therefore, the potential saving of labor cost is limited, because· 
farmers are using their resources more efficiently and intensively. 
Table 8 shows the difference in labor input on farms of power 
tiller owners and general farms in the Central Rice Region of 
Taiwan. 

Better timing of operations and better performance using 
. power machines both contribute to higher yields for various 
crops. In addition, more efficient use of inputs such as compost 

. manure, chemical fertilizer, and pesticides may improve the 
quality and increase the quantity of the product. 

Farmers in Taiwan usually have three or four peak seasons 
of labor requirement within a year. In harvesting and land prep
aration, planting, and transplanting, the work must be done 
within a short period. Figure 1 shows the seasonal labor distribu
tion on farms of power tiller owners and general farms in the 
Central Rice Region of Taiwan. 

Changes of wage rate and extension of custom work in Erhlun 
township 
. In the past several years the wages of farm labor have increased 

considerably. This influences the cost of agricultural production 
and gives way to the custom work of machines. Table 9 compares 
labor wages for. land preparation and charges per hectare for 
custom plowing by a power tiller in Erhlun township. 
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Fig. 1. Seasonal Labor Distribution on Farms of Power 
Tiller Owners and on General Farms in the Central Rice 
Region of Taiwan. 

Man-days per month 

100 

90 

Power tiller owner farm 
80 

70 

60 

50 

40 Family labor 

j F M A M j j A S 

Man-days per month 

100 General ·farm 

90 

80 

70 

60 Family labor 

j F M A M j j A s 

Source: Survey Report on the Utilization of Farm Ma
chinery. Taiwan Provincial Department· of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Dec .. 1968. 
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Table 8. Comparison of La~or Inputs on Farms of Power Tiller Owners and 
General Farms in· Central Rice Region of Taiwan . 

Power tiller 

owner farms (A) 

General 

farms (B) 

Comparison 

(A-B) 

. (Unit: working days) 

Total labor input Labor input per hectare 

Family Hired Total Family Hired Total 

labor labor labor labor 

633.6. 180.2 813.8 481.8 137.0 618.8 

878.2 70.0 948.2 585.4 46.7 632.1 

-244.6 +110.2 -134.4 ....:.103.6 +90.3 -13.3 

Notes: The average cultivated areas of power tiller owner farms and 

general farms are 1.315 and 1.50 hectares, respectively .. 

The power tiller owner farms saved 134.4 labor days by 212.5 
hours of power tiller work. In general, the wage rate is extremely 

high for. plowing and harvesting work. 

Source: Survey report on the utilization of farm machinery, Taiwan Pro

vincial Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Dec. 1968. 

The labor exchange system· prevailing in the busy farming 
season is a primitive form of cooperation in rural Taiwan. Some 
farmers who have purchased farm.machines jointly for cooperative 
use have found it profitable to do work for hire for other.neighbors 
after completion of their own farm operations. Some machines 
are apt to be ·overworked during the busy farming. seasons. 

When the number of farm machines increases -in· an area, 
m.achine owners compete for custom work. Both the unit charge 
for custom work and total area of work may tend to become 
less and less. Some machine owners, therefore, . are apt to use 
their machines as many h.ours as possible during the farming 
season. However, the total area of custom work will decrease 
as the machine becomes obsolete. Some case studies in Erhlun 
township show the. diminishing trend of custom work due to 
the obsolescence of machines and the increase in number of 
machines. This is shown in the Table 10. 
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Table 9. Changes of Wage Rate and. Charge for Cystom Work in Erhlun 
Township. 

Year 

1961-62 

1963-65 

1966-67 

1968 

1969-70 

1971 

Wage for plowing Charge for 
1 

by man with cow . custom plowing 

NH/day 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

140 

Index 

(A) 

100 

113 

125 

. 138 

150 

175 

NT$/chia** 

800 

800 

800 

900 
1,000 

1,000 

Index 
(B) 

100 

100 

100 
I 

113 
125 

I 

125 

• Plowing twice without leveling. 
1 

•• One chia equivalent to 0.96992 hectare. I 
. ! 

Relative index 

(
8 

x 100) 
A 

100 

88 

80 

·~~ 
71 

I 
I 

Table 10. A.rea of Custom Work by Sample Mach~ne Owners in Erhlun 

Township. i 

Year 

· 1952 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

Cultivated land per 

power tiller in the 

. township 

29 

23 

20 

17 

15 

13 

11 

9 

7 

• Purchased a·new machine 

. Unit: hectare 

Total area of:custom work by 

sample machine owners 

Owner A Owner B Owner c· 

l 

16 is 
15 24 

l 
15 24 

I 

19 ilo 
20 

1

14 

15 2 

8 : 6* 7 

2 is 15 

i6 15 
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The average annual use of. power tillers in Erhlun township 
was 746 hours, 117 hours more . than the average found in the 
JCRR survey of the utilization of power tillers in 1969. The 
total hours of use may be affected by size of farm, density of 
machines, soil structure, irrigation facilities, and cropping pattern, 
as well as by social and economic factors. 

All the cultivated land in Erhlun township has been consol-: 
idated. Therefore·, a power tiller can easily be moved from place 
to place for pumping ground water in the dry season. The annual 
use of a power tiller will vary with the amount of pumping work 
(Table 11). 

Timely plowing and irrigation have enabled tiller owners to 
increase yields above the level when they depended on custom 
work .for plowing. The yield of rice obtained by power tiller 
owners is 12 to 19 percent higher than that. of farmers who do 
not own power tillers. 

Changes of labor efficiencies 
Based on the report ·of the survey on utilization of farm 

machinery, the family labor and total labor inputs on farms of 
power-tiller owners have decreased by 27.9 and 14.2 percent, 
respectively. Hence the machine owners have employed more 
hired labor to do their ordinary farm work, enabling family 
members to do outside work and earn off-farm income. Their 
Table 11 o Utilization of. Power Tiller On and Off Owner's Farm, in Erhlun 

Township: 

(Unit: hours) 

On farm Off farm 

Total 
Plowing Pumping Other Plowing Other. 

For 1st crop 30 60 5 225 321 

For 2nd crop 30 45 5 200 281 
For summer or · 

winter crop.s 16 90 6 30 2 144 

Total 76 195 16 455 4 746 

% distribution 10.2 26.1 2.2 61.0 0.5 100 
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Table 12. Labor Efficiency on Farms of Power Tillers Owners and on General Farms in the Central Rice Region, 1966. 

. Items 

Labor inputs on farm: 
Family la~or (days) 
Total labor (days) 

Farm economy: 
Farni receipts 
Farm income 

Labor productivity: · 
Farm receipts per day for total labor 

input on farm 
Farm income per day for family labor 

input on farm · 

Average of 
power tiller 

owner farms 
(A) 

633.2 
813.8 

94,733 
46,584 

116 

73 

Physical input and rice output per year (2 rice crops) per ha.: . 

Average of 
general 
farms 
(B) 

878.2 
948.2 

89,540 
47,540 

94 

54 

Comparison 

(A-B) 

-245.0. 
-134.4 

+5,193 
-956 

+22 

+19 

Index 
A 

(8x100) 

-27.9 
-14.2 

+5.8 
....:.2.0 

+23.4 

+35.2 

-- -- -- ----- - -----[abor -rnpu~flaays) ---- -- ------- -- - - --- --- - - -- -- -2a5 ______ _ -----268-- -------- - -

+17 +6.3 
Hours of machine use 116 . +116 
Animal labor (days) 26 -26 
Yield, paddy (kg) 10,471 9,462 +1,009 +10:6 

So!Jrce: Survey repart on the utilization of farm machinery, Taiwan Provincial Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Dec. 
1968. 



Table 13. Price of Power Tiller, Amounts of Subsidy and Loans Made by Government Agencies. 

Price of Horse 
Amounts Amounts 

Interest rate Terms of loan 
Year 

power tiller 
of of 

(month) (year) power 
Subsidy loans 

1957 24,000 6-7 5,000 19,000 
1960 55,000 10 28,000 1.2 3 
1961-1963 55,000 10 50,000. 0.99 5 
1964 55,000 10 50,000 0.90 5 - 1967-1968 57,500 13 56,000 0.75 5 -.J 

"° 1969 59,500 14 3,000. 56,000 0.75 5 
1970 53,000 14 3,000 50,000 0.75 5 
1971 • 50,000 14 5,000 45,000 0.60 6 

• Special loans made by government agency to the farm machinery cust9m work teams organized by the Farmers' Associa-

tion. 

Source: Data obtained from Erhlun township office. 



farm inc.ome was 2 percent less than on ;general farms, .even 
though their farm receipts were 5.8 percent higher. . 

The productivity of family labor on farms of power tiller owners 
was 35.2 percent higher than that on general farms. 

The more intensive cultivation -0f rice by machinery owners 
brought about 10.6 percent higher yield t~an that on general 
farms. 

Table 12 compares the labor efficiency !On farms of power 
tiller o\vners with that on general farms in the central rice region. 

. . ! . 

i 

Changes of Capital Utilization and Its Efficiency 
Farmers burden for owning power tiller ' 

Loans for farm mechanization have been !extended to farmers 
by a government agency, the Provincial F9od Bureau, and by 
two agricultural banks, the Land Bank and the Cooperative 
Bank. Their loans are for 5 or 7 years, repayable in 10 or 14 equal 
semi'-annual installments, at an interest rate of 0.75 and 0.99 
percent per month or 9 and 11.88 percent per year. 

The market price for power tillers and t~e rate of interest on 
loans to buy them: have decreased to some extent in recent years 

. I 

(Table 13). However, the cost of a machin¢ is still high relative · 
to the income of an average farmer. . i 

The annual fixed cost of a power tiller has been estimated at 
I . 

· NT$20,300, including depreciation, inter¢st and installment 
payments on loans. This is more than 3 times the average farm 
f ~mily surplus of the farm record keeping* farms in . 1969. 
Co~par~s~ns ~re shown in Table 14. I . 

. Smee it is difficult to enlarge the area of cµlt1vated lanq except 
by increased cropping of the present limit~d land, farmers try 
to render machine service to others. Accordiri.g to a survey made 
by JCRR, about 55. 7 percent of the total aimual operating time 
of large power tillers (above 8 HP) was devoted to off-farm work 
(Table 15). ' 

Changes of cost structure : 
According to the survey of machinery utilization in· the central 

• The farm record keeping project was put into effect;in 1953. There were 500 
farms in 36 townships taking part in this project in 1~69 under the supervision 
of Provincial Department of Agriculture and Forestry. 
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Table· 14. ·Fann and Family Income and Expense and Farm Family Surplus as Percent of Estimated Fixed Cost of Power Tiller 

(NT$20,300) 1969. 

Item 

Farm· income 

Farm family income 

Farm and non-farm exp. 

Farm family surplus 

o.5-1.0 ha. 

115 

184 

118 

14 

Size of farm 

1.5~2.0 ha. Above 2.0 ha. 

218 305 

289 376. 

228 327 

40 73 

Note: Based on tiller price of NT$50,000, interest at 0.75 percent per month,· and machine life of 6 years. 

Table 15. Utilization of Power Tilier (Large Type) in Taiwan. 

Work on own farm Off-farm work 

Other 

Tillage Transportation Tillage Transportation 

Hours/year 230.1 92.8 392.3 85.5 57.5 

Percent 26.8 10.8 45.7 10.0 6.7 

average 

168 

236 

178 
27 

Total 

. 858.2 

100.0 

Source: A Su!Vey of the Utilization of Power Tillers and Mist-blowe·rs in Taiwan, March 2, 1970, Tien-song Peng. 
. . 



rice region,· the total expenses, farm and :non-farm, of power 
tiller owners were 25 percent more than o~ general farms. The 
no~-farm expenses of power tiller owners: were NT$4,301, or 
8.2 percent of the total expenses due to off-farm work with their 
machines. Expenditures for hired labor and for materials for 
farming were considerably higher on the farms of power tiller 

. owners. Farm expenses per unit of cultivated land were as much 
. as 30.8 percent higher on farms of power ~iller owners than on 
general farms. Table 16 shows the differences in average produc-
tion costs in the central rice region. ' · 

. Changes of income level and capital ~fficiency 
Farm machines· are comparatively mote expensive in the 

developing countries than in the developed: countries. However, 
the increase in income provides an incenti~e for mechanii:ation 

. of farming. : . · 
. . . . I 

. Table 17 compares the average income of power tiller owners 
and general farmers in the central rice regi~n of Taiwan. While 
farm expenditures of the power tiller owners were 14.6 percent 

. more than for general farmers, their farm. ·receipts were only 
5.8 higher. But the power tiller owner's family income was 36.9 
percent more than that of the general farmer. This difference 
is primarily attributed to the large non-farm income of the power 
tiller owners-346 percent more than that 'for general farms. 
The improvement of the family economy of machine-owner 
farmers in the rice region is very closely related to the amount· 
of· income from non-farm sources. · , . 

The family input-output ratio and rate bf capital return on 
power tiller farms were, respectively, 5.7 percent and 7.6 percent 
higher than on the general farms. However, the farm input
output ratio on farms of power tiller owners was 7.5 percent less 
than on general farms. Therefore, the higher capital efficiency 
for . farms of machine owners was due to higher earnings from 
off~fanii work. · · 

Joint Organization for Mechanized Farming in Taiwan 
Joint farm operation has gradually develo}i>ed from cooperation 

primarily in labor use to cooperation in capital utilization. In 
the meantime, the scope of cooperation :has expanded from 

I 
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Table 16. Comparison of Cost Structure between Power Tiller Owner Farms and General Farms in Central Rice Region, 

1966. 

Allocation of Expenses of Farm Family . Average Input Per Ha. of Cultivated Land 

Comparison 

Power Tiller Owner Farm General Farm Power Tiller Owner Farm General Farm 

Amount (NT$) 
~ x 100 % 

Amount (NT$) % % (NT$) (A) (NT$) (B) 

Farm expenses 48,149 91.8 42,000 100.0 36,615 28,000 130.8 

Fertilizer 13,506 25.7 12,912 30.8 10,271 8,608 119.3 

Labor (hired) 5,398 10.3 2,048 4.9 4,105 1~365 300.7 

Materials for farming 3,354 6.4 1,098 2.6 2,551 732 348.5 

Depreciation & repairs 2,162 4.1 1,690 4.0 1,644 1,127 145.9 

Interest 1,301 2.5 837 2.0 989 558 177.2 

Feed expenses 8,324 15.9 7,912 18.8 6,330 5,275 120.0 

Others 14,104 26.9 15,503· 36.9 10,725 10,335 103.8 

Non-farm. expenses 4,301 8.2 

Total expenses 52,450 100.0 42;000 100.0 

Source: Survey report on the utilization of farm machinery, PDAF, December 1968. 
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Table 17. Comparison of Income Level and Capital Efficiency between Power Tiller Owner Farms and General F.arms in· 
Central Rice Regi1:im, 1966. 

Value =NT$ 

Power tiller General 
Comparison · 

owner farm farm (A -13~ 
(ABB) x:10.o (A) (B) 

Farm assets 371,792 467,757 -95,965 -20.5 % 
Liabilities 12,035 4,920 +7,115 +144.6 
Farm capital 359,757 462,837 -103,080 -22.3 
Farni receipts 94,733 89,540 +5,193 · +5.a 
Farm expenditure 48,149 42,000 +6,149 +14.6 
Farm income 46,5,84 47,540 -956 -2.0 
Non-farm receipts 30,980 5,978 +25,002 +418.2 
Non-farm expenditure 4,301 +4,301 
Non-farm income 26,679 5,978 +20,701 +346.3 
Farm family income 73,263 53,518 +19,745 +36.9 
Input-output ratio on farm 1.97 2.13 -0.16 .-7.5 
lnput-outputratio on non-farm 7,20 
Input-output ratio on family farm. 2.40 2.27 +.6.i3 +5.7 
Rate of capital return 

(farm family income/farm capital) 0.2036 0.1156 +0.88 +7.6 



single-crop production to the entire farm business. Numbers 
of participating families have also become larger, ranging from 
a few families to entire villages. 

As has happened in such developed countries as Japan, the . 
total number of part-time farmers has increased in Taiwan. 
Therefore, government agencies have encouraged farmers to 

. organize joint operations that will facilitate efficient use of modem 
techniques and machinery. The scope and types of joint farming. 
which are being demonstrated or experimented with under 

. supervision of government agencies are as follows: 

Joint operation of rice pr.oduction 
Local farmers' associations have been encouraged to establish 

joint operation of rice production since 1963. Joint operation is 
undertaken by 10 or more farmers on about 10 or 15 hect~res 
of paddy. · · 

By 1969 a total of'842 places (blocks), which included 26~554 
farmers and 15,027 hectares of paddy, had been organized vo
luntarily. According to information from the Provincial 
Department of Agriculture and Forestry, yields were increased 
13.92 percent and profits averaged 30.41 percent higher on the 
joint operation farms as compared with average farms In the 
same areas. . 

Benefits attributed to joint operation of rice production include 
unification of varieties and farming practices, promotion of 
efficient and scientific use of production factors, application of 
farm mechanization with . increase in labor efficiency through 
group work, development of a spirit of cooperation among 
members of the group, indirect influence upon neighbors for 
better farming, and promotion of social changes in the community 
that facilitate economic ·development. 

Experimentation in cooperative farming 
Due to the success of joint operations in rice productfon, the 

agricultural organization authority (PDAF) further initiated a 
cooperative farm management program in 1966 to cover the 
entire business of the· members and to increase their farm 
management efficiency and improve their livelihood. 

In this program, groups of 3 to 7 neighbor farm families having, 
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together, about 5 hectares of land were encouraged to. form 
cooperative farms. The major items of cooperation were joint . 
procurement and utilization of new machinery and construction 
of farm facilities such as underground· water for irrigation and 
domestic use, items usually too expensive for: a single farm. These 
new investments have. been accompanied by structural changes 
on the farms. . 

1 

As of 1970 this program was still in the demonstration stage. 
Thirty cooperative units including 374 fanh families with 465 
hectares of land were operating and demonstrating under the 
supervision of the Agricultural Improvement Stations. Table 
18 shows a comparison of farm income as 

1
reported by PDAF. 

fo general, technological advancement threugh joint operation 
of single-crop production and extension to cbver the whole farm 
business through cooperative management! has greatly lifted 
both land and labor productivity. Modem !power machines as 
well as farm labor are used economically f 9r maximizing farm 
family income. This result, of course, is ob~ained by intensified 
utilization and ·better combination of production resources.· 

Joint operation or cooperative farm management is considered 

Table 18. Comparison of Farm Income between Cooperative Farms and 

Check Farms in 1970. 

Project farms. Check farms 
I 

(A) (~) 
I 

Comparison 

(~)x100 

I 

(NT$) (NH) 

Average farm income per 

ha. 29,244 19.773 148 

Average farm incom~ per. 

family_ worker 104 : 68 153 

Average farm family 

income 74,388 40,494 184 

Note: The average sizes of project farms and check farms were 1.24 and 1.49 

·hectares, respectively. 
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not only a way to increase efficiency at the farm level but also a 
positive measure to step up. the national economy of Taiwan. 
However, extension of joint activities requires long-term, low
interest loans from outside for investment in modem equipment 
and facilities on farms. The availability of such capital is essential · 
to expand the joint activities for farm mechanization and 
agricultural modernization. 

Experimentation in modernized agriculture . in selected areas 
To accelerate agricultural growth, a .Working Group for the 

Promotion of Modernized. Agriculture was set up in the Joint 
Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) in May 1970. 
It includes. technical experts in economics, farmers' organization, 
crops, an_imals, and finance.· 

This group is responsible for conducting and studying co
operative mechanized farming for future agricultural develop
ment. Two pilot project areas, each with approximately 100 
hectares of cultivated land, have been selected to start this year 
as experimental zones in the central rice region and the southern 
rotational farming region . 
. The experiments will include new cultural methods and farming 
systems using mechanical operation, the combination of different 
types of machines in the operation, the profitability of mechanical 
operation, possibilitfos through adoption of these things in joint 
or cooperative farming, practices in supplying farm· inputs, 
marketing, and processing of farm products by farmers' 
organizations, etc. They will be conducted in cooperation with 
related agencies · including the Provincial Department of 
Agriculture and Forestry and the Provincial Farmers' Association. 
The personnel of township farmers' associations, township 
offices, and District Agricultural Improvement Stations will .be 
working closely with the farmers in the project area. 

This experiment covers social, technical, and economic aspects 
and provides positive · direction for farm mechanization and 
modernization. It may lead to efficient farm management 
throughout rural Taiwan~ 

Results of the project will be checked and examined jointly 
by concerned members of the Working Group in late August, 
when the first rice crop is harvested. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations· 
As a result of continued economic development of Taiwan, 

the agricultural labor force and capital are flowing out to the 
non-agricultural sector. The resulting increase in wage rates; 
decline of land prices, decrease of the cropping index, etc., together 
with the small size of farms and low purchasibg power of farmers, 
have greatly hindered farm modernization as well as farm· 
mechanization. · ' · 

To attack these problems and to raise fatm income by better 
farm management, the new agricultural pqlicy of Taiwan has 
set out farm mechanization as of first ;priority in further 
agricultural development measures. 

The power tiller is still the backbone of moqem farm machinery, 
totalling 24,640 units in 1969. For every }6 farm. households 
or every 37 hectares of cultivated land there is a power tiller in 
Taiwan. The average annual increase in po~er tillers was 2,500 
in 1966-67 and 3,700 in 1968-69. Each additional power tiller 
replaced 4 to 6 head of draft cattle. • 

The price of a 14 HP power tiller was NT$S3,000, equivalent to' 
US$l,325 in 1970. For small size farms this machine, of course, 
is costly. However, the benefits from introducing a power tiller 
or any type of modem machinery on a farm can be measured 
in terms of labor saving and production increase. 

In the central rice region of Taiwan, farms of machine owners 
achieved about 10.6 percent higher yield o'f rice, 35.2 percent 
higher productivity of family labor, 36.9 percent higher family 
income, a 5.7 percent higher farm input-output ratio, and a· 7.6 
percent higher rate of capital return as compared with the 
corresponding figures fo~ the general farms. Both labor and 
capital efficiency were improved. 

The potential savings of labor cost on machine-owner farms 
are limited due to continued intensive use of their resources . 

. The intensive farming system was maintained, and the cropping. 
I 

index was higher than that on the general farus. · 
The real wage rate has increased much faster than the rate of 

charges for custom work by power tillers. The, widening difference 
· of these indices will accelerate the adoption o~ machines on farms. 
However, there is competition among machi~es for custom work 

·as the number of machines increases, and : the profitability of 
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custom work may tend to be less. 
At the present time, tlie demand for other machines, such as 

power transplanters and harvesting machines, is increasing, 
but they are still few in total number. This may be attributed not 
only to financial ability, small size of fami, and less experience 
in using the new machines, but also to the shortage of new cultural 
methods to go along with them. Indeed, further intensification 
of farm management of Taiwan will depend to· a large extent 
upon advance in technology an.d science, on the one hand, and 
upon study of practical problems arising in the field, on the other. 

As farm mechanization is intensified, several new types of 
machines with bigger capacity will be extended to all the farms 
through custom work or cooperative use. In Taiwan, there are 
experimentatiori and demonstration programs of joint .and 
cooperative farm management µnder supervision of agricultural 
agencies. However, social and economic research should be 
strengthened along with technical experimentation. 

From the economic point of view; efficiency of farming will 
improve through joint or cooperative methods. However, the 
promotion and extension of joint or cooperative farms will not 
only require outside capital for investment but will also depend 
on such means as ·guarantee of land ownership, methods of 
sharing income and expenditures, organization, etc. Therefo~e, 
research institutes and government need to study and ertact 
positive measures relating to fragmentation of cultivated land, 
expansion of private farm size, improving farm organization, 
and encouragement of joint or cooperative farming through 
financial and technical support. 
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NEED FOR FARM ADJUSTMENT 
TO A GROWING ECONOMY AND 
CONDITIONS FOR FARM 
MECHANIZATION 

. JEUNG HAN LEE 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 

Chinju Agricultural College, Korea 

Farm work simplification is urgently required in Korea to make 
up for the labor deficit within the farm sector and to enable the 
farm sector ·to release more labor to the nonfarm sector and at 
the same time expand production and introduce new farm 
products to fulfill the rapidly growing demand resulting from 
the nation's economic growth. Farm work simplification can 
also play a very:important role in the nation's economic develop
ment through increasing productivity and factor earnings in the 
farm sector itself. 

This requirement could be met in large part by farm 
mechanization. However, the high cost of capital inputs relative 
to labor cost and the small size of farms-conditions prevalent 
in the less developed countries-are considered obstacles to 
farm mechanization. Then, is farm mechanization hopeless in 
Korea? 

A main thesis of this paper is that a substantial labor with
drawal out of the farm sector is a necessary condition for farm 
mechanization, and that small farm size will not be an important 
restraint to it, once supplies of new and better inputs are avail
able. ·The paper will also emphasize that farm mechanization 
should be viewed as a means of rural development and of farm 
adjustment to the · nation's economic development and as a: 
contribution to economic growth. It facilitates specialization and 
thus helps eliminate the income gap within the farm sector and 
between sectors. 

Economic Growth and Farm Adjustment 
The obvious facts are, first of all, that the Korean economy 

recently has been growing rapidly. Since 1965, the annual growth 
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rate- of the gross national product (at constant prices) has been 
more than· 10 percent, population growth about 2 percent. And 
secondly, the source of the nation's econom'.ic growth has been 
the expansion in the general industrial sector. 

Hence the process of economic development thus far has 
appeared to have its mainspring in the industrial-urban complex. 
Productivity and aggregate production in the farm sector have 
remained relatively unchanged. 

These facts give rise to several problems: to which the farm 
sector has to adjust to make a sound contribution to the further 
continued and rapid growth of the nation's economy. The impacts 
of the sustained rapid growth of the economy on the- farm sector 
can be summarized as follows. 

Labor force withdrawal , 
One of the important features of economtc development is a 

continuing transfer of rural labor to the n6nfarm. sector. This 
decreases the proportion of population or of working people in 
the farm sector and releases labor to engage in producing more 
goods and services that are COIJ.sistent with consumers' pre
ferences revealed in the market.· 

This is a significant role of agriculture in economic 
development. Thus, if the farm sector is to continue to contribute 
to economic development, it must continu?usly release labor. . 
But to make this contribution possible, agricultural productivity 
must be increased. That is to say, the farm ;sector must have a 
labor surplus, and to have this surplus above ~the long-established 
equilibrium il) the past, technology which cah be substituted for 
labor must be developed and adopted. However, farm labor 
force withdrawal seems so far to be taking place in Korea with 
little introduction of effective innovations. 

Let us now look at some empirical data concerning labor 
withdrawal and its impact on the farm sdctor. As shown in 
Table 1, rural population decreased by 1.4 ! percent during the 
period 1965-:-69. However, there are differendes among provinces 
in the rates of population transfer. ' . 

In spite of an increase in Korean rural popu~ation of 1. 7 percent 
from 1965 to 1967, in Kyungki and Kyungnam provinces the 
rural population had already started to decline in· this· period. 
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Table 1 . Percentage Change 

1965-69. 

Province· 

Korea as whole 

Kyungki 

Kangwon 

Chungpook 

Chungnam 

Chonpook 

Chonnam 

Kyungpook 

Kyungnam 

Eastern Kyungnam 

Middle Kyungnam 

Western Kyungnam 

in Farm Population, Selected Provinces, 

Increase ( +) or decrease. ( - ) 

1967/1965. 1969/1965 

+1.685 -1.408 
-0~215 -4.411 

+3.579 -1.532 

+3.216 -0.864 

+1.059 -1.514 

+4.242 +0.605 
+3.316 +3.270 
+0.901 -3.307 

-0.417 -3.168 

-1.946 -3.867 

-0.453 -3.389 

+0.482 -2.594 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. 

This seems to be the effect of so-c_:alled locational matrices: the 
two provinces surround, respectively, the Seoul and Pusan-Ulsan 
economic development centres. 

Since then, the more recently created economic· development 
centre in the Taegu-Pohang area has caused the rural population 
in Kyungpook province to decrease rapidly. 

Peripheral areas where there are no such centres have con
tinued to increase in rural population-for example, Chonnam 
and-Chonpook provinces. This seems to stem from lack of 
information or from the fact that "uncertainty about nonfarm 
opportunity. niay increase with .distance" .1 

· Also . the rate of transfer is different depending on location 
even within a province. _In the . eastern part of Kyungnam 
Province, where the Pusan-Ulsan centre is located, the popula
tion withdrawal rate is much greater than in the western part. 
The implication of this discussion is that creation of .more 
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economic development centres will certainly induce farm 
population to decline further. , 

At any rate, it is very certain that the rural population as a 
whole has now definitely started to decliµe absolutely. The 
impact on agricultural production will diffet depending on the 
age group of the migrants. Jin H. Park has .shown in an earlier 
paper in this volume that a disproportionate share of the migrants 
are younger workers, so that the rate of deci:ease in the working 
force is much greater .than in the rural population as a whole. 
Indeed, this has caused the remaining farm people .to feel a 
shortage of labor, especially in labor-peak tim.es. 

This actually has been reflected in farm wage rates, as shown 
in Table 2. Prices of farm products and of: capital inputs rose 
about 60 to 70 percent from 1965 to 1969, !whereas farm wage 
rates rose nearly 120 percent. This figure is the national average. 
We can easily imagine that there are large :differences in wage 
rates among areas, depending on the degree of labor withdrawal. 

As new and better inputs are being introduced to the farm · 
sector, the marginal returns to the conventional inputs, labor 
and land, are likely to increase. The prices of such inputs would 
tend to increase accordingly. Then can it be [interpreted that the 

. comparatively high wage rates are associated with a comparable 
increase in labor productivity in the farm sectbr? We do not have 

' ! 

Table i Indices ~f Farm ·Prices and Wage Rates i~ Korean Farming and 

Manufacturing, 1965-69 (1965 = 100). ! 

Index of prices Index of prices Index '.of Index of wage 

Year received by paid by farm wage rates in 
I 

farmers manufacturing farmers rates 
! 

I 

1965 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
I 

1966 106.1 112.2 116.9 117.8 

.1967 121.5 127.0 142.7 144.3 
' 

'1968 142.3 152.2 178.3 182.6 
I 

1969 162.4 167.7 216.~ 245.0 

i 

Source: National Agricultural Cooperative Federation; 
! 
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appropriate data to test this. Table 3 shows some evidence: · 
average labor productivity (gross product per worker) in the 
farm sector increased about 21 percent from 1965 to 1969, whereas 
thaf in the nonfarm sector increased 50 percent. 

Table 3. Labor Productivities in .Farm and Nonfarm Sectors (Gross Product 

per Worker Employed), 1965-69. 

L.:abor Productivities (won per worker) 

Year 
Nonfarm sector Average Farm sector · 

A/B 
(A) (B) 

.percent 
.1965 94,561 ·62,293 135,859 45.9 

1966 105,534 68,574 152,069 45.1 
1967. 111,640 '65,733 162,980 40.3 
1968 121,728 66,931 176,821 37.9 

1969 139,744 75, 167 203,949· 36.9 

Source: }he Bank of Korea and Economic Planning Board. 

·The ratio for the two sectors has been changing more and more 
in favor of the nonfarm sector. The wage rates in both sectors 
have tended to rise faster than productivity. However, the high 
wage .rate· in the farm sector seems to be affected more by that 
in the nonfarm sector (opportunity cost) than by productivity. 

Farm income 
We are faced with two problems simultaneously which are 

seemingly incompatibl~; a food problem and a farm problem. 
The · low labor productivity in the farm sector results in low • 
output per capita compared to the nonfarm sectors. Thus the 
earning power of farmers, or the farm income per family, is quite 
small compared to that of the wage earners' family in the city, 
and the difference is becoming greater over time, as shown in 
Table 4. 

The _farm problem as well as the food problem· (inadequacy 
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Table 4. Per Capita Disposable Incomes of Farm and Wage-Earner Families, 

1965-1969. 

Disposable Income ! 

Ratio 

Year 
Farm Wage-earner families ' 

families ' 

(A) All cities Seoul 
' (A/B) (A/C) 

(B) -(c) I, 

' ,__, · · · · · · · won per capita · · · · · · · ·: · · percent 

1965 17,094 20,954 23,954 : . 81.6 .71.4 
1966 20,043 27.404 35,234 73.1 56.9 
1967 23,635 39,680 49,505 59.6 47.7 
1968 28,831 46,134 56,338 62.5 51.2 

1969 35,134 57,871 68,249 60.7 51.5 

' 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and Ecoriomic Planning Board. 

I 

of food supply) mainly stem from low agric'µltural productivity, 
due to the slow rate of technical change. Ho~ever both problems 
are basically related to product supply elastibity' which, in tum, 
is conditioned by the demand for and suppl~ of rtew and better 
inputs.· · · 

Differential growth rates of demands for indi~idual farm products 
We have seen already tP,at the per capita income of farm 

families has been growing by more thah IO percent annually; 
while the population growth rate has dropped to approximately 
2 p~rcent annually. On the other hand, the papacity to produce . 
food to feed the nation's people does not s

1

eem to have grown 
as fast as the demand. has. The obvious consequence. is an 
increasing deficit of food supply' so that. th~ nation has had to 
import more and more rice-0.125 million ,tons in 1967, 0.240 
in 1968, 0.800 in 1969, 0.600 in 1970 and L105 in 1971. 

The insufficiency of grain production relative to the nation's 
needs has occurred in spite of e:ctremely low income elasticities 
of demand for individual food grains (traditional products) 
(Table 5), whereas income elasticities for such foods as meat, 
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eggs, milk, fruits, and vegetables (new products) are much larger. 
This is· likely to disturb the equilibrium of factor earnings among 
enterprises. Hence farmers need to adjust to differences in growth 
rates of demand for individual farm products. In fact, fami 
earnings per unit of land when winter vegetables are introduced 
into the. crop sequence with rice, for example, are much greater 
than when the traditional enterprise sequence, rice and. badey, 
is followed in the same village. 3 

The price elasticities of demand for the traditional food grains 
also ar.e generally low compared to those for new· products. 
Furthermore, there is a significant upward trend in livestock 
prices whereas such a trend cannot be found in food grain prices.4 
This suggests that the new products can be expanded profitably 
considerably beyond the annual growth rates of their demands 
conventionally calculated. . 

In summary, we have seen that the rural working force has 
started to decline, and that the farm wage rate is increasing more 
rapidly than labor productivity. Will this alone induce farm 

Table 5. Income and Price · Elasticities of Demand for Selected Farm 

Products2. 

Elasticity 
Type of 

Product 
data used 

Income Price 

Rice· 0.004 -0.205 Time series 

Barley -0.078 -0.662 Time series 

Wheat 0.153 -0.781 Time series 

Soybeans 0.342 -0.641 Time series 

White potatoes -0.001 -0.764 Time series 

Sweet potatoes -0.412 -1.308 Time series 

Beef 2.420 -1.000 Time series 

Pork 1.382 -0.973 Time series 

Eggs 1.621 -0.850 Time series 

Milk 3.000 Cross section 

Fruits arid 0.928-
vegetables 1.903 Cross section 
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mechanization? Is this a necessary, as well as a sufficient, condi
tion for farm mechanization? Or is this only one reason for farm 
mechanization? : 

Farm mechanization is required, first of all, to offset the labor 
deficit that has appeared recently. The deficit should be considered 
as due not to be the transfer of too many workers out of the farm 
sector, but as due to the failure to provide technology or capital 
inputs that could substitute for them. Secondly, farm mechaniza
tion is also required to enable the farm sector to release more 
labor in order to accelerate the nation's further economic deve- · 
lopment. This is so because, without s6me I substitutes for labor 
input, further withdrawal of labor will, cete,ris paribus, cause the 
food supply to drop; which means that the I food demand..,supply 

\' 

gap will increase, and, in turn, the nation's over-all economic 
I 

development will be . delayed. Thirdly, the labor required for 
production of traditional products. should; be reduced so that 
new products can be introduced or the intensity of both types 
of pi:oducts can be increased, thereby offenng some solution to 
the income problem that farmers simulta~eously face. 

I 
I 

Conditions for Farm MechaniZation 
We have shown the need for advanced 1 technology to make 

farm work simplification possible so that tpe labor requirement 
per unit of production can be reduced, espe~ially in industrialized 

· areas. We also know that this can be done largely by farm 
mechanization. We now ask: What conditiqns should we specify 
for .farm mechanization, or what condition~ are necessary for it 
·to generate the greatest possible productivity and welfare e~ects? 

1. First of all, a set of riew forms of technology must be avail
able with relatively elastic supply conditibns. 

2. Productivity or input-output relationsliips of the new forms 
of ii:iputs a.lso must be known with some! degree of certainty. 

3. The price of the new and better in~ut, farm machinery, 
·should dedine relative to its conventional counterpart, labor, 
ano in addition its productivity should increase relatively. ' 

4. The capital limitation, internal or external, which the farmer 
faces should be relaxed through . capital ~ccumulation by the 
farmers themselves or by an increased supply of credit at a low 

. I 

interest rate. i 
. I 
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5. In addition to fulfillment of the required physical condi~ions 
for farm mechanization, farmers should be equipped with the 
needed skill and technical knowledge concerning machinery 
operations. 

What _Types Of Operations Should Be Simplified? 
To determine priorities in work simplification we need to 

analyze the labor requirements by type of work, by enterprise, 
and over the production season. Figure 1 shows total labor inputs 
for crop production per farm, 1969, estimated from the average 
of 38 farms in Jeungto-ri, Jeukjoong:..myun, Hapchon-gun, 

Fig. 1. Total Labor Input for Crops per Farm by Selected 
Production Seasons (10-day periods for each month), 
Estimated from 38 Farms, Jeungto-ri, Hapchon-gun, 
Kyungnam, 1969. 
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Kyungnam. The sample averages of arable fand, cultivated land, 
and land planted to rice and barley were, respectively, 1.31, 
2.25, 1.03 and 0.81 hectares. Although the farm size is somewhat 
larger than the national average, the figure implies that a labor 
force of at least 2.3 or 2.4 man-equivalents per farm is required, 
on the average,· to maintain the present production level unless 
labor substitutes become available or the enterprise combination 
changes. This is true because the labor requirement at labor peak 
times, middle and late June and middle and late October, amounts 
to more than 20 man-days per IO~day pepod. 

Actually, it is at these peak times that we 1 feel the labor short
age. Because agricultural production is a'. biological process, 
labor .available even in early June cannot help to solve the labor 
deficit in middle or late June. Farmers determine the . number • I 

of laborers requited on the farm on the basis of the maximum 
requirement of labor at these peak times for a given land area, 
since the total labor supply at these times within a village is 
extremely inelastic. 

The available labor force per farm· in this sample was about 
2.5 man-equivalents, and we did not count labor required for 
livestock production. Hence further withdr~wal of labor would 
force one of two alternatives: substitution of capital inputs for 

Table 6. Total Farm Labor Requirement and Labor Required for Rice and 

Barley Production at Peak Times, Days per Farm, Jeungto-ri, 

Hapchon-gun, Kyungnam, 1969. 

Total labor 

requirement 

Labor for 

rice 

Labor for 

barley 

June 

middle late 

24.1 23.1 

6.3 17.8 

(26.2) (77.3). 

13.8 2.2 

(57.5) (9.5) 

Early 

July 

17.8 

14.0 

(78.4) 

I 

I 

pctober 
I Early 

------- Nov· 
middle late 

20.0 23.2 18.2 

14.5 6.7 6.6 

(72.5) (28.8) (36.2) 

2.7 16.4 10.8 

(13.7) (70.9) (59.2) 

I 
Figures i_n parentheses are percentages of period tot~ls. 
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Table 7. Proportion of Labor Requirement by Types of Operations for Rice 

and. Barley at Summer Labor Peak Time, Sample Average of 

Kyungnam Province, 1965. 

Rice production 100.0 Barley production 100.0 

Transplanting 41.3 Threshing 39.5 

Weeding 19.1 Harvesting 34.8 

Land preparation 11.8 Drying 10.4 

Irrigation 8.2 Carrying 8.2 

Otherl 19.6 Binding 7.1 

Source: Research Institute of Agricultural Economics, Ministry of Agriculture 

and Forestry. 

labor, or contraction of agricultural production. 
Table 6 shows average labor input on the sample farms for the 

main enterprises, rice and barley, at the peak times. The sample 
can be said to be typical of farms. in southern Korea in terms of 
production combination, crop sequence (two-crop system), and 
resource holdings. It should be noted that rice and barley were 
being threshed by machine. 

We can easily see that in both peak times most of the farm 
labor required is for rice and barley. Thus the first priority is to 
invent rriethods for work simplification connected · with these 
products as long as they remain the main products. 

Not only is the labor required for the two products more than 
80 percent of the total requirement at both peak times, but we 
also need to reduce the unit cost of producing them so that their 
supply· functions shift to the right, and we need surplus labor 
either for producing nonfarm products or for introducing new 
products whose income elasticities are relatively high, as 
indicated above. 

We ask next, what specific operations can or should be 
simplified? Tables 7 and 8 indicate the proportion of the labor 
requirement for· each type of operation · for both products at 

· both peak times. These data imply that most operations are 
concerned with rice transplanting and barley harvesting at· the 
summer labor peak, and with rice harvesting and barley seeding 
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Table 8. Proportion of Labor Requirement by Types; of Operations for Rice 

and Barley at Fall Labor Peak Time, Sampl~ Average of Kyungnam 

Province, 1965. 

Rice production 

Threshing 

Harvesting 
. Drying 

Carrying 

Binding 

Source: Same as Table 7. 

100.0 
41.6 

23.6 
14.2 

10.8 
9.8 

' 

Barley production 

Seeding 

Carrying fertilizer 

Fertilizatiqn 

Land preparation 
I 
I 

' I. 

100.0 
53.2 

20.6 
15.7 

10.5 

at the fall peak. Therefore we may conclude ~hat these operations 
should be simplified to ensure a sufficient saving of labor. 

Can The Conditions For Farm Mechanization: Be Fulfilled ? 
Now thai we have seen what kinds of operations we need to 

simplify, we shall examine whether the economic conditions 
· for farm mechanization are readily fulfill~d. 
1. Availability and productivity, ' 

Threshers, pumps, sprayers, and chemicals for weeding have 
been introduced to a considerable extent already. They seem to 
have contributed substantially to work simplification, parti
cularly in terms of making work easier. However, except for the 
thresher, they have little or no effect on labor time required in 
the two peak periods. 1 

Motor tillers are now available, but the supply is very limited. 
They can be used ·for several putjJoses as :a power source for 
threshing, pumping, carrying, land prepa~ation, etc. Thus if 
certain demand and supply conditions are i,mproved, as will be , 
discussed. in the next section, the demand (or motor tillers will 
be likely to increase substantially. 

Nevertheless, simplification of the work connected with such 
important operations a:s transplanting and harvesting will remain 
unsolved, and the over-all labor reductiod. will not· be great, · 

.. since the operations that can be done by motbr tillers are limited, 
• I 

and moreover their efficiency is not vefr great. The most 
important farm machines-the rice ·transplanter· and the grain 

. . I . 
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harvester (which may be a combine, binder, reaper;or mower)
are. not. available yet. A~cordingly their productivities are not 
known ··with any degree of. certainty. The availability and 
productivity of these machines seems to be the most important 
condition for new and better technology to be adopted, as will 
be discussed in a later section. . . 

2. Price and capital limitation. 
Prices ofcapital inputs seem to be high in Korea. For example, 

prices in terms of rice for a motor tiller and a sprayer are, 
respectively, 2.96 and 2.37 times as much here as in Japan.5 One 
might say that the input-output price relationship should not 
influence the factor combination; what is important is the ratio 
between prices of the new and the conventional inputs (machinery . 
and labor). However, particularly if there is a serious capital 
limitation problem, the indivisible nature of an input such as 
a farm machine may prevent substitution of it for labor, even if 
the price ratio were in favor of the substitution. In fact, in· addition 
to the price of machinery being high, the farm income surplus 
is relatively low. Consequently, for example, it takes about 9 years 
for a faniler to pay for a motor tillef <?Ut of. the average farm · 
surplus realized in Korea, whereas it took about one year in Japan 
in 1968.6 · 

3·. Technical knowledge and other factors . .? · 

Power-driven rice and barley threshers and sprayers are. widely 
used in Korea .. Most farmers are familiar with operating the 
prime motor, because it has long since been used in- our rural • 
sodety fQr milling and water pumping. Moreover, the cylinders 
of the thresh~rs are very similar to those used for a long time. 

However, the case of the motor tiller seems to be somewhat · 
.different . .In order .to use it fully ~nd perfectly, more skill and 
technical ~owledge. are required. In addition, certain physical 
conditions must be met. 

Table 9 shows the distribution of farms in . the Chinju area · 
having m9tor tillers by the ratio of field work to nonfield .work 
done by_ the motor tiller. Note that about .30 percent of the farms 
did not use the motor tiller for field work at an; and on about 
70 percent of the farms, field work was less than.20 percent of 
the total utilization. It appears to be used relatively more for . 

. field work. on large farms, by farmers in the age-group of 30-40, 
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Table 9. Distribution of Farms by Relative Use of! Motor Tillers for Field 

Work and for Nonfield Work, 99 Farms.; Owning Motor Tillers, 

Chinju Area, 1 S70. 

., 

Ratio of field work to nonfield work 
I 

(percent) Total or 

average. 

0 1-10 11-20 21-30 over .30 

No. of farms 29 20 19 9 . ' 22 99 I 

Average farm size 
' , 

I 

(tanbo) 19.9 22.5 12.6 15.1 20.3 18.8 

• • • I 

Note: Transportation within the farm is not counted ~s field work. 

and by middle schpol graduates. I 

The same farmers were ~sked how. much df various operations 
on their own farms was done with the mot9r tiller. The results 
are shown in. Table 10. I 

Transporting products and· fertilizer wa~ the type of work 
most favored on· the farm. It is simple and requires. little skiil 
and technical knowledge. In second place was land preparation. 
Least use was made of tillers for seeding ~nd cultivation-yet . 
these are perhaps the operation ·most in need of work simplifica
tion. 

Table 10. Percentag~. of Specified Operations Pert9rmed by· Motor Tiller; 

99 Farms Owning Motor Tillers, Chinju Area, 1970. • . . .· . . ! 

Plowing land for rice 

Leveling land for rice 

Preparing land for barley 

Barley seeding 

Barley cultivation · 

Preparing upland for summer crops 

Summer crop cultivation 

Transportation within the farm 

. 204' 

percent 

42.7 
36;0 

39.2 
18.3 
15.4 

17.8 

6.4 
49.5 



·The reasons given by the farmers for not using motor tillers 
more extensively for field work are ranked in Table 11. Physical 
conditions such as drainage, land rearrangement, and. farin 
roads appear to be important restraints upon the field µse of 
machines .. Skill and technical knowledge, however, are more 
important than appears in. the table. fo. view of the productivity 
of the motor tiller, the answer ''not efficient" may have two 
bases : one the physical field conditions and the other lack of 
skill and knowledge. Thus we can say that investment in human .· · 
capital development, iri research to provide the necessary tech
nical knowledge concerning adaptation of farm practiCes to 
farm mechanization and in the dissemination of such knowledge, 
are of vital importance also.· 

Table 11. Relative lmp·ortance (Weighted Ranking Average) of Reasons 

g~ven by Farmers Why Motor Tillers Could Not Be Used for Speci

fied Operations, 99 Farmers owning Motor Tillers, Chinju Area, 

1970. 

Land preparation for rice 

No land rearrangeme·nt 

Wet paddy 

No road 

Not efficient 

Lack of skill 

Barley seeding 

Wet paddy 

No road 

Not efficient 

Lack of skill 

Upland summer crop seeding and cultivation 

Inter-crop 

Not efficient 

No road 

Lack of skill 
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percent· 

. 25.6 

21.8 
20.1 

18.1 
14.5 

27.5 

26.0 

24.8 
21.7 

27.3 

27.3 

25.9 

19.5 



In summary, to facilitate farm mechanization: (1) the needed 
machinery must be· developed, (2) the supply conditions of the 
machinery industry must be improved so that an adequate 
quantity can be supplied at a .reasonable price, (3) capital accu
mulation or credit supply at a moderate price must be increased, 
( 4) technical knowledge must be developed and disseminated, 
(5) physical conditions, which are mostly infrastructural to 
individual farms, such as irrigation, drainage,: land rearrangement 
building, farm roads, and the like, must be improved, and finally 
(6) a repair service system for the machinery ~ust be established. 

Not all of these requirements can be mt:;t simultaneously in 
the near future for every place and every farm. Even if they 
could, farm mechanization would not be profitable or economical 
simply because per unit cost still would be high du~ to' the small . 
size of farms, as most agricultural economist~ insist. 8 Even given 
new forms of capital goods and technical ~nowledge, it would 
be still true that "the supply of capital is small and capital is 
relatively expensive. Under these conditions, even if all farmers 
had complete knowledge about the producti:vity of capital inno-

. vations, agriculture optimally would still be based principally 
'on labor". 9 

Then, is farm mechanization hopeless in Korea? These opinions 
are rather naive in the sense that they do nqt count the concept 
of fariners' marginal valuation of famiiy labor and the possibility 
of custom or group ·use of farm machinecy. · 

) 

Process of Farm Mechanization in Korea 
What a farmer needs for the simplification of farm work is 

not a stock of machinery, but machinery service. The high price 
of machinery, . small farm income surplus, and small farm size . 
apparently do not allow most individual farmers to own their 
own stock of machinery. This has been true ; in the past and will 
be true for some time in the future. Nevertheless, Korean farmers 
have found ways to get farm machinery service as a basis for 
farm mechanization. 

Introduction of mechimital threshers 
I 

The hand cylinder rice thresher and the water pump were 
., · the first farm implements or machines supJ.C>lied from the non-
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farm sector to be introduced into rural Korea. It was around 
1930 when these were introduced in western · Kyungnam. 
· At that time, not every farm was able, nor did it need, to own 

them. Machinery service was supplied by innovators who realized 
its productivity and grasped the advantage of custom work. 
Especially in the case of the rice thresher, the innovators were 
not necessarily large farmers, maybe because the rich farmer 
had no economic incentive to make money through custom 
work. Be.cause of capital limitation and risk aversion, the 
machine was usually acquired under joint ownership of a couple 
of farmers, brothers or neighbors. First they demonstrated its 
productivity and value for work simplification, and this induced 
a demand for the. service. 

In the second stage, with improvement in the economic situa
tion of farmers and for sake of better timing of the operation, 
most farms above middle size acquired their own hand cylinders, 
apparently after land reform (1950). 

Next, power-driven· threshers for barley and for rice appeared. 
They started to become popular among farmers in western 
Kyungnam around 1955 and 1960, respectively. The pattern of 
motivation and ownership for these machines was exactly the 
same as in the case of the hand cylinder. The service of the barley 
thresher was rapidly adop.ted and became very popular among 
farmers since its productivity is". great relative to the service 
price. 

The case is somewhat different in using the service of the rice 
thresher. The efficiency, in terms of labor requirement, of the 
hand-cylinder ·and of the power-driven thresher of the type 
commonly used in western Kyungnam is almost the same. 
Nevertheless, almost all farmers, regardless of farm size, hire 
this service. 

IS this malallocation of resources? Keep in mind that much 
arduous labor is avoided by hiring the service. This phenomenon 
may be explained on the basis that as the farm income level 
increases, compared not with nonfarm income but with the past 
income level, the marginal utility of income decreases whereas 
:the marginal disutility of family labor rises. In Nakajima's 
terms10

, the curve of "marginal valuation of family labor" shifts 
, upwards as (asset) income increases, causing the machinery 
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service to be substituted for family labor iq.put. (This is some-
what similar to what is called "income effects" in the . theory 
of demand.) 

This implies actually a so-called backward-sloping labor supply 
curve in the short run. However, if a new income stream source 
can be found which shifts the curve of marginal productivity 
of1abor to the right, we would expect that the total input level 
of family labor will certainly be increased.: 

Patterns of machinery ownership 
Now let us look at the type of machinery :ownership and how 

farmers are supplied with machinery service. To support the 
above discussion and to provide some basis for farm mechaniza
tion policy, 195 farmers in the Chinju area :who own a rice or 
a barley thresher or a motor tiller were surv~yed. Of the farmers 
surveyed, 8.5 percent were reported to own two or three of the 

.·machines, 44 percent owned both rice ana . barley threshers, 
and 37 percent owned 13.ll three machines. ; 

This implies that the farm machin.ery holdings are more or 
less concentrated on a few farms. One good reason for this is 
that the same prime motor can be used for both threshers, and 
the motor tiller can provide power for threshers as well. In a 
sense, they are complementary; the marginal cost 'of an addi
tional machine may be relatively little. For !another thing, skill 
and technical knowledge are· required for tile operation of the 
machines, so that their possession tends to beiconfined to farmers 
who are more or less specialized in machinery operation. 

Perhaps this is a reason, in addition to improvement of the 
farm economy and decrease in uncertainty, why joint o_wnership 
has almost disappeared, as Table 12 shows. Note also that 
cooperative .ownership was found only in the case of the motor 
tiller. (Some high-:speed sprayers and water; pumps are known 
to be owned and operated by local govediments.) . 

I 

Then we ask: Are the owners of the machines the large-size 
farmers who can utilize them economically (income effect)? 

. Do they have an income· surplus large eno~gh to. demonstrate 

. psychological or asset effects (demonstration effect)? Or what 
is the main motivation to possess the machines? 

The most important motivation is custom work as an off-
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Table 12. Types of Ownership of Farm Machines, 195 Farms, Chinju Area, 

1970. 

Type of Rice Barley Motor 

ownership threshers threshers tillers 

Individual 159 161 95 

Joint 6 7 3 
Cooperative 0 0 1 

Total 165 168 99 

farm job opportunity. According to Table 13, the great majority 
of farms owning rice or barley threshers or motor tillers · do 
some custom work . 

. Furthermore, the average size of farms that do custom work 
is 16.5 to 17.0 tanbo, whereas that of farms that do no custom 
work is around 21 to 24 tanbo. Thus we hypothesize that a large 
farm has farm machinery for home·Jarm work, whereas a com
paratively small size farm uses its machinery for custom work 
as well as work on the home farm. (Variations from this tendency 
will exist, of course, depending upon family size; educational 
level, economic status of the family, and the like.) 

Once again, looking at Table 13, as the ratio of custom work· 
increases the farm size declines, but less than proportionally. 
Inversely speaking, as the farm size decreases. the custom work 
ratio increases more than proportionally. Note particularly that 
32 and 40 percent, respectively, of rice and barley thresher owners 
make more than four times as much use of ·them for custom 
work as for work on the home farm, and their .average farm 
sizes are only 11.2 and 14.2 tanbo, respectively. · 

However, the case of the niotor tiller is somewhat different
it is used relatively less for custom work. There seem to be some 
good reasons for this. First, motor tillers are not used very much 
for field work, for the reasons previously cited. In addition, 
many of the farmers who had motor tillers were engaged in 
animal husbandry (dairy and poultry), running a mill or a 
brewery, or the like. On these farms the motor tiller was used 
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Table 13. Distribution of Farms by Ratio of Custor:i:i Work to Home Farm 

Work, 195 Farms, Chinju Area, 1970. 

Ratio of custo~ work to 

No 
home farmi work 

Total or 

Machine custom average 
·work less 

2-3 ' 3-4 
over 

than 1 1-2 
4 

Rice·thresher 

No. of farms 20 19 26 
' 26 I 21 53 165 

. Average size of 

farms (tanbo) 23.6 22.4 18.5 21.4 16.2 11.2 17.4 

Barley thresher 

No. of farms 17 19 22:, 22 14 67 161 

Average size of 

farms (tanbo) 21.2 25.6 18.7 18.0: 17.9 14.2 17.0 

Motor tiller 

No. of farms 24 48 9 18 99 
Average size of 

farms (tanbo) 24.2. 17.8 16.7 15.2. 18.8 

Table 14. Distribution by. Size, Farms Owning All :Three Machines (Rice 

Thresher, Barley Thresher, and Motor Tilleb and Ratio of Custom 

Work to Home Farm Work for Each Machine, 72 Farms, Chinju 

Area, 1970: · 

Farm size No. of 
Ratio of custom work to' home farm work 

(tanbo) farms 
Rice thresher Barley thrt(sher Motor tiller 

' 

10 or less 20 7.9 9.5 i 
8.5 ! 

11-20 23 3.6 3.1 ' 1.1 

Over 20 29 1.6 1.8 I 1.3 

Total or 
72 4.0 4.4 3.2 

average 
I 
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more as a means of transportation. 
As noted above, 37 percent, or 72, of the 195 farms surveyed 

had all three machines and may be viewed to be specializing 
in supplying machine service. Table 14 shows the distribution 
of these farms by farm size and ratio of custom work. The data 
also support the hypothesis set up above. More important, these 
specialized farms are not predominantly large farms-they are 
almost equally distributed among all classes of farm size. 
Originally, motor tillers were officially alloted to farms of more 
than 20 tanbo in Kyungnam Province. Nevertheless, 60 percent 
of the tillers now belong to farmers operating less than 20 tanbo, 
who may be said to have a strong incentive for custom work. 
(See also Table 15.) 

.What kinds of factors affect the rate of custom work? Identi
fication of the factors is important since the average ratios of 
custom work to home farm work for rice and barley threshers 
and motor tillers are 5.0, 5.7 and 1.2, respectively, as shown in 
Tables 15-18, which indicate that farm work simplification will 
be achieved more through custom work than through home 
farm work. This will be more efficient in the sense· that the 

Table 15. Ratio of Custom. Work to Home Farm Work by Farm Size, 195 

Farms, Chinju Area, 1970. 

Farm size (tanbo) Total 

or 

10 or less 11 ~20 21-30 over 30 average 

Rice thresher 

Custom work ratio 8.8 3.5 2.6 2.4 5.0 

No. of farms 56 51 40 18 165 

Barley thresher 

Custom work ratio 9.7 3.7 3.6 2.2 5.7 

No. of farms 61 49 41 17 168 

Motor tiller 

Custom work ratio 1.6 0.8 1.1 1.2 

No. of farms 32 32 35 99 
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Table 16. Ratio of Custom Work to Home Farm Work by Operator's Age, 

195 Farms, Chinju Area, 1970. 

Operator's age : Total 

or 

under 30 ·· 31-40 41-50 over 51 avera·ge 

Rice thresher 

Custom work ratio 3.5 4.7 5.7, 5.4 5.0 
No. of farms 26 54 48 37 165 

Barley thresher 

Custom work ratio 3.9 6.1 5.7i 6.2 5.7 
No. of farms 25 54 51 ! 38 168 

Motor tiller 

Custom work ratio 2.2 1.2 0.9' 0.3 1.2 
No. of farms 18 41 27 13 99 

machinery can be used at least up. to the ~o-called break-even 
point, where the unit cost curve intersects, the price curve of 
capital service, and that less total investment will be required 
for farm mechanization-including investmeht in human capital. 

According to Tables 15, 16 and 17, the rate of custom work 
is strongly but inversely associated with fatm size, as we have 
already seen, with a minor exception in tbe motor tiller case. 
As . regards age of operator, for the thresh~rs there is no con
sistent difference in rate of custom work except that the under 
30 age class does comparatively less custo~ work. In the case 
of the motor tiller, however, the rate is strongly but inversely 
related to age. Finally educational level and custom work rate 
are also inversely associated in both thresllers, whereas in. the 
case of the motor tiller the middle school gr~duates do relatively 
more custom work. ! 

In · summary, operator~ of less than 10 fan bo of land, . with 
under 6 years of education, and above 30 years of age are the 
main source of machinery service .supply :in. the . case of the 
threshers, whereas operators of less than 10 tanbo but under 
30 years of age and with 6 to 9 years' education are the main 
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Table 17. Ratio of Custom Work to Home Farm Work by Operator's Educa

tion Level, 195 Farms, Cliinju Area, 1970; 

Operator's education in years 
Total or 

under 6 6-9 over 9 
average 

Rice thres,her 

Custom work ratio 6.2 4.1 3.1 5.0 
No. of farms 87 40 38 165 

Barley thresher 

Custom work ratio 6.6 5.5 3.5 5.7 
No. of farms 96 37 35 168 

Motor tiller 

Custom work ratio 1:3 1.6 0.8 1.2 
No. of farms 42 25 32 99 

Table 18 .. Ratio of Custom Work to Home Farm Work by Farm Size per 

Family Member, 195 Farms, Chinju Area, 1970. 

Farm size per. family member 

Total or 

less than 
2.1-4.0. over 4.0 average 

2 tanbo 

Rice thresher 

Custom work ratio 7.3 3.0 2.7 5.0 
No. of farms 78 64 23 165 

Barley thresher 

Custom work ratio 8.1 3.8 2.5 5.7 
. No. of farms 80 67 21 168 

Motor tiller 

Custom work ratio . 1.5 0.7 1.3 1.2 
No. of farms 49 .32 18 99 
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source in the case of the motor tiller. 
Farmers with more than 10 years education appear to do 

relatively less Qustom work in any case. Perhaps they are more 
interested in off-farm jobs in industry. , 

It is also interesting that the main suppliers of service of the 
newest, most complicated capital item, the motor tiller, are 
under 30 years of age with 6 to 9 years education. They have, 
perhaps, a larger capacity to learn machine· operation, and have 
decided to devote themselves to farming '•as frontiersmen for 
innovating new farming methods. . : 

Finally, Table 18 shows the rate of custo:µi work by farm size 
per family member. In general, the smaller the farm size per 
family member, the more custom work th~ farmer does. More 
important, nearly half of the holders of each type of machinery 
have less than 2 tanbo of land per family member. (There is a 
similar relationship in terms of man-equ~valent labor force,) 

The implication is that with little land per family member, 
not all family members can be employed on the home farm and· 
farm income to support family living is rel~tively small, so that 
they need some other job opportunity. Ho~ever, "the price of 
the source of income streams from agricultural production is 
relatively high in traditional agriculture" .11 The objective of 
acquiring machines for doing custom work as an off-farm job 
is perhaps a strong inducement to saving and investment. 

Summary and Conclusions 
"It seems that the functions which the farm and nonfarm 

sectors have to perform in order for growth to occur appear 
to be totally interdependent. On the one hand, the farm sector 
should be able to release labor force for the industrial sector 
which, in tum, should be capable of absorbing it. The release 
of labor force, by and of itself, and the absorbing of it, by and 
of itself, are not suffieient conditions for economic development 
to take place. It is only if these conditions occur simultaneously 
that growth can result." 12 

, 

The recent rapid expansion in the nonfarm sector in Korea, 
which is the leading sector of the nation's'. economic develop
ment, has induced a transfer of labor out [of the farm sector. 
This, in tum, has caused the farm wage level to increase rapidly. 

. . ! 
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But agricultural productivity and aggregate production, and 
hence factor earnings, remain relatively unchanged. Farm work 
simplification . is therefore urgently needed not only to offset 
the labor deficit, particularly in areas near economic develop
ment centres, but also to release more of the labor now used 
for the production of traditional farm products for employment 
in expanding industries-providing either nonfarm products or 
farm products whose income elasticities are relatively large. 
Thereby, productivity and factor returns can be' increased and 
food supply capacity can be enlarged since the reduction in unit 
cost shifts the supply function. to the right. 

The simplification of farm work can be made possible mainly 
by the introduction to agriculture of truly modern production 
factors that are substitutes for farm labor, especially in periods 
of peak labor requirement. However, the high price of capital, 
small capital accumulation, and small farm size are apparently 
important barriers to farm mechanization. Unit production cost 
is likely to be high when these substitutes are adopted on 
individual farms. 

The cooperative type of farm organization (such as the "mos
havim") or the collective (such as the "kibbutzim"), developed 
in Israel, are often seriously advocated for farm mechanization 
in Korea. However, we must remember that these types of 
institutions are outgrowths of the specific and particular his
torical arid social environment of the Israeli people. 13 Indeed, 
not even the rice variety bred by the IRRI, which made possible 
the green revolution in the South Asian countries, is directly 
adaptable to the different environment of Korea. He who advo~ 
cates these types of farm organization perhaps really knows 
what is going .on and what is good· in other countries, but does 
he know why and how that is so, or does he know or try to know 
what is going on and what is good in our own rural society, that 
may be adaptable to the modern economic system? 

Korean farmers will continue, as they have done in the past, 
to develop institutions that they find convenient or economical 
in their own situation. The custom-work system i~ a good 
example. It can be found everywhere in the world. And possibly 
most individual farms will eventually have their own farm 
machines, like the sewing· machine in the household, once the 
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farm economy is · sufficiently improved. But tht:t custom-work 
system can provide an inducement to saving and investment, 
and· a great ·opportunity f ~r creative rural youth, as innovators, 
to get off-farm .work in our society where other off-farm job 
opportunities are few, and finally to get on the so-called agri
cultural ladder . in our society where the leasing system is not 
legally permitted. · . 

An alternative way to farm mechanization may be the farm 
.. n;iachinery service station or · centre. This. institution. may be. 
better tqan th~ Israeli type of cooperative in the sense th~t less 

. burden is involv~d i.P forming and administeriiig it. However, 
tJ;tl~ approach will require much niore public investment or 
expenditure and will take away some opportunity of capital 
accumulation by the farm sect.or itself. Moreover, it Would be 
likely to b~come monopolised, which would give rise to imperfect 
competition and bring about inefficiency in the farm sector. 

Thus far we have assumed that new and fuetter forms of labor 
substitutes are available. In fact, the very crucial necessary con
dition for farm mechanization is ~vailabili~y of machines that 
can reduce labor requirements in peak labor periods. A rice 
transplanter and a grain. harvester must be developed before 

·anything else. However, the supply of such machinery is not 
by itself sufficient; the related fapn techniques must be adapted 
to. mechanical farming,· and. the skills and ~echnical knowleoge 
for machinery operation must oe dissemin*ed, as is well illus-
trated in the case of the motor tiller. . ! 

In short, the supplier of. the new and better production factors, 
including non-material capital, in a very real sense holds the key · 
to farm . mechanization~ . since whenever -a : new and improved 
form of technology has become available and its adop~ion has 
been believed profitable, our farmers hav~ accepted it, using 
joint or individual ownership, for custom work or for work on 
their own. home farms. 
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FARM MECHANIZATION· IN ;TAIWAN: 
ITS PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH NEEDS-

YOU-TSAO WANG. 
Office of Planning and Programming,. 

Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction; Taiwan, Republic of China 

As a result of the successful completion of! the four Four-Year 
Economic Development Plans,. the aggregate output of crops, 
livestock, fisheries and forest products in ',1968 almost tripled 
the 1950-1952 average and the pre-war peak level. The annual 
growth rate of agricultural output was 5.0 percent for 1953-1956, 
4.2 percent for 1957-1960, 6.0 percent for :1961-1964, and 6.2 
percent for 1965-1968, an annual average of 5.2 percent for the 
entire 16-year period. , . 

The significa:µt increase in agricultural production not only 
made it possible for Taiwan to meet the domestic food require
ments of a population that grew from 8 millions in 1952 to over 
14 millions in 1970, but also provided a substantial surplus for 

I 

export. The increase of agricultural production boosted foreign 
exchange holdings from US$114 million in 1952 to US$376 
million in 1970, through the export of sugar, rice, bananas, pine
apples, tea, mushrooms, asparagus, fruits, vegetables, fishery 
products, forest products, and other primary and processed 
agricultural products. 

1 

The growth of agricultural product has oeen continuous and 
steady in the last twenty years. However, the pattern of Taiwan's 
agricultural development, as influenced by rapid industrial 
development since 1952, can be clearly divid~d into two periods: 
1952 to 1964 and 1965 to 1968. Changes in the structure of output 
and input are shown in Table 1. . 

Agricultural output shown in Table 1 includes only crop and 
livestock production. It increased at a rate of 4.19 percent in the 
first period and 3.01 percent in the second period. Common 
crops constituted more than 50. percent of the total value of 
agricultural output, and livestock and poultry products about 
20 percent, in the first period. However, rhey changed to 45 
percent and 28 percent, respectively, in 1968. 
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A comparison of the growth patterns in these two periods 
indicates that the expansion in total agricultural output depended 
relatively more upon increase in labor input and in crop area 
in the first period, and more upon large increases in capital goods 
inputs in the later period. There were· 1arge increases in modem 
inputs such as chemical fertilizers,. feeds, and implements .in the 
period 1965-1968. Consequently, significant changes in the 
composition of the total input have taken place in Taiwan's 
agriculture in the past ten years. The capital inputs now·constitute 

Table 1. Average Annual Growth Rate of Output, Input and Productivity of 
Taiwan's Agriculture. 

Item 

Total output 
Total input 
Crop area 
Labor input · 
Chemical fertilizers 
Feed input 
Implements and depreciation of 

farm equipment and buildings 
Multiple cropping 
Crop yield 
Land productivity per heetare 

Period I 
(1952-1964) 

percent 

4.19 
1.74 
0.80 
1.25 
5.84 
4.83 

2.31 
0.74 
3.33 
4.15 

Period II 
(1965-1968) 

percent 

3.01 
4.18 
0.19 
0.55 
9.70 

15.68 

8.16 
-0.20 

1.40 
2.62 

Source: T. H. Lee, lntersectoral Capital Flows in the Economic Development 
of Taiwan, 1895-1960, Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell University, 1968. 

Note: Total output index was computed from the average of annual 
physical quantities of agricultural production, including crops and 
livestock, with product prices in the base period 1950-1952· as 
weights. Total input index was computed by the same method. It 
includes such items as imputed rent on cultivated land area, labor 
input, chemical fertilizers, feeds, seeds, farm buildings; and tools, 
irriga.tion service and animal power. Labor input was measured in 
terms of working days. Multiple cropping was computed by dividing 
the total crop area by the cultivated land area. Crop yielp index was 
computed by the average of per ha. yields of crops with the values 
of production as weights._ Land productivity per ha. was estimated 
by dividing the total agricultural production in terms of 1950-1952 
value by the total cultivated land area. 
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a greater contribution to the agricultural output. 
· Agricultural production in Taiwan has been diversified to take 

advantage of its labor surplus with a high land: production capacity. 
It can be seen from Table 1 that the development pattern of 
agriculture . in the first period was. characterized by the fuller 
utilization of labor and land resources supplemented by working 
capital input. Owing to the rapid developi:hent of industry, at 
more than 14 percent per year in recent years, ~Taiwan's agriculture 
has experienced the phenomenon of labor shortage for the first 

I 

time in its history. · , 
The total employment of Taiwan rose from 3,558,000 in 1964 to 

4,500,000 in 1969. The annual growth rate :of employment was 
about 4.0 percent. ; 

Manufacturing industry had the highest tate of increase, 9.5 
percent per year; meanwhile, employment i~ agriculture actually 
decreased. A case study of labor mobility indicates that about 
62.0 percent of the labor increase in the non-agricultural sector 
was contributed by the agricultural sector. I The total number of 
agricultural workers began to decline after l965 at a rate of 4 .. 2 
percent per year. 

The rapid rise in agricultural real wage : rates has increased 
production costs in agriculture in recent years. Furthermore, 
the labor-intensive cultivation in agriculture in the past decade 
has caused agricultural labor productivity t<;> increase much less 
rapidly than industrial labor productivity.',.·· Consequently, the 
spread between per capita income in agricu~ture and per capita 
non-agricultural income has widened. 

The relatively low income and low labor productivity in 
agriculture have become current major : agricultural policy 
issues in Taiwan. The unbalanced growth between the agricultural 
sector and the non-agricultural sector has influenced'agricultural 
production, as well as prices and wages of the economy. Without 
any improvement of the basic agriculturalstru~ture and adjustment 
of agricultural production patterns, further transfer of resources· 
from agriculture to industry will only retard: the growth of agri
cultural output, and eventually national ecdnomic development 

• I 

will be greatly affected. I 
In view of the necessity of modernizing Taiwan's basic agricul

tural structure in order to accelerate its economic development, 
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the Government of the Republic of China has initiated a new 
agricultural policy. Its main purposes an~ to increase farmers' 
income and agricultural labor· productivity and improve the 
welfare of rural .communities. bn~ of the new agricultural policy 
measures is to expand the scale of farm business and encourage 
farm mechanization. 

Table 2. Power Tillers and Draft Animals in Taiwan, 1954-69. 

Power Tillers 

Draft 
; 

Year 
Horsepower Animals 

Total at 

Total at Made 
Imported 

Under 
5-8 

Above year end 

year end ·locally 5 8 

(per- (per- (per- (per-

(number) cent) (percent) cent) cent) cent) (head) 

1954 7 0 100.00 406,172 

55 9 0 100.00 412,018 

56 60 5.00 95.00 412.440 
57 180 34:44 65.56 412,346 

58 600 35.16 64.84 416,368 

59 2,262 57.07 42.93 --l. 417,159 
1960 3,708 46.17 53.83 34.87 38.59 26.54 417,122 

61 5,313 41.05 58.95 26.71 45.66 27.63 414,208 

62 7,504 46.74 53.26 21.60 49.95 28.45 405,056 

63 9,079 51.90 48.10 19.23 53.52 27.25 389.448 

64 10,201 57.04 42.96 17.67 50.91 31A2 379,073 

65 12,21-3 63.15 36.85 15.88 50.52 33.60 370,370 

66 14,272 68.46 31.54 14.28 49.37 36.35 360,294' 

67 17,240 73.80 26.20 13.13 4.2.52 44.35 337,873 

68 21,153 78.61 21.39 11.60 35.15 53.25 324,221 

69. 24,640 81.73 18.27 10.79 30.96 58.25 306,287 

Source: Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Provincial Government of 

Taiwan, The Republic of China. 
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. Table 3. Major Agricultural Machines in Use in Taiwan, 1960-69 .. 

Year Power Sprayer Hand Duster Hand Sprayer Rice Thresher Pump Grain Dryer 

1960 317 10,803 104,150 177,338 8,378 
61 966 10,337 115,699 181,693 10, 114 
62 804 9,517 125,899 184,244 11,678 
63 1,028 12,764 139,439 193,772 19,728 
64 2,949 15,822 147,954 203,329 28,654 
65 4,489 13,558 161,506 205,784 32,107 
66 6,123 16,788 166,817 194,247 35,301 

N 67 9,734 21,886 180,780 204,337 42,330 210 N 
N 68 12,901 19, 121 180,477 201,706 49,310 470 

69 14,791 22,421 181,576 198,504 52,037 1,699 

Source: Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Provincial Government of Taiwan, The Re-

public of China. · 



Present Situation of Farm Me.chanization 
As early as 1952 a blueprint for a farm mechanization program 

·was drawn up by the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction 
(JCRR), and it has been carried on ever since: However, it was 
not until the mid-1960s, when labor shortage was keenly felt in 
the rural area, that the program was put in full swing. The number 
of power tillers for land preparation is now increasing at the 
rate of around 4,000 units a year, and by the end of 1969 there 
were more than 24,000 power tillers in use in rural Taiwan. · 

According to a rough estimate, 40,000 more units are. needed 
in the coming four years to cope with the problem of labor 
shortage. The increased use of power tillers has brought about 
an average yearly decrease of more than 10,000 head of draft 
animals in the past few years (Table 2). 

At present, power tillers with 14 HP or above are popular 
am.ong farmers who are trying to render hired service to other 
people .in order to repay the loans they have obtained for their 
purchase. According to a recent survey, about 56 percent of the 
annual hours of operation Of large-type power tillers was devoted 
to customers' service for gaining additional income.2 

Besides power tillers, the numbers of other farm machines, 
such as power sprayers, threshers, dusters, and water pumps, 
are also on the increase, while the demand for grain dryers, rice 
transplanters, harvesting machines, etc., is steadily growing. 
The numbers of major agricultural machines in Taiwan are 
shown in Table 3. 

In spite of the increasing demand for farm machinery, most 
farmers consider the prices of farm machines too high. Most 
owners of power tillers obtained limited bank loans at an average 
annual interest rate of 12.24 percent, as well as government 
subsidies, to purchase their machines. 

Due to the urgent need for implementing the farm mechanization 
program in Taiwan, a· four-year plan. has been· mapped out by 
the Government of the Republic of 1 China. One of the most 
important ·steps to be taken is to lower the prices and improve 
the quality of farm machines manufactured locally. Within the 
four-year period, it is planned to extend 120,000 sets of farm 
machines. The power tiller will be the major machine, and the. 
target number is set at 6,000 for the fir~t year, 8,000 for the second 
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Table 4. Type and Number of Farm Machines to be Extended Under Four-Year Plan. 

Type of Machine First year Second year lhird year Fourth year Total 

Power tiller 6,000 · 0.000. 11,000 15,000 40,000 

Mist-blower 3,000 5,000 7,000 10,000 25,000 

Power thresher 3,000 5,000 7,000 10,000 25,000 

Power. cultivator 300 500 1,000· 3,000 4,800 

Rice transplanter 300 1,000 2,500 5,000 8,800 

Rice combine- 50 150 500 1,000 1,700 

Grain dryer 300 500 1,000 2,000 3,800 
N 

Power reaper 100 500 . 1,500 3,000 5,100 N 
.f:o. 

Sprinkler set· 50 100 150 200 500 

Peanut planter 100 500 1,500 2,500 4,600 

. Grass cutter 50 200 350 500 1 ;100 . 

Total 13;250 . 21.450 . --33,500 52,200 120~400 . 



year, 11,000 for the third year and 15,000 for the fourth year. 
The type and number of major farm machines to be extended 
under the four~year plan is shown in Table 4. 

Current Problems of Farm Mechanizaf;ion 
The farm mechanization program to increase labor productivity 

is now being carried out steadily in Taiwan. In the course of 
implementing the program, many technical and socio-economic 
prob_lems should be considerep before any type of agricultural 
·machinery is introduced on a large scale. In the transitory p{!riod 
from human or animal labor to machine power, many problems· 
will be encountered. The following are the most important or 
difficult. · 

1. Farm size and land fragmentation 
Taiwan is an island of 36,000 square kilometers. Of this area 

only around 900,000 hectares are cultivated land. With 877,000 
farm households in Taiwan at present, the average size of farm 
is just a little more than one heci~re. According to the agricultural 
sample census in 1966; 38 percent of Taiwan farms were of less 

. than 0.5 hectare, _67 percent less than 1.0 hectare, and 82 percent 
less than 1.5 hectares. Qnly 1 ~ percent of the farms qad over 
2.0 hectares of farm land. · 

An even worse problem is land fragmentation. There are no 
official statistics showing how serious the situation is, but it is 
generally agre~d that a typical farm usually has more than three 
pieces of land scattered in different places. · 

· This situation may affect the use of farm machinery in two ways, 
· First, the fragmentation of land te_nds to cause waste of time, as· 
farm machines have to be moved from one place to another. 
Second, the small farm size also limits the full use of power 
machines . 
. 'Even thpugh the land situation may riot be the most importa~t 

limiting factor at present, when the power tiller is the domip.ant 
farm machine, the· future· introduction of large machines with 
greater horsepower will be difficult without further improvement 
in land qistribution. · · 

Natural conditions must also be considered in the promotion . 
· of farm . machinery, Since agricultural production is primarily . 
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associated with land, and machine power: is ·largely used in 
cultivating farm land, it is necessary to know something about 
the soil. 

Generally speaking, most soils in Taiwan are of loamy texture, 
and sandy soils are generally confined to a limited area along 
the sea coast. The heavy soils of slate and mudstone parent 
materials seldom contain over 40 percent of clay particles. 
Therefore, the soils in Taiwan, with a few local exceptions, pose 
little or no problem to the utilization of farm machines. Although 
soil texture does not seem to be a technical barrier, yet the design 
of farm machines introduced from abroad has. to be modified 
or strengthened in order to suit the local conditions.3 . 

2. Climate and crops 
Beside!! land, climate is probably the most important factor 

affecting the growth of crops. Situated in a sub-tropical zone, · 
Taiwan's major crop is rice. As in most rice-growing countries 
in the Far East, farmers in Taiwan customarily grow rice in paddy 
fields, and transplanting from nursery .·bed ~o the rice field is 
necessary. 

Rice may not be the most difficult crop to which to apply farm. 
machinery. But when rice is planted in paddy fields some technical 
problems arise. First, the paddy field is usually covered with water, 
thereby making its ground so .soft that it inay. not be able to 
support the kind of machine that is most· efficient mechanically 
either in planting or in harvesting. Second, rice transplanting 
is a rather delicate operation. Rice seedlings requite tender care 
and can not be handled easily by machines. That. is probably 
the main reason why we have not, up to this time, found a practical 
and efficient rice-transplanting machine. 

Limited by small farm size, Taiwan farmers are inclined to 
take advantage of the long growing season to ·grow as many 
crops as the climate permits. Thus the multiple-cropping index 
is one of the highest in the world. L. 

Under their intensive cropping system, farmers grow one 
crop after another and practise relay-interplanting before .the 
harvest of the previous crop. This intensive use of land leaves 
only a short interval between crops. Farmers need agricultural 
machines that are powerful enough to complete land preparation 
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and planting within this short period of time. 
On the other hand, because of the practice of interplanting, 

. farmers also need compact machines that can be maneuvered 
between rows of crops. 

All these tend to complicate the problem of farm mechanization 
in Taiwan. 

3. High price of machines and low purchasing power 
In almost all the surveys made in Taiwan, farmers have unani

mously pointed out that high price-particularly of power tillers 
-prevents them from buying machines. In the earlier years 
of farm mechanization most farm machines were imported, and 
the sale price was always jacked up by a high import duty. 

Since 1966 the Chinese Government has prohibited importing 
ready-made farm machines from foreign countries, with the 
purpose of protecting the local industry. But this measure has 
produced little or no effect on the machine price at the local 
market. The sale price for a 14-HP power tiller is NT$51,000, 
which is equivalent to US$1,275. When compared with the price 
in Japan, the power tiller price in Taiwan is about one third 
higher. According to calculations made by Kudo, the market. 
price of a power tiller in Taiwan is 40 percent higher than in 
Japan, but there are more attachments to the Taiwan-made 
power tiller. The attachment for transporting passengers is very 
popular and has almost become standard equipment. 4 

While the price of a power tiller in Taiwan is higher than in 
Japan, the farm income level is lower. In recent years Japanese 
farmers have greatly benefited from the government support 
price for rice. During the same period, Taiwan· farmers have 

. suffered low farm income, attributed to increase of input prices
particularly wages-and a rather stable price of output. 

The 1967 farni income survey showed average farm income 
of NT$23,578 and farm family income of NT$40,388.S More 
recent information does not show much improvement. According 
to farm record-keeping statistics, farm income in 1969 was 
NT$34,069 and farm family income was NT$47,948.6 · 

From the above figures we can easily realize that without 
outside help or loans from financial institutions, it is definitely 
beyond the capability of the average Taiwan farmer to buy a 
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farm machine which would cost him NT$50,000. 
According to a survey condu9ted by . the T~iwan Provincial 

Department of Agriculture and Forestry, 7 more than 86 percent 
of machine owners ha.d to obtain loans from agricultural 
fi.nancing agencies. Because of the heavy dependence on borrowed 
money, the interest rate has become a problem. Except for a· 
few large farm owners, who usually purchase. farm machines 
with little credit help, most farmers interviewed, voiced complaint 
about the high interest rates, which usually range from 9.0 percent 
to 1}.76 percent per annum. 

The high rate of interest is also a heavy burden to manufacturers 
if a large proportion of their capital is boFrowed from banks. 

4. Lack of suitable farm machines. , 
Up to the present, the most popular farm machine in Taiwan 

is· 1he power tiller. Dusters, sprayers, aq.d water pumps are also 
common. In other words, the farm machines in use today are 
mainly for land preparation, pest control, and water pumping. 
Machines for other farm operations, such as seeding, trans
planting, and fertilizer application are still lacking. 
· Particularly needed at this moment are rice transplanting 
and harvesting machines,, as well as dryers for different crops. 
Rice transplanting usually takes 12 percent of the total labor 
used; harvesting take another 16 percent. Together, they account 
for 28 percent. With such a large amount of labor being employed 
in these two operations, it is very important to mechanize them 
in view of the ever increasing wage rate and the limited time 
between the first and second, rice crops. 

Although some kinds of transplanters and harvesting machines 
have been experimented with for some time, none of them has 
been found suitable and practical. Imported combines are either 
too heavy or are unsuitable for the tropical climate. Transplanting 
rice is a very delic~te operation, and the transplanters · under 
experimentation are. far from practical. As to machines.for other 
crops, the situation is· even less satisfactory. Thus, intensive 
machine development is urgently needed. 

5. Importing vs. domestic production 
Whether to import machines or to manu~acture them domes-
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tically is a problem faced by many developing countries that 
are ready to initiate a farm mechanization program. It is likely 
to be important, since it is closely related to the price problem 
previously discussed. 

In the case of Taiwan, farm machines were first imported 
from other countries and then were made locally. 

As. early as in 1954, JCRR imported seven different makes 
and models of garden tractors from the United States. But the 
experimental result was not satisfactory. 

In the following year, two power tillers were purchased from 
Japan. They were· put to various tests and found very adaptable 
to the local situation. . . 

This heralded the period of power tiller extension in. Taiwan 
and led many local manufacturers to produce power tillers by 
copying the foreign models. However, owing to insufficient 
funds and lack of proper manufacturing techniques, all the local 
manufacturers except a few ·of the larger ones had either gone 
bankrupt or changed to making other products by the end of 
1960; 

On the other hand, two groups of Taiwan industrialists, in 
cooperation with Japanese. agricultural machinery companies, 
set up two factories to produce power tillers with some· parts 
imported. In 1966 another machine company also came into 
being and concentrated on assembling rather than manufacturing 
farm machines, including power tillers. In that same year the 
Chinese Government officially placed an import embargo on 
power tillers in order to encourage the local · machine industry 
and to save foreign exchange. 

Even with all these developments, Taiwan has not solved the 
problem of supplying farm machines at reasonable prices. Al
though the purpose of allowing more factories to produce farm 
machines is to. encourage competition among them, competition 
so far has had very little effect. The three major manufacturers 
constitute an oligopolistic market, which tends to· lessen the 
force of price competition. In addition, the smallness of the 
market also inhibits manufacturers' lowering their prices. 

As shown in Table 5, the total capacity of the three major 
manufacturers is 7,700 power tillers a year. The _total current 

· demand in Taiwan is estimated at 4,000 units_ a year. The un-
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Table 5. Production Capacity and Output of Three Major Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers in Taiwan. 

Power tillers 

Manufacturer 
Date of Total 

establishment emplpyees 
Capacity 

Actual 

production 

China Agricultural Machinery Company 

Taipei plant . 1960 250 3,600 1,945 

Hsintian plant 1968 200 200 

New Taiwa~ Company 1961 326 3,600 1,670 

Great Earth Company 1966 100 500 

Source: Zyuro Kudo, The Problems of Taiwan's Agricultural Mechanization, JCRR Special Report, Taipei, 1970, p. 31 (in · 

Chinese). 



balance in demand and supply causes the manufacturers .to 
produce at less than their optimum capacity and prevents their 
exploiting economies of scale. 

There are a number of family-size machine shops engaging in 
the manufacture of farm machinery and implements. These small 
manufacturers usually do not have qualified engineers and modern 
quality control systems and therefore they cannot produce 
machinery of good.quality. The larger manufacturers have taken 
advantage of cooperation with Japanese companies to improve 
their quality standards, but the progress has been rather slow. 

6. Type of ownership of farm machines 
Because farm. size is · small, the working capacity of power 

tillers or other kinds of farm machines often exceeds the. actual 
requirements of individual farms. For example, 3:. 14-HP power 
tiller can till at least 10 hectares of land each crop season. But 
as we have previously mentioned, the average farm size is just 
a little over one hectare, thus leaving nine tenths of the working 

·capacity unused. On the other hand, the price of a power tiller 
is rather high, often. beyond the average farmer's reach. 

In view of the above, many voices have been raised as to the 
mode of owning farm machinery. At the present time, more 
than 90 percent of power tillers are owned by individual farmers 
and the rest are owned in a number of ways, such as cooperative· 
ownership, cooperative operation, and ownership by a govern
ment.agency or farmers' organization. 

Judging from the predominance of individual ownership, it 
seems that Taiwan farmers prefer to own their own machines 
provided they can afford to pay for them. It is also. believed that 
with individual ownership farmers will take good care of their 
machines. But since the farmers cannot keep their . machines 
busy with their own farm operations, they have to offer service 
to others. 

As previously mentioned, a survey made in 1969 found that 
about 56 percent of the operating time of power .tillers was in 
such service. However; as the number of power tillers continues 
to grow, the market for hired service will become relatively 
narrower. Furthermore, as power tillers become larger and 
larger in horsepower, individual.ownership will be more expensive. 
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This developm~nt tends to give rise to the following questions : 
Is individual ownership of power tillers best in terms of machine 

· efficiency? In this connection, Taiwan is now:encouraging farmers 
to purchase power tillers collectively and is also helping farmers' 
associations to organize farm machine service teams. But these 
developments are still under experimentatibn and there is no· 
data for making comparisons and reaching definite conclusions. 

7. Mechanical knowledge of the farmers 
The av~rage farmer in Taiwan lacks mechanical knowledge. 

This is ·not unusual in the early stage. of farm mechanization; 
·but it is ·one of the hindrances to the extension of farm machinery. 
It tends to hamper farm mechanization programs in two ways. 

First, farmers are hesitant to adopt m((chanical equipment 
for farm operation. 

Second, . if a machine develops any trouble, no matter how 
small, farmers are not able to fix it by themselves and have to 
bring in a technician from afar. This not only wastes time but 
also discourages farmers from using machinery. 

Needed Research 
Some of the problems that we. have reviewed and discussed 

in the preceding pages can be solved by extension or education, 
some fall under government administration, but most of them 
require further research or experiment. In this section I discuss 
needs arid priorities for research relating to farm mechanization. 
I have attempted to classify these needs by major categories 
based upon the ultimate purposes of the studies. 

L Technical aspects. 
This category covers a wide area of possible research studies, 

but emphasis should be placed on developing the most suitable 
and efficient farm machines. This calls for a lot of field experi
mentation and engineering research, iii which engineers, biologists, 

. and economists as well as farmers should all be involved. 
Since results of experiments at research institutes often are 

not applicable on farms, field experiments should be conducted 
at places where the field situation is most close to that on real 
farms. Furthermore, ~xperiments. should· also be conducted on 
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differ~nt cropping and management patterns. More specifically, 
this research can be further divided into the following three 
inter-dependent studies : 

(1) Engine~ring research in connection with developing or 
modifying various farm machines, particulady power tillers, 
transplanters, harvesting machines and dryers. 

(2) Field experimentation with farm machines of various 
types and horsepower. 

(3) Experimentation oil crop improvement and new crop 
systems made possible by the introduction. of farm machines. 

2. Institutional aspects. 
· As mentioned earlier, a. farm mechaniz.ation program is not 
intended only for the introduction of farm machinery per se. It 
involves institutional change or adaptation. Under the conditions 
in densely populated developing countries and according to the 
experience qf Taiwan, it is suggested that the following re~earch 
studies are most needed: . . . ; 

(1) Comparative study on different types of machine ownership 
and on systems of custom work services. 

(2). Impact and implications of farm mechanization on rural 
institutions, with special· emphasis on land distribution and the 
tenure system. 

(3) The role of institutional financing in the process of farm 
mechanization. 

3. Economic aspect. 
In developed countries like the U~ited States, Canada, and 

Australia, farm mechanization came about without any. govern
ment push behind the mechanization program. Farmers' adoption 
of machinery was largely motivated by · the universal rule of 
profit maximization, because there were obvious .advantages 
in replacing labor with machines. 

The advantage in Taiwan is not so evident. From a macro
economic point of view, farm mech~nization is the only alternative; 
but from an individual farmer's viewpoint this alternative is not 
very attractive as far as economic profit is concern~d. This is a 
rather puzzling situation. 

Of course, the high piice of farm machines may be responsible,. 
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but it is not the whole answer. It is likely that this problem is 
a result of the economic structure as a whole. Thus, it may be 
worthwhile to spend some time studying it.·· 

On the micro level, there are many worthwhile and urgently 
needed studies. ;'The most important ones, it seems to me, are 
the various substitution relationships among factors of production 
and the effects of farm machines on the farm business. Specifically, 
they are: 

(I) The substitution relationship between labor and machine 
and between animal power and machine power. 

(2) The substitution relationship between crops as a ·result 
of the introduction of farm machinery. 

{3) The effect of farm mechanization on farm income. 
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FARM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH 
TO GUIDE DECISION-MAKING 
ON MECHANICAL INNOVATIONS 

TAIRA YORI 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 

Kyoto University, Japan 

• This paper has three main objectives. One is to describe the long
run tendency and characteristic features of farm mechanization 
in Japan. The second is to discuss the, characteristics of farm 
mechanization as mechanical innovation. Finally we consider 
the farmer's problem of decision making regarding investme~t 
in or replacement of machines. 

·Tendency, Effects and Characteristic Features of 
Farm Mechanizatimi1 

Long-run tendency .. 
We can divide the farm mechanization process into four stages 

in Japan: the pre-war stage, the draft-animal siage (1945-55), 
the power tiller stage (1955-67), and the riding-tractor stage 
(since 1967)'. 

During the pre-war stage, ·the initiator of farm mechanization 
was the landlord. Because land improvement was very effective 
for increasing rice yield, landlords began introducing power
pumps in the 1900s in order to increase the land rent. After 1930, 
landlords transferred their interest to introducing the power 
huller, because they could raise the land· rent through the im
provement of rice quality by its use.· 

Next came substitution of the power thresher for the pedal 
thresher. Small motors·or engines were also distributed to farmers 
for threshing, hulling, milling, straw processing, etc., in the same· 
period. Farmers were able to cut down the labor necessary for 
rice production and apply the saved labor to other enterprises 
to earn more income. Just before the war there were 180,000 
power ·hullers and 360,000 threshers. The number owned by 
farmers reached.1,008,000 hullers and 3,297,000 threshers in 1967. 
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After land reform, the ·role of initiator of, fanil mechanization 
shifted from landlord to large-siZe owner-farmer. 

An owner-farmer aims in principle, at the maximization of 
his farm household income and ·ultimately the total net utility 
of all family members, subject to the limitations of his family 
labor force and owned capital. In practice, farmers set up aspira
tion levels of living as income, targets . and endeavor to increase 
farm household income enough to satisfy this aspiration level 
of living. 

Until 1955, in the draft-animal stage, the aspiration level was· 
the landlords' living level within the rural: community. But in 
the power tiller stage, with the progress of industrialization, 
the aspiration level shifted to the level of living of workers engaged 
in secondary or tertiary industries. Since. 1960, urbanization 
of rural communities has been rapid, and• farmers' aspiration 
levels have been rapidly driven up through the decentralization 
of industries and the demonstr~tion effect of noilfarm workers' 
living levels. The rapid rise of farmers' aspiration levels for living 
expense and leisure has been the main incentive to drive farmers 
into farm mechanization. ' 

A great many owner-farmers were established by the land 
reform. They worked very· hard, following Arthur Young's 
precept that "ownership changes sand into gold," and accumulated 
capital enough to introduce technological innovations. 

During ·the draft animal stage, their endeavor· concentrated· 
on biol&gjcal innovations to raise income . through the increase 
of riee yielli. Since the early 1950s their effort has concentrated 
on switching over from draft animal to power tiller in o·rder 
to raise land productivity through· intensification of the _rice 
enterprise as well as diversification of farming systems. 

These owner-farmers' efforts burst forth to reap a rich harvest 
in 1955. Total rice production jumped up from 9 million tons 
to. 12 million tons. 

After 1960 farm labor began to flow out to the nonagricultural 
sectors. But labor-saving as well as yield-increasing innovations 
overcame the labor shortage and the dci.:line of labor quality. 
Rice production jumped still further, to 14 million tons in 1967. 

1 This great increase in supply of rice was accompanied by a decline 
, in dema~d for rice. It has resulted in a_ rice surplus problem in 
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recent years:· 
The diffusion ratio of the power tiller stood at 3 percent at 

the end of the draft animal stage in 1955. It reac.hed a peak of 
55 percent at the end of the power tiller stage in 1967. The diffu
sion ratio of the riding tractor was 1.4 percent at the beginning 
of the tractor stage and is increasing rapidly now. It was 5.3 
percent in 1970. 

The most important effect of introducing the power tiller 
was to shorten the time necessary for cultivation and to make 
the growing period of rice earlier. It was supplemented by the 
development of excellent · early-growing varieties and various 
improvements of protective practices, repeated fertilization, 
and careful water control. 

However, systematic application of large-size machines has 
not been carried to completion in rice production, especially 
because the direct sowing technique has not been perfected and 
because profitable enterprise·· combinations are not available 

·for solving weed and soil fertility problems. · 
If farmers introduce large-size machines, labor productivity 

will be increased but land productivity will be decreased. If land 
service and family labor are estimated on the basis of their oppor
tunity return, the system of large machines can not match the 
system of small machines, because the opportunity return of 
the saved family labor is low while land rent is high. 

When the riding tractor age started, the farmers' reactions 
were different from the government's large scale mechanization 
program. During the early 1960s, farmers thought that it was 
more effective to increase yield than to save labor in order to -
increase their farm income.· 

The agricultural machinery companies in Japan responded 
to the farmers' request to increase labor productivity without 
decreasing land ·productivity on small farms. They invented 
medium-size tractors, transplanters arid combines. These do
mestic medium-size machines have tended to push up the size 
of farms or the size of land operated with the machines through · 
such ·arrangements as joint use, custom work; or cooperative 
farms. 

What type of cooperative use is reasonable or profitable? 
It depends upon the labor market situation and land layout 
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conditions, especially the degree of water control by the individual 
farmer. Where nonfarm job opportunities aie limited and each 
farmer can not control water individually, joint work and joint 
use of medium· or large size machines will be prevalent. However, 
where nonfarm job opportunities are plentiful and land im
provement allows farmers to control water individually, private 
ownership and custom work of machines will become prevalent. 
The most serious problem is how to increase the land size operated 
by viable- farmers through the transfer of land ownership or 
cultivation from part~time farmers in order . to promote larger
scale mechanization in accordance with the aggravation of labor 
shortage and the rise of farm wage level. 

· Mechanization and rice produCtion 
We have mentioned the remarkable increase in rice production 

and the accompanying decrease in labor requirement associated 
with introduction of the _power tiller. The national average yield 
increased from 340 kg per 10 are in 1949-54 to 430 kg in 1955-65. 
Labor input per 10 are decreased from 201 hours to 168 hours 
over the same period. Moreover, year-to-year variation in yield 
was remarkably stabilized during 1955-65. 

In considering these changes, however, we should not overlook 
closely associated biological and chemical innovations· in rice 
farming. _,,These innovations combined with mechanization to 
increase and stabilize the yield of riee after the war. First was 
the advancement of the growing period of rice so . that typhoon 
and_ cool weather damage was avoided. Second was breeding, 
improvement of fertilization and watei: control, and more effective 
preventive chemicals. Third, land melioration and readjustment 
also played an important role. · 

Having said this, however, let us focus attention upon changes 
in labor inputs and in costs and returns in rice production, using 
national average data. According to the Surveys of Production 
Cost of Rice made -by the Ministry of Agriculture, average labor 
input has consistently decreased as motive power input has 
increased, as shown in Table 1. Labor input per 10 are decreased 
.from 205 hours in 1950 to 128 hours in 1969. During the same 
period, motive · power input increased from 3 .5 hours to 18. 9 
hours. · 
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Table 1. Average Labor and Motive Power Inputs per 10 Are in Japanese Rice 

Production, 1950-69. 

Year Labor Input (hours) Motive Power Input (hours) 

1950 I 204.5 3.5 

1956 183.2 ··5.1 

1960 172.7 7.8 

1965 141.2 14.6 

1969 128.1 18.9 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry Surveys of Production Cost of 

Rice. 

Let us examine the figures by operation. In cultivation, labor 
and motive power inp-uts amounted to 12.2 and 4.9 hours in 
1969, whereas they were 23.1 and 0.4 in 1956. In threshing, the 
inputs were 103 and 3.0 hours in 1969, whereas they were 20.8 

. and 2.9 in 1956. In hulling, the inputs were 4.5 and- 0.9 hours 
in 1969, whereas they were 6.0 and 0.9 in 1956. 

Responding to the increase of nonfarm job opportunities 
and the rise of rice price since 1960, farmers applied mechanical 
and biological innovations with more investment in farm machines. 
Total production cost. increased year by year because of the 
increase in rural wage levels, in spite of labor saving innovati9ns. 

The produCtion cost per 150 kg of brown rice was Y 5, 784. on 
an average farm in 1956. It.went up to Y 15,622, that is, 2.7 times 
as high, in 1969. 

Yield per 10 are was 402 kg in 1956. It increased gradually 
up to 502 kg in 1967 but then b~gan to decrease and reached 
484 kg in 1969. 

Labor input per 10 are 'was 183.2 hours in 1956; it decreased 
continuously to 128.1 hours, a one-third reduction_, by 1969. 
About 12 percent of total labor was hired during these 15 years. 
Average draft animal serviee was 11.8 hours in 1956. It was only 
0.1 hours in 1969. 

Let us examine the composition of production cost and returns. 
Labor cost amounted to 50.4 percent in 1956 and 52.2 percent 

· hi 1969. Fertilizer cost amounted to 21.2 percent and 11.2 percent. 
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Cost for machines and implements amounted to 7.1 percent 
and 18.0 percent. Draft animal service co~t amounted to 9.6 
percent in 1956 and 0.2 percent and 1969. These are average 
figures of 2,395 farms surveyed in 1956 and 4,062 farms in 1969. 

The price of rice began to rise rapidly under the price support 
policy after 1960, and had doubled by 1968. Gross revenue per 

, 10 are increased rapidly with the rise in price and increase iri. 
yield. Gross revenue from rice production per 10 are was Y27 ,913 
in 1956; it .reached Y67,778, more than twice as high, in 1969 . 
. Therefore, the net returns to family and operator's labor in
creased from Y17,176 per 10 are and Y838 per labor day in 1956 
to. a peak of Y34, 744 per 10 are and Y2,410 per labor day m 
1969. . . 

In summary, the cost of machines and implements has increased 
while the cost of draft animals has decreased. The increase in · 
cost of machine and implements has been more than compensated 
by the increase of nonfarm income earned by the saved labor 
and by the rise of the rice price since 1960. 

Characteristic features of mechanization 
As summarized above, mechanization was applied mainly in 

rice production before the war. But we should not neglect the 
·rapid mechanization in other enterprises after the war. Secondly 
the degree of mechanization has been uneven among operations. 
Highly mechanized ~operations have coexisted with manual 
operations. Recently, use of the rice transplanter, binder, and 
medium-size combine has been rapidly increasing. The diffusion 
ratio of the transplanter is expected to be 30-40 percent and of 
the binder and combines 60-70 percent by 1975. 

Such machines are specialized by operation and mostly have 
their own motive power. For example, the medium riding tractor 
is mainly used for plowing and to a small extent for transportation. 
Harrowing is done with a walking power tiller after storing water 
in the paddy field. Transplanting is done with a small walking 
ti:ansplanter. For protective operations, large power sprayers 
or small pipe dusters are used. Binders and mediuin-size combines 
are used for harvest. Various sizes of dryers, hullers and transport 
trucks are used. 

As mentioned above, each operation is done with specialized 
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machines, not with a riding tractor combined with various kinds 
of attachments. These machines are quite different m capacity 
of operation and only. substitute for the several manual operations 
without changing the function and time of the operations. 

Mechanization has helped reduce the seasonal. variation of 
labor inp1,1t and has released family workers from rice production. 
But such machines are idle much of the time because pf small 
farm size. In Japan additional costs incurred by mechanization 
have exceeded the sum of the additional revenu~, from the same 
enterprise plus the opportunity returns which the saved family 
labor earns in other enterprises on an average farm. We call 
su~h a situation over-investment in machines. 2 

Finally we should mention the difference in mechanization 
between developed and underdeveloped areas and between 
large and small farms. Both differences have been gradually 
reduced since· the war. Even among small farms with 50-70 
ares of land 19 ·percent have power tillers, as do 39 percent of 
those within 70-100 ares. Labor productivity has been increasing 
with mechanization, while capital productivity has been rapidly 
decreasing on part-time farms. However, part-time farmers 
are subjectively apt to estimate the sum of opportunity return 
earned ~y the saved family labor and income equivalent of the 
utilities derived from leisure and machine display to neighbors 
as being greater than the estimated additional costs of machine 
depreciation, repairs and interest. 

Farmers' motivations in buying machinery 
In general, the economic objective of a family farm is to maxi~ 

mize the total net utility of family members subject to their limited 
amount of family· labor and capital. Total net utility consists 
of positive utility of farm and nonfarm income and negative 
utility of family labor used in both activities. Therefore, if a 
farmer can expect to add more utility from the increase of income 
in other farm enterprises and in nonfarm activities or from addi
tional leisure of family members than the utility lost because 
of the decrease of income in the rice enterprise, he will apply a 
mechanical· innovation in his rice enterprise. 

Moreover, family members seek utility from demonstration 
or display of newer machines to neighbors. Younger sons are 
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so sensitive to this demonstratfon utility that ·their parents cannot 
help investing in more efficient but expensive machines in spite 
of overinvestment from the viewpoint -of irtcome. · 
· As economic effects of farm mechanization, we can list that .. 
hired labor cost decreases and that family labor replaced with. 
machines may be applied to other operations which need more 
careful manual labor o-r to other enterprises and nonfarm jobs. 
These opportunities bring additional focome. Especially when 
the family members can find more stable job opportunities, 
the opportunity return will be enough to compensate for addi
tional .~achine cost. Also, mechaniz~tion may increase yield, 
may improve quality of product, or may shift the harvest to a 

· time when the price is higher. Some farmers may place high 
. value on the release from heavy manual work and mote leisure. 

A survey of 87,000 farms by the Ministry of Agriculture in 
1967 investigated the motives for adopting the riding tractor. 
The survey included 48,000 individual owners and 39,000 joint 
owners of riding tractors. 3 · 

Table 2. Motives for Substituting Riding Tractor for Power Tiller. 

Motives 

Labor shortage 

Making work easier 

Enlarging farm size · 

Diversifying farm enterprises 

Multipurpose use 

. Power tiller cannot do operations in time 

Power of tiller insufficient 

Save time for nonfarm job 

. Son's desire for ridi~g tractor 

Demonstration effect on neighboring farmers 

Other 

Total 

Individual 

owner 

% 

36.4 

17.7 

10.7 

3.7 

5.9 

7.6 

6.0 

1.6 

7.1 

0.2 

3.4 

100.0 

·Joint 

owner 

% 

34.6 

10.2 
9.7 

6.4 

2.7 

6.9 

8.7 

2.7 

4.1 

1.9 

12.0. 

100.0 

Source: Takei, A., Farm Mechanization "in Japan; Daimei-do, 1971, p. 52 . 
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The motives for substituting a riding tractor for a power tiller 
were quite varied (see Table 2). The most important motive was 
to make up for labor shortage. The next was to make hard manual 
work easier. Others included enlarging the size of farm and 
replacing an inefficient power tiller. Farmers also bought tractors 
to make possible diversifying the enterprise system or enabling 
family members to take nonfarmjobs to meet rising living expenses. 
·It is interesting that son's desire to get a riding tractor, or demon
stration utility, is one of the important motives. 

Farm Mechanization as Mechanical Innovation 
The most important mechanical innovation has been the 

switchover from draft animal to power tiller. Inamoto has ana
lyzed the shift of the rice production function resulting· from 
the switchover from draft animal to power tiller in the Shonai area, 
Yamagata Prefecture. 4 f:Ie estimated the parameters -of a Cobb
Douglas type production flmction from data of the Survey of 
Production Cost of Rice by the Ministry of Agriculture in 1956-61. 

The Production function is as follows: 

ar Pr 
Yr=ArX1 X2 e 

symbols_: Yr: total production (kg) 
X1 : land area (are) 
X2 : costs of farm machines and draft animals (yen) 
Ar, ar, Pr: parameters 
e : error term 
t: level of technology represented by different methods 

of tillage 

Land area represents labor input and costs of non-durable capital 
goods together with land service, because of multicollinearity. 

He classified the farms surveyed in 1956-58 into two groups: 
(1) farms which use only draft animals (53 farms) and (2) farms 
which use power tillers together with draft animals (33 farms). 
He classified the farms surveyed in 1959-61 into three additional 
groups: (3) farms which use only draft animals (40 farms), (4) farms 
which use power tillers together with draft animals (30 farms), 
and (5) farms which use only power tillers (8 farms). 
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Table 3. Parameters of the Production ~unctions. 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 4 

Group 5 

A 
t 

11.2 
2.6 

38.1 
35.8 
27.6 

• Significant at 1 percent level. 

oc 
t 

0.711" 
0.785" 
0.997". 

1.001· 
1.026" 

pt 

0.269" 
0.374" 
0.027 

0.029 
0.046 

The estimated parameters for the· production functions are 
shown in Table 3. 

··In each period, the switchover from draft animal to machine ... 
power was associated with increase in production,, the larger 
part of which could be attributed to increase in inputs. However~· 
we observe in each case an increase in the sum of the Cobb-Dou,glas 
exponents ( oc + p), indicating increase in economies of scale. 
Furthermore, the relative increase in /3, (d/3//3), was greater than 
in oc, implyiQ.g non-neutral innovation favorable to greater use 
of X2 relative to X1, i.e., to increase in durable capital goods 
(draft animals and farm machines) relative to land~a land (and 
labor) saving pattern. 5 . 

Machine Replacement Policy 
The problems of deciding the most ·profitable durable life 

of a machine and the time when an old machine should be replaced · 
by a new one have not yet been given much study in farm manage
ment research in Japan. More importance has been attached 
to comparing the relative profitability of draft animals and various 
types of machines. 

Kudo has reported an economic study of the replacement 
of power tillers on Shonai farms. 6 

. According to his survey of 350 
rice farms and 8 dealers located in the region in 1963, 31 percent 
of the farmers had replaced their old-type power tillers with 
improved new ones prior to 1963. The main reasons for replace
ment were: (1) They could increase labor efficiency. by a new-type 
power tiller. It was rotary with a 7 or 9 horsepower gasoline 
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engine, but the price was much the same· as that of the old type 
with 4 or 6 horsepower. (2) Annual charges for repairs, maintenance, 
.and lubrication of various implements were going up very rapidly 
as the tillers got older. (3) The price at which a farmer coµld sell 
an old tiller was going down sharply with its age, because of 
economic obsolescence of old-type power tillers. 

Kudo concluded that the average useful life of a power ~iller 
was 8 years in this region, but that a farmer should replace his 
old tiller every fifth year, for the above mentioned reasons. 

Theory ofmachi.ne replacement 
The author has developed a decision-making model for invest

ment in or replacement of machines. 7 Although this model has 
not yet been applied to practical empirical problems, it is presented. 
here as of possible theoretical interest. . · 

A family farm should transfer itself to a new subjective equi
librium point where the total net utility is maximized by adopting 
a mechanical innovation. We can substitute the maximization 
of enterpreneur's section of a family farm. The objective of invest
ment in a new machine should then be to maximize the present 
value of entrepreneur's returns for the investment period. · 

The farmer can estimate all other productive factors which 
are combined with the service of the new machine and subtract · 
their values from the gross i:evenue. Thus he can calculate the 
residual return to the machine service and his entrepreneur's 
service. Of cotirse, every productive factor must be used to th.e 
limit where its marginal, value productivity becomes equal to 
its price~ Value of family labor and service of own capital is esti-: 
mated subjectively. Account is taken of the difference between 
acquisition cost and salvage value of the machine .. 

Then we can express the present value of entrepreneur's returns 
by equation (1): · 

(1) G = £ ~+ ST -C 
t= i (1 + r)' (1 +r)T o 

Symbols: 
G: present value of entrepreneur's returns, 
Q,: return to the machine service and entrepreneur's service 

in the t-th year, 
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Si- : salvage value of the machine at the end of the T-th year, 
when it is sold, , 

C0 : value of capital investment in the machine, 
r:. interest rate on capital investment in the machine, 
T: number of years the machine is used (life of machine). 
First, we will explain the necessary condition of the most profit-

able amount of investment in the machine when the number 
· of years' life, T, is fixed. As investment in the machine increases, 

the marginal . increase of the present value of entrepreneur's 
returns, 8G, may be increasing at first and later decreasing. When 
8G decreases to zero the total present value of entrepreneur's 
return, G, is maximized [equation (2)]: 

(1) 8G = f dQ, + dST -8C = 0 
r=l(l +r)r (1 +r)T . a 

We can define the marginal internal rate offeturn to investment as ' 

(3) 8C = . I 8Qt + 8ST . 
0 . t=l(l+p)' (l+pf 

Then, we can interpret the necessary condition of G maximization 
as shown in equation (4): 
(4) p=r 
. It indicates that the investment in the machine should be in

creased to the limit where the marginal internal rate of return 
becomes equal to the rate of interes.t. . 

Secondly, we develop the necessary condition of the most 
profitable machine life. The value of the machine will decrease 
with use, natural detedoratiori, and economic obsolescence. 
The return to machine service and entrepreneur's service in the 
T-th year, Qr, will decrease with extension of life of the machine,. 
I - . 

• • • j 

If the farmer extends the· years of use, he must take account 
of the opportunity cost of the entrepreneur's service in taking 
care of the machine for the extended year. That is to say, the 
object of investment would be to maximize the present value 
of entrepreneur's returns, ·Hr, earned by infinitely repeated in
vestment in· the same kind of machine, shown in equation (5): 

. 1 1 (l+r)T 
(5) HT = GT [1 + (1 +ry.+ (1 +r)2T + ... ] = GT (1 +rr-1 
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Let us assume that the machine life; T, is discretely variable 
·by year. The most profitable number of years, T, is that which 
satisfies the necessary conditions (6) and (7): 

(6) HT ~HT-1 
(7) HT >HT +1 

Equations (8) and (9) are derived from (6) and (7): 

(8) HT _ 1 .r ~QT 
(9) HT r > QT + 1 

Equation (8) _implies that the additional return to investment 
in the T-th year, QT , must at lea~t equal the opportunity cost 
of the additional entrepreneur's service, HT_ 1.r, which is needed 
when the use of the machine is extended from the (T -1 )-th year 
to the T-th year. Vf e can interpret (9) similarly. 

The additional opportunity cost of the entrepreneur's service 
is also called the time-adjusted entrepreneur's return per year. 8 

We can decide the most profitable replacement time of an 
old machine with a newer machine in the same way. Let the most 
profitable number of years of use for the newer machine be u. 
The present value of the infinite series of entrepreneur's returns 
is defined as shown in (10): 

[ 
u Qt Su 

(10) Hu = ~ -(1 )r+ (1 )u 
. r=1 +r +r 

C (l+r)u · 
o J (1 +r)u-1 

We assume that the old machine is continued in use form more · 
years and then replaced with the newer one. Investment in the 
newer machine is infinitely_ repeated from that time on. 

Then the present value of permanent entrepreneur's returns 
earned by the investment in the old machine and the infinite 
series· of investments in the newer machine which substitutes 
for the old one after m years is defined in equation (11): 

(11) H = ~ Qt + Sm 
m r=1 O+rY (1 +rr 

where S0 and Sm indicate salvage values of the old machine sold 
now or m years later. The value of the old machine is estimated 
by the salvage value S

0 
instead of the acquisition cost at the present 

time. 
The. replacement year m is chosen to maximize the present 
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value of permanent entrepreneur's returns Hm; The necessary 
conditions are: 

(12) Hm ~Hm-1 
(13) Hm>Hm+l 
from which 

(14) H,, · r:;; Qm +Sm.,,... Sm- i(l + r) 
(15) H,, · r>Qm+l +Sm+l -Sm(l+r) 
In equation (14), Qm and Sm indicate the return to ·the machine 
service and entrepreneur's service which· is earned in the m-th 
year and the salvage value at the end of the year when the old 
machine is replaced. If the old machine is sold at the salvage 
value Sm- l at the end of the (m-1)-th year and .the proceeds 
are deposited in a bank until the end of the m-th year, the sum 
of principal and interest amounts to Sm- 1 (1 + r). Therefore, 
the value Qm+Sm-Sm-l (1 +r) is the additional return· _when 
the replacement time is. extended one· year from the end of the 
(m-1)-th year. The value H,, · r is the opportunity cost of the 
entrepreneur's service which is needed to extend one year. 

Equations (14) and (15) imply that the additional return to 
the entrepreneur's service earned by. extending one year from 
the (m-1)-th year must at least equal opportunity cost, and the 
additional return earned by extending one year from the m-th 
year must be smaller than the opportunity cost. The end of the 

· m-th year from now is the most profitable replacement time 
provided m satisfies both necessary . conditions. 

SUMMARY 
·First, we observed the long term tendency of farm mechanization • 

through the pre-war stage, draft animal stage, power tiller stage, 
and riding tractor stage. Secondly, we clarified the character 
and effect of farm mechanization in rice production. Thirdly, 
we described the characteristic features of farm mechanization 
subject to small farm size. In Japan, land has been the most scarce 

· resource. Farm mechanization has advanced to the extent that 
labor productivity was increased without sacrificing land pro
ductivity. Fourthly, we discussed -farmers' motivations for 
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mechanization. We then cited an analysis of the shift from draft 
animal to power tiller as a progressive innovation. 

And finally we presented a theoretical model of decision making 
on investment and replacement of machines. 

1 Takei, A., Farm Mechanization in Japan, Daimeido, 1971. Yoshioka, K., 
Mechanization .of Japanese Agriculture, Hakuyosha, 1939, and Problems of 
Farm Mechanization, Hakuyosha, 1941. 

2 Kayo, N., Problems of Farm Mechanization in Japan, Noseichosakai, 1962. 
3 Takei, op. cit., pp. 48-54. . 
4 Inamoto, s.; "Technical Innovations and Scale Economies in Agriculture", 

in Collections of the Papers of Modern Agricultural Science, Yokendo, 1971. 
. 

5 Using an adaptation of the method of Brown and Popkin ("A Measure of 
Technological Change and Returns to Scale," Rev. of Econ. and Stat., 44: 
402-31, 1962), Inamoto.analyzed the components of the successive shifts as 
follows: 

Effects on Production of Shifts from Use of Draft Animals to Use of Power 

Tillers, and Components. 

. Shift 

Group 1 to 

group 2 

Group 3 to 
group 4 

Group 4 to 

group 5 

Production 

increase 

ratio 

76.1 

(100.0) 

35.5 

(100.0) 

6.2 

(100.0) 

·Effect Effect of innovation 

of input 

increase Neutral Non-neutral 

(percent) 

55.9 10.7 9.5 

(73.5) (14.1) (12.5) 

33.2 b.1 2.2 

(93.5) (0.3) (6.2) 

4.9 0.3 1.1 

(78.8) (4.2) (17.3) 

He concluded that the innovations represented by the successive switchovers 
from draft animals to power tillers showed technological progress, the degree 
of progress being largest in the 1956-58 peiiod, but slower in 1959-61. 

6 Kudo, Z., Economic Study of the Replacement of Power-tillers on Shonai Farms, 
The Bulletin of Tohoku Agri. Expt. Stat., Bul. No. 37, 1969. For additional 
details see his paper presented at this Workshop, p; 101. 

7 Yori, T., "Decision Making on Farm Investment", Farm Accounting Research, 
No. 5, 1971. . . . 

8 Lutz, F. and V., The Theory of the Investment of the Firm, Princeton Univ. 
Press, 1951. Terbough, G., Dynamic Equipment Policy, McGraw Hill, 1949. 
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METHODOLOGIES USED FOR 
THE ANALYSIS OF 
·FARM MECHANIZATION 

/ 
KAZUO MUTO 

Fann Planning Section, Department of Management and Land Utilization, 
National Institution of Agricultural Sciences, Japan 

A tremendous.number of research studies on farm mechanization 
have been made so far in Japan. Some of these have dealt with 
non-economic problems. However, much emphasis has been 
placed on economic analysis of introduction of farm machinery 
on individual or joint farms. The economic. analyses made so 
far are classified into two major categories: positive analysis and 
normative analysis. 

With this in mind, this paper attempts to review the principles 
used for these two kinds of analysis, and to make clear some 
related problems or limitations. Much emphasis is placed on the 
methodological presentation, which is considered to be applicable 
for every country where farm mechanization is in its beginning 
stage. Very simple examples or hypothetical models are used so 
as to make it easier to understand the basic principles. The 
methodologies presented here are limited to those which are 
widely used for the analysis of individual farms (micro level). 
The examples shown are studies made by Japanese research 
Workers. 

The paper is divided into four sections. The first section 
describes the scope and limitation of cost accounting anaiysis, 
one of the most conventional approaches to the study of farm 

·machinery. The second section deals with the budgeting method.· 
This is useful for analysing the total repercussion on farm ·or
ganization caused by the introduction of machinery. 

Mathematical tools of analysis are presented in the last two 
. sections. Based on survey data for a large number of farms, we 

can determine the marginal value of productivities of resources, 
including machinery, and the optimum combin.ation of the 
resources (e.g. labor and machines), using marginal analysis. 
This is presented in the third section. Finally, the linear pro-
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gramming method is used for the problem of introduction of 
farm machinery on an individual farm .. Two examples are given. 
The first case is the analysis of the total effects on farm organi
zation caused by the machinery introduced. The second case is 
the det~rmination of the optimum farm plan with the purchase 
of machinery. To modify the divisibility assu~ption used in this 

·method, the integer linear ·programming method is briefly dis
cussed. These programming methods are presented in the fourth 
section. 

Cost Accounting Study 
In the cost accounting study, we usually compare the economic 

advantage or profitability of the machinery with that of draft 
animals or sometimes hand labor. This is because machinery is 
being introduced on farms as an alternative or substitute for 
draft· animals. · · 

To make the comparison, the cost function is ordinarily applied. 
In many cases, the concept of average cost is used. The most 

· typical analysis is to sum up the. fixed and var,iable costs incurred 
·per unit of land operated. The comparison of total per unit 
average cost is made between draft animal and farm machinery. 
In so doing, we can determine which is more advantageous or 
obtain the break-even point between using animals or machinery. 

In Figure 1, the vertical axis shows the average cost incurred 
per unit of land and the horizontal axis indicates the total 
acreage plowed. The fixed cost curve usually has an asymptotic 
shape, while the vadable cost curve is a ·straight line running 
parallel with the horizontal axis. Accordingly, the total cost.curve 
is of asymptotic type. The slope and height of the asymptotic 
curve are different for draft animals than for farm machinery. 
In this Figure, A is the break-even point where the total cost 
curves for draft cattle and for farm machinery interseet This 
means that the introduction of machinery is profitable for a · 
farmer. if his acreage plowed is greater than E, but it is mote 
advisable for him to use a draft animal if his total acreage 
plowed is less than E. Needl~ss to mention, E is the equilibrium 
point between these two alternative methods . of plowing. This 
is the basic principle of cost accounting analysis for determining 
the optimum practice. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Total Costs per Hectare Between 
Draft Cattle and Machinery. 

In some cases, the comparison is between costs of machinery . 
and of hired labor. The principle applied is almost the same as 
that for draft cattle. Ordinarily, the hired labor cost is regarded 
merely as a variable cost. Therefore, the point where the total 
cost curve of machinery and the variable cost curve of hired 
labor cross becomes the break-even point. 

Usually, the investment in a machine means that average cost 
is high for small acreage. plowed and gradually decreases as the 
acreage increases. Whether machinery use is more profitable than 
hand or animal labor depends partly on the conditions under 
which machinery is introduced, and partly . on the method of 
cost accou~ting. Suppose a farmer owns neither farm machinery 
nor a draft ·animal and plans to introduce machinery or an 
animal on his farm. Then he must consider all the costs incurred. 
He has to include as fixed 'cost the interest on investment, taxes 
assessed, insurance and depreciation, ·etc. The fuel and oil cost 
or the .feed cost are variable costs. However, if a farmer already · 
possesses a cow and keeps her for fattening even. after intro-
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ducing a machine, the fixed and variable costs of animal power 
must be changed accordingly. 

Now there is another problem of how to account the cost~, 
or how to evaluate non~cash costs such as unpaid family labor. 
Depreciation cost of farm machinery is the major item of fixed 
cost. But this varies greatly with the number of years the 
machine is used. There is a set formula table indicating the 
duration in years for each kind of machinery. This table, how
ever, is worked out primarily for the purpose of taxation, and 
does not necessarily show the actual condition under which a 
machine is being used. 

Moreover, the life of machinery varies with intensity of use. 
The period shown in the standard life table is based on average 
operation. Suppose a farmer possesses a power tiller and its life 
is five years when used for 10 hectares, the average and normal 
type of operation in a year. If he uses it for 20 hectares of paddy 
field, it is unreasonable.'to count five years as the ·length of life 
for his. equipment. It is ·also irrational to. count fifty years in the 
case in which the machine is used for only one hectare every 
year. 

The next problem is how to evaluate the non-cash items. This 
is especially important in case of a family farm for which almost 
all the labor is provided by the farm operator and his family. 
The cost of unpaid family labor varies with the imputed wages. 
Usually, the wage paid for hired labor is used. 

This evaluation method seems rational when there are many 
employinent opportunities outside the farm. However, a problem 
arises when, for example, a draft animal is kept by family labor 
for which no employment opportunity outside the farm is avail
able. If we eyaluate the cost of family labor used for keeping 
an animal af the wage rate for hired labor, we may draw the 
somewhat surprising conclusion that it is more advantageous ~o 
use machinery rather than to use an animal even for a small . 
scale of operation. This is because the cost of maintaining the 
animal by family labor is· counted as a fixed cost and this is 
estimated at the high wage rate for hired labor. 

The next problem is that in comparing machine and draft 
animals, we do not take the maximum (or optimum) size of 
operation into consideration. There are maximum levels of 
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operation for which a machine ·or a draft animal can be used. 
It is not feasible, for example, to use only one unit of power. 
tiller or draft cattle for plowing 10 hectares :of paddy field, Even 
if it were possible physically, it is still impossible from the view
point of "the work at the proper time". This means that the 
_plowing season in each area is fixed biologically, say a week 
or ten days long. Therefore, we can not use a power tiller two 
weeks for plowing 10 hectares of land. This is also true for using 
a draft animal. 

In spite of this, it is usual to compare the total costs incurred 
in the use of a machine or a draft animal under the assumption 
that these are appiicable beyond the maximum or optimum size 
·of operation. To make the cost accounting· analysis more accu
rate, we have to draw a stepped cost function. A drastic change 
in the total cost or· a discrete shift to a new cost curve takes · 
place at the point of maximum size of operation. . 

The final problem is. that we simply compare the total costs 
incurred in the use of machinery and in the use of an animal 
under the assumption that they are independent of other factors. 
We do not consider the total profit and loss in the whole farm 
organization which are. caused by the introduction of the ma-

. chinery. 

Budgeting Analysis 
The magnitude and type of profit and loss depend on parti

cular conditions on the farm oil which the machine or animal is. 
introduced. A profit and loss statement or balance sheet provides 
a better basis for determining the relative advantage of a machine 
or draft animal. Specifically, the budgeting method is more useful 
for this kind of analysis. 

The general form of ·profit and loss statement used. for budget
ing analysis is as follows : 

Extra costs A 
Profit foregone B 

A + B 

A+B+E 

Costs saved 
Extra profits 

c 
D 

C+D 

C+.D 
In this balance sheet, E is a measure of the advantage of the 
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change which has been dealt with in the calculation. In greater 
detail, the following items are included in each of the categories, 
A, B, C and D: 

A: Fixed and variable costs incurred in operation of the 
machine; costs incurred in expanded or newly introduced 
farm enterprises. 

B: Decrease in profit caused by farm enterprises foregone. 
C: Decrease in costs incurred in farm enterprises foregone; 

decrease in the cost paid for hired labor or in the cost 
for unpaid family labor. 

D: Receipts from custom work; revenue from newly adopted 
enterprises; additional revenue caused by increase in yields 
of farm enterprises. 

In such a balance sheet we consider the total (direct and 
indirect) effects of newly introduced machinery on the farm 
organization. Using this analytical method, We can compare in 
advance more elaborately the profitability of the introduction 
of machinery on a farm. This forward-looking analysis is called 
far.ill planning. The conventional method of farm planning is 
budgeting analysis. · 

There are two major categories of this analytical tool, partial 
and complete budgeting. Partial budgeting refers to estimati_ng 
the outcm.p.e or returns for a small part of the farm. Complete 
budgeting refers to making out a plan for the whole farm· or-. 
ganization .. 

The following is a simple example of :partial budgeting analysis 
made by Mr. Yoshio Hayashi about twenty years ago. Table 1 
shows the cost accounting of machinery and draft cattle. Next, 
he worked out the balance sheet using partial budgeting analysis." 
This is shown in Table 2. 

From these tables, we can see that there are significant changes 
in labor requirements. In sowing suguki, a winter vegetable crop, 
four more hired work_ers are required when plowing is done by 
draft cattle than wheri plowing is done by machine. Consequently, 
the total expense incurred in sowing· suguki is 2,163 yen using 
draft cattle _and 1,473 yen using machine. In sowing wheat, on 
the other hand, the draft animal is more advantageous. In total, 
however, machinery use proves to be more profitable for growing 
of winter crops. 
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Table 1. Cost Accounting of Machinery and Draft Animal. 

(Unit: yen) 

Item 

Fixed costs: 

Depreciation 

Interest 

Tax 

.. Total 
Total per 0.1 ha.•. 

Variable costs: 

Total per 0.1 .ha.** 

Grand total per 0.1 ha. 

Power Draft 

cultivator cow 

12,000 800 

.9,000 350 

680 

21,680 1,150 I 

867 115 

206 48 

1,073 163 

Source: Yoshio Hayashi, "Doryoku Kounki no Donyu (Introduction of Power 

Tiller into a Farm)", Nogyo to Keisai (Agriculture and Economy), 

21 (6), 1953. 

• Total acreages plowed by machinery and animal are estimated as 2.5 

ha. and 1 ha., respectively. 

** Sum of miscellaneous, repair and feed costs. 

He analysed in further detail another aspect of the advantage 
of the introduction of machinery. The gross revenue from suguki 
varies greatly with its marketing period. The ·price realized from 
suguki sold in December is 40 percent higher than in January, 
the price in February· 50 percent lower. In order to sell suguki 
in December, a farmer has to finish sowing it by early September 
at the latest. But harvesting of rice must be done during the 
same period. _The plowing and sowing following immediately 
after the rice harvesting can be done more quickly by machine. 
Thus we can see an additional advantage of .using a power tiller 
in this vegetable growing area from the viewpoint of marketing 
strategy .. 

Marginal Analysis 
As mentioned previously, the concept commonly used for cost 
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Table 2. Partial Budgeting for 0.1 ha. of ':"'ark. 

Labor input Costs incurred 
Total 

Crops Type of work 
(yen) 

total hired (day) hired plowing* 

Suguki animal· (A) 8 5 2,000 163 2,163 

machine (B) 4 400 1,073 1.473 

(A) -(B) 4 4 1,600 -910 690 

Wheat animal (A) 5 2 800 163 963 
N machine (B). 3 0 6 1,073 1,073 Vo 
-.l 

(A) -(B) 2 2 800 -910 -110 

Source: Yoshio Hayashi, ibid. 

• Costs are shown in Table 1. 



accounting analysis is the average fixed and variable costs. In 
addition to these, there is another concept widely used for eco
nomic analysis: the marginal cost theory. Here is an example of 
marginal analysis applied to farm mechanization. This was done 
by Tadashi. Tenma, based on survey data of 343 upland farms 
in Kanagawa Prefecture. The following Cobb-Douglas type of 

· production function was derived: 
logy =0.728+0·382 log xi-+0.151 log x 2 +0.017 log x

3 
. (0.046) (0.053) (0.013) 

+0.080 log X4 +0.379 log XS 

(0.016) (0.028) 

R2 =0.768, S=l.249 
Sum of elasticities: 1.009 

where, 
y: gross farm receipts (1,000 yen) 

x
1

: land and buildings (10,000 yen) 
x

2
: labor (0.1 man equivalent (M.E.)) 

x
3

: machinery (10,000 yen) 
x 

4
: livestock (10,000 yen) 

x 
5 

: cash expenses ( 1,000 yen) 

Table 3. Simple Correlation Coefficients Between Factors. 

y x, 

y 1.000 
x, 0.687 1.000 

X2 0.348 0.248 1.000 

X3 0.480 0.465 0.211 1.000 

X4 . 0.573 0.302 0.287 0.215 1.000 

X5 0.829 0.604 0.276 0.490 0.566 1.000 

Source: Tadashi Tenma, "Farm Management Analysis of Ayase-Machi, 

Japan", Bulletin of the National Institute of Agricultural Sciences, 

H29, 1963. 
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Now, we can compare the marginal value of product and 
opportunity cost for each input resource. The marginal value of 
product of x. is derived from the following equation: 

oy ~ b. L 
oxi - 1

Xj 

where bi l.s the parameter of xi in the above-mentioned production 
function. On the other hand, th.e opportunity· cost is the market 
price prevailing in the area .. For example, the market price of 
land has always been taken as the annual cost of renting per 
unit of land. The employment of additional labor would imply 
the purchase of hired labor, as the wages paid for hired labor 
is the opportunity cost for labor input. The comparison between 
the marginal value of product and the opportunity cost of each 
input resource is shown in Table 4. · 

The ratios of A/B in the table show the measure of the effi
ciency of resource use.· If the ratio is less (greater) than unity, 
it indicates the too much (too little)· of the particular resource is 
being used under the existing opportunity cost. Maximum effi-

. ciency in resource use is attainable when the marginal revenue 
from one additional unit of input is equal to the ·cost of an 

· additional unit. In other words, this occurs when the ratio of 
marginal product to opportunity cost is equal to . one. More 
specifically, the optimum amount of y to be produced is defined 
by the following equation: 

MVP MVP MVP 
___ x-"-1 = X2 = ... = Xn ~ l 

p p p 
X1 X2 Xn 

From the ratios of marginal return to opportunity cost shown 
in Table 4 the existence of resource use disequilibria is evident. 
Especially is this true for land and labor. This means that the 
average farmer could have increased profits substantially by 
expanding his land and reducing the labor input. Also, it can 
be seen that excessive machinery services were beirig used, or 
added machinery investment would likely contribute less· to pro
duction on these farms thari actual cost of the machinery services .. 

Next, Tenma calculated . the · marginai rate of substitution · 
between labor and machinery. In general, the marginal rate of 
substitution refers to the absolute change in one input associated 
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Table 4. Marginal Value Product and Opportunity Cost of Each Input and Ratio of Marginal Return to Opportunity Cost. 

Marginal 
Opportunity 

Ratio of 

Unit of Geometric value marginal return 
Input cost 

measurement mean product 
(B) 

to opportunity 

(A) cost (A/B) 

(yen) (yen) 

Land and buildings x, ¥10,000 167.900 990 530 1.868 

Labor X2 0.1 M.E. 19.860 3,298 10,800 0.306 

Machinery X3 ¥10,000 5.698 1,280 2,700 0.474 
N Livestock X4 ¥10,000 3.932 8,820 2,110 4.180 0\ 
0 

Cash expenses X5· ¥1,000 132.240 ·1,245 1,050 1.186 

Source: Tadashi Te11ma, ibid. 



with a change of one unit in a competing. input. The marginal 
rate of substitution between labor (x2 ) and machinery (x3 ) is 
derived as follows: 

OX2 - b3X2 .:__ k X2 

OX3 -b2X3 - X3 . 

Now, substituting the geometric means of each factor except for 
x2 and x3 in the estimated function: 

2.638 =0.728 +0.382 (2.225)+0.151 (log x2)+0.017 (log x3 ) 

. +0.080 (0.595)+0.379 (2.121) 
the following iso-quant curve is derived: · 

1 
0;209-0.017 log X3 

og X 2 0.151. 

Substituting the values of x3 in the above equation, the· values 
shown in column (2) of table 5 are obtained. The· values of column 

Table 5. Marginal Rate of Substitution of Machinery for Labor Derived from 

Cobb-Douglas Function Model in Ayase-Machi, 1959. 

Machinery and labor to produce M.E. replaced by additional ex-

average output of ¥434,280 penditure of ¥10,000 for machinery 

machinery M. E. (man) 

(¥10,000) (1 ) (2) (3) 

2 2.210 0.125 

3 2.143 0.081 
4 2.079 0.059 

5 2.017 0.046 

6 1.985 0.037 

7 1.950 0.032 
8 1.926 0.027 

9 1.897 0.024 

10 1.869 0.021 
11 1.840 O.Q19 

12 1.840 0.017 

13 1.812 0.016 

Source: Tadashi Tenma, ibid. The original result was revised by the author. 
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(3) are computed . using the previously mentioned equation of 
marginal rate of substitution. 

It is generally said that if the cost of additional machinery 
Service is less than that of the labor replaced by the machinery, 
additional input of machinery is profitable. Accordingly, replac
ing 0.125 man-equivalent with 10,000 yen of machinery (line 1 

. in the table) would be advantageous because the labor oppor
tunity cost of 1~,500 yen (0.125 x 108,000) is greater than 2,700 . 

. yen, the (annual) opportunity cost of addit'ional input of 10,000 
yen of machinery. (The opportunity cost of machinery is the total 
of depreciation, repair costs and interest.) Under this condition, 
the equilibrium point of substitution between x 2 (labor) and x3 
(machinery) is where 90,000 yen of machinery is equivalent to 

· 1.897 ·man-equivalents. If the opportunity c~st of labor increases 
and the machinery cost stays at the same level of 2,700 yen, the 
optimizing condition would require that more labor be replaced 
by machinery. For .example, if the wage rate per year becomes 
171,000 yen instead of 108,000 the optimum combination of 
these two resources is 130,000 yen of machinery and 1.812 man-
equivalents. ' 

Linear· Programming Method 
One of the most effective tools for the analysis of the. intro

duction of farm machinery is linear programming. Using this 
method we can analyse more precisely t_he total effects on farm 
organization caused by introducing a machine. 

In general, the primary effect of introducing machinery on. a 
farm is, needless to mention, the saving of labor. If the labor 
saved is hired labor, as a matter of fact, the economic effect is 
the wages previously paid. 

However, if it is unpaid family labor, the saved labor itself 
. is not so mea~ingful unless it brings forth some economic effects 

on the farm. For example, if the saved labor makes it possible 
to adopt double cropping or to introduce a more profitable new 
enterprise, and thus to increase farm revenue, it can be said that 
the saved labor brings about a positive· effect on farm organiza
tion. 

With linear programming we can present to a farmer the 
normative pattern of production to be followed so as to maxi-
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mize his fami revenue. Using this method, we can take account 
of the total effects caused by the introduction of farm machinery. 
A case in point is the Study of a diversified farm made by Tomio 
Kikumoto about ten years fl.go. Basic data on his programming 

· are shown in Table 6. Next, the simplex tabl~au worked out for 
the analysis of the introduction of machinery is shown in Table 7. 

In Table 7, A-activity shows changes in the farm organization. 
For example, the coefficient - 5, at the intersection between 
column P 1 and row P 7 , means that five days of labor would be 
released for the spring work on paddy field by the introduction 
of farm machinery. A negative sign indicates the output or supply 
of resource per unit. of the specified activity. A positive sign 
means the input or demand for resource per unit of the specified 
activity. 

The zero price of P 1 indicates that no change in the yield of 
rice is anticipated from introducing machinery. If there were an 
increase in rice yield, a positive value of price would be seen in 
the P 1 activity. As a result, 850 yen (250 x 4-150 x 1-100 x 0) 
is shown as the net profit of P 1 in the table. The objective func
tion is to maximize the following equation: 

Z = 850x1 +100x2 + 7,500x3 + 38,100x4 + 550x5 -5,950x6 -50,760 
-+Max. 

The coefficient 50,760 is, as shown in table 6, the depreciation 
(or fixed) cost of machinery to be deducted from the total 
revenue. 

The optimum solution obtained is x4 = 0.08 (ha.), x 5 = 71.0 (ha.) 
and Z=394.6 (1,000 yen). However, the actual plan is x3 =0.13 
(ha.), x4 =0.06 (ha.), x 5 =6.0 (ha.) and Z=40.l (1,000 yen). The 
remarkable difference between the optimuin and actual plans is 
the level of custom work. In actuality, it is impossible to do 71 
ha. of custom work during the short period of transplanting. 
From the analytical result, it might be ·concluded that barley 
grown on paddy in the winter season is not profitable, and that 
as much custom work should be done as possible so as to lessen 
the machinery cost. Furthermore, Kikumoto pointed out that 
the so-called over-investment in farm machinery can be recog
nized even for such a comparatively large-scale farm. 

Finally, the modified method of linear programming applicable 
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Table 6. Basic Data on Programming. 

1) Size of farm: 
Paddy field: 3.05 ha. (1.0 ha. of double cropping is available) 
Upland field: 2.30 ha. (1.0 ha. is used for growing of cash crop) 

2) Saved labor caused by introduction of power cultivator: 
Paddy field: 5 days per 0.1 ha. provided by family labor (spring) 
Upland field: 2 days per 0.1 ha. provided by family labor (fall)· 

·Paddy field: 4 days per 0.1 ha. provided by hired labor. (spring) 
Upland field: 1 day per 0.1 ha. provided by hired labor (spring) 
Wages paid for hired labor is 250 yen per day. 

3) Machinery cost: 
Operation cost: 350 yen per 0.1 ha. 
Hauling cost: 100 yen per 0.1 ha. (incurred only for custom work) 

N Depreciation cost: 50,760 yen. 
~ 4) Increase in production: 

Acreages Spring Labor 
Crops ha. days/0.1 ha. 
Barley 0.13 5 
Tobacco 0.06 20 
Custom Work 6.00 0.2 

5) Decrease in production: 
Rape seed 0.50 10 

Fall labor Revenue 
days/0.1 ha. 1,000 yen 

5 7.650 
80 38.250 

0.800 

5.950 

Source: Tomio Kikumoto, "Doryoko Kounki no Linear Programming (A St.udy of Introduction of Power Tiller Using Linear 
Programming)", Nogyo to Keizai (Agriculture and Economy), 26 (6), 1960. 



Table.7. Simplex Tableau for the Analysis. 

A-activity Real activity Idle activity 
Resource Resources 
restriction 

P, P2 P3 P4 P5 Pa 

Spring labor P7 -5 5 20 0.2 -10 
Fall labor Pa -2 5 60 
Paddy field Pg 30.5 
Paddy field (for 10.0 
double crop) Pio 

Upland field P, 1 23.0 

N 
Upland field (for 

0\ · cash crops) P,2 10.0 
VI 

250 Hired labor -4 -1 
1 50 Operation cost 1 1 1 
100 Hauling cost . 1 

L: -850 -100 150 150 250 

Price 7,650 38,250 800 -5,950 
Net price 850 100 7,500 38,100 550 -5,950 

Source: Tomio Kikumoto, ibid. 
· P1 : paddy field, P2 : upland field, P3 : barley, P4 : tobacco, P5 : custom work, Pa : rape seed. 



to the analysis of farm mechanization is to be discussed. ·One of 
the limitations in the basic assumption of the: linear programming 
method is that resources and· products are considered to be in., 
finitely divisible. This specifies that activities can be produced 
at the level. of 3.75 cows, or 1.25 ha. of rice, etc. Of course, there 
are many resources or products in agriculture which can be .used 
or produced in fractional amounts. A case in point is fertilizer 
input or level of crop grown on a fractional unit of land. How
ever, it is unreasonable or impossible to in.troduce 3.75 cows, or 
0. 75 unit of power tiller, etc. . , 

In. order to overcome this limitation, we can apply the integer 
linear programming method. Using this technique, we can deter
mine the optimum plan with integer levels of activities. There 
are two kinds of integer linear programming, pure and mixed 
programming. The former deals with the problem .in which all 
the activities including slack variables must be at integer levels. 
The problem in the latter is that the levels of some of the 
activities (or any particular activity) must be .at int.eger values. 
· Taking the example of two activities and three restrictions, the 

problem in the ordinary form of linear programming is to deter
mine the optimum point within the feasible region OABCD in 
Figure 2. ·Suppose PP' is the iso-revenue line of two activities, 
the optimum solution is the corner point C. The feasible region 
for pure integer linear programming is the set consisting of the 
lattice points (x marks) which are· on the integer coordinates. 
On the other hand, the feasible region for mixed programming 
is the points which are on the segments HG, IF, JE and OA in 
Figure 3. 

0 EA x1 

Fig. 2. Feasible Region for Pure 
Integer Programming. 
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Fig. :3: Feasible Regiori for Mixed 
Integer Programming. 



To find the optimum point, we have to ·impose additional 
constraints upon the feasible region. These are the lines RR' 
and SS' in Figure 2, and TT; in Figure 3. (This can be done after 
solving the ordinary form of linear programming.) Now, the 
optin:mm point shifts from. C to G. The algprithms for deter
mining the . additional constraint(s) or cutting plane(s) are 
presented by R. E. Gomory and others. 1 

The simple problem of the ordinary form of linear program
ming is shown in Table 8. The optimum level of the purchase of 
machinery is the fractional unit 0.640. Therefore, the additional 

Table 8. Simplex Tableau for Ordinary Form of Linear Programming. 

15.000 5.500 7.000 -2.000 

C. (10,000 yen) 
J . . ~ Pi ~ ~ 

Resources. 

Upland 6:5 (ha.) ~ 
. Spring labor 16.0 

(10 hrs.) Ps 5 2 1.5 
Fall labor 16.0 

(10 hrs.) ~ 8.5 2.5 3.5 

Machinery service 

1_-(days) Pa 3 -30 
Machinery service 

11-(days) Pg 3 4 -30 

33.067 . 2.566 0.067 0.500 2.067 

Z.-C. P, Pg ~ P-
1 . J. . 7 

Pi> 0.100 -2.400 0.000 -0.400 ·-0.400 
P. 3.200 -1.800 0.000 -1.300 -o".800 6 

~- 0.640 . p.567 -:-0.033 0.100 0.067 

Pa 19.200 20.000· -1.00Q 3.000 2.000 

~ 6.400 3.400 0.000 1.400 0.400 

P, : vegetable 1 · ~ : vegetable 111 
Pi : Vegetable II ia : machinery bought 

The lower tableau shows the final stage. 
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Table 9. Simplex Tableau for Integer Form of Linear Programming. (Initial 
Stage) 

P, Pg ~ P-, 

Ps 0.100 -2.400 0.000 -0.400 -0.400 

Pe 3.200 ·-1.800 0.000 -1.300 -0.800 

~ 0.640 0.567 -0.033 0.100 0.067 
Pc 8 19.200 20.000 -1.000 - 3.000 2.000. 

Pi 6.400 3.400 0.000 1.400 0.400 

Si . -1.000. -0.886 -0.091 -0.156 -0.105 

Table 10. Simplex Tableau for Integer Form of Linear Programming. (Final . 

Stage) 

P7 Pg P3 s1 

P5 0.382 -0.118 -0.141 0.024 . -4.235 

Pe 3.412 -0.588 -0.106 -0.983 -3.176 

P, 0.118 0.118 -0.059 0.176 . -1.765 

Pa 29.647 -0.353 0.176 -0.529 35.294 

P2 6.000 0.000 0.200 0.800 6.000 

P4 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 

constraint S1 is included in the final stage of the or.dinary form 
of linear programming. This is shown in Table 9. Finally; Table 
10 shows the optimum solution for the integer linear program
µring. Under the plan, one unit of farm machinery should be 
purchased exactly, and the total value of the objective function 
decreases from 33.067 to 32.765 (10,000 yen).2 

Summary 
The scope and limitations of the methodologies which are 

widely used for the economic analysis of farm mechanization 
are briefly discussed in this paper. Each method· has its own 
strong points as well as limitations. We have to select the most 

·suitable method according to the purpose of our analysis. It 
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seems unlikely that we can always obtain the best result by using 
the most elaborate method. Moreover, these methodologies are 
complementary rather than alternative to one another; 

Many people believe that scientific methods can be applicable 
only in the advanced countries. Yet, as W. Y. Yang pointed out, 
"there is concrete evidence that even in pla~es where the majority 
of farmers are illiterate, farm management survey, farm book
keeping and cost accounting and many other research techniques 
can be successfully applied." 

1 Gomory, R.E., "Outline of an Algorithm for Integer Solutions to Linear 
Programs", Bui. Amer. Math. Soc., 64, 1958 . 

. Land, A.H., and A.G. Doig, "An Automatic Method of Solving Discrete 
Programming Problems", Econometrica, 28(3), 1960. 
Dantzig, G.B., "On the Significance of Solving Linear Programming Problems 
with Some Integer Variables", Econometrica, 28(1), 1960. 

2 Th\: coefficients on the row of additional constraint (S 1), as shown in Table 9, 
are calculated by the following general formula: 

n 
:E (-hii)xi+si=-1 

J=l . 

where the x/s are non-basis activities and si is the non-negative slack activity 
for the additional constraint. Next, the hii's, the n.ewly calculated coefficients 
on the row of additional constraint (S 1), are defined as follows: 

where the ii.i/s are the coefficients of non-basis activities on the row of j-th 
activity which is introduced into the basis in the final stage and its level 
introduced is now changed into integer value, and f;0 is the coefficient of the 
j-th activity in the basis. In the present case, the value of I 0 is 0.640. 
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ANALYSIS OF MACHINERY-LABOR 
RELATIONSHIP IN FARM 
MECHANIZATION 

CARSON KUNG-HSIEN WU 
Research Institute of Agricultural Economics, 

National Chung Hsing University, Taiwan, Republic of China 

In Taiwan the need for adjustments in agricultural production 
and resource use has come under scrutiny in the past few years . 

. The Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) has 
undertaken a long-range research project ··on the· change in 
agricultural structure in Taiwan, under the direction of T. H. Lee, 
Chief of the Rural Economics Division. It is a timely attempt . 
to identify problems and possible solutic~ns. 

The present problems of low income and low labor produc
tivity in agriculture seem to be rooted in the size. of land holdings 
and the composition of inputs. I These two causes,. however, 
result from the past policies of even distribution of landholdings 
and encouragement of labor-intensive farming systems.2 These 
policies brought stabilization to .. the society and progress in 
agricultural productiqn, which in turn accelerated general 
economic development. Nevertheless, farm mechanization is Qne 
adjustment for which no definitive actions have been taken. a'a.d. 
no results have yet been released. 

The present adjustmenl is intended to modernize the · agri
cultural sector to keep it in step with the other sectors of the 
economy. 3 For· agriculture to play its appropriate role in the 
economy, two goals must be pursued. A IIiovin,.g adjustment in· 
agriculture is required because of the interdependence between 
agriculture and the rest of the economy as the national economy 
grows progressively wealthier. And- farming must become more 
efficient through advance in technology. The adoption of farm. 
machines . is one means to obtain the service of adva.nced 
technology. 

The interdependence between agriculture and the rest of the . 
economy requires agricultural adjustment on two fronts. On the 
demand side, the mix of agricultural products must adjust to 
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changes indicated by income and price elasticities. On the supply 
side, the adjustment in agriculture has far-reaching implications 
for firms and organizations supplying farmers with goods and 
services and marketing farm products. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the adju_stment of 
farm labor utilization in the adoption of farm machinery. The 
question to be answered is -whether the adoption _of farm ma
chinery is an additional investment in agriculture,. so that labor 
transfer will be retarded by the high incomes received in agri
culture, or whether it is a substitution of capital for scarce farm 
labor needed for the optimal combination of resources, so that 
norms of economic efficiency in resource. productivities . will be 
achieved. 

Development of Mechanization in Taiwan 
Mechanization in . agriculture has different meanings to 

different people at various stages of economic and agricultural 
development.4 In Taiwan, the movement started with the impor-

. ting of power tillers in 1953, followed by domestic production 
of them in 1956 and establishment of seven. promotion 
centers in 1958 to expand the adoption of power tillers over 
the whole island. The development can be divided into three 
stages; reflecting changes in perception and emphasis regarding 
the role of machinery in farming. · · · 

Stage One 
During 1953-60, mechanization meant the substitution of 

power tillers for draft cattle; The machines were of 2 or 3 
horsepower, with the brand names Merry Tiller and Iron Cow.s 
The background in this period, according to Lai's analysis in 
1960, was that a shortage of draft cattle was predicted due to 
the low reproduction rate of cows (25 percent). He concluded 
that from the farmer's point of view it was uneconomical to 
raise draft cattle, aild from the viewpoint of society it was. too 
expensive to use. land and labor for raising cattle instead of 
cultivating food crops. 6 The mechanization movement was• to 
encourage the adoption of power tillers for land preparation. 
The energy used on Taiwan farms was thus to shift from man 
plus animai to man plus machine and implements.· 
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In subsequent years the number of power tillers increased 
from 2,262 at the end of 1959 to 28,292 at the end of 1970, 
while the number of draft cattle decreased from about 417,000 
to around 300,000 (Figure 1). During this period the power 
machines· that increased in number most rapidly were pumps 
and power sprayers. Grain dryers began to come into use in 
1967. (Detailed data are shown in the paper by Y.T. Wang, 
Tables 1 and 2, pages 219, 221). The changing demand for 
machinery reflected changes in technical conditions of produc
tion, in factor-product price ratios, and in the level of fixed · 
factors of production. 

Fig. 1. Numbers of Agricultural Workers, Draft Cattle, 
and Power Tillers, 1)~iwan, 1959-70. 

Draft Agricultural 
cattle workers 
(1 O.OOO's) (millions) 

42 2.1 

40 2.0 

38 1.9 

36 1.8 

34 1.7 

32 1.6 

30 1.5 

28 

1.0 

10 0.5 

1960 

Cattle 

1965 1970 

Power 
tillers 
(1,0Ws) 

30 

28 

26 

24 

22 

20 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

Source: Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook, Provincial Dept. 
of Agriculture and Forestry, 1960-69 (see 
Table 1 in paper by Y.T. Wang, p. 219) and 
Table 2, below. 
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Stage Two 
During 1965-69, mechanization entered a· new stage empha

sizing substitution of more powerful tillers (15 HP) for human 
labor on farms. Because the· adoption of power tillers was 
mostly influenced by manufacturers' sales promotion, there was 
a pause for breaking through the problems encountered in 
mechanized rice cultivation. 7 Tiller owners sought efficient use 
of their machines by doing custom work for others and using 
them for transportation. This development, in turn, led to 
the adoption of more powerful machines (see again Wang, 
Table 2). 

Had economic condition remained· unchanged, the number of 
power tillers owned by farmers might have remained at around 
10,000. However, the economic structure of Taiwan had changed 
during the three Four-Year Economic Plans from predominantly 
agricultural to one in which agriculture and industry shared 
equally important roles. Hence a shortage of farm labor 
developed. The seasonal index of farm labor requirements 
(Table 1) shows that this was most acute in July and November, 
followed by August and October. This was due to the small 
variation in cultivation patterns between the southern and 
northern parts of Taiwan. The shortage of labor in July and 
November, when harvesting and cultivation overlap, could be 
overcome only by introducing efficient machines to reduce th~ 
peak labor demand. 

A study by Lin and Chen shows the radical change in the 
pattern of off-farm employment by farm family memb.ers from 
1963 to 1968. The proportion of persons commuting regularly 
to work at salaried jobs increased from 25.9 to 47.9 percent, 
that of persons leaving home rather 'permanently to work in 
cities or other places increased from 17.3 to 26,0 percent.8 Thus 
the proportion taking only seasonal off-farm work dropped · 
from 56.8 to· 26.1 percent.9 Moreover, the proportion of the 
seasonal workers who took farm work decreased from 80 to 
55 percent. This change resulted in a shortage of farm laborers 
during the harvesting and transplanting seasons. To make 
matters worse, the workers leaving agriculture consisted mainly 
of those under 39 years of age, especially male workers under 
19. This has intensified the interest in mechanization. 
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Table 1. Labor Requirements Per Household, Taiwan, Monthly, 1960-69. 

Unit: Man-Day 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 Average 
Seasonal 

Index 

1 53.57 44.27 42.22 38.39 36~75 40.08 44.68 46.22 43.45 39.22. 42.88 90.77 
2 57.80 38.36 35.49 . 40.53 34.56 38.25 42.00 40.13 40.47 35.22 40.'28 85.27 
3 59.56 51.85 50.31 53.34 45.36 45.95 46.32 48.63 49.45 39.60 49.04 103.81 
4 50.06 43.89 41.02 48.49 39.61 40.10 41.23 45.13 51.44 37.46 43.84 92.80 
5 54.44 45.91 43.30 45.90 35.88 39.89 46.10 48.11 45.38 38.99 44.39 93.97 
6 . 59.20 46.80 40.21 46.60 ·37.50 39.16 46.46 45.42 45.83 39.33 44.65 94.52 
7 73.13 64.79 65.68 65.96 54.91 57.14 58.88 . 60.96 67.31 57.08 62.58 132.47 
8 54.53 . 51.60 53.95 58.19 42.96 45.50. 47.69 49.54 58.41 46.13 50.85 107.64 

N 9 52.86 36.30 44.51 40.56 37.92 41.08 47.49 46.20 45.34 34.04 42.63 90.24 
~ 10 63.47 50.11 50.62 52.17 44.14 45.88 54.64 52.76 50.69 42.59 50.71 107.35 

11 63.77 56.98 58.67 58.68 47.14 48.73 51.19 51.38 52.60 45.53. 53.47 113.19 
12 50.82 42.57 45.82 42.88 33.28 36.55 41.89 41.73 45.57 34.34 41.55 87.96 

Total or average 693.21 573.43 571.80 591.69 490.01 518.31 568.57. 576.21 ·595_94 489.53 47.24 100.00 
No. of Sample 

Farms 95 207 223 277 535 501 430 402 415 411 

Source: Report of Farm Record-Keeping Families in Taiwan, Annual, 1960-69, Dept. of Agriculture and Forestry,. 
Provincial Govt. of Taiwan. 



Stage Three 
As a consequence of these developments, mechanization has 

· now come to mean a machine-power oriented, capital-intensive 
way of farming. This corresponds to Chancellor's view that in: 
the change from. traditional to technological agriculture in the 
developing countries farmers have been energy starved. Tractors 
have been· used not only for preparation of land but also for 
transportation and for irrigation pumping~both essential 

·. operations with a high energy requirement. The farmer's need 
· .. of tractor energy· was first for replacing his draft animals, 

then for implements for planting, intertillage, harvesting, and 
processing. 1 o . 

Taiwan has reached a stage in which operation of the farm 
business rieeds the advantage of as much machine power 
as possible. Hence, items such as hand-wheel transplanting 
machines, power .cultivators, and combines are being imported 
from Japan and demonstrated on farms. The results are not 
yet wholly satisfactory. 

In sum, the rate of farm mechanization in Taiwan has 
· fluctuated. When the demand for machines has been met by 
the supply, mechanization has moved forward, as in stage. one 
and stage two. However, when the d.emand for machines has 
not been fulfilled by the supply, i.e. because of the lack of 
machines other than the power tiller, mechanization has halted. 
This was the case between stage one and two, and is again the.· 
problem today. 

In the future, mechanization must be extended beyond the 
power tiller to all aspects of farm operations. A mission sent 
to study Japanese experience in agricultural mechanization 
concluded that in Japan the demand induced the supply and 
both cooperated and supported each other, and ·as a result 
the Japanese experience provided . an excellent example in me-

. chanization of rice cultivation. 11 this was said ten · years 
ag~, but it still fits the situation at the present moment for 
the development of mechanization . in Taiwan in the near 
future. · 

Up to now, the improvement of farming in Taiwan has mainly 
been based oil biological innovation rather than on mechanical 
innovation. As shown in Table 2, the ratio of fixed capital to 
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Table ~- Capital Inputs, Labor Inputs and Their Ratios, Taiwan, 1952-69. 

Unit: Millions of $NT in 1952 Prices 

Capital Inputs Labor Inputs 

Agricultural 
·Working Capital Fixed Capital* Total Workers (1,000's) Man-days (Millions) Total Wages 

Years (1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1952 1,388.3 310.7 1,699.0 1,734.7 231.9 2;087.5 
53 1,577.2 322.9 1,900.1 1,754.2 236.5 2,128.8 
54 1,764.9 323.9 2,088.8 1,753.8 235.7 2,121.3 
55 1.732.1 318.5 2,050.6. 1,737.1 232.3 2,090.6 
56 1,869.9 324.3 2,194.2 1,718.2 240.3 2,162.5 

N 57 2,018.1 329.9. 2,348.0 1,709.9 258.3 2,325.1 -.l 

°' 58 2,141.3 333.7 2,475.0 1,704.6 264.4 2,379.3 
59 2,124.9 322.0 2,446.9 1,739.0 262.2 2,360.2 
60 2,104.3 321.3 2,425.6 1,754.7 258.4 2,325:3 
61 2,411.7 320.9 2,732.6 1,780.9 261.1 2,349.5 
62 '2,456.5 330.0 2,786.5 1,800.4 260.6 2,345.8 
63 2,444.0 318.3 2,762.3 1,833.5 268.9 2,420.2 
64 2,840.7 327.8 3,168.5 1,860.9 277.2 2,494.9 
65 2,886.3 346.8 3,233.1 . 1,866.8 295.5 2,659.2 
66 3,230.6 347.1 3,577.'7 1,897.2 304.0 2,736.4 
67 3,578.4 354.9 3,933.3 1,904.4 302.4 2,721.7 
68 4,100.9 378.1 4,479.0 1,997.1 303.9 2,735.1 
69 4,334.8 369.1 4,703.9 2,075.7 299.1 2,691.9 



Capital-Labor Ratio 

Years (7) =(1)/(4) (8) = (2)/(4) (9) = (3)/(4) . (10) ='=(1)/(6) (11) = (2)/(6) (12)' = (3)/ (6) 

1952 0.80 0.18 0.98 0.67 0.15 0.81 
53 0.90 0.18 1.08 0.74 0.15 0.89 
54 1.01 0.18 1.19 0.83 0.15 0.98 
55 1.00 0.18 1.18 0.83 0.15 0.98 
56 1.09 0.19 1.28 0.86 0.15 1.01 
57 1.18 0.19 1.37 0.87 0.14 1.01 
58 1.26 0:19. 1.45 0.90 0.14 1.04 
59 1.22 0.19. 1.41 0.90 0.14 1.04 
60 1.20 0.18 1.38 0.90 0.14 1.04 

N 61 1.35 0.18 1.53 1.03 0.14 1.17 
-..J 62 1.36 0.18 1.54 1.05 0.14 1.19 -..J 

63 1.33 0.17 1.50 1.01 0.13 1.14 
64 1.53 0.18 1.70 1.14 0.13 1.27 
65 1.55 0.19 1.73 1.08 0.13 1.21 
66 1.70 0.18 1.88 1.18 0.13 1.31 
67 1.88 0.19 2.07 1.31 0.13 1.44 
68 2.05 0.19 2.24 1.50 0.14 1.64 
69 2.09. 0.18 ·2.27 1.61 0.14 1.75 

Source: Provided arid prepared by Miss Y. E. Chen, Rural Economics Division, JCRR. Taipei, May, 1971. 
* Fixed capital includes expenditures for draft cattle, farm implements and machinery, depreciation of farm buildings, 

and _water resources. Expenditures for farm implements and machinery i.nclude purchases of small implements 
and depreciation of large implements and machinery. 



Table 3. Machine-Labor Substitution in Rice Cultivation in .Taiwan (weighted averages for Ponlai and native varieties). 

Item Soil Preparation Fertilizing Harvesting Transporting Others Total 
........ ........ ........ ·~ ........ ........ 
0 0 0 0 ........ 0 0 ........ ........ .0 ~ 

........ .0 ...:. ........ .0 ~ 
........ .0 ~ 

........ .0 ~ 
........ .0 ~ 

0 m ~ 0 m ~ 0 m ~ 0 m ~ 0 m 0 m ~ 

.0 _J ........ .0 _J ........ 
.0 _J .0 . ...J ........ 

.0 _J ........ 
.0 _J ........ 

m Q) m . Q) m Q) m Q) m Q) .m Q) 
_J a; c: _J a; c: _J a; c: _J a; c: _J a; c: _J a; c: 

E ~ ·c: E ~ E ~ E ~ E ~ E ~ c: u u c: u c: u c: u c: u m c: m m c: m m c: m m c: m m c: m m c: m 

Year 
:2 <i:: :2 :2 <i:: :2 :2 <i:: :2 :2 <i:: :2 :2 <i:: :2 :2 <i:: :2 

First Rice Crop 
1969 9.0 6.7 7.3 7.2 0.2 16.7 0.3 - 2.2 0.2 48.8 105.8 7.4 7.3 

N 1968 9.2 7.5 6.8 6.5 0.4 21.2 0.2 - 0.9 0.5 0.1 47.1 0.4 107.9 9.0 6.9 -..l 
00 1967 10.7 8.1 4.6 5.8 0.2 18.6 0.4 .. · 0.1 1.2 0.4 49.3 0.7 0.2 110.0 9 .. 8 4.9 

Average 9.6 7.4 6.3 6.5 0.2 18.8 0.3 0.0 1.5 0.4 0.0 48.4 0.4 0.1 107.9 8.7 6.4 
1961 16.8 13.9 5.9 16.6 0.2 38.6 0.1 104.0 14.2 
1935:_37 19.9 15.2 6.5 0.9 25.7 0.5 25.8 0.9 104.6 17.6 
Average . 18.3 14.5 6.2 0.5 21.2 0.3 32.2 0.5 104.3 15.9 

Second Rice Crop 
1969 7.7 6.5 7.5 7.4 0.3 16.4 0.4 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 46.1 0,3 0.1 98.8 7.6 7.8. 
1968 8.7 8.0 4.8 5.9 0.4 0.1 18.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.8 48.0 0.1 104.6 8.8 5.8 
1967 11.1 8.5 3.0 6.1 0~2 18.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 48.2 0.1 109.3 9.1 3.1 
Average 9.1. 7.7 5.1 6.5 0.3 0.0 17.7 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.3 47.4 0.1 0.1 104.2 8.5 5.6 
1961 13.1 11.1. - 4.1 17.2 0.2 46.6 0.2 106.9 n.5 
1936-37 14.5 10.9 3.5 0.1 27.7 0.8 22.1 0.6 90.4 12.5 
Average 13.8 11.0 - 3.8 0.1 22.5 0.5 34.3 0,4 98.7 12.0 



Table 3. Machine-Labor Substitution in Rice Cultivation in Taiwan (weighted averages for Ponlai and native varieties). 

Item Soil Preparation Fertilizing Harvesting. Transporting . Others Total 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 
~ .0 .c ~ .0 ~ 
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E ..r::: E ..r::: 

c: (.) c: (.) c: (.) c: (.) c: (.) c: (.) 
m c: ·m m c: m m . c: m m c: m m c: m m c: m 

Year 
2 <( 2 2 <( 2 2 <( 2 2 <( 2 2 <( 2 2 <( 2 

N 
Average 

-...J 1969 8.3 6.6 7.4 7.3 0.2 16.5 0.3 0.1 1.4 0.2 0.1 47.4 0.2 0.1 102.1 7.5 7.7 
'° 1968 8.9 7.7 5.8 6.2 0.4 19.8 0;2 0.6 0.3 0.4 47.5 0.2 0.1 106.1 8.8 6.3 

1967 10.9 8.3 3.8 5.9 0.2 18.4 0.3 0.1 0.9 0.3 48.7 0.4 0.2 109.6 9.5 4.1 
Average 9.4 7.5 5.6 6.5 0.3 18.2 0.3 0.1 1.0 0.3 0.2 47.8 0.2 0.1 105.9 8.6 6.0 
1961 14.9 12.5 5.0 16.9. 0.2 42.6 0.2 105.4 12.9 
1936-37 17.2 13.0 5.0 0.5 26.7 0.6 23.9 0.8 .97_4 15.0 
Average 16.5 12.7 5.0 0.3 21.8 0.4 33.3 0.5 101.4. 14.0 

Sources: 1. An Economic Analysis of Rice farms in Taiwan, Taiwan Study Series No. 72, i:conomics Institute of Bank of 
Taiwan, Sept. 1 ~59, pp. 105, 127 and 128. 

2. Statistics of Crop Cultivation Survey in Taiwan, Department of Research and Experiment, Land Bank of Taiwan, 
Aug·. 1962. 

3. Report on .the Investigation of Farm Production Costs in Taiwan, 1. 967, i 968 and 1969, Dept. of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Taiwan. 



labor has been rather stable, whether per person or per dollar's 
worth of labor (columns 8 and 11), while that of working capital 
has increased (columns 7 and 10).12 The impact cif mechanization 
on production ls still a thing of the future. In terms of 
Hedemann and Stamer's stages of "technl.fication" of agriculture,.· 
progress in farm production techniques in Taiwan has passed . · 
from the biological technology or intensification stage toward 
the mechanical technology or mechanization stage. 

Capital-Labor Relationship in Farm Operation 
Substitution between inputs in farm operation is widely studied 

in production economics. In Taiwan; due to the limited land 
resources, the substitution of capital in .the form of fertilizer 
for. land has more than twenty years' history. 
· Substitution of capital in the form of farm machinery such as 

the power. tiller for labor' is really a new phenomenon, because 
farm labor has usually been redundant. Ho.wever, certain indus
trial firms have reported a shortage of labor and have demanded 
more. The consequent . transfer of workers symbolizes the 
mobility of labor among sectors and firms to achieve a more 
efficient allocation of l.abor in the developme:r:it of the economy. 
It should be considered a welcome challenge to make the 
developing island of Taiwan dynamically in gear with the world 
economy.13 

Regarding the substitution of machinery for farm labor, .three 
questions have to be considered: (1) Will the substitution make 
th.e .,operation of the farm business ·more efficient?l4 (2) Will it 
improve the farmers' income position and. make it comparable 
to that in non-farm sectors?lS (3) Will it stabilize 3:t certain 
levels?16 · 

Technology and relative prices of resources : determine the 
ratio of their substitution for labor on farms. In Taiwan, inputs 
other than farm labor have changed greatly over time, as shown 
by · ~tatistical data. Farmers have adjusted the resource mix, 
shifting from resources that were more expensive to those that 
were less expensive. 17 The change of farm-labor wage rates 
indicates the change iri relative prices of farm labor and 
machines, since prices of the latter have not cha~ged over long 
periods of time: 
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Table 4. Comparisons Between Draft Cattle and Power Tillers in Cultivation 
of Rice, with Calculation of Costs and Receipts. 

Sources Items 
Power tiller Animal-Man 

(A) (B) 

Labor Reqqirement (man-day/ha.) (man-day/ha.) 
I · Land preparation 4.6 10.48 

Transportation o.f manure 0.9 2.05 
Transportation of products 1.4 1.88 
Total (1) 6.9 14.41 

II Man-labor (2) 58.68. 59 .. 35 
Animal-man (3) 1.64 , 4.37 
First rice land preparation 2.44 11.45 
Second rice land preparation 2.42 11.25 

111 First rice total (4) 101.48 116A7 
Man-labor . 96.55 105.13 
Animal-man 0.87 11.34 
Machine hours 4.06 

Second rice total (5) 94.35 111.58 
Man-labor 90.02 100.22 
Animal-ma.n 0.79 11.14 
Machine hours 3.54 0.22 

Costs and Receipts 
I Annual costs per household (6) 9,778.65 . 5,952.38 

Annual receipts per household (7) 11,759.45 4,921.61 
II Annual costs per household (8) 14,893.00 7,549.00 

Annual receipts.per household (9) 15,688.00 4,758.00 

Net Benefits 
(i) Man-days saved (1) ·(B) -(A) 7.42 0 
(ii) Cost saving (7) - (6) 1,980.80 -1,030.77 

II (i) Man-days saved (2) (B) -(A) 0.67 0 
(ii) Animal-man days saved 

(3) (B) -(A) 2.73 o· 
(iiiY Cost saving (9) - (8) +795.00 -2,791.00 

Ill Man-days saved 
First rice total (4) (B)-(A) 14.99 0 
Second rice total (5) (B) - (A) 17.23 0 

Sources: Sections I, II and 111 in this table refer to three of the empirical 
studies cited later in this paper (pages 282-84). Where original 
labor figures were given in man-hours, conversion has been made 
on a basis of 8 hours per day. 
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What has been the impact of mechanization on the farm over 
the past 18 years? Data on machine-labor substitution in rice 
cultivation are shown in Table 3, comparing the average of three 
recent years with that in the period before ~echanization. The 

· data show the differences for the first rice crop, the second rice 
crop, and a weighted average of the two. In the weighted average 
the. following results are obtained: 
· (1) In soil preparation, 5.6 machine hours substitute for 12.3 

man-days ·of labor. 
(2) In harvesting, 0.1 machine hours substitUte for 3.7 

man:..days. 
These are the only two items for which data presently available 
permit comparison. 

Some Past Empirical Studies in Taiwan. 
There have been four empirical studies in which the relation

ship between labor and machinery is discussed. These are 
summarized here. · 

I. Young has reported a 1960 investigation of 115 farmers in 
three localities; I-Lan {north), Changhwai (central), and Tainan 

. (south). IS A comparative analysis was made before and after 
adoption of the power tiller. · The impact of adoption was 
two-fold: 

(1) A 7 percent reduction in man-days of hired labor. 
(2) A reduction in the farm work burden of women. 
II. Another study, in 1965, used a sample of 402 farms, 302 

machine-operated and 100 dependent mainly on draft cattle.19 
The areas covered 10 counties, one on the ·east coast and the · 
others on the west coast. On the farms with power tillers: 

(1) The total labor saved was 3.40 man-days. 
(2) The cost saving was NT$3,586. 

In comparison, the benefits in Young's study were a total 'labor 
saving of 7.51 man-days and a cost saving of NT$3,011.57 
(Table 4). 

III. A third study used a sample of 28 record-keeping families 
in three areas, Taipei, Taichung, and Tainan~ during 1965, 1966 
and 1967;20 Half of the sample. farmers used machinery. The 
monthly labor utilization varied less on the farms with machines 
(Figure 2). The use of machines was concentrated in July and 
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Fig. 2. Seasonal Index of Labor and Machine Utilization 
in Taiwan. 

...................... Machine labor 

Man labor with 
machinery 

Man labor without 
machinery 

Source: Final Report on Experiment in the Comprehen
sive Use of Farm Machinery of Record-Keeping 
Families, Taiwan Prov. Dept. Agr. · and For., 
Dec. 1968, pp. 23-32, and Peng, Tien-song, 
The Development of Mechanized Rice Culture 
in Taiwan, Tables 39-55: 

March because they were used only for land preparation and 
harvesting in the cultivation of rice. Adoption of machines made 
possible more timely cultivation, as is shown by ·the peaks in 
use of both machines and labor in July. On the farms without 
machines, the utilization of labor was higher in June and the 
peak came in August. The use ·of machines saved 32.24 man
days per year in rice cultivation. 

One impact of adoption of machines was to alter the propor
tions of family labor and hired l~bor.21 The ratio changed fro:µi 
about , 3-to-1 to about 2-to-l. The total man-days required 
dropped from 512 to 488, a difference of 24 man'.'days. However, 
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the farms with machines used 65 less man-days of family labor 
and 41 more man-days of hired labor. -The actual hours of 
machine use were 65.80, 147.85 and 112.59 hours per year in 
Taipei, Taichung, and Tainan, respectively, or 109 hours on 
the average. Hence 109 hours of machine use substituted for 
24 man.:.days. Converting the machine time to 14 8-hour days, 
the farmers using machines had 10 more man-days for off-farm 
work or for better management of their farms. 

IV. The fourth study, by Lin, used a sample of 10 farms in 
Changhwai (central Taiwan), 22 The results are as follows: 

Farm with Machines Farm with Draft .Cattle 

Labor saved 68.4 man-days/yr. 

Purchase of power energy NT$53,400 NT$7,880 

Annual expenditure on power 

Annual receipts from power 

11,200 

38,714 

4,872 

2;220 

The farm with machines saved· more than two man-months 
of labqr per year and· earned· more than NT$29,000 income. 

Current project at Chung Hsing University. 
A "Study of Agricultural Mechanization and Labor Use in 

Taiwan'' has been jointly· sponsored by the Research Institute 
of Agricultural Economics of Chung Hsing University and the 
Manpower Development Committee, CIECD, Executive Yuan. 
The major objective is to find out the amount of labor transferred 
when agricultural operations are mechanized at the present level 
of adoption on existing mechanized farms. The structure of 
agriculture in this study is based on conditions in 1969. The 
technical coefficients on labor-machine substitution, the uti-: 
lization of saved labor, and the reasons why workers move or 
do not move out of agriculture are all based on a farm survey 
made in January 1971 covering the situation in 1970. A sample 
of 500 farms was selected representing crop systems in six 
agricultural regions of Taiwan. 

In this study,· mechanization includes operations on the farm 
from land preparation and planting to harvesting and drying, 
but excludes marketing operations such as storage. The contents 
of the farm survey s9hedule can be grouped into · three parts: 
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(1) an inventory check on the factors of production on the farm, 
including the labor situation over the six years 1965-70, as well 
as land and capital (machines); (2) the utilization of these factors; 
and (3) the utilization of saved labor and the transfer situation. 

Information is obtained on substitution between machine
hours and man-days covering all operations: preparation of land, 
planting, cultivation, weeding, fertilization, disease and· insect 
control, harvesting, transportation, etc. Utilization of machines 
and of labor outside the farm are recorded by month before 
and after purchase. of the machine, and monthly variation of 
farm labor utilization in 1970 is shown. 

Salient features of the study are that the substitution between 
machine and labor is calculated both for different regions and 
for different crops,23 and is also determined for all uses of the 
machine, so that the labor saved is counted both for the owner's 
farm and for the farms where custom work takes place. It is 
expected that the substitution in . this study. will be larger than 
that in previous studies and will provide a more accurate estimate 
of labor released for transfer to non-farm sectors. 

The following preliminary. findings may be mentioned. Labor 
saved by introducing one power tiller ranges from at least 25 
man-days in the Hsinchu area, where the topography is rolling, 
to over 80 man-days in the Taichung area, where rice cultivation 
is concentrated; Labor saved . by adoption of one harvesting 
combine ranges from at least 37 man-days in the Hsinchu area 
to more than 165 man-days in the Tainan area, the great plain 
on the west coast. 

By crops; use of a machine in sugarcane cultivation saves a 
little over 6 man-days per hect;ue, but in the second rice crop 
it saves over 14 man-days per hectare. 

On the labor'-transfer aspect, the introduction of machines 
has in~uced the migration of 3 percent of the original labor 
force over the past six years, and ~t would induce the migration 
of 28 percent of the existing farm labor force if all operations 
were mechanized. · 

Concluding Remarks 
From the above analysis we can conclude that in Taiwan 

adoption of machines (mainly the power tiller) both saves labor 
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and reduces costs. It makes operations more efficient, especially 
·· through· timely . cultivation, anq more profitable, because of 

income from custom work as ·well as from the increase in 
production already noted. Up to now the annual labor saving 
has been some 10 to 25 man-days (but the trend is increasing) 
and the reduction in costs NT$3,000 or more per farm per year. 

The labor saved is allocated in three directions: 
(1) The reduction in farm work by· women has been trans

ferred to management- of the household. 
(2) The saving of operator's labor on routine tasks has been 

directed to better manage,ment of the fa;rm-there is more 
time for planning. 

· (3) The out-migration of young men from farms has provided 
labor to the non.:farm sector. · 

However, owing to· the small amount of labor transfer,24 
mechanization has meant an additional investment in agriculture. 

· When all cultivation operations become mechanized, the transfer 
of farm labor to the non-farm sector will be greater. Up to now~ 
transplanting and harvesting have not been mechanized, and 
this is a bottleneck to reducing the excessive seasonal demand 
for labor in rice cultivation. Therefore, we can be sure that the 
present operation of farms is far from an optimal combination 
of resources, by modernization criteria, and nothing can be said 

. about the ultimate level to which the capital-labor ratio will 
converge. 

Regarding the process of mechanization, certain problems 
concerning the relationship between -machine and labor need 
further study. · 

The greatest need ~s for enlargement of smailer units, which· 
generate insufficient income25 and· make inefficient use of agri
cultural resources in adopting farm mechanization. Small-size 
farms need to be consolidated info larger family units to allow 
an increase in the capital-labor ratio and the value productivity . 
of labor. 

In the United States, "studies of labor-capital substitution 
. shortly after World Warn, when farmers were investing heavily 

in machinery, reached the cogent conclusion that most operators 
of cash-grain farms in the Com Belt had too little land rather 
than too much power and machinery".26 This could be a warning 
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to us in advocating farm mechanization only in terms of power 
tillers of 15 horsepower. 

Haque's emphasis that the problem of bringing agriculturnl 
mechanization in Pakistan is not basically a problem of pur
chasing the equipment, but rather that· modem agricultural 
equipment would be useless under the present land system27 
perfectly fits the situation in Taiwan. Farms in Taiwan are 
rather small and the size is decreasing. The average size of farm 
dropped from 1.26 hectares in 1952 to barely 1 hectare in 1967, 
and a majority of the farms are of less than 1 hectare (Table 5). 
Furthermore, the low resale price of agricultural machinery and 
its low marginal value productivity outside of agriculture limit 
the sale of surplus machinery. Therefore, widespread research 
is needed to indicate the sizes of farms and the amounts of 
capital necessary to provide satisfactory returns to those who 
can manage additional resources. _ 

In mechanized farming the work emphasis will be on the 
men:tal side rather than on the physical side. Though the 
mechanization of agriculture can reduce man's physical burdens, 
it adds more to his mental work load. The man who operates 
modem farm machinery must make many decisions and perform 
many functions to properly use the machines. A farmer once 
remarked that it took an "iron man" to use the "iron cow" in 
order to obtain the advantage of deep plowing. The present 
power tiller, or "iron cow", is hardly a product designed with 
human factors in mind,28 i.e., emphasis on comfort and 
convenience in every man-machine relationship based upon 
anthropometry (body measurements) and related factors. The 
labor shortage and out-migration of young men will bring more 
old men and more women into farm work, and this will further 
complicate - this aspect of mechanization. In addition, due to 
the diversified nature of agriculture, mechanization needs co- . 
ordination of efforts between agricultural engineers and those 
in other disciplines. As Skromme stated, "many great farm 
equipment developments would have been impossible without help 
from. other disciplines ... It took 11 years of cooperation between 

\ the plant breeder and the agricultural engineer to make a success 
of tomato harvesting".29 O'Brien et al. have pointed out that 
"vital to successful mechanical harvesting of pineapple is uniform 
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N 
00 
00 

Table 5. Distribution of Farms by Area, Taiwan, 1956-66. 

Size of Farms in Chia* 
Year No. Qf Farms 

Less than 0.49 0.5-0.99 1.00-1.49 1.50-1.99 

1956 40,000 30.15 26.71 16.83 9.82 
1960 807,000 33.50 27.00 15.00 8.50 
1966 40,000 37.88 28.77 14.98 8.11 

2.00-2.99 

9.33 
8.00 
6.61 

3.00 and over 

7.16 
8.00 
3.65 

Sources: Report on the 1956 Sample Census of Agriculture, Committee on Sample Census of Agriculture, Taiwan, Aµg. 
1959, p. 22. 
General Report on the 1961 Census of Agriculture, Taiwan, ROC, Committee on Census of Agriculture, Taiwan 
Provincial Govt., May 1963, p. 22. 
Report on· the 1966 Census of Agriculture, Taiwan, Republic of China (5% Sample Census), Committee on 
Census of Agriculture, Taiwan Provincial Government, Oct. 1967, p. 18. 

• One chia = .0.96992 hectare. 



fruit maturity and spacing. . . The change to mechanical har
vesting involves switching from the customary three year plant · 
cycle to a two year growth cycle".30 Pineapple is an important 
crop in Taiwan. The harvesting of pi'neapple has traditionally 
.been done by hand. However, with economic development, the 
labor supply is decreasing, ·and mechanization will certainly 
solve this problem. The ·trend in Taiwan is from a rice economy 
to a commercialized agricultural economy. Farmers will have to 
learn new enterprises and associate mechanization with those 
enterprises. 

Improvement of the labor market to facilitate mobility among 
sectors and firms is desirable. Mechanization of agriculture will 
certainly release quite an amount of labor. However, "evidence 
indicates that lack of specific information results in doubts and 

· fears that may contribute to · immobility". 31 Furthermore, tlie 
transfer of farm labor after mechanization and adjustment of 
the labor force to non-farm work take time.32 

To deal with such problems, T. W. Schultz suggested making 
relevant economic information more complete, making grants 
or loans to help people move, and investing more in human 
agents.33 The ~xtension of compulsory education in Taiwan 
from six to nine years and the emphasis on vocational schools 
certainly are designed to help qualify labor for specific jobs 
needed for further .economic development. The creation of new 
jobs iri non-farm sectors and the release of labor from agriculture 
will no doubt bring about better allocation of human resources. 
From the standpoint of economic efficiency and social welfare, 

· it is desirable to increase the mobility of farm workers through 
teaching new skills, providing subsidies or loans to migrants, and 
establishing employment agencies to disseminate job inforination. 
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Bangkok, Thailand 

In Thailand, as in developing countries throughout . the world, 
it is commonly assumed that there is underemployment in the 
agricultural labor force. 1 There are several indications, however, 
that there may not be underemployment in Thai agriculture. 

Perhaps the most important indication is the level of Thai 
output relative to non-labor inputs. Calculations suggest that 
Thais have available to them only 1/45 as much power (horse
power hours) per person as Americans have; yet the Thai 
laborer produces about four times as much per unit of power 
used as does the American laborer. Furthermore, the American 
worker has nearly four times as much land as the Thai, and an . 
incomparably larger amount of new technology to combine 
with his labor. The implication is that the per capita labor input . 
in Thailand is very high indeed; and this is supported by an 
International Labor Office study which found that 50 percent 
of Thailand's population is in the labor force, as compared 
with only 36 percent of the U.S. population. 

Despite the arguments pro and con, little is actually known 
about the total demand and supply of Thai agricultural labor, 
whether underemployment really exists, and if so, where, to 
what extent, and at what times of the year. Only research into 
this question would help to answer these and important related 
questions: the effect which decreases in the number. of people 
working in agriculture would have on agricultural output, how 
fast mechanization in agriculture can be expected to proceed 
and what its effects on the employment situation will be, the 
potential supply of labor for non-agricultural production, etc. 

Curiosity about this matter led Kasetsart University, in 
cooperation with the Agricultural Development Council and 
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the ECAFE/F AO Bangkok Office, to support this writer in 
carrying out· a research project, "Labor Utilization among the 
Households of Rice Cultivators in the Central Plain, Thailand," 
in the 1961-62 crop year. This case study indicated that on the 
basis of 312 standard annual· working days, rice ·farmers were 
employed 130 percent of the standard time during the planting 
season and 115 percent during the harvesting season. Their 
labor use for rice production alone exceeded the standard time 
per four-week period· in the peak planting season. 2 

Objectives , 
The objectives of this paper are to present briefly: 
l. Estimates of the aggregate supply of and demand for 

agricultural labor in Thailand in 1960. 
2. The extent of seasonal variation of demand for labor in 

agriculture compared 'to the amount of labor available to agri- · 
culture, by month, for the country as a whole and by region. 

3. Socio-economic aspects of underemployment in Thai 
agriculture. 

4. Economic and social aspects of farm mechanization in 
Thai agriculture. 

Supply of Labor 
· Labor supply or ·the stock of labor in Thai agriculture is 

classified into two categories: number of persons aged 14-60, 
and number of man-equivalents. Persons aged 14-60 residing 
in agricultural households (in 1960) are considered as farm 
workers (farmers are included). Persons 13 years of age and 
below residing in agricultural households in 1960, who . num
bered about 8 million, or 30 percent of the total -population, 
are not considered as workers on the ground, based· on certain· 
previous research results, that their opportunity cost of labor: 

. outside their families is not ·significant Persons aged 61 and 
ov~r in agricultural households in 1960, who numbered about 
800,000, or 3 percent of the total population, are not considered 
as workers for the same reason. The number of man-equivalents. 
is calculated from persons 11-60 years of age. 3 In arriving at 

. net labor supply in agricultural households, (both number of 
persons and number of man-equivalents), one woman between 
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21 and 50 years of age (or 0.8 man-equivalent) is excluded for 
each agricultural household, based on the number of agricul
tural households in 1960. 

On the basis of the above calculation, net . agricultural labor 
supply i.n 1960 in terms of number of persons aged 14-60 
amounted to 7,367,863, or 27.15 percent of the total population; 
.and in terms of man-equivalents it amounted to 6,568,500 or · 
24.21 percent of . the total population . 

. Work-days available per. worker are estimated at 280 a year 
for men and 268 for women. This averages out to approximately 
5.5 and 5.1 days per week, respectively.4 ·workdays available 
over the year and per month were calculated on this basis. 

Demand for Labor 
The estimates of labor demand· in Thai agriculture are based 

on two types .of information,5 (1) average labor input (work
days of 8 hours) per rai of crop or per head of livestock in the 
production of certain crops and livestock, and (2) area cultivated 
of each crop and numbers of livestock. (One rai is 0.395 acre 
or 0.16 hectare.) Total demand for labor in crop and livestock 
production is number of rai cultivated times average labor input 
per rai plus number of livestock times average labor input per 
unit of livestock. Labor demand for minding buffaloes' and 
cattle, including work animals, however, is based on the number 
of animrus in the province or region in 1960 and number of 
agricultural households in the same year. The writer's study, 
"Labor Utilization among the Households of Rice Cultivators 
in the Central Plain, Thailand, 1961-62," showed that each 
rice~growing household spent 120 workdays of its available 
labor stock for minding buffaloes and cattle. The Census of 
Agriculture, 1963, reported that 96 percent of agricultural 
households holding 2 or more rais of farmland grow rice. Total 
demand for labor for taking care of buffaloes and cattle is 
estiinated as the number of agricultural households · in the 
province or region times 120 workdays. 

In order to arrive at the:: variation and extent of labor demand 
over the year and the aniount of labor used in agriculture by 
mpiith, official reports on the growing season for 24 major 
crops were used and persons experienced in the production of 
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various kinds of crops and livestock were consulted. In view of 
variation in the growing Season of crops such as rice, the 

. monthly rainfall pattern in the defined regions was consulted. 
If the growing seasons of certain crops overlapped within a 
month, demands for labor for each crop were added together. 
This. indicates peak or slack seasons of demand for labor over 
the. year. 

It should be noted here that the labor input per rai of crops 
and per head of livestock is an average of actual labor used. 
Certain factors such as travelling time of workers between farm 
and place of work are not included. Also the range of labor 
input. varies considerably. For instance, workdays per rai in 
rice production reported by various research workers ranges 
from 9 to 16. 

Furthermore, even if the growing seasori of crops is known, 
it is still very difficult to estimate distribution of workdays by 
.cionth for crop production. Complete information on workday 
distribution by month and by kind of work in the production 
of rice, corn, and kenaf is available. For the production of 
other crops, distribution of the total workdays by month· is 
mainly based on personal experience and consultation with 
experienced persons and technicians. . 

After tabulation of collected data, a graph was made and 
' ' compared with the writer's previous study, mentioned above. 

The workday distribution by month in crop production was 
similar. Actually, the average labor input for rice production 
constitutes 79 percent of the total average labor input for the 
24 major crops. If the workdays used for the production of 
rice, com, and kenaf, for which the information on workday 
distribution by month is considered complete, are added· 
together, they amount ,to 85 percent of the total average labor 
input for the 24 major crops. 

Underemployment in Thai Agriculture 
In this paper, underemployment is defined in two ways: (1) a 

situation in which the withdrawal of labor to· other uses will 
not appreciably diminish the total output of agriculture, and 
(2) a situation in which the full number of labor hours or 
workdays available is not being utilized. 
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The first relevant question is whether underemployment under 
the first definition exists in Thai agriculture. On the basis of 
what was found in the case study. of rice production, inductive · 
reasoning would lead us to answer no. On the other hand, 
present analysis seems to suggest that 3 percent of the workdays 
available in terms of man-equivalents, or 13 percent in terms of 
farm· worker8 (persons aged 14-60 in agricultural households), 
could be removed fo other uses without any decrease in agri:
cultural output. (If one looks only at the annual totals, one 
might make the misleading generalization that underemployment 
of tlie workers in Thai agriculture amounted to 40 to 46 percent 
in· the year under consideratipn.) 

At this point in the analysis, at least two relevant facts must 
be considered. First, as already stated, only the actual average. 
labor input for crop ·and livestock production is used for 
calculating the working hours or days of ·the workers. The 
unavoidable delay of labor use caused by such factors as soil 
structure, farm layout, travelling to and from a distant farm, 
work preparation and after-work labor requirements, . etc., is 
not included in the calculated average labor input. Second, 
although hours available for work are divisible, workers are 
not. Due to the existence of peaks in · seasonal d.emand for 
labor in the agricultural sector, the permanent removal of some 
agricultural workers for other uses in the industrial sector would 
negatively affect agricultural output, since work hours needed 
in the peak season will have gone with the workers removed. 
The 3 ·or 13 .percent of workdays available which appear to go 
unused . may actually be used for producing. crops (including 
second crops) or livestock which were not included in the 24 
major· crops and 5 kinds of livestock under consideration, or 
may be used. for non-farm jobs. 

For the second type of defined. underemployment, the analysis 
seems to suggest an answer of yes. Many developing agricultural . 
economies ·are characterized by semi-subsistence family farming, .. · 
traditional value systems, lack of certain old or. new factors of 
production, and absence of product price incentives, In such a 
situation, this type of underemployment is more likely to. prevail 
than the other ·one. This type of underemployment requires 
much application of socio-economic analysis. · -" 
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ff the country is divided for our analysis into ten regions, 6 

the relationship between demand .for labor in agriculture . and 
the amount of labor available by month in 1960 varied from 

·.. region to region. The seasonal demand was similar among the 
regions except in the Near Northeast and the South. In these 
'two regions rice production is . ·relatively less predominant in 
labor input. 

Based · upon the peak demand for labor in · relation to the 
workdays available~ the man-equivalents in the· Near Northeast, 
the North and the West regions registered the highest under
employment-around 30· percent On the , other hand, in' the 
Central Plain, the East and the South regions the labor use in 
man-equivalents in the peak period exceeded the standard time 
py approximately 50, 30 and 12 percent respectively. The rest 
of the regions utilized their monthly man-equivalent workdays· 
similarly to the average in the country as a whole . 

. Economic and Social Aspects of Farm Mechanization in Thailand 
· Two aspects of farm m.echanization in Thailand· are discussed 

·. briefly in this paper. First, does farm mechanization increase 
. productivity and farm incomer Second, what will be its effect 
on employment and other social situations? 

Productivity and farm income effect . 
The effect of farm mechanization on productivity and income 

depends mainly on kinds and uses of machinery. Certain kind~ . 
of machinery such as water pumps help increase intensive labor • 
use and, . of cdu,rse, affect productivity and income of farmers. 
Also, some kinds of machinery such as farm tractors will 
expand labor use. For instance, before. the introduction of 
water . pumps and· similar machinery to Thai agriculture,· most 
farmers could nqt grow Second crops on their land;' also only 
after the advent of f ~qn tractors could farniers expand their 
area of . cultivated land, especially · for floating rice, corn, 

~ sorghum, cotton and kenaf. This is because typical farm . tools 
and animal power c.annot plow the land before the coming of 
rain; for the land is not soft enough. 

1 

As regards tractors, 90 ·percent of farm tractors· in Thailand· 
are owned by custom-Service operators, w!io g~nerally also are 
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farmers and who provide farm services for a fee. Operators 
are typically small in scale, having 1 to 5 tractors and 1 or 2 
implements per tractor-generally. a plow and either· a harrow, 
rotary tiller, trailer, or com sheller. . 

Tractors are used predominantly for land tilling. Farmers 
principally use the tractors' ·considerably ·higher productivity 
over draft animals to enable preparation of more land in close 
coordination with climatic conditions. Tractors are heavily used 
in the production of corn, sorghum, cotton, and sugar cane. 
Their use for other upland crops is· rtot as extensive nationally. 
Tractor use _for rice production is heavy in the Central Plains 
and South, but limited elsewhere. 

Greater physiCal ease in accomplishing work and time freed 
to earn income from other sources .rank high in farmers' minds 
as .· reasons to use tractor services-higher than the relative 
cost/output advantage of tractors over other power sources. 
°This belief of farmers is substantiated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Change in Average Income of Farm Households in Thailand, 1953 

to 1964. 

Source of income 

Agriculture 

Off-farm work 

TOTAL 

1953 1964 

(baht) 

3,240 4,008 

1,756 2,430 

4,996 6,438 

Percentage increase 

Total 

23.70 

38.38 

28.86 

Per year 

2.15 

3.49 

2.62 

Source: 1953 from Division of Agricultural Economics, Office of the Under~ 

·Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Economic Survey of Farm Hold

ings, 1953; 1964 from National Statistics Office, Household Expen

diture Survey 1963. 

. . 
At present, farm mechanization in Thailand is economical 

for farmers and produces a profit to custom service operators. 
Farmer use of equipment. services, even to the limited extent 
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. . . 

now applied, considerably expands farm productivity and lowers 
both unit and overall farm production costs .. This is particularly 
important in Northeast Thailand paddy farming, where equip
ment use and farm income are the lowest in the country. 7 

·Paddy farmers in that region, who live at subsistence income 
levels, are estimated to be able to obtain at least 692 bahts 
additional income per year per average 21-rai (3.36 hectare) 
farm from minimal mechanization. Custom-service operations, 
nationally, are estimated on the average to generate sufficient 
cash income to pay out investment in about 4 years plus pro
vid~ng additional benefit from use of equipment on operators' 
own farms. 

Need for accelerated farm mechanization 
The shortage of farm labor and of draft animals in peak 

farming seasons indicates the significant need for increased 
mechanization. The existing national shor~age of· farm power 
in peak farming seasons· found in the : survey8 is further 
demonstrated by the inverse relationship in Thailand of crop 
yield and farm size. That is, the larger the farm the smaller the 
yield for most crops. 

Present farm power shortages and need for mechanization 
will be aggravated in the near future, particularly in the North
east, where major irrigation projects are expected to come on 
stream by 1971. The ·Pa Mong Study Project Team projects a 
significant increase in farm power requirements in the North
east, with up to 50 percent of the power having to be hired in 
peak seasons to enable effective use of iand to be irrigated. 9 

It should be noted here that crop production in Thailand at 
present prices of inputs and of products cannot profitably be 
fully mechanized. Corn and sorghum production at Farm 
Suwan of Kasetsart University, which was fully mechanized, 
encountered a loss, while corn farin.ers ·in the same locality 
using machinery (tractor) only for land preparation registered 
a profit. 10 -

Employment and other social effects. 
_ As previously discussed, certain kinds and uses of- machinery 

in Thailand should increase employment. In relation to tractor 
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service for land preparation, two kinds of positive employment 
· effects 'could occur: (1) increase in farm productivity and hence 
marginal value product; and (2) greater physical ease in 
accomplishing work . and time freed to earn income from off
farm employment. This effect is Ulustrated in the following 
diagram: 

Revenue 

---........... 
---~ ' . .......... 

.......... -· 
1--------------"I~------- MC (Cost of service) -- . ---- MVP (Rice or corn + off-farm · 

income) 

\ 
MVP from rice or corn 

Hired hours of tractor service 

Concerning other social aspects of farm mechanization, Thai 
farmers working with typical farm tools and animal power have 
a back-breaking occupation .. During the peak seasons the 
farmers and working members of their families were employed 
130 and 115 percent, respectively, of full time. Their food intake 
is too low to provide the calories required by persons engaged 
in hard work, due mainly to lack of time· to obtain food and 
lack . of knowledge abou_t good food. 

As a result, when farm people reach about 45 years of age, 
their working hours per year decrease rapidly· and they have to 
hire labor to do their farm work. Furthermore, a great number 
of them crowd. the provincial and nearby hospitals. This means 
both a personal cost and a social cost. 

In the last analysis, one would not be wrong to say that farm 
and other mechanization introduced to Thai agriculture and 
society over the last decade· has played a very important role 
in the improvement of life expectancy and health among the 
Thais. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
· In light of this . analysis . ·and discussion, : it can be said that 
there is no underemployment of Thai . agricultural labor in the 
sense that labor could be withdrawn for other uses without a 
decrease in the total output of agriculture. However, there is 
underemployment in the sense that·. the. full number of labor . 

· hours or ·workdays available is not being utilized. 
One relevant implication for policy should be drawn from 

this paper. In 1960, one farm man-equivalent or one farm 
worker produced farm products for . only about 4 persons in 
the country. In that year, the equivalent of 1,062 million 8-hour 
days were used to produce 24 major crops and 61 million head 
of 5 kinds ·of livestock. This contributed o:ply about 3.40 baht 
per hour to Thailand's. gross domestic product derived from 

. agriculture. at that year's prices. 11 · 

Productivity of labor per hour of work ·in Thai agriculture 
is relatively low. Rapid transfer of labor from agriculture to 
non-agricultural . production. could hardly be expected except 
at the expense of ·agricultural output upon which the Thai 
economy depends~ 

To help Thai fanil workers use their labor more productively 
and to promote their higher income as well as their better living, 
proper fanri mechanization is one of the positive approaches. 
However, to achieve high.er and stabilized farm income, change 
in ·farm management, in knowledge and .technology, and in 
institutions has to be developed correspondingly. 

1 See A. Lewis, "Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labor," The Manchester 
School, May 1954; R. Nurkse, Problems of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped 
Areas, Oxford Univ. Press, 1953; Rosenstein-Rodan, "Problems of Industriali
zation of.Eastern and Southeastern Europe," Economic Journal, June-Sept. 
1943; J.C.H. Fei and G. Ranis, Development of the Labor Surplus Economy, 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964. · . 

2 Arb Nakajud, "Thai Agricultural Labor: Demand and Supply," Proceedings. 
of the Third National S~minar. oh Population, National Research Council, 
Bangkok. · . 

3M~ . . , 
4 See: Yong Sam Cho, Disguised Unemployment in Underdeveloped Area: With 

Special Reference to South Korean Agriculture, Univ. of Calif. Press, 1963, p. 61. 
5 Arb Nakajud, op. cit. 
6 Arb Nakajud, op. cit. 
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7 Kasetsart University and USOM/Thailand, Thailand Farin Mechaniiation and 
Farm Machinery Market, 1969, p. 3, 

8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 

10 Dept. of Agri. Econ., Kasetsart Univ., Bangkok, The Agro-Economics of Corn. 
and Sorghum Production, July, 1971. 

11 This is based only on the value· of crops and livestock. Of the crops, the value 
of vegetables and fruits, which account for about 23 % of the total value of 
agricultural crops included in the GDP estimate in 1960, is excluded. See: 
Office of' ~he National Economic Development Board, Bangkok, National 
Income Statistics of Thailand, 1964, Tables 1 and 7. 
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A SOCIO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS .. 
OF FARM MECHANIZATION:IN 
ASIATIC PADDY-FARMING SOCIETIES 
WITH ·SPECIAL REFERENCE TO . 
KOREAN AND' JAPANESE CASES 

SUNG-HO KIM 
Agricultural Economics Research Institute, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Korea 

I 

The so-called "Asiatic Paddy-Farming Society" is characterized 
as a peasant economy with a large number of family members 
on small-scale farms, using primitive technology and being sub
ject to a monsoon climate. 

In this context, introduct~.on of farm machinery in the area . 
has been considered hardly practical· for three reasons. The first 
is ~l doubt regarding the technical possibility of developing farm 
machinery satisfactorily adapted to Asian farming conditions. 1 

The second is a wide-spread· skepticism whether labor-intensive 
agriculture can be mechanized without a decrease in yield per 
hectare, which would be against the farmers' interest. 2 

These· two are essentially technical problems and have prac
tically been solved in the process of farm machinery development 
since 1966. Machines have been devised for all operations of rice 
farming from planting to. harvesting, and this has been done 
without any reduction of production rate. 3 

Thirdly, even if these two difficulties were satisfactorily solved, 
. a strong doubt has been expressed regarding the economic 
feasibility of introducing machinery in smalI:-scale farming, 
especially on those farms with land acreages of one hectare or 

· less.4 To deal with this problem, many Japanese scholars have 
advocated socialistic solutions which aim to consolidate small 
farms into large-scale farms such as kolkhoz or co-operative 
farms, 5 or enlarging average farm size through decreasing the 
rural population and the nuniber of farm households.6 The 
present study, however, found that the effects of the above pro
posals on· Japanese· farm mechanization have been negligible. 
In 1969, cooperative farms accou_nted for only 1.0 percent of 
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total farm households, and the average farm size increased only 
by 0.1 ha. during 1955-69, despite a decrease of about 11 million. 
farmers and 6.2 million farm households during the same peiiod. 

Among th~ three restrictions for farm mechanization presented 
above, the last question is still unanswer~d. Then, what are the 
economic facters overlooked by the Japanese schol_ars of twenty 
or thirty years ago, that have made possible the achievement of 
farm mechanization by small-scale farms? 

Research Approaches to Farm Mechanization in Japan 
We may group the approaches to factors affecting farm me

chanization prevailing in the Japanese academic school into the 
three categories : (1) break-even point analysis, (2) farm manage
ment analysis, a:nd (3) non-economic approaches. 

Break-even point analysis 
The break-even point is determined where the total cost of 

operating machinery per unit of land equals the farm operating 
expenses of conventional farming techniques on the same area. 7 

If a farmer has more farm land than that indicated by the thus
calculated break-even point, he can introduce the machine 
reasonably and use it efficiently on his own farm land. If the 
opposite is the case, there will be an over-investment problem. 
To check regarding farm mechanization in this respect, the power 
tiller was takeri for the break-even point analysis, for it is the 

· most important and characteristic machine in the process of 
Japanese farm,mechanization. As of 1969, about 3 million power 
tillers were being used in Japan, and more than 72 percent of 
them were owned by small farmers with less than 1.5 ha. of farm 
land. 

Estimates of the break-even points of the 5 HP t~ller during 
the period 1955-68, based.on data of paddy-growing farms, are 
shown in Figure 1. 8 As shown in the figure, the break-even point 
has moved. sharply .down from 6.4 ha .. (575 operating hours a 
year) in 1955 to 1.5 ha. (135 operating hours a year) in 1968. 
The reason for this is that while the price of a power tiller in
creased only by 40 percent, the average farm wage rate rose by 
312 percent during 1955-69. This implies that introduction of 
the power tiller was stimulated as a means to lessen the burden 
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Fig. 5. Break-even Points q'f Power Tiller and Actual Average 
Farm Size in Japan, 1955-69. · 

Farm size (ha.) 
Hours of 

operation. (hr.) 
7 6.4 ha. (575 hr.) 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 
1.0 ha. 

Actual average farm size 

1.6 
(142) 

1.5 
(135) 

550 

450 

350 

250 

·'\.. 150 

. 1 --------------------------------- 100 

Actual operating hours (114) 

55 57 59 61 63 65 

Source: Calculated from Statistics for Agriculture, · 
Forestry and Fishery, 1955-1970, Japan. · 

of the sharp wage increase. 

1.1 ha. 

67 69 

By 1968, the break-even point had fallen almost to the average 
farm size of L 1 ha. Before reaching this point, there were sub-. 
stantially large . gaps every year between the break-even point 
and the actual average farm size. These gaps obviously imply 
an over-investment of capital and the inefficient use of a power 
tiller on the part of most individual power~tiller owners. · 

Farm Management Analysis 
An alternative approach by Japanese scholars-Tern Takei, 

for instance-is that the economic efficiency of the "power tiller 
should not be determined simply by the break:.even point, but 
by the over-all impact of mechanization on farm operation as 
a whole. 9 In other words, feasibility analysis of farm mechaniza
tion should not be based on the concept of comparative operation 
expenses, but on that of induced farm income effect. According 
to this concept, the comparative disadvantage of machinery 
introduction viewed from a break-even point analysis may tum 
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out to be a profitable opportunity; the induced income effect 
on the over-all farm operation may outweigh the capital over-. 
investment. 

The above proposition presupposes that farm income should 
increase· faster than the growth of investment in farm implements 
and machines, so that earnings from agriculture enable a farmer 
to purchase the machinery._ However, factual observation of the 
process of Japanese farm mechanization contradicts Takei's 
tht;ory, in that the growth rate of farm implement assets exceeds 
that of farm income. · 

As seen in Figure 2, during the period 1957-69 the· farm im
plement index increased to 355 percent and the farm incoine 
index to 274 percent, a ·difference of 81 percentage points, in 

fig .. 2. Index of Farm Income and1 Farm Implement Assets 
per Farm Household, Japan, 1957-69. 

Farm income index 
(1957 = 100) 

300 

200 

// 
/./,,. 61 

//60 

/ 
/ 

lb/ 
o'-o/ w 

/ 

Index of farm implements assets 
(1957 = 100). 

Source: Calculated from Statistical Yearbook of Ministry 
of Agriculture and Forestry,. 35th-45th Japan. 
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nominal prices. The average annual growth. rate of farm imple
ment assets is 12.4 percent, and that of farm income only 9.7 
percent. In short, farm income did not grow as fast as farm 
implement assets. · 

·In this context, we can not satisfactorily explain the high 
inacqfoery investment by the use either of farm management 
analysis or of break-even point analysis. Again, what has enabled 
the ·Japanese farmer to invest in farm implements which grew 
faster than their farm income? 1 o 

Non-economic approaches . 
With regard to the capital over-investment which can not be 

eKplained by the . above economic approaches, several Japanese 
scholars had presented non-economic theories 11 such as: 

(1) Income Effect Theory 
(2) Demonstration Effect Theory 
(3) Disintegration of Patriarchal Family Theory 
(4) Increased Leisure Valuation Theory 
(5) Farmers' Physical Mutation Theory 
(6) Combined Factors Theory12 
Do farmers purchase power cultivators or other agricultural 

machinery as durable consumer goods, like T.V. sets ·or refrig
erators? Did the. demonstration effects, along with the increase 
of leisure time, motivate the farm mechanization in Japan? All 
the above questions are chiefly concerned with the non-economic. 
aspects of Japanese farm mechanization. While these non
economic and psychological factors are important, it is essential 
in the first place to discover the major economic factors covering 
the over-invested farm mechanization in Japan. 

M_ajor Factors Affecting Farm Mechanization 
In order to find out the factors associated closely with the 

introduction of power tillers ·during the period 1955-69, multiple 
regression analysis was attempted using various explanatory 
variables. Among them, the following model. wa.s considered as 
the best fit: 13 

Y = - 276.0 + l ,658.8Xi + l .96X~ -0.07X3 (R 2 = 0.97) 
(969.0) (0.86) (0.44) 
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where: Y =number of power tillers owned by Japanese farmers . 
X 1 =farm household income surplus/price of power tiller 
X2 =farm wage rate per day (man) 
X3 =number of draft animals 
* · = significant at the I % confidence level . 

A test of significance of the regression coefficients indicates 
that the farmers' ability to buy power tillers (X

1
) and the farm· 

wage rate. (X2) were statistically significant in explaining the 
number of power cultivafors owned by farmers, while the number 
of draft animal.s (X

3
) was negatively related but not statistically 

significant. These variables in the equation accounted for about 
97 percent of the variation in the dependent variable (Y). 

From the viewpoint of size of coefficient, X 1 is the most effec
tive factor in explaining the number of power tillers. During the 
test period, the income surplus tripled but the price of tillers 
increased only by 40 percent. The coefficient of X 2 reflects that . 
as the farm. wage rate increases, farmers tend to substitute power 
machines for hunian labor . 

. The significance. of the third variable, X 3 , is very weak, but 
. the minus sign of its coefficient implies that draft animals in 
farming have been replaced by power tillers. It is thus safe to . 
conclude from the above regression analysis that farm household · 

·income surplus, price of tiller, rural wage rate and the number of 
draft animals affected farm mechanization; and that the income 
surplus may be a decisiv~ fa~tor,. because a farmer's investment 
in durable capital assets requires a large amount of ·cash at one 
time, and the surplus is the main source·of capital accumulation. 
The next question is where the farm income surplus comes from . 

. Since the farmers' income surplus originates from. both agri
cultural and non-agricultural income sources, it is necessary to 
determine the degree of association of each of these two types 
of income with farm implement assets as. follows: 

Y ~a+ bZ .............. ~ ......... (1) 

- (X p . 
Z-cX1X 2 ·············'.······· .(2) 
substituting Z from (2) into (1), 

(X p 
Y =a+ be X1X2 ••••••••••••••• (3) 
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where: y =value. of farm implements and machinery (yen), 
Z =farm household income surplu~ (yen), 
X1 =farm income (yen), 
X2 =non-farm income (yen). 

In the above equation, the Cobb-Douglas exponents a and /3, 
can be said to represent contribution rates of farm and non
farm income, respectively, to the value of farm implement assets. 
Estimates of the exponents, using data for 1955-68, are shown 
iii Table 1. 

' 
Table 1. Relative Contributions of Farm and Non'-farm Incomes to Farm 

Capital Provisions by Size of Farm, Japa~, 1955-68. 

Size of 

farm (ha:) 

0.1-0.3 
0.3-0.5 
0.5-1.0 
1.0-1.5 

1.5-2.0 
2.0 or more 

Y = 30.57 + 1.47Z*.· 

Farm income 

(a) 

-0.164 
-0.219* 

0.350 
0.374* 

. 0.757* 

1.329* 

·Non-farm 

income <P> 

1.547 
1.276.* 
0.748* 
0.510*. 

-0.045 
0.032* 

(R = 0.97 t = 13.37) 

Source: See Sung-Ho Kim, op. cit., Appendix Table 5. 

* Significant at the 1 % confidence level. 

R2 

0.80 
0.94 
0.98 
0.99 

0.99 

0.96 

The figures in· the above table indicate that the contribution 
rate of farm income. to farm impiement assets (including ma
chinery) is higher than that of non-farm income for farms with 
1.5 ha. or more. On the other hand, the opposite is true for farms 
of less than LS ha., implying that the small-size farmers depend 
heavily on non-farm income to finance their farm mechanization. 

These findings shed light on the earlier findings of the capital 
_over-investment, explaining why and how farm mechanization 
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in Japan has been possible despite the fact that many small farms 
could not afford to buy a power cultivator when financed by 
farm income alone. In short, non-agricultural income has played 
a decisive role in stimulating farm mechanization by providing 
a reward to' the apparent over-investment of capital in farm 
machinery by Japanese farms. ·In other words, Japanese farmers 

· have been strongly motivated to adopt the farm machinery in 
order to increase their non-farm income. 

Contradictory as it may sound, the above statement presents 
a distinctive characteristic of Asiatic paddy-farming society. In 
reality, non-farm employment in Japan brings farmers twice as 
large earnings per capita as working on the farm. Therefore, 
young persons in rural areas take jobs whenever they can in 
the non-agricultural sector, and this creates a great labor shortage 
for operation of their own farms. But they don't want to abandon 
farming because of instability of non-farm employment, uncertain 
social security, inherent attachment to.their farm land, etc. Under 
these circumstances, a probable solution is to minimize their 
labor inputs used in agriculture and divert. the maximum amount 
of labor to non-farm employment opportunities. To do so, intro
duction of farm machinery is needed to make up for the outflow 
of farm labor, and the resulting capital over-investment is com
pensated by their high non-agricultural income. 

Many scholars in Korea and Japan used to regard the non
farm income as a supplemental revenue mainly for family live
lihood, and thus considered the magnitude of non-farm income 
as a parameter of farmers' poverty. 14 However, high non-farm 
income not only supplements living expenditure . but also con
stitutes a major part of farin household income, and thereby 
compensates for the.over-investment involved in the introduction 
of farm machinery. Figure 3 indicates the relationship between 
agricultural and non-agricultural incomes of Japanese farmers by,_ 
size of farm. 

The high farm household income of small-size farms is mostly 
due to higher non-farm income: Presently this type of part-time 
farmer comprises 84 percent of all farm households, Referring 
to the fact that this percentage has gradually increased from the 
earlier stage of Japanese capitalization, part-time farm operation 
may be an essential phenomenon with respect to rural migration 
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Fig. 3. Farm Household Income Structure in Japan, 1969. 
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in Japan. 15 Under this circumstance, non-farm income plays an 
important role in increasing farm household income and in 
agricultural modernization. 16 

Comparison of Mechanization Process: Japan and Korea 
Up to this point we have found no reason to suppose that 

the characteristics we have observed in Japanese farm mechani
zation are unique to Japan. We might expect to find them in 
other Asian paddy-farming societies where rapid economic 
development is in process. But before proposing this controver
sial generalization, we must make a comparative stUdy of the 
farm mechanization process in Asian cpuntries. 

Comparison of the Korean case with the Japanese case seems 
.to ·indicate almost the same trend of farm mechanization. The 
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· present low level of farm machinery supply in Korea, where 
approximately 10,000 power tillers are operating as . of 1969, 
makes it extremely hard to analyse the process of Korean farm 
mechanization using the same method applied to the Japanese 
case. However, there are some .data indicating similarity. 

The rapid economic growth of Korea in the 1960s has greatly 
affected the agricultural sector in such a direction as to stimulate 
farm mechanization. The number of persons employed in the 
agricultural sector has decreased since 1965. Also, farm popula
tion and the number of farm households have decreased since 
1968. 

In the present situation of Korean agriculture, a small decrease 
in labor supply due to the outflow of rural labor causes a great 
change in the farm wage rate and agricultural productivity, 
because farm technology still follows conventional labor-intensive · 

· farming methods. The farm wage rate in Korea actually has 
risen faster than in Japan during the 1960s. 1 7 Strong pressure 
has developed for adopting farm machinery in order to lessen 
the burden of the increase in farm labor expenses in Korea. To 
improve the situation, the Korean government ·has initiated a 
program for agricultural machinery supply in the Third Five 
Year Economic Development Plan that begins in 1972. 

Furthermore, Korea is facing almost the same situation as in 
the initial stage of farm mechanization in Japan, in that the 
break-even point for the use of power tillers· is a little higher 
than 5.0 ha., 1 s so that mechanization is likely to involve a similar 
problem of capital over-investment. 

Under these circumstances, it is imperative that non-farm 
income should increase in order to cover the deficit of farm 
mechanization. Such a process is a necessary pre-condition for 
farm mechanization in Asian paddy-farming society, where small
scale farming with low levels of farm income is the general rule. 

Is the non-farm income of the average Korean farmer at 
present sufficient to finance the expenditure needed for the 
introduction of farm machinery? Since more than 80 percent of 
non~farm income, on the average, comes from farm wage income, 
which is associated closely with the rural wage rate, a rapid rise 
in wage rate would appear superficially to provide the increase 
in non-farm income. · 
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Fig. 4. Relationship of Farm Wage Income and Rural 
Wage Rate, Korea and Japan, (1962-69). 
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But in Korea, the wage income does not increase very much 
with increase in the wage rate. Let us compare the Korean 
situation with that in Japan. As clearly seen from Figure 4, the 
association appears to be very strong in the case of Japanese 
farmers, but relatively poor for Korean farmers. The regression 
coefficients are positive in both equations, implying that as the 
rural wage rate rises, farm wage income in both countries in
creases, but the rates are much different. For the same relative 
increase in the farm wage level, the increase in farm wage income 
of the average Korean farmer is about orie-twelfth that of a 
Japanese farmer. 

Why is there this difference between the two countries? The 
explanation is that farm wage income depends not only upon 
the wage rate but also upon non-farm job opportunity. In the 
Japanese case, these two factors, wage rate and job opportunity, 
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. . 

have risen together, but in Korea the wage rate has risen, be
cause of the decrease in rural labor force, but job opportunities 
have not expanded. 

In Japan; the over-all non-farm job opportunities have been 
made available tO farmers chiefly through the expansion of the 
external economy and the decentralization of firms and factories 
in rural areas. With good road development, rapid transportation 
system, and. industrialiZation in rural areas, farmers. have had 
easy access to part-time j<?bs nearby their homes or are able to 
commute daily to and from distant city working places, without 
having actually to migrate.19 Under this situation, an increase 
in rural wage rate was immediately reflected as part of non-farm 
income in Japan. 

In such a situation, the rise in rural wage rate creates not only 
the necessity for farm machinery on the part of farm operators 

, in order to offset the increase in operating costs due to rising 
wages, but also an effective demand for .farm machinery, which 
can largely be financed out of non-farm earnings. The farm 
mechanization process described above · in connection with the 
non-farm employment thesis is what Japanese agriculture has 
experienced since 1955. 

In contrast, Korean agriculture seems to be caught in a vicious 
circle in regard to farm mechanization. Due to the centralization 

I of industries in a few big cities and with little development of 
· the external economy in rural areas, even when the rural wage · 

rate rises substantially the impact on increased non-farm income · · 
appears to be negligible. Accordingly, the rise in the rural wage 
level has created only a need for farm machinery, which has not 
been followed by growth of effective demand for purchasing of 
farm machinery. In other words, with the increasing farm wage 
rate in Korea, the gap between absolute and effective demand 
for farm· machinery is widening year by year. 

The present differences in socio-economic conditions for farm 
mechanization betwee:q Korea and Japan are due to differences 
in the pattern of modernization, a problem outside the main 
subject of this paper. · 

Future Path of Farin Mechanization 
Finally, however, let us attempt to ·evaluate Japanese farm 
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mechanization using small-scale machines'---power tillers, binders, 
planters, etc.-which are quite different from Western, large-scale 
machinery. ' 

Small-machine mechanization has several weak points. First, 
it cannot provide a consistently integrated work systeni like that 
in Western farm mechanization, where the tractor provides multi.:. 
purpose services. In Japan, each different machine, such as power 
tiller, binder, transplanter, etc., requires a separate power source, 
so that the total cost of machinery is· higher than that with the 
tractor used· in Western agriculture. 

As shown in Table 2, although the average power of machinery 
per farmer in Japan is the lowest among the countries .listed, the 
power per hectare is the highest. This means that the Japanese 
style of mechanization requires relatively more machine power' 
and hence higher cost, than in the other countries. · 

Another weak point is that the part-time farm shows a lower 
land productivity than that of full-time farms. 

Thus Japanese small-machine mechanization, mainly designed 
for small- or part-time farms, is found to be inefficient in utilizing 
agricultural resources. This may be a transitory phenomenon. 
that has resulted from the pattern of part-time fai"Jlling. If the 
agricultural population and number of farm households continue · 
to decrease in the long run, the small-machine mechanization 
will change to large machines. 

Table 2. Farm Mechanization in Selected Countries, 1970. 

Countries 
Average tractor Average tractor 

horsepower per farm horsepower per hectare 

U.S. 79.1 0.7 

United Kingdom 41.2 0.8 
France 18.7 1.3 

Germany 17.2 2.1 

Italy 4.5 1.0 

Japan 3.6 2.8 

Source: Farm Machinery Almanac (Sin No Rin Sya), Japan, 1971. 
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The mo.dem professional farmers who want to specialize in 
farming eventually will adopt the integrated system centered ori 
the use of medium or large~scale machinery. The recent rapid 
adoption of large tractors by many Japa:p.ese farmers is regarded 
as heralding this new trend. In this context, the present pattern 
of Japanese farm mechanization is likely to pose problems of 
transition. to the post-small-machine stage of mechanization. 

Korea is, instead, in · the pre~mechanization stage of small 
machinery .. Mechanization should be preceded by a balanced 
growth between the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, in 
order to provide many non-farm job .opportunities. This will be 
done by expansion of the rural external economy through the 
decentralization of firms and factories. Thus, for farm mechani
zation in Korea, the inter-industry problem is no less important 
than the problem within agriculture. 

However, the introduction of small machinery is not the only 
path to farm mechanization. Large-scale machinery may be dis
tributed as a strategic means in order to skip the small-machinery 
stage. But this c~n be justified only where a simple cropping 
system is carried out over a wide area, or where farm machinery 
systems such as cooperative use can be introduced. 

Finally, Korea and many other countries in the East-Asian 
. Region except Japan have had such a short practical and theo
retical experience with respect to the engineering, technology, 
and work system of farm machines that their farm mechanization 
proceeds by trial and error, and progresses poorly. 

Thus, the task of farm mechanization in Asiatic paddy-farming 
societies calls for a comprehensive problem-solving effort, not 
only within agriculture and between industries but also between 
countries for exchange of information. 
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GROUP ACTIVITIES IN THE 
MECHANIZATION OF 
RICE FARMING 

NATSUKI KANAZAWA 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Faculty of Agriculture, 

University of Tokyo, Japan 

Types of Group Activities in Rice Farming 
There are many types of group activities in rice farming, and 
I want first to describe some types that have been particularly 
popular in Japan. 

Labor exchange between farmers 
. This type has been very popular for a long time. Japanese 

farmers usually call this type "Yui", which means "combination" 
or '.'binding". A farmer receives labor from other farmers at 
his busy time and returns the same amount of labor when he is 
asked to pay back. Of course there is no cash payment between 
these two farmers. Usually each farmer exchanges his labor 
with several other farmers. 

Group operation of farming practices 
Some practices of rice farming (transplanting, disease and 

insect control, harvesting etc.) are very often done. cooperatively. 
Sometimes only one practice is done cooperatively, sometimes 
two· or three. At present, group operation of transplanting and 
of disease and insect control are most popular; The size of group 
varies from several households to as many as 30, almost the same 
as the size of a village community. The· optimum size of group 
operation differs for each practice. 

Group utilization of farm machinery and facilities 
Capital investment in farming has been increasing remarkably, 

especially fixed capital. How to use fixed capital at its optimum 
level is important if the farmer is to make his farm management 
stable and profitable. 

Because for this purpose many farmers have too little acreage, 
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group utilization of large machinery has been developing. We 
.can divide group utilization into three types::. 

1. A machine is owned by one person and others use it by 
paying rent. 

2. Each machine is owned by all members. of the group using it. 
3. The machines are owned by the farmers' association or 

town government and members of the group borrow these 
machines and use them as a group. 

Group farming (joint farming) 
Each farmer does his own farming, but there is group agreement 

as to varieties, timing and methods of cultivation. This is the most 
popular type of group activity in Japan, but different groups 
.have widely different · ranges of group activities. In the more 
progressive groups, cooperative performance of farm practices, 
group utilization of machinery, and agreement on cultivation 
are closely combined with each other. But the base of group 
farming is agreement on cultivation by members. Usually the 
group includes almost the whole village community. 

Cooperative management 
Under cooperative management all practices are performed 

cooperatively, not only production practices but also selling and 
profit sharing. We can divide cooperative managem~nt into two 
categories: 
. 1. Cooperative management of one enterprise. 

2. Cooperative management of all enterprises. 

What Is Group Farming? 
As I stated above, group farming (joint operation of rice 

farming) is becoming the most popular type of group activity 
in Japanese farming. It involves serious but interesting problems. 
In this paper, it is discussed primarily with reference to the 
mechanization of Japanese rice farming. 

· It is difficult to define group farming because its ·ways and 
means are so multifarious. 

Perhaps the largest change in Japan's agriculture in recent 
years is the outflow of agricultural labor brought about by growth 
of the non-agricultural sectors of the economy. Farmers have 
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been induced to take countermeasures such as the introduction 
of· large machinery for joint use to replace individually owned 
small machinery and the adoption of joint water management. 

To assure a high rice yield, the most important operations 
are timely transplanting and irrigation. But to ensure a high unit 
yield by cooperative adjustment of the depth of irrigation water 
and cooperative control of. disease and insects, the rice growth 
conditions on all participating farms must be uniform. To assure 
uniformity all participating farmers have to adopt the same 
variety and transplant at the same time. Otherwise the adjustment 
of irrigation water can not be carried out cooperatively because 
water depth must differ by growth stage and condition. The same 
is true for disease and insect control. 

So the simplest form of group farming operation is the-adoption 
of the same variety, simultaneous transplanting and fertilizer 
application, and the conclusion of an agreement among the 
participating farmers for cooperative water management and 
cooperative disease and insect control. 

Usually all operations under the agreement are carried out 
individually on each farm except for water and insect control. 

· Of course, some operations do not fall under the agreement. 
Initially, for instance, most harvesting operations are _on an. 
individual basis. 

Group farming depends on the agreement of participating 
farmers; its basic foundation is the individual. It is a kind of group 

·activity based solely on agreement, not on contract. Group 
_farming is sometimes called joint farming. or translated as group 
cultivation. However, agreement by members is the basic 
foundation. 

When_ group farming develops to an advanced stage, it becomes 
desirable to carry out all plowing and harrowing at one time· in 
preparation for simultaneous transplanting. Then a large tractor 

· is used jointly by the members, with one member who can operate 
it commissioned to do all the work. To ensure the maximum 
results with such large machinery, field plots must be consolidated 
to a certain size and in accordance therewith irrigation and 
drainage ditches must undergo improvement. 

At still more ·advanced stages, the scope of operations under 
simple agreement gradually decreases and the scope of cooperative 
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Table 1. Scope of Group Farming in Japan: Numbe~ of Groups and of Parti

cipating Households, and Are_a under Joii;it Operation, 1966-67; 
Area Ratio, 1962-67. 

Number of groups 

Number of households 

Area in hectares 

Ratio of area (includes 

only operations of 10 
hectares or more) 

1966 

3,317 

96,637 
68,301 

1967 

6,455 
201,676 
145,540 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

0.3 0.5 0.9 1.3 2.4 4 .. 7 

work increases. For instante, transplanting is done not individually 
· but cooperatively. The same is true of harvesting. However, 
when almost all farming operations are done cooperatively, 
group farming has turned into ·cooperative cultivation: 

At present, most group farming operations ate in the initial 
stage, and their number is constantly increasing (see Table 1). 
On the other hand, cooperative rice cultivation is also increasing. 
However,· to avoid any misunderstanding, we emphasize that 
one must not assume that group farming inevitably develops 
into cooperative management, although of course . this occurs 
in some cases~ 

In general, there is a distinct difference in the way farmers 
look at group farming and cooperative managem.ent. 

There is some opinion that group farming will soon dissolve
that it is an initial step toward large-scale individual management. 
Group farming has emerged naturally as a counterineasure of 
farmers against external pressures, so it has much mobility. 
Accordingly, it is ,not incorrect to speak of group farming as 
temporary. 
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Yet it is wrong to view group farming as necessarily leading 
either .into· cooperative management or toward the birth of large
scale individual· management. The mobility of group farming 

·can be interpreted to mean that Japanese farmers are capable 
of meeting ever-changing situations. Instead of hastening to 
reach any conclusion, it is necessary to fully.ascertain the charac
teristics and existing conditions of group farming operations. 
Although group farming seems simple at a glance, it has complex 
features as well as progressive phases. 

Types of Group Utilization of Machinery 
Group utilization of machinery and facilities was mentioned 

briefly in an earlier section. The different types of arrangements 
are discussed in more detail here. 

1. Some groups consist of several farmers who can operate 
large machines, but the machines are owned by one person and 
the others use them by paying rent. 

2. Some groups consist of several farmers who can operate 
. large machines and the machines are owned by all members of 

the group. Planned utilization·· among members is necessary. 
3. Sometimes one farmer owns and operates the machinery 

and the others do not own and cannot operate it. In such case, 
the owner of the machinery cultivates the others' fields by contract. 

· 4. Sometimes the owner of the machinery is not an individual 
but a farmers' union or association. Usually one village or one 
hamlet has one or two farmers' production unions. The union 
hires machine operators and contracts with the members of the 
union according to their proposals. 

5. A village farmers' union oi association may own machinery 
and facilities, hire operators, and contract with other groups 
according to their proposals. There are two cases of this type : 
a. Contract or commitment with group-operation groups 
b. Contract or commitment with joint-farming groups. 

6. Until last year, Agricultural Cooperative Associations were 
prohibited from engaging in cultivation. But now an Agricultural 
Cooperative Association can do this as its business. So an associa
tion may own a number of large machines, hire operators, and 

. make contracts or commitments with individual farmers, group 
operations, and joint farming groups. · 
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Table 2. Effects of Joint Operation. 

,. 
a. Effects reported by farmers 

Change Proportion of farmers reporting 

Increase in yield. 

Stabilization of production 

much 

35.1 

47.9 

percent 

b. Effects on productivity 

Item Unit 
Before joint 

operation 

Yield kg. per 10 are 441 

Labor input hours per 1 0 are .161 

some 

43.7 

38'6 

1966 

501 

130 

Source: Ministry.of Agriculture and Forestry Investigation of Group Farming, 

1967. 

Evaluation of Group Farming Operation and Mechanization 
Producfivity and rice farming technique 

From the standpoint of productivity, the 1967 investigation 
of group farming by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 
revealed that 35.J % of participating groups achieved a "good" 
yield increase and an additional 43. 7 % reported some yield · 
increase, which means that nearly 80 % had an increase in yield. · 
As to the question whether group farming ·contributes to the 
stabilization of rice cultivation, 47.9 % reported that stabilization 
had greatly increased and 38.6 % reported some stabilization, 
which is a high ratio of 86 % in· favor of group farming. 

The yield increase and stabilization effect differ to some extent 
by regions. For instance, the regions which reported large yield 
increases were Kyushu, Chugoku, and Shikoku, followed by 
the Tokai and Kinki regions. Small yield increase was notecfin 
the Tohoku, Kanto and Hokuriku regions., Practically the saine . . ·:, . 
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trends are seen in stabilization. From this standpoint, the stabili-· 
zation effect and yield increase from group farming operation 
are, if anything, more pronounced in regions other . than main 
rice producing regions. So we can say rice productivity has leveled 
up, especially· in the less productive regions. 

From· the standpoint of labor productivity, 99 % of the total 
number of group:-operation groups reported labor saving. For 
example, the labor requirement per' 10 are was about 20% lower. 

Now, the question is what kind of mech~nism is a connecting 
link between land productivity improvement and labor saving? 
As stated above, a thorough and exhaustive management is 
carried out in group farming operations, incorporating new 
cultivation technology such as the selection of superior varieties, 
. fertilizer ·application and adjustment of water depth at different 
growth stages-which ultimately bring about the yield increase. 
And these intensive and exhaustive operations are carried out 
cooperatively. For instance, the average number of disease and 
insect control treatments . under individual management is 
ordinarily 6, but under group farming it is ·about 10, yet with 
less labor requirement because it is done jointly. And in the joint 
use of a large tractor. for land preparation· much more labor is 
saved. . . 

The decrease in labor requirement in group farming is not 
achieved from group farming alone. Rather, there is another 
major reason. The labor situation of the part-time farmer depen
dent on income from art outside job is poor because he has lost · 
. his main labor force. But the remarkable feature of group farming 
is that management by the relatively large-scale farmers makes 
up for this deterioration of tabor force. Wives of part-time farmers 
become able to do complicated work comparatively easily by 
being taught the method. Improvement of labor quality in joint 
operation is one merit which should be pointed out~ Accordingly, 
elevating of. low-productivity strata has . contributed in large 
measur~ to the improvement of land and labor productivities 
irt group farming. 

Agricultural structure problems · . 
Today in Japan there is a strong tendency to examine and 

evaluate all policies and changes in agriculture from the viewpoint 
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of agricultural structure problems. Two salient goals of agricul
tural structure improvement are (a)· decrease in agricultural 

·population and number of farm households and (b) fostering of 
viable farm management by expansion of management scale. 
And the . problems now being concretely discussed in this con- . 
nection are: How is the· differentiation of farmers' strata pro
gressing?. What measures are being taken to promote it? What 
are the best ways to promote the movement out of farming? 

·Various measures are being carried out positively, such as 
expansion of the scale of farm management, alleviating the 
regulation. of agricultural land transactions, and amendment of 
the Agricultural Land Law (proposed in a bill presented at the 
Diet session last year). Credit measures have been provided· for 
the improvement and expansion .of cultivated land. In short, 
a competitive relation is to be introduced among farmers to 
ensure that they can withstand the impact of competition and 
thereby place Japanese agriculture on a sounder and stronger 
footing. . 

Now, from the viewpoint of the two goals of structural improve
ment cited above, how should group farming be evaluated? 
By some people, group farming ·is currently being viewed in an 
unfavorable light. Because it is carried out in most cases by the 
village or hamlet as a unit, comprising all farmers as members 

.· . whether they are comparatively large-scale· farmers or small
scale part-time. farmers, it is evaluated by some people· as an 
inhibition to the progress of farmer-strata differentiation. 

But will group farming operations really inhibit the mobility 
of farmers in deciding their future? It is true that at one time 
farmers felt the necessity to take concerted action against the 
instabilitY of present agriculture by joining group ,farming opera
tions. But differentiation in function is developing among farmers' 
strata· through group farming operation-namely, differentiation. 
in strata between farm leader and follower. 

This is particularly true in group farming operation, which 
requires· a high level of technique and intensive management. 
Farmers of the leader stratum extend their work volume in 
planning and management beyond their own farms. On the other 
hand, the work volume of farmers in the follower stratum 
naturally tends to decrease. 
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So far, on the surface there are practically no sales· of. agri
cultural land between these two strata and consequently practically 
no trend toward expansion of cultivated acreage. But in reality 
the farm-leader stratum·. is supervising the work of the follower 
stratum through group farming· operations, and it seems impor
tant to give due attention to this functional differentiation. As to 
how it might develop in the future there is divergence of opinions. 

Typical of the general opinion which evaluates group farming 
adversely is the claim that because the group farming functions 
with a village or sub-community as unit; it is an old, traditional 
group which only retards· the economic differentiation of strata 
and the reduction in number of farmers. 

Against such an opinion, as has been · pointed out above, 
although group farming includes the existing large and small
scale farmers, functional differentiation into farm-leader and 
follower strata is progressing. This point can be verified by polls 
taken on the discontent of farmers against group farming (Table 3). 
This discontent can be classified into three categories: (a) becaus~ 
the management of the . organized system is difficult, it is poor 
in efficiency, (b) there .is an unbalance in burden of responsibility 
and benefit among participating farmers, and (c) it reduces the 
potentiality of development of relatively large-scale individual 
farm management. It is safe to assume that negative evaluation 
on these points comes mostly from large-scale farmers. That is, 
it certifies that the difference in ability within the group has 

Table 3. Discontent with Group Farming Reported by Farmers. 

Category 

Inefficiency 

Imbalance between burden 

and benefit 

Inhibits development of 

large farms 

Proportion of farmers reporting 

much little none uncertain 

percent 

6.2 36.4 38.3 19.1 

7.6 46.0 28.0 18.4 

7.9 31.7 41.7 18.7 
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emerged and the differentiation in function is progressing. 
Because the role of the farm-leader stratum is large and the ' 

dependence of many farmers on leaders is: increasing, .the un
balance in burden and benefit has been taken ·up as a pr.oblem 
arid there is a self-awa~ening of the farm-leader stratum to the 
fact that they are being sacrificed for the sake of the· follower 
stratum-and those factors have been expressed as inhibiting 
the development of individu8.1 farm management. However, 
recently iri many districts due recognition is being rendered to 
the expanded function of the farm-leader stratum and it has 
come to be considered proper to pay compensation for their 
guidance. . · · .. 

Accordingly, one prediction is that although group farming · 
operations include many part-time farmers, it is . conceivable 
that these small farmers will begin to commit the actual manage
ment of their property to leading farmers whom they trust. And 
this commissioning may be on an individual;.to-individuarbasis 
or individual-to-group-leader. Whole farming operations or 
only major · operations might be commissioned. At any rate, 
it cari be predicted that the expansion of farm management scale 
will develop at first through .the form of ·commissioning of 
management to farmers of the leader stratum. 

Perhaps the highest merit of group farming operation is that 
it has been a spontaneous movement initiated by farmers for their 
own sake, whereas many other movements witnessed heretofore 
among farmers have been initiated, guided, and supported by 
the Government. 

The reason group farming differs in strength and. elasticity 
by districts is that each group of farmers has risen to the challenge 
of solving its own problems. It is the cumulative result of farmers' 
independent ideas on how to solve the inconsistencies in their · 
situation. For instance, in districts where farmers have outside 

. enterprises from which they obt~in their main source of income 
and rice farming is a side job, the group rice farming operation 
is comparatively intensive. But in districts where rice farming 
is a main source of income the group farming operation permits 
a comparatively large degree of individual freedom. 

Both respect for farmers' independence and the need for group 
activities are indispensable for the development of· agricultural 
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management. But those two often contradict each other. And 
each time such a contradiction arises it calls for self-solution, 
and the group farming operation is the application of such a 
self-solution. The writer highly evaluates the fact that most group 
operations have been independently conceived by farmers them
selves and are highly elastic. 

Various evaluations of group farming. are presented above. 
But those points which are generally evaluated negatively are 
not judged as such by this. writer. He evaluates highly a path 
toward progress which moves not in a straight line .but on a zig
zag course, reflecting an elastic and realistic attitude. In this sense 
we may say that group farming will inevitably help resolve 
agricultural structure problems. 

Conclusion 
Group farming is only one kind of group activity, but its scale 

is relatively large compared with other group activities because 
of induding many part-time farmers. As stated above, it generally 

· has achieved a high standard of land and labor productivity. 
This could only have come ab.out if the formation of a stratum 
of farm leaders who can satisfy high standards of techniques and 
knowledge of rice cultivation had been progressing i:;tep by step. 
In fact,.: we must admit ·that the better farmers in Japan have 
quite a high level of scientific knowledge of rice culture. . 

In group farming, the . division of farmers into two classes 
has been progressing little by little, and group farming has been 
managed mostly by the initiative of the leader class. Of course 
I cannot say that the formation of a leader class is clearly evident 
at the present time. To make Japanese agricultural mechanization 
successful in the future depends on successful organization of 
machinery utilization, however. Successful organization depends 
on the formation of a leader class. 

In the situation where there is a steady increase in part-time 
farming, initiative for group farming or group utilization of 
machinery tends to come from public organizations-for instance 
the co-operative associations. Of course, we have some successful 

. examples of this type, but I believe for the development· of agri
culture·it is more desirable that the initiators should be farmers
the excellent-farmer group. One of the most important merits· 
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of group farming is, I believe, the· formation of· a leader class 
through the group activities of relatively large: numbers of farmers. 
Through these activities differentiation of abilities among farmers 

· becomes explicit. As a result, the class of persons admitted by 
all members to be leaders will be bullt up. 

Mechanization is not aimed at labor saving alone, but at 
improvement of farming. For the improvement of farming, 
high ability of management is required. How to make group 
farming and group utilization of machinery successful depends 
on how to organize the group activities so that the formation 
of a leader class progresses naturally. 
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SOCIO-CULTURAL. ADJUSTMENTS OF~ 
FARM FAMILIES AND 
RURAL COMMUNITIES IN THE 
PROCESS OF MECHANIZATION 

AKIRA KAWAMOTO· 
Department of Rural Sociology, 
Meiji Gakuin University, Japan 

Japanese rural society has consisted· of families on small farms, 
the basic units in the villages, whose life and production are 
undifferentiated. In such a society any change in the conditions 
of production causes a change in the way of life, and as result has· 
an important influence upon the family structure of small farmers 
and also upon the structure of the mura, which is a combination 
of small farmers. · 

For example, mechanization of the means of production 
lessens the importance of the principle of self-sufficiency 
underlying the mura and .. results in production for market. 
Consequently, there occurs a reorganization. both of the famify 

·structure. of small farmers and of the mura structure on the new 
basis of productfon for market. Hence we have a great change 
in the essential soci~F,structure of Japanese villages. Nowadays, 
with the added influ·etice of metropolitanization, we are facing 
the dissolution of villages and. of farmers' families. 

Though agricultural mechanization was undertaken in Japari 
after the war with gr~afoptimism, we have to face this deplorable 
phenomenon of dissolution of villages and farmers' families. 
At present we are still unable to find a solution for this unfortunate 
development With this in mind, in discussing · socio-cultural 
adjustments of farm families and rural communities in the process · 

, of mechanization we will divide the process 'into two phases. 
The first is the period in which mechanization was optimistic.ally 

accepted. The effects· of mechanization .in this period. will be 
discussed with particular reference to the case of Niike mura, 
Takamatsu-cho, Okayama prefecture. The writer had the valuable 

· experience of participating .in observation of the process of 
mechanization in this mura, where he stayed for three years and' 
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- . . . . 

studied at first hand various social effects ·caused by mechani~ 
zation. 

The second period .in the process is the present one, in which 
agricultural development has reached a stage in which advances 
in mechanization cause iliany problems. To tell the truth, the 

· effects ·•· of mechanization in the·· present stage are not yet 
established, and thus it is difficult to try to assess them. 

Therefore, this report will only point out the problems caused 
by mechanization in the second period, and leave its assessment'. 
to the.reader. To. present; as objectively as possible, the problems 
Japan is now facing in her agricultural mechanization will 
contribute much to an ll;~derstanding of Japanese rural society. 

· Social Effects of· AgricllltUral · M:echanization: the Case of Niike · 
Mura,. Takamatsu-Cho, Okayama Prefecture 

Japan has ·had a remarkable change in rural society since the~. 
war. Mechanization; land improvements and the extended use of .· 
agricultural chemicals have brought ;;tbout a great change in the 

· method of productfon. Farming has been made less arduous. 
Increase. in productivity has caused an ipcrease 'in production for 
market, ·!!UCh as fruits or dairy products, as well ~S a rise in 
farmers' standard of life, both economic and cultural. Moreover, 
it has contributed much to farmers' self-realization as industrial 

·men. 
The natural result of mechanization · in the method · of 

production· is !a change in the social process both in villages and 
in farm households. In mechanization, the . most .remarkable 
development has been the . increase in use of power cultivators 
and hand tractors. Mechanized cultivation changes only a part 
of farm work, but the influence of this change on the social process 
in villages and. farm households has been great.' . . 

We once had hot discussion of the economic utility of the power 
cultivator. Some said that it was an example of over-investment, 
and others insisted that it did not have any great utility .. 
Nevert~eless, power cultivators and hand tractors ~ecame very 
popular with a,niazing speed. I think that such rapid aQ.d extended 
spread of the power cultivator can not be understood rightly 

. by only considefiilg its economic utility; there is in the power· 
cultivator a certain social force. · · 
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Disregard of economic utility makes farm management 
insecure, but a power cultivator has other charms great enough 
to make up for the insecurity of management-the charm of 
speed, like that of cars and autobikes, as well as the charm of 
saving much hard labou.r. · 

Moreover, the attraction of the power cultivator is not only 
those charms but also its potential force to reform the old social 
process. Some people understand t0 a. certain degree, though 
vaguely, this force latent in the power cultivator, and it is they 
who have· pushed its introduction into farm management~ 

Mechanization in Niike mura 
Here I will describe the influence of mechanization on the 

· social process in the village, taking up the particular case of Niike 
mura. Niike mura is a rural village in Okayama prefecture, which 
is the most developed agricultural district ii:J. Japan. From Niike 
it takes forty minutes to Okayama city, thirty minutes to 
Kurashiki city and twenty minutes to Soja city. Niike consists 
of 24 farm households, all located on a sunny spot at the southern 
foot of a· low hill. The size of management averages 69 ares, the 
.maximum being 120 ares and the minimum 28 ares. 

In 1950, the University of Michigan Center for Japanese Studies 
chose Niike as . the. object of its rural investigation, which 
continued for 5 years. The . Center for Japanese Studies, as is 
well-known, aims to have a better understanding of the whole 
structure of Japanese society, and for its purpose picked out this 

·village as a prototype for the study and analysis of Japanese 
rural society. The results of the investigation were published in 
1958 as Village Japan. 1 · · 

The investigations at Niike after 1959 were taken over by · 
Japanese scholars. Sociologists, economists, historians and 
geographers cooperated in making a general investigation of 
Niike inura. It caine about in this way. Robert B. Hall, first 
Director of the Center for Japanese Studies, became a represen
tative in Japan of the Asia Foundation after the Center finished 
its investigation at Niike. He decided at that time that if the 
Foundation gave financial help to agricultural mechanization 
at Niike, and the process were studied from academic points of 
view, it would be useful both for the farmers and for the scholars. 
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Thus the Niike Mechanization Project ~as planned; and a 
grant of 3,300,000 yen was given to Niike mura with very 

· favourable conditions: only half to be repaid, no interest, no 
payments for two years, an·d subsequent repayment in yearly 
installments· over seven years .. At the same time, a Niike Survey 
Committee. c~msisting of eleven Japanese scholars was o.rganized 
to study the effects of mechanization. Thus Niike mura, with 
its 24 households co-operating according to its own plan, began 
the experiment of mechanization and of improvement in living 
conditions and management; · 

Here I want to enter into details ·of the process of planning 
the mechanization at Niike. The Asia Foundation communicated 
directly to Niike niura, in August 1955, that :it was ready to offer 
financial help for mechanization, and asked Niike mura . if it 
would · accept the offer. Niike · of course accepted~ Then a 
Mechanization Corturiittee was organized at Niike·· and started 
making a plan for mechanization to submit to the Foundation. 
The first plan requested a total of 5,910,000 yen . 

. After the first plan was presented, . however, various kinds 
. of requests for improvement of living conditions and facilities 

for processing agricultural products were made by the villagers, 
so that a second plan, amounting to 8,020,000 yen in total, was 
made and presented to the Foundation immediately after the 
f.irst one. But bo~h plans .were rejected by the _Foundation, partly 
because they were considered to .have been made not by all the . 
villagers but only by some bosses of the village, and partly because 
the costs were too high . 
. · Niike. started remaking the plan and, after much reconsider
ation, completed the third plan, amounting to · 3,300,000 yen. 
The third plan included only the cost for agricultural mechaniza
tion; the costs for better living conditions and for facilities for 
processing products were cut out. The much-reduced cost in the 
third plan reflected the people's overcoming their excitement 
at the unexpected offer from the Foundation, and showed that 
they had come to react reasonably to it. 

The third plan was accepted by the Foundation, and a rough 
outline of the project was made up. The above-mentioned 
conditions for refunding the grant were decided at this stage. 

The Foundation entrusted the Okayama Prefectural Govern-
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ment with responsibility for taking charge of machines and giving 
farm management guidance and supervision. The Pref ectural 
Government organized a Management Committee, ·with the 

·Governor as its chairman. 
The first thing that the Committee did was ·to review and to 

improve the third plan .. Those points in the third plan that were 
considered to be obviously uneconomic. were improved, and the 
revised third plan was named the fourth plan. Niike approved 
the fourth plan, so this became the final plan, according to which 
mechanization at Njike was to be carried out. The Mechanization · 
Committee was then dissolved and a Mechanization Association 
was established. This was the process by which the mechanization 
project at Niike was developed. 

Next, I will point out three characteristics of this mechanization 
project. 

First; it was direct -and had no mediator__:__that is, the project 
was started as a direct contract between the Asia Foundation and 
Niike, with no mediator between them. Niike had not had this 
kind of experience before. 

Second, it was intended to give equal benefits to all the villagers, 
for that was the only requirement the Foundation made. But 
what is equality? On this question the whole village divided into 
two contending groups. The well-to-do farmers ·and full-time 
farmers insisted on equality in proportion to the size of cultivated 
land under management-Le., that the bigger one's cultivated 
land area, the more money one should receive. The poor farmers 
and parMime farmers insisted on mechanical equality-that 
everybody should receive the same amount of money. Thus . 
self-:interest brought the two groups into direct confliCt. 

Third, there was very rapid spending of the grant on machines 
and equipment. This was partly incited by incessant and ·keen 
approaches of salesmen of agricultural machines. People bought 
machines and equipment irresponsibly, simply because they 
wanted to have them, without making any long-range plan of 
mechanization or without making a careful plan for refunding 
the grant. As a result, the money was all spent in providing each 
household with small machii:i.es. and equipment, and larger-scale 
mechanization was not realiz~d . 

. Now these three characteristics caused great confusion in the 
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village. And the confusion resulted in two undesirable phenomena. 
One is that some people came to get power a~d turned into bosses. 
The other is that the original plan of mechanization was not 
faithfully put into practice. The problem of bosses is discussed 
later. Here I will make a brief survey of the second phenomenon. 

As. mentioned' before, the final plan of mechanization was· 
the so-called fourth plan., which Niike approved, and by which 
the mechanization project was supposed to be carried out. The 
third plan had been based on the principle of individual indepen
dence, while the fourth plan was based on cooperation .. Even· in 
the third plan, common ownership was approved, but . not any 
other kind of sharing. Contrarily, the spirit- of sharing and co
operating permeated the fourth plan, in which not only common. 
own~rship but also joint working (by adopting a machine operator 
system or using a charge collection system) was emphasized. 
· Moreover, even common ownership was interpreted very 

differently in the third pl~n than in the. fourth plan. In the case 
of a power cultivator, for example, people in Niike thought that 

· members of a lineage should share its ownership, while the 
Management Committee co.nsidered that economic utility of a 
power cultivator should be the determining factor in deciding 
the form and range of common ownership. 

This difference in basic principle between the two plans became 
. more and more apparent and caused various kinds of tension 

in the village. In the outcome, the principle of the fourth plan 
gave way to the principle of the third plan. 

Why . was it so difficult to cooperate in the mura? Because 
in a mura a management unit is the le management, and the 
idea of cooperation based on freedom and independence was · 
unacceptable to the le. If cooperation was unavoidable, then 
people would cooperate only among Kabuuchi, that is, members 
of a lineage; 

In this way of thinking, economic utility was not the first thing 
to be considered. The fourth plan, however, contradicted this 
kind of thinking, and introduced into the mura a new way of 
thinking~ On deciding what members should share common 

. ownership of a power-cultivator,. the villagers discarded the old 
way of grouping by Kabuuchi and adopted a new, economic 
way of grouping. 
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Changes in the Mura social order 
At Niike the villagers were divided into three layers, upper, 

middle and lower, by the size of their cultivated rice-fields. The 
upper layer were those .cultivating more than 80 ares of rice, the 
lower layer those with less than 50 ares. At the time with whfoh · 
we are dealing, those of the lower layer were part-time farmers. 

In this mura there were no landlords, ev~n before the land 
reform, and no old families. Therefore, how much rice-field 
a farmer had determined his social status, it being the determining 
factor in domestic economy and farm management. In such a 
mura, the order of the mura depended on the balance of power 
among the upper-layer villagers. We can say that the atmosphere 
prevailing among such villagers actually operated the mura, 
and that a leader in the mura was the person who rightly caught 
and understood this atmosphere. 

However, as production for. market advanced, the way of 
deciding one's economic and social standing by the size of one's 
rice-field came to lose its validity. People of the middle layer 
began to concentrate on producing other products for market, · 
such as fruits, dairy products, rush'.'grass· or poultry. Those who 
were successful with these products came to be well off, and 
their economic power became greater than that of the upper
layer farmers who depended only on rice-growing. 

It is very important that in this project of mechanization Niike 
participated in the project from the beginning, making the plan 
of mechanization for itself. The village had never participated 
in such a big enterprise, taking all the responsibilities to carry 
it out. In Japan, all big enterprises had been planned by govern
mental offices. If some project was planned, in all cases either the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, or prefectural. offices, 
or city offices or village offices gave a touch to the project and 
arranged it that it might be suitable for and acceptable to the 
mura. However, in the Niike Mechanization Project, the give
and-take relationship between -the Asia Foundation and Niike 
was a direct one, with no filter between them. The mura did not 
know how to react to such a hitherto unknown direct approach. 

People reacted either in confusion· or in a vacant mood. But 
some of them were quicker than others in regaining themselves 
and making an adjustment to the new experience. They ~ere the 
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part-time farmers and farmers of the middle layer who had had 
some contact with the world outside the muta. Thus these farmers 
came to be influential. Also, people of the younger generation 
quickly understood how to react. So, in the mura there appeared 
three· new rising powers: middle-layer farmers who were engaged 
in production for market, part-time farmers, and young people. 

The time when the mura accepted the mechanization· project 
was a kind of critical moment. In such a critical situation, who 
came to hold the leadership in the mura? It was Mr. 0, who had 
a keen interest in production for market, by both his personality 
and his career. Mr. 0 was, as it were, a window opened to the 
outer world.· People expected to get in contact with the outer 
world through Mr. 0. Such expectations of people led to Mr. O's 
holding leadership, and he demanded power and became a boss. 

But the critical moment was over when the grant amounting 
to 3,300,000 yen was divided and mostly spent. It was also the 
time when such tension as originated in greed was over. People · 
were obliged coolly to consider how to repay the money. Then 
Mr. 0, who was the leader in the critical period, lost his position~ 
It I)OW ·became important for. the mura to regain its old daily 
atmosphere. People's desire to go back to the nonil.al situation 
of the pasLnaturally demanded the appearance· of a leader who 
could work most satisfactorily under the old conditions. Such a 
leader was Mr. G, who represented best the ordinary.daily aspect 
of village life. Mr. G, who was nicknamed "Dear Old Man", 

. was a former member of the village assembly and came from the 
main family of the upper layer. He also had had the experience 
of. working on land reclamation. His . was the properly mixed 
character which was effective both inside and outside the mura. 
With his appearance as the leader, the ·atmosphere or harmony 
came back to Niike as if it were one great family, so that the 
peaceful daily routine started again in the village. 

But the return of Mr. G as leader did not exactly mean the 
revival of the old order. It is true that the transfer of leadership 
from Mr. 0 to Mr. G was a transfer from a villager of the middle 
layer to one of the old upper layer. But in the process of change, 
the power of a leader was somehow weakened. Farmers engaged 
in production for market, part-time farmers and young peopl~ 
all moved to demolish the boss system, and their rising power 
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brought success to this movement. Consequently, the leadership 
system of the Mechanization Association changed from a boss 
system to a group leadership system. Young people, part-time 
farmers and farmers engaged in production for market elected 
their representatives, who participated in the group leadership 
and came to have power equal to that of the upper-layer farmers. 

The· Mechanization Association which was organized at Niike 
in order to put into practice the project of mechanization· had a 
very important role in the village. For it had the responsibility 
of achieving the goals of the project and also of repaying half of 
the grant. The results of the mechanization project would 
determine the economic and social rise or fall of each household. 

Within the Association each layer of farmers an4 each house
hold strongly insisted on its own interests, and a feeling of keen 
competition prevailed there, even though in the mura a peaceful 
daily life was considered to be most important. The Association 
was organized within the mura with all the villagers as members, 
so that the members of the Association were at the s·ame time 
the members of the mura. Both practically and mentally, people -
tended to confuse the Association meeting and the village meeting 
and ·to regard them as the same. 

In the management of the Association, the voices of middle 
and lower layer farmers, part-time farmers, branch families and 
young people became louder and more powerful. This pheno
menon was directly reflected in the managing of the mura, so that 
the social order in the mura became flat, having lost its foriner 
pyramid structure. 

Power cultivators and Kabuuchi 
It is generally said that power cultivators "spread from 

windward to leeward." For the cheerful . sounds of power 
cultivators operating to windward reach the ears of those down 
wind, who are cultivating either with cows or with hoes, and 
make them feel miserable. It is no wonder that they too want. to 
have power cultivators. 

Knowing this psychology of farmers, we can understand why 
farmers are so eager to get expensive power cultivators regardless 

. of their economic utility. But by whatever motives it is introduced, 
a power cultivator insists on its own economic utility once it is 
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introduced into management of the farm, and demands changes 
not only in management but also in human relations. 

Here I would like to discuss the infiuenee power cultivators 
had on. Kabuuchi (Dozoku-clan), that is, members of a lineage. 

The first plan offered by the mura proposed that· Niike would 
buy five power cultivators, one for each of five Kabuuchi whose · 
members would share its use. According to this plan, each power 
cultivator would cultivate 2.7 hectares of rice-fields. 

Such usage of power cultivators was too .uneconomical to be 
accepted· by the Foundation .. Niike was able to get only three 
power cultivators. In deciding by what grouping people would 
share a power cultivator, people at first thought of grouping 
by Kabuuchi. But grouping by Kabuuchi could not satisfy the 
condition that each power cultivator should cultivate about 4 
hectares of rice land . 
. So it was agreed that people would form their own voluntary 

groups so that each of the three resulting groups ·would share 
one power cultivator and each cultivator would handle 4 hectares. 
Thus the Kabuuchi idea was discarded as a way of grouping 
people. This is an example of changes in the villagers' way of 
thinking: they gave up the old idea of grouping, taking into 
account the economic utility of a power cultivator. Indeed, the 
villagers were trained by the power cultivator to follow economic 

. logic in their thinking. 

Independence of part-time farmers 
The increase in the number of part-time farmers in Niike was· 

remarkable, although this was a general tendency in all villages. 
· Before the mechanization project started there were 13 part-time 

farmers at Niike, but there were 23 after four years. The cases 
in which the farm operator himself was a part-time farmer increased 
from 6 to 8. · 

Fami operators who were part-time farmers had formerly 
been inferior to full-time farmers in techniques, machine equip
ment, and the amount and quality of labor. These farmers had 
depended on their main families or other influential farm ·managers 
both in production and life. 

The mechanization project counted a part-time farmer as an 
independent farm manager and treated him as the equal of a 
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full-time farmer. So the project gave the part-time farmer an 
opportunity to mechanize his farming and to become independent 
in life and management. 

In the part-time farm households, because men were engaged 
in some other work, the daily work of farming had been done 
by women and old people, and hardest work during the busiest 
farming season was done with the help of their main families. 
With the installation of machines, however, part-time farmers 
came to manage all the basic field work such as plowing by laboring 
on Sundays. Thus, their dependence on their main families became 
less and less. 

At the same time, mechanization also brought a change of 
·farm operators in the main families, resulting in less intimate 
and more distant relationships between the main families and 
the branch families. With this double influence of mechanization, 
part-time farmers became established as independent farm 

. managers. 
As a result, the status of part-time farmers rose in the mura, 

with their already established economic power. Tension arose 
between the full-time farmers and the part-time farmers and 
caused disagreements on many points. With regard to repayment 
of the grant, for example, they thought differently: the part-time 
·farmers insisted that one's responsibility for· repayment should 
be in proportion to one's real property such as house or land, 
while the full-time farmers insisted on equal responsibility for 
repayment. 

They disagreed, again, on the method of improving the ways 
of village life. I will take up one example. At one time the villagers 
got interested in simplifying wedding and funeral ceremonies. 
In order to save a lot of money that was spent on funerals, one 
idea proposed was that· they should provide altar ornaments for 
common usage. But the proposal was given up because of strong 
opposition froni the part-time farmers. The part-time farmers' 
reasoning Was as follows: The form and cost of a funeral should 
be decided by the social life of each household and by the social 
status of the dead man and the chief mourner. The circle of part
time farmers' social life spreads tb towns, and they closely associate 
with town people, sometimes· more closely than with villagers. 
For such part-time farmers it is difficult. to participate in funeral 
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arrangements which are based on the village life. It invades 
individual freedom, they insisted, to for~e the standard form 
of funeral upon every household. 

The above-discussed tensions and differences between full-time 
farmers and part-time farmers were not peculiar to Niike, but 
are universally seen in Japan. I think that this problem is the most 
basic and typical of all the problems the mura is facing in the 
torrent of urbanization. · 

Change of farm operators 
As the tie binding families weakened and as each family tended 

to be independent, there was ah inevitable change within families. 
Before mechanization the young had been under the leadership 

· of the old. Once mechanization started, the young came to hold 
the leadership and command the old. Ploughing or puddling by 
power cultivators became too difficult for the old, who then came 
to be engaged in some light and unimportant work. Gradually, 
the young came to have the right of managing the farm .. 

l will explain why it is only 'gradually' that the young began. 
· to manage the farm. In many cases, only a· part of management, 
usually an unimportant part, was at first placed in the hands . 
Of the young. If the family started a new enterprise such as fruit 
growing or dairying, this new enterprise was committed to manage-
ment by the young~ · 

If this new type of production for market was successful, the 
. relative importance of rice-field management in the hands of 
the old was greatly lessened. Moreover, when the revolutionary 
element of mechanization was introduced into rice-field manage
ment and cows were gotten rid of, the basic ground of the old 
people's right of management was shaken. 

The advancement of mechanization thus fatally affects the 
old men'.s right of management as well as the importance of 
cows. Likewise we can understand that the less the dependence 
on human and animal labor or on the old men's experience and 
knowledge, the easier it is to transfer the right of management 
from the hands of the old to those of the young. 

Let us consider the roles in a particular farm activity, the 
hulling of rice. In hulling rice, workers are needed for five different . . 

roles-an operator of the huller, a carrier of rough rice, a measurer 
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of the hulled rice (masudori), a carrier of hulled rice, and a filler 
of straw-bags with the hulled rice. · 

The operator of the huller controls the whole operation, so . 
that he appears to be the most responsible man. But in fact,· 
the measurer of hulled riCe, the masudori, who sits in front of 
the rice. sorter and measures rice flowing down out of it, is the 
most important person, and the farm operator takes this role. The 
farm operator examines the quality of flowing rice, remembering 
the growth of rice on each piece of land and also the labor and 
technique devoted to growing it, and thinks about delivery, 
and the next year's plan. The masudori at the same time measures 
his total rice harvest for the year. So you sometimes ask a ·non
member of the family to operate the huller, but never to be the 
masudori. That role is always taken by the farm operator .. · 

In such an activity as hulling of rice, which requires the old 
men's experience and knowledge, as in the traditional management 
of rice production, the old men's authority remains unshaken, 
and the right of management is not transferred from the old to 
the young. But when a new enterprise develops that is managed 
by the young, and its relative importance increases, the transfer 
of the right of management progresses, though imperceptibly. 

·Incidentally, the transfer of the right of managing production 
does not always mean the transfer of the right of managing the 
domestiC economy .of the family. The old fathers, even though 
they have handed the right of farm management to their sons, 
do not give up the right of managing the domestic economy 
or the whole household. If a new farm operator just . follows 
the ways his father established, there won't be any trouble, but · 
any change in the routine results· in tension between the old 
generation and the young one.· If the old father, who holds 
the family's purse, insists on the old way of. management or 
the old way of farming, the n:ew farm operator's right of manage
ment can not be complete. If the new farm operator, however, 
can achieve the same results as his father or do even better, 
it will not be difficult for his right of management to be fully 
exercised. 

Change in the Combination of labor 
To understand the impact of mechanization within the family 
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let U:s examine in more detail the traditional family structure and 
how it changes over the course of the family cycle. In the Japanese · 
village, a lineal family is most common and typical. Usually it 
consists of two couples, of tw9 generations, and these couples 
make two nucleuses which are organically combined not only in . 
family living but also in. organizing agricultural labor. Labor in 
the family_ fami consists, except in some unavoidable cases, of a 
diad: that is, husband and wife or father and son, who cooperate 
with one another or divide Work between them. This is the most 

· common form of the combination of labor . 
. When the father is. the farm operator and his son is also an 

adult, father and son form. the basic labor combination. At such 
a time, the father's authority as a farm operator is strongest. The 
labor force under the father's leadership consists ·of mother, son, 

· and son's wife, plus the second son and the third son, if there is 
more than one son. The compined labor power in such a cas.e 
reaches the maximum for 'one lineal family. 

Now mechanization has the power to change . this forin of 
combination of labor power. Though . the core of labor before 
mechanization was the vertical combination of father and son, it 
now moves to the horizontal combination of son and son's wife. 
In the basic ploughing work, for example, the father's role is to 
plough with the help of draft cattle, after which the son and other 
members of the family do the crushing and further soil prepara
tion. After mechanization, however, the son's operation of a 

. power cultivator becomes the core of the work, the father'-s cows 
becoming useless .. Then it is the· son's wife, not the father, who 
helps the son in· his work, and the father completely loses his 
role in the ploughing work; This phenomenon.changes the labor 
diad from the vertical combination of father and sort to the 
horizontal combination of son and son's wife. It also quickens 
the tr an sf er of the right of farm management ·from father to 
son, and at the same time consolidates· the position of the SQn's 
Mfe. . 

In short, we can summarize the change in . the combination of 
labor power in this way. At the start. of the family cycle there is , 
one couple. In that case;· the horizontal combination of husband 
and wife is the basic combination of labor power. aut when their 
son grows up, the vertical combination of father and son becomes 
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the basic combination of labor power. Then, when the .right of 
management is tr an sf erred from father to son, . the ·horizontal 
combination of husband and wife again becomes the basic 
combination of labor power. 

This cycle of change in the combination of labor power 
corresponds to the cycle of change in . family composition. 
Mechanization quickens this cycle of change. 

Rise and fall of individual farm households 
The mechanization project in Nikke involved the farmers of 

each layer in production for market and encouraged their ten
dency toward part-time farming. But the mechanization project, 
though it aimed to establish cooperative management, could 
not fully achieve this aim, nor could it break down the small 
individual-management system. Here is the limitation of mecha
nization in this mura. I think that it is also a limitation inherent 
in the character of the small pqwer cultivator. Each individual 
management unit finds it more difficult to fight against the wave 
of commodity economy, and becomes more uneasy· the more 
strongly it insists on its independence. . · 

The farmers of this mura engaged in four kinds of production 
for market:· fruit growing, dairying, poultry farming and rush 
grass weaving. Each farm household began to engage· in one or · 
two of these four, while it was basiCally engaged in the production 
of paddy rice, wheat and rush grass. 

In this process, the rise and fall of the middle layer was 
most conspicuous; some of them were successful and rose to 
b~ upper-layer farmers, while some had the bitter experience 
of failure. 

What kind of farmers succeeded? Those whose households 
had enough capital and in which the right of management was 
smoothly transferred from father to son. For smooth transfer 
means that there is a simple and open human relationship in the 
household. There, labor power can be combined with cheerful 
cooperation and efficiency. Only on such a basis can hard labor 
be performed ·.without destroying human relationships within 
the family. In other words, only the household in which there is 
peace and harmony can organize the hard work of farming 
efficiently and achieve improvement in farm management. 
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The Inftuence of Urbanization 
Urbanization and the village . . 

We can understand -villages only in relation to cities. Both 
villages and cities are parts of the whole society. They are only 
different expressions of our human way of life. So villages and _ 
cities are closely related to each other in their ways of.life. We· 
should understand, therefore, that urbanization means, not that 
villages turn into cities, but that both cities and villages enter 
the next stage of development. Let us therefore examine the 
meaning of urbanization and how urbanization affects villages. 

There are three stages in the process of urbanization. The first 
stage is urbanization in its narrow sense, and its characteristic is 
the concentration of population .. The second stage is metro
politanization, in which the city population overflows into the 
surrounding territory, resulting in the formation of a metropolis. 
The third and last stage is mega/opo/itanization, that is, the forma
tion of a megalopolis, which consists of several metropolises. 
Within a megalopolis, villages and cities are mixed together, the 
fences dividing them disappearing, and a new local community 
of higher level comes to exist. , 

In megalopolitanization, villages change so greatly that their 
unique structure collapses. Originally, villages were places where 
farmers were engaged in agriculture. In other words, agriculture,· 
farm households and farmers-all these three were contained in 
villages. But when housing, commerce and industry invade 
villages, villages tl~rn into residential quarters, shopping districts 
or factory sites. Then agriculture, by combining with c~mmerce 
or industry, changes into agribusiness or agro-industry. Also, 
farmers begin to work outside the villages and turn into part-time 
farmers. 

The characteristic of the Japanese small farmers, as I have 
said, was that their life and production were undifferentiated. 

· Now, under the influence of metropolitanization, a metropolitan 
way of life spreads all over the country-over cities, farm villages, 
mountain villages; fishing villages ; life in those villages comes 
very close to that in cities. In spite of that, the management of 
farm production does .not become industrialized or commer
cialized, so that the difference in income between city dwellers 
and village farmers increases. In short, life in villages becomes less 
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different from that in cities, but farmers' incomes become lower 
than. those of city dwellers. To solve this contradiction, farmers 
become interested in working in another part of the country 
(dekasegz) or in becoming part-time farmers. Naturally, the farms 
face a problem of labor shortage, which they seek to solve by 
mechanization. 

Mura and individual management 
An individual farm. household does not exist on its own. It is 

·a unit of a cooperative system called a mura. That is, individual 
farm households in combination make up a mura and thus carry 
on their life and production. An individual farm household can 

· exist only where a mura exists. There an; 5,340,000 farm house
holds in present':'day Japan, but one should not think of Japanese 
agriculture as consisting of those 5,340,000 farm households. 
The farm households are gathered into 140,000 mura, and it is 
of these that Japanese agriculture really consists .. 

The mura has three important functions: managing the land 
within the mura, managing the agricultural production, and 
managing its residents. To perform these functions, the mura 
collects money from the villagers.· 

Our next concern is to see how mura management changes 
under ihe influence of urbanization, and also what problems the 
inura comes to face . 

. First, urbanization increases the number of residents in the 
·mura who are not engaged in farming, and at the same. tiine 
changes the mura into residential quarters, shopping districts. or 
factory sites. Consequently, many cars, taxis and trucks begin 
to run on the narrow farm roads and destroy them. Moreover, 
water for irrigation comes to be polluted with sewage from 
houses and factories. 

When the land of the mura is thus destroyed, it becomes very 
difficult to manage it. For" even if the mura collects more money 
from its villagers for managing the land, the money can never 
cover the expenses, as farmers become fewer in number through 
urbanization.' Also, the labor for managing land was previously 
shared by the farmers, but those who can share in this labor 
decrease in number because they turn .into part-time farmers or 
begin to work outside the mura. 
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As almost all the healthy men and young people leave the 
mura, the heavy burden of managing land comes to rest on the 
shoulders of old people, women and children. Recently, even 
women have begun to be engaged in part-time. work outside the· 
mura. Thus, it becomes impossible for the mura to do one of its 
fundamental functions, that is, to manage its land .. 

Now, let me repeat what I have explained. An individual farm 
household exists within the frame of management of a mura. 
With the recent remarkable tendency towards part-time farming, . 
the average income of farm households has risen and since 1966. 
has become higher than that of city workers. Of the farm family's 
income, non-agricultural income-wages, fees and salaries-
constitutes an increasing part. By becoming part-time farmers, 
they become better .off; their increased income enables them to 
introduce machines into their farm management; by mechaniza
tion, much labor is saved; the saved labor seeks employment in 
non-agricultural industry. Thus 'mechanization' and 'the in
creasing tendency to turn into part-time farmers' are chasing 
each other in a cycle. We can say that individual farm households 
are in the middle of this cyclic process. 

At the same time that it is becoming impossible for the mura 
to manage its. land, individual farm households are becoming 
better off and their standard of life is rising higher and higher. 
If this phenomenon continued indefinitely, the mura manage
ment would come to an end and individual farm households 
would cease to exist. Without mura management of farm roads 
and. w~ter for irrigation, individual farm households can not 
really exist, . because these are the basic functions of the mura. 
Here is the reason why farmers so anxiously ask for basic land 
improvement They eagerly want the government to undertake 
basic land improvement projects because it makes their managing 
of land much easier. 

Through urbanization, the numbers of non-farmers and non
agri((ultural elements increase in the mura, and the non-farmers' 
right to speak, or their influence, becomes more strongly estab
lished. This increase in non-farmers checks the development of 
agriculture. Although the non-agricultural elements within the 
mura increase, the mura continues to exist in spite of its failure 
to ·manage its land. As a result, the non-agricultural elements 
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become increasingly influential. That is to say, in order to main
tain the inura, the money for muta management is collected even 
from non-farmers, which makes non-farmers' right to speak 
stronger and thus weakens the mura. In short, the mura, to 
maintain itself, has to adopt means the consequence of which 
is further disintegration of the mura as a basic agricultural 
institution. 

Basic land improvement is necessary for mechanization. At 
the present stage, it is impossible for individual management to 
accomplish basic improvement of land. It must be done by some 
.unit larger than a mura. It is generally done by a land improve
ment district office, of which each mura is a unit. 

Land improvement projects depend greatly on each mura's 
right to speak. Officers of the land improvement district office 
are elected from each mura in proportion to the size of its 
cultivated land. Thus the influence of a mura in the land improve
ment office is affected by the size of its cultivated land. The . 
success or failure of mechanization is decided by the conditions 
of land improvement. The mura with the strongest representation 
at the office can carry out a land improvement project at the time 
and in the way most ·suitable for its conditions, arranging the 
contents of the project as it likes. · 

For such a mura, it becomes easy to carry ·out mechanization 
projects, and for the villagers of such a mura it becomes easy to 
turll' into part-time farmers. Then the· 1evel ·of the residents' 

· income in such a mura increases. · 
But, as I have discussed, it finally .becomes impossible for such 

a mura to manage itself. And meanwhile the tendency to leav.e 
farming accelerates. 
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ECONOMIC AND ENGINEERING 
ASPECTS OF··MECHANIZATION OF 
RICE HARVESTING IN KOREA 

CHUL CHOO LEE 
Department of Agricultural Engineering, 

Seoul National University 

Harvesting of crops is the most important and delightful part 
of the farming se.ason. However, such machines as the tractor 
and the power tiller are usually introduced earlier than harvesting 
machinery.· Harvesting requires the most advanced machines, 
such as the large combine which makes possible reaping, 
threshing, winnowing, and tagging by a single machine. It would 
be possible to raise the mechanized level of fanning with the 
distribution of this large comb,ine. 

In Korea most of the crops are harvested with the traditional 
hand sickle. The busiest part of the farming season and the 
peak of labor are during the rice harvest in the fall and the 
barley harvest in the spring. In order to ease the labor peak it 
is necessary to mechanize the harvest with a more advanced 
manual harvester or a power harvester. 

The necessity to mechanize farming is an important subject 
not only in Korea but also in many other East Asian countries. 
Therefore, in order to achieve the best method of harvest 
mechanization, different kinds of harvesters' were studied, their 
economic and engineering aspects were analyzed, and an inves
tigation was made of their present status and future prospects. 

Harvest in Korea 
Paddy field cultivation is the major aspect of Korean farming. 

In 1969 the total area of paddy fields was 1,293, 709 hectares 
(ha.), that of upland fields was 1,036,709 ha. There were 
2,546,244 farm households with an average of 6.21 people per 
house and a rice cultivation area· of 50.8 are (a.) and an upland 
field area of 40.7 a., for a total of 91.5 a. of cultivated land per 

. farm. 
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Of all the cultivated area, 1,208,045 ha. is for paddy-grown 
- rice and 21,640 ha. is for upland rice. For the winter grains, 

446,326 ha. is for barley, 503,128 ha. for naked barley, 154,182 
ha. for wheat and 16,024 ha. for rye, a total of 1,119,662 ha. 
Harvesting of these crops is chiefly done with the traditional 
hand· sickle. The 1969 harvest inventory reported 10,000,000 
hand sickles, 10,000 manual harvesters, 391,692 manual threshers, 
and 33,878 power threshers. 

During the rice harvest the rice is cut, dried loosely in a 
drained paddy field, and then tied in bundles. (If the field is 
undrained, the rice is bundled after cutting and then gathered 
on the foot path.) In most cases the manual thresher is used; 
however, recently the power thresher is coming into use. 

In the upland crop harvest in June, barley is har\rested with 
the hand sickle~ Rice planting also is done during this season. 
The rainy season begins at the end of June or early in July. 
Figure. 1 shows the labor peak in June and July, the barley 
harvest and rice planting period, and in October and November, · 
the rice harvest and barley seeding period. 

Recently the number of farms and the farm population have 
been greatly reduced. This phenomenal decrease has resulted in 
a shortage of farm labor. During the past five years farm labor 
costs have increased 500 percent. As Figure 2 shows, the labor 
cost in 1981 is expected to be 2,305 . won, three times that of 
1971. 

Irrigation, drainage, and rearrangement of arable lands are 
preconditions for. achieving farm mechanization. At present the 
area of rearranged arable land is 135,000 ha., but 458,000 ha. 
more will be rearranged by the. completion of the Third Five 
Year Economic Development Plan, bringing the total to nearly 
600,000 ha. or 50 percent of the total paddy area. 

Upon realization.of the Third Five. Year Plan, the farm sector 
will be supplied with 5 HP or 10 HP power-tillers and other 
harvesting machines. · 

Types of Harvesters 
. Many kinds of harvest m~chinery have proved practical in 

foreign countries. However, some kinds are difficult to use 
profitably in Korea. Various kinds of useful harvest machinery 
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in Korea are as follows: 
Manual harvester. There are two kinds of manual harvesters. 

Both have V-shaped blades. In one kind the workman pushes 
the harvester forward, and in the other kind he pulls it toward 
him. . 

. Reaper. The reaper cuts the rice and lays bunches of the cut 
rice down on the paddy. 

Bint!er. The binder is more advanced than the reaper. It has 
·. an attachment which ties the rice into bundles and lays them 

down on the paddy. There are three kinds: one-, two-, and 
three-row harvesters. 
· Manual thresher. Generally, two people work the manual 

thresher: one keeps the revolving drum turning while the other 
feeds the rice straw into it for threshing. Most of the threshers 
used in Korea are of this type. 

Semi-automatic thresher . . (This is larger than the manual 
thresher. Except for the use of motor power instead of man 
power, the working method is almost the same. 

Automatic thresher. This thresher threshes, separates the grain 
from the chaff, and bags the rice all automatically. 

Combine. The combine used in Korea is somewhat different 
from the large combines of Europe or America. The functions 
of the reaper . and the automatic thresher are performed in one 
operation. The cut· rice is fed automatically into the. thresher. 
This small, special type of combine, called a self-threshing type 
combine, is newly developed. Compared to the large combine, 
this combine has several advantages. It. is more swtable to 
Korean farm conditions, as less grain is lost, and it is less 
expensive. 

Economic Analysis of Mechanization 
Specification of data used (see Table 1). 

1. Purchase price. At present, the sickle, manual harvester, 
manual thresher, and semi-automatic thresher are produced in 

. Korea. The prices used for these machines in our calculations 
are· the average market prices. Because the reaper, binder ~nd 
combine are not yet mass-produced,. we use estimated prices 
based on the foreign market. Constant prices are assumed in. 
this analysis. 
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Table 1. Data for Economic Analysis. 

Purchase Dura-
Depre- Main-

Capac-
Opera- Fuel 

Machine ciation tenance ti on Labor Fuel con-
price bility cost cost ity per day sumption 

(won) (year) (won) . (won) (a/hr) (hr) (won) (1/10a.) 
Combine 700,000 .8 70,000 42,000 6 6 1 gasoline 3 
Binder 400,000 8 40,000 24,000 6 6 1 gasoline 2 
Reaper 300,000 8 30,000 18,000 10 6 1 gasoline 1 
Automatic 

thresher 130,000 8 13,000 7,800 10 6 4 gasoline · 3 
Semi-auto. 

thresher 90,000 8 9,000 5,400 8 6 6 kerosene 2.5 
Manual 

·W thresher 12,000 5 600 720 4 8 8 kerosene v. 
.i::. Push-type 

harvester 4,600 4 230 276 3 8 
Pull-type 

harvester 2,300 4 115 138 3 8 1 
Sickle 150 1 0 0 1 8 1 

Additional assumptions: 

1. Labor cost-700/day in 1971; in later years 4. Working days - (a) harvest 15 days. 

as shown in Fig. 2. (b) threshing 20 days. 
2. Fuel cos~ - (a) Gasoline won 31 /1. 5. Labor for binding-( a) with reaping by sickle or mechanical 

(b) Kerosene won 18/1 . reaper-2 hr./10 a. 
3. lnterest-15%year. (b) with reaping by pu.sh- or pull-type 

harvester-3 hr./10 a. 



2. Durability. For the power machines, durabiiity is assumed 
as 8 years. This was based on foreign experience and theoretical 
operating-hour capacity. · 

3. Depreciation. For the power machines yearly depreciation 
. is assumed to be 10 percent of the purchase price; for the 
manual machines, 5 percent. 

4. Maintenance. The annual maintenance cost is assumed to 
be 6 percent of the purchase price. 

5. Capacity. Estimates are based on data obtained from actual 
field tests in Korea. Figures are rounded off to the nearest whole 
number. · 

6. Net operating hours per day. For the power machines, net 
operating hours per day is assumed to be 6 hours. This excludes 
time needed for preparation and transportation. For the manual 
machines, 8 hours is assumed . 

. 7. Labor cost. The labor cost has been estimated at 700 won 
per day in 1971, and thereafter as shown in Figure 2. 

8. Interest. The interest rate of the Bank of Korea· is 20 
percent and that of the National Agricultural Cooperative 
Federation is 15 percent for funds to be used for farm manage
ment. However, interest rates outside the banks range froin 36 
to 60 percent. A low interest rate of 9 percent is available in 
special cases. ·In this analysis 15 percent was used. 
9. Binding cost. Manual binding is estimated to require 2 
hours per 10 ares when reaping is done by sickle or by power 
reaper, 3 hours when reaping is done by either the pull-type or 
the push-type mechanical harvester. 

Table 2 .. Combinations of Methods Compared in Step 3 of Economic Analysis. 

Group Cutting Binding Threshing 

I Sickle Manual Manual Thresher 

II Manual harvester Manual Automatic thresher 

111 Reaper Manual Automatic thresher 
IV Binder Binder Automatic thresher 
v ·Combine Combine 
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Analytical procedures 
Analysis of comparative cost of different. harvesting methods 

is carried out in three steps: · 
1. Cutting and binding. Comparison of costs when cutting is 
done with the sickle, the manual harvester,. and the reaper 
(binding in each case being done by hand), and when the 
combined operations are done mechanically with the binder. 
2. Threshing. Comparison of costs with the manual thresher, . 
the semi-automatic thresher, and the automatic thresher. 
3. Cutting, binding and threshing. · Comparison of costs using 
combinations of the above methods and when all three 
operations are done simultaneously by the combine. The five 
systems compared are shown in Table 2. 
These comparisons are made, first, in terms of annual costs 

of rice harvesting alone, for varying areas, assuming the 1971 
wage rate. Then the effect of increasing wage rates is analyzed, 
and estimates are made assuming extension of mechanization to · . . 

barley harvesting. Finally, the effects of reduction in machinery 
prices are analyzed, and estimates are made of the acceleration 
of harvest mechanization that would be possible with government 
subsidization of purchase of machinery. 

Annual costs at 1971 wage rates 
Results of step 1 are shown in Figure 3. Cutting and binding 

cost at 1971 wage rates is lowest using the manual harvester, 
next using the sickle, then using the reaper. The binder has the 
highest cost. ' 
In threshing (step 2), cost relationships vary with cultivated 
area (Figure 4). The break-even poinds estimated to be 2.4 ha. 
For smaller areas the manual thresher is least costly, for 1arger 
areas the automatic thresher. The semi-automatic thresher is 
intermediate in cost in either case. 

For the combined operations (step 3), the system combining 
the sfokle for cutting and the manual thresher (Table 2, Group I) 
is cheapest for cultivated areas of less than 1.9 ha. For larger 
areas, the manual harvester and· automatic thresher (Group II) 
is the most economical (Figure 5). A break-even point between 

· · the sickle and the reaper (Group III) occurs at 5.8 ha. Both the 
binder (Group IV) and the combine (V) have ·much higher co'sts 
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Fig. 3. Cutting and binding cost vs. 
cultivation area. 
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than the other methods throughout the range of areas analyzed, . 
at the 1971 wage . rate. 

The same relationships in terms of cost per 10 a. are shown 
in Figure 6 and 7. 

Effect of rising labor cost 
As discussed above, wage rates of agricultural labor are ex

pected to continue to increase,· and this will affect the economics 
of substitution of mechanical power for man power in harvesting. 
Therefore, the effects of rising labor costs on the preceding cost 
comparisons have been estimated, in cost per .10 a. Results are 
interpreted in terms of a· time scale using projected wage rates 
increasing to 2,500 won per day by 1982 .(Figure 2). 

Cutting and binding. As Figure 8 shows, the manual"harvester 
is the most economical until the labor cost becomes 2,300 won 
(198i). ,After this, the reaper is the most economical method. 
Comparing the sickle and the reaper, . the reaper seems to be 
more profitable from the 1,000-won point (1974). The binder 
does not become more profitable than the sickle until the labor 
cost becomes 2,500 won (1982). 

Threshing. As Figure 9 shows, the more labor cost increases, 
the greater the cost advantage of the automatic thresher. The 
semi-automatic thresher does not prove as economical as the 
automatic. The manual thresher is the least economical. 

Total harvesting cost. Ainong the five harvesting systems, that 
based on the manual harvester shows much lower cost than 
that using the traditional sickle (Figure 10). The reaperbecomes 
the least costly . system at a wage rate of 2,300 won per day 
(1981), the combine at rates somewhat above 2,500 won. Com~ 
paring mechanical harvesting with use of the sickle, the reaper 
is more economical when the daily labor cost exceeds· 400 won, 
both the binder and the combine when it exceeds 1,000 won 
(1974). The cost advantage of the reaper over the binder is 1,400 
won per 10 a. in 1971 and 1,200 won in 1981. 

Effect of including barley harvesting 
So far the calculation of the harvesting cost has been limited 

to rice harvesting. There is a presumption that if a machine 
could be used in the harvesting of several grains, the fixed cost 
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Fig. 8. Cutting and binding cost Fig. 9. Threshing cost vs. labor cost. Fig. 10. Harvest cost vs. labor cost. 
vs. labor cost. 
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could be spread and the cost per 10 a. would be· decreased. 
However, it is impossible to use machines for barley harvesting 

now, because barley and barley field conditions are not suitable 
for this. Most barley harvesting is at present done with the 
sickle; the reaper, "binder, and combine are not used. 

The major grain grown in Korea is rice, and most cultivated 
paddy is used for rice, while most of the barley is grown 
on upland. There are almost no upland irrigation or drainage· 
facilities, and land rearrangement has not yet been done. There
fore it is difficult to use machinery in barley cultivation: Barley 
is planted in wide spaced .furrows, and between the rows other 
crops are often planted. Also, the stalk of barley is too short 
to facilitate the use of machinery. Cultivating methods must be 
changed if machinery is to be used profitably in barley harvesting. 

However, we have estimated the effect on costs if 50 percent 
of the barley were harvested by machine in 1976 and 100 percent 
in 1981. · 

. Machine harvesting of 100 percent of rice and 50 percent of 
barley in '1976. When the daily labor cost is 1,250 won, the fixed 
cost goes dowp. by one third. In this case, machines show m,ore 
profitable results than the sickle (Figure 11). Among the har
vesters the manual harvester is the most economical, the sickle . 
is least economical, and the reaper, combine and binder show 
intermediate economic· results. If this assumption could be 
realized, machine harvesting would be more profitable than the 
sickle. 

Machine harvesting of all barley as well as rice in 1981. When 
it is assumed that the labor cost is 2,250 won in 1981, and if the 
area of barley cultivation is equal to the area of rice cultivation, 
mac~ine harvesting proves the most profitable (Fjgure 12). The 
most economical machine is the combine, next the reaper. Cost 
with the manual harvester and the binder is a little higher, but 
still m:uch less than with . the sickle. · 

Effect of reduction in prices of machines 
To determine what reductions in price would be necessary to 

make the·· various machines competitive· in harVesting cost \vith 
the sickle and the manual harvester, costs have been calculated 
assuming machinery prices at varying percentages' of their actual 
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prices. Results are as follows : 

Cutting and binding. The price of the reaper would have to be 
reduced to 67 percent of its actual level, and that of the binder 
to 10 percent, to enable them to match the sickle in cost of 
cutting and binding at 1971 wage levels (Figure 13). Compared 
with the manual harvester, the reaper price would have to be 
. reduced to 30 percent of its actual price, and cost· with the 
binder would be greater. than with the manual harvester .even if 
the binder were supplied free. 

Total harvesting cost. To match the sickle in total harvesting 
cost including threshing, the combine price must be cut to 74 
percent of its actual level, the binder to 62 percent. The reaper, 
however, is more economical than the sickle, at optimum scale of 
operation, even at its full price. To match the manual harvester, 
both the combine and the reaper must be reduced to 32 percent 
of actual price, while the binder is again more costly even if 
supplied free (Figure 14). 

Effect of government subsidy for purchase of harvesting machinery 
Since 1961 the government has been providing subsidies for 

the purchase of farm machinery. Here we analyze the effects of 
government subsidies of 33 and 50 percent of the purchase price 
in accelerating the adoption of harvesting machinery. · 

Subsidy of 33 percent. With a subsidy of one third of the 
machine price, the reaper and combine would become more 
economical than the manual harvester four years sooner and the 
binder two or three years sooner (Figure 15). When the labor 
cost becomes 1,700 won per day (1978), the combine would be· 
the most economical method of harvesting. 

Subsidy of 50 percent. With a subsidy of one half of the 
purchase price, the combine becomes more economical than the 
manual harvester in 1975, seven years earlier than with no 

. subsidy. With this rate of subsidy the combine is more 
economical than the sickle even now (Figure 16). 

Discussion of the Harvesters 
The five kinds of harvesters are now discussed in greater detail 

in light of the preceding economic analysis. 
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vs. labor cost. 
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Sickle 
At present, most crops are harvested ~ith the traditional 

sickle. Even though the sickle is inexpensive and the Korean 
farmer is quite proficient with it, labor efficiency is low and the 
working posture· is not very healthy, as· farmers inust work in 
a bending position. Therefore, a mor.e efficient harvester must be 
substituted for the sickle. When the manual harvester is used, 
the cost per 10 a. is 306 won less than with the sickle.· It is 
expected that as labor costs increase, the reaper, binder, and 
combine will all become more economical than the sickle. 

Manual harvester 
There are two kinds of manual harvesters. As Table 1 shows, 

the capacities of the two harvesters are the. same, but the price 
of the push-type is almost twice that of the pull-type. Therefore, 
there is more possibility for the pull-type to be supplied to 
farmers. 

With the manual harvester it is possible to work standing, 
and reaping can be done three times as fast as with the sickle. 
From the · economic analysis, and given the projected yearly 
labor costs, it seems that the manual harvester w.ill be the most 
efficient method until the year 1981. For a small-scale farm in 
Korea, the manual harvester is the most suitable one until the 
reaper is supplied in 1976 and the combine in l98L But its weak 
point is the difficulty in harvesting barley. It can only be used 
for harvesting rice. 

The manual . harvester is now produced in Korea. (The most . 
important part, the blade, is made from imported material.) 
Its structure is simple and it weighs only 1 kilogram. 

Technically, it would be possible to harvest· all the rice 
throughout the country with 330,000 manual harvesters. But to 
replace all the sickles on farms, each farm would need to possess · 
one or two manual harvesters; thus 2,500,000 to 5,000,000 

· harvesters would be needed throughout the country. 

Reaper 
The reaper, next most profitable after the manual harvester, 

is to be supplied to farmers beginning in 1976. Its costs· are 
expected to be lower than the sickle. By 1980 the reaper will 
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become more economical than the manual harvester. Harvesting - . 
costs with the reaper are estimated to be 1,200 won less per 
10 a. than with the binder 10 years from now. 

The reaper has the advantage that it can also be used for 
barley har'Vesting. Because Korean farms are small in scale and 
are ·just starting to mechanize, it is desirable to manufacture 
simple machines at cheap prices. In a country like Korea, where 
crops are dried in the fields during the dry fall weather, the 
reaper. is a very suitable harvester. 

, The reaper is the simplest power harvester. If good quality 
material is used for the blade and the reaper is manufactured 
accurately, it will he easy to produce in Korea. Samples are being. 
manufactured· in Korea now. The reaper is now disappearing 
in many foreign countries, but it is the machine best suited for 
Korean farms. If all rice were to be harvested with the reaper, 
this country would require about 133,000 reapers. It is calcuiated 
that the reaper should be supplied after the manual harvester 
and before the binder. 

Binder 
In foreign countries, the binder is a very popular machine'. 

It combines the operations of cutting and binding, saving much 
labor. It will become more economical than the sickle for these 
operations around 1980. With threshing expenditures included, 
it will be more economical in 1975, but by that time the 
combine will be even more economical.. 

The reason the binder is more popular is that the priCe of 
the combine is very high, and since it threshes directly without 
drying, a dryer is also required. The binder has the advantage 
of field drying. Also, the uniformity of bundle size makes use. 
with the automatic thresher easier and more convenient. 

The reaper is more economical than the binder, but the reaper 
requires hand binding. Thus when the farmer becomes richer, 
he usually buys a binder rather than a reaper. For instance, in 
Japan the binder is more. popular than· the reaper. However, 
it is interesting to note that Japanese farmers started with the 
large, three-row binder, and next the two-row binder, but recently 
the sinall, inexpensive, one-row binder has become popular. 
One can see that farmers need low-price, · convenient, simple 
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machines. 
In Korea the binder is expected to be ~upplied after 1980. 

The one-row binder seems to be a promising machine: It uses a 
binding attachment on a reaper. Samples are being manufactured 
in Korea· now .. · 

If all paddy fields . were harvested with the binder, it is 
estimated that 220,000 binders would be needed. The government 
plans to supply 30,000 in 1981, 

Cofl'Jbine . 
The. combine is a very efficient machine for cutting and. 

· threshing rice: However, the price is high and it threshes directly 
without drying. Therefore, a dryer is necessary. The combine 
will become more economical than the sickle or the binder by 
1975 and than the manual harvester or the reaper by 1980. 

With a government subsidy of one third the purchase price, 
or if 50 percent of the barley is harvested with the combine, it · 
would be the most profitable of all. the harvesting machines at 
the wage rates projected for 1978. . 

The Korean government is now supplying the new rice variety 
IR-667. In order to prevent the shattering that is common with· 
this variety, the government is planning to supply the combine 
now. 

Korean factories are planning to manufacture the combine, 
but it is the most difficult to produce among the harvesters. As 
the combine works in the paddy field, the weight must not be 
too heavy; and vibration is a problem. To harvest' all the paddy 
fields with the combine, 222,000 combines would be needed~ 
The governinent plans to supply 30,000 combines in the next· 
10 years. 

Problems· of Purchasing Harvesters 
Farm income 

. Even if a machine is profitable, a farmer must possess the 
economic purchasing power to buy it. Purchasing power may 
come from increase in farm or in non-farm income and iI:1crease 
in savings. 

· · Of course total farm income must increase, but it cannot be 
expected that many farmers will be . able to purchase farm 
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Tabie 3. Savings and Farm and Non-farm Income in Korea. 

(won) 

Year Savings Farm income 
·Off-farm 

income 

1967 14,159 149.470 33,111 
1968 27,999 178,957 42,023 
1969 37,342. 217,900 50,800 

machinery just from their farm income. The income from farm 
products is just too small. In foreign countries, expensive farm 
machinery is often purchased from income external to the farm. 
Even if farm or off-:-farm income increases, capital to purchase . 
machinery must remain after other ·expenditures for farm 
management have been met. Table 3 shows that it would take 
many years for an: average Korean farmer to be able to 
purchase machinery, as savings and incomes are just too small 
relative to machinery prices. 

The labor cost off arming 
Labor cost is a very important factor directly affecting the 

purchase of machinery. Our ~conomic analysis has shown that 
rising labor costs will make it profitable and economical to use . 
machinery. Labor costs a:re directly related to farm population 
and number of farm households. The projected farm labor costs 

. in. Korea were shown in Figure 2. The combine would be the 
most economical machine when the labor cost becomes 2,300 
won per day in 1981. 

Prices of harvesters 
In Korea, prices of machines are very high compared to farm 

incomes. This makes it difficult for farmers to purchase machines. 
As economic analysis shows, the price of a machine greatly 
affects the fixed cost; The prices of machines in Korea are also 
very high compared to those in foreign countries. It is hoped 
that mechanized manufacturing processes and mass production 
can: lower the price of machinery. 
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Table 4. Government Subsidy for Farm Machinery Purchase, 1961-68. 

(In percent of price) 

Year 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 f968 

Government subsidy 60 57.8 56.5 41.8 46.0 39.1 40.5 33.8 

Loan 4.2 4.0 28.5 

Farm share 40 42.2 39.3 58.2 54.0 60.9 54.5 37.7 



Government aid 
As a big sum of money is required at once, it is difficult 

for farmers to purchase machinery. Also there is difficulty in· 
practical supply. Table 4 shows the government subsidy program 
for 1961-1968. Figure 15 shows that the combine would become 
the most economical machine in harvesting cost per 10 a. by 
1978, given a 33 percent subsidy. 

Table 5 shows the estimated proportions of financial support 
required in purchase of machines in order to make their · har
vesting costs equal to that of the manual harvester. lri the case 
of the reaper 70 percent support would be needed in 1971, 47 
percent in 1976, but only 5 percent in 1981. For the binder, 66 
percent would be required in 1981, for the combine 12 percent. 

Subsidies at these levels would require huge government ex
penditures if more than a few persons were to receive them. 
A further weak point is the dependence of farmers upon the 
government for the purchase of machinery. 
· The government proposes to shift from subsidies to loans in 
helping farmers buy machinery. Farmers will be required to 

. repay the loans over the period of life of the machines. If the 
machines reduce farmers' costs, this method should be successful. 
To make this policy effective, the government must provide the 
loans to farmers at low rates of interest. 

Joint purchasing and joint operation 
The ideal arrangement is for each farm to have its own 

machinery. However, farm machines are too expensive for most 
. Korean farmers to purchase them individually. Furthermore, the 

Table 5. Estimated Subsidies Required to Make Harvesting Costs with Ma-

chines Equal Those with the Manual Harvester 

Year 

1971 

1976 

1981 

Reaper 

70 
47. 

5 
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Binder 

100 
92 
66 

(In percent of price) 

Combine 

68 

47 
12 



capacity of.a combine or a binder is 5.4 ha. per year, and that 
of a reaper is 9 ha. per year. This is a vast area compared to the 
cultivated area of one Korean farm household. Therefore it is 
recommended to purchase machinery jointly tor joint operation. 

Condition of cultivation area 
The cultivation area must be properly arranged and irrigation 

and drainage must be in good condition for machine utilization.· 
At present,. 130,000' ha. have been rearranged, and 450,000 ha. 
will be finished according to the Third Five Year Economic 
Plan. This project must be continued, and emphasis must also 
be ·put on upland field development. 

Selection of kinds. of machines 
The selection of machines suited to the purchaser's needs is 

an important problem in farm mechanization. Attention must be 
paid to farm location, purchasing power of farmers, cultivating 
methods, species of crops, size of inachine, and efficiency. Under, 
actual conditions in Korea, it is difficult for farmers to choose 
machinery. Because Korea is at the beginning stage in· farm 
mechanization, there is a limited variety of machines. 

Cultivating methods and improvement of species 
It is difficult to operate power harvesters when crops lodge. 

It is impossible when the angle of the crop is below 25 degrees. 
Accordingly, the species must be improved and selected carefully 

· if machinery is to be used in harvesting. 
If stalk· 1ength is below 60 cm it is impossible to use a binder, 

and if over 120 cm the working efficiency is decreased. Especially 
since the Korean barley species has a short stalk, it is difficult. 
to use power harvesters. A taller species must be substituted 
for the shorter one. 

For machine h_arvesting of barley or wheat, the harvesting 
time must be speeded· up to prevent loss and the field must be 
without ridges in order to make machine operation easier. 

Dryers and other machinery 
Because the combine threshes directly without drying the 

grain, there is need for an artificial dryer. Because the moisture 
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content of rice is about 25 percent, if the rough rice from tQ.e 
combine is not dried at once the rice will deteriorate. Thus other 
kinds of machinery must be. supplied in the process of rice 
harvest mechanization. 

Training 
As new machinery is supplied, training courses will be 

required. Farmers are generaJly conservative in accepting new 
kinds of machines, so the government must train . them to 
operate the inachines correctly.' . 

Summary . 
In Korea, the Third Five ·Year Economic Development Plan 

(1972-76) ·is in progress now. li1 that plan, farm ·mecha,ilization 
is considered an important part of Korea's agricultural. 
modernization. · · 

An urgent pmblem to be solved is to decrease the labor peak 
in June and July, when farmers are busy harvesting barley and 
transplanting rice, and in October and Noveinber, when farmers 
harvest rice and plant barley. Labor reduction during these two 
periods could· be achieved by farm mechanization. 

The total area of rice fields is 1,200,000 ha. and that of barley 
is 1,100,000 ha. It takes 120,000,000 hours to harvest rice with. 
sickles. If sickles were replaced by power harvesters more than · 
100,000,000 hours of labor could be saved. Mechanization will 
eventually be essential also in barley harvesting. 

There is a tendency for farm employment to decrease by _ 1.2 
percent annually. It is expeeted that labor cost will increase to 
l,250 won per day in 1976 and fo 2,250 won in 1981. Because 
of the shortage of· labor and the rise in labor cost, farm 
mechanization is essential. 

According to the economic analysis, the manual harvester and 
power thresher will be most profitable until 1981; after 1981, 
the reaper will become most economical, and after that the 
combine. Therefore the manual harvester should replace the 
sickle : before power harvesters are adopted. 

If the mechanization of barley harvesting becomes possible.· 
the harvesting cost per 10 a. will be reduced and ·it _will be 
economical to use power harvesters three to five years. earlier. 
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For the mechanization of barley harvesting, upland fields must 
be rearranged and the species of barley must be changed to one ' 
more suitable for mechanized harvesting. 

·Of the thfee kinds of ·harvesting machines, the reaper has 
the lowest harvesting cost. The cost per unit area when using 
the binder is about 1,400 won higher, as the machine price and. 
the overhead cost are higher. ·It would be more profitable to 
supply the reaper following the manual harvester, as the reaper 
has a simple structµre, low price and high working capac~ty. 
· The binder is the most popular harvester ii;i several foreign 

countries. It should be supplie4 after the reaper in Korea. Among 
the three kinds of binder, the one-row model would be most 
suitable for Korean farm conditions. 

The combine· will eventually become the most economical 
machine, but because its price is so high it is expected to be 
supplied only after l980. 

The manual thresher and semi-automatic thresher must be 
replaced by the automatic thresher, because of its low threshing 
cost per unit area. .· 

The prices of farm . machines are quite high relative to · the 
prices of farm products. Machine prices must be cut down by . 
the aid of the government. -If the prices were cut down by ·one . 
third, the machines could· be· bought three years sooner. 

Development of suitable power harvesters for Korean farms 
must be promoted. The government must provide technical and 
financial support for improving farm machinery manufacturin~. 
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CONTRIBUTION OF ECONOMIC 
RESEARCH TO RICE MECHANIZATION 
IN WEST MALAYSIA. WITH · 
SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO THE. 
MUDA IRRIGATION SCHEME 

S. Jegatheesan 
M1,1da Agriculture Development Authority, 

Malaysia 

West Malaysia consists of about· 50,700 square miles of land 
of which about 22 percent is presently arable. The total area 

. under cultivation amounts to 7;062,000 acres of which rubber, 
with 4,457,000 acres, is the major crop, accounting for 63 percent. 
This is followed by rice, with 1,003,000 acres or about 14 percent; 
and oil palm, with 578,000 acres, or 8 percent. The remainder .. 
is under coconut and· miscellaneous crops. I 

The General Position of Rice in the West Malaysian Economy 
Rice is thus West Malaysia's second most important crop in 

terms of acreage, ano although the proportion of rice in relation 
to total cultivated area is small, it nevertheless presently accounts 
for about 84 percent of the area under annual crops. 

The contribution. of rice to West Malaysian Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) has never been large, being on the average 
about 4 percent. Its importance is far outweighed by rubber, 
tin-mining, forestry and the rapidly growing industrial sector. 
In terms of the proportion of the population dependent on rice 
cultivation, . however, the rice sector is of major importance . 

. The 1960 Census of Agriculture showed that the total number . 
of farm households in that year was 572,430. Of this. number . 
about 142,950, or 25 percent, were reported as specialized rice 
farms, and 133,480, 'or 23 percent, as mixed farm (part rice and 
part other crops). . 

Rice farms in~ 1960 accounted for 48 percent of all farms and 
provided a. means of livelihood for about 1.32 milliqn persons. 
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In projections for 1970, rice cultivation was estimated to provide 
full or part employment to about 0.508 million persons, or 19 
percent of the labor force of the country.2 

Recognition of the importance of the rice sector to the West 
Malaysian economy has been explicit in the nation's development 
plans. since independence in 1957. Rice policy is characterized 
by two specific objectives: 

(1) To increase the incomes and standards of living of the 
rice farming population through increases in the productivity 
of rice farming. 

(2) To increase domestic rice production to achieve as high 
a degree of self-sufficiency in rice as is economically feasible. 

Consistent with the above policy objectives; there has been 
a rapid increase during the last decade in the crop acreage under 
rice as a result of public investment in irrigation and clrainage 
projects designed to enable double-cropping in existing rice 
areas.· 

The total area double-cropped with rice in 1962 was 49,110 
acres. This had risen by 1969 to 238,130 acres, an increase of 
485 percent over the seven-year period. 3 The trend of expansion 
of irrigation and drainage facilities in existing padi areas is being 
maintained and by 1974 it is expected that 570;000 acres, or 57 
percent of the area under padi in West Malaysia, will be under 
double-cropping. 

In these intensive rice areas of West Malaysia mechanization 
has made considerable headway even prior to double-cropping 
and here, because of certain physical and economic constraints 
associated with the introduction of double-cropping, 4 mecha
nization has come to assume major significance. 

The Muda Irrigation Scheme 
The Muda Irrigation Scheme, Malaysia's largest agricultural 

development project, provides a significant area of study into 
the contribution of economic research to the rice mechanization 
process in Malaysia. The Scheme, situated in the coastal plains 
of the States of Kedah and Perlis in the northwest of West 
Malaysia, is designed to· enable double-cropping in ·260,000 
acres, ·or 26 percent of the existing rice land in West Malaysia. 
When fully double-cropped by 1974, it will account for 33 percent 
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of the annual crop acreage under rice. s 
The Muda Agriculture Development Authority h~s been 

established at the regional level and is charged with the 
responsibility of planning and the implementation of agricultural 
development in the Scheme~ 

A brief description of the salient features of the Scheme is 
relevant here. Stretching 40 miles from north to south, and more 
than 10 miles east to west, the Scheme covers an area with a 
long tradition of single-crop rice cultivation. Agriculture in the 
Scheme is characterized by the predominance of rice, which 
accounts for about 77 percent of land use. 

Rice cultivation forms the main source of income and 
economic activity for over 50,000 farm families with an estimated 
on-farm population of over 325,000 persons. Farm sizes average 
4.0 acres. The majority of farms are characterized by complete 
dependence on rice. 

Mechanization is not a new feature of rice cultivation in the 
Scheme, but has traditionally been associated mainly with land 
preparation. A . tractor contractor system utilizing 4.,.wheel 
tractors, presently running up to 77 brake horsepower, has been 
in operation for about 10 years. This ·is supplemented by 

· considerable numbers of farm·er-owned 2-wheel walking tractors. 
In 1966, four years before the introduction of double-cropping, 
about 40 percent of the rice land in the Scheme was ploughed 
with tractors. 6 · 

The Contribution of Economic Research to the Mechanization 
Process 

Promotion of rice miechanization in the Muda Irrigation 
Scheme is a basic objective in the double-cropping implementa
tion plan of the Muda Agriculture Development Authority 
(hereafter referred to as the 'Authority'). Economic research 
into the· mechanization process, then, has come to assume 
considerable significance to the planning and implementation 
of policies relating to rice mechanization.' The specific contri
butions of economic research are to be found at several levels: 

(1). A fundamental issue is the establishment of ari economic 
justification for mechanization to support the Authority's active 
promot"ion of mechanization in the Scheme. Simultaneous with 
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this is the identification of critical operations of the rice 
production process which must be mechanized given specific 
economic and physical constraints of double-cropping. Estab
lishing an economic justification for mechanization is especially 
important in view of arguments that mechanization will lead to 
rural unemployment in the face of supposedly unlimited supplies 
of rural labor. 

(2) The next stage involves an analysis of forms of mechaniza
tion already prevalent in rice cultivation. The function of this 
type of research is two-fold: first, to determine the relative 
economic suitability of various types of machines already being 
used extensively or being presently field-tested in the Scheme; 
second, to identify . economic problems associated with the 
utilization ·of these conventional forms of mechanization, given 

· particular physical and economic constraints arising out of 
rice double-cropping. 

(3) Finally, having identified economic problems associated 
with conventional . forms of mechanization, the issue for 
economic research becomes the _determination of the ideal form 
of mechanization. This stage of the analysis necessarily involves 
the ap.plication of both e(:onomic and·· engineering criteria. 

Justifications for · Mechanization: the Constraints of Double .. 
Cropping 
The situation before double-cropping 

Except for land preparation, all other operations in the rice 
production process have traditionally been performed by manual 
labor and simple implements. Single-cropping in the 260,000 
acres included in the Scheme was characterized by a lack of 
uniformity in cultivation schedules. 

Dependent entirely on rainfall, cultivation seasons typically 
began in the northern portion of the scheme, where early rains 

·were normally experienced. The season gradually spread south 
with the rains. The entire rice area then underwent approximately 
a three-month staggering of cultivation operations. 

Typically, cultivation would start with the onset of rains in 
July/August and spread south until September/October. As a 
result of this, the subsequent operations of riGe production were 
similarly staggered throughout the Scheme, and harvesting 
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would normally be staggered through January, February and 
·March.· · 

·.Single-crop rice cultivation in the Scheme has traditionally 
been associated with a high degree of hired-labor utilization. A 
Farm Economic S1,1rvey undertaken in 19667, four years before 
the introduction of double-cropping, indicated that about 79 
percent of the farmers ~used hired labor to perform all or part 
of the various operations of 'rice production. · 

The actual pattern of hired-labor demand is characterized 
by its seasonality, the degree of demand for hired labor varying 
considerably . thro11ghout . the cultivation season according to 
the per acre labor requirement of particular cultural operations. 
This is indicated in Table 1. · 

Hired labor is of considerable significance in the performance 
of cultural. operations normally associated with high labor 
requirement. While the utilization of hired labor itself is nothing 
abnormal, what is of considerable interest is the actual pro
portion of hired labor and family labor in the ·performance of 
these various cultural operat\ons. · 

Table 1. Percentage of Farms Reporting Use of Hired Labor for Various Cul

tural Operations in Rice Production. 

Cultural .Operation 

1. Nursery preparation 

2. Field preparation (e~cluding trac~or ploughing) 

3. Transplanting 

A. Fertilizer and insecticide application 

5. Weeding 

· 6. Harvesting and threshing · 

7. Winnowing 

Percentage of 

Farmers Using 

Hired Labor 

14.8 
52.6 
58.6 

6.2 
9.2 

78.8 
9.5 

Source: Farm Economic Survey of the Muda River Project, 1966, Ministry of 

Agriculture and Cooperatives, West Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Sept. 

1967. 
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Table 2. Proportions of Hired and Family Labor in the Labor Force in Kubang 

Sepat, Season 1966/67, by Cultural Operations. 

Cultural Operation 

1. Land preparation 

(excludes tractor 

ploughing) 

2. Transplanting 

3. Weeding 

4. Pest control 

5. Harvesting and 

threshing 

Percentage Hired 

Labor 

19.6 

92.3 
19.9 

5.1 

89.8 

Percentage Family · 

Labor 

80.4 
7.7 

80.1 
94.9 

10.2 

Source: Labor Survey of Kubang Sepat, Season 1966/67, Dept. of Agricul

ture, Kedah, March 1969 (mimeograph). 

A study of labor requirements undertaken in. an area of the 
Scheme prior to the introduction of double-cropping yielded 
the interesting results shown in Table 2. Both the high overall 
degree of hired labor utilization and the significance of the hired 
labor · component in the performance of several cultural 
operations point to a scarcity in the supply of on-farm family 
labor. 

Various studies have substantiated this. The average· size of 
the farm family is 5.5 persons.s The major factor determining 
the size of the farm family work-force, however, is the age-sex 
distribution of the farm household. A study undertaken in the 
Scheme9 revealed that only half of the average farm family were 
in the productive age group (defined as 16-55 years for males 
and 16-50 years for females). Further, owing to factors such as 
off-farm employment, only 42 percent of the farm family actually 
worked on their farms. 

In relation to the average farm size of 4 acres, the size of the 
average farm family work force is small, and this has been a 
major facto~ contributing to the heavy demand for hired labor. 

In one· cultural operation, transplanting, traditional reasons 
that are not yet fully understood have acted to reduce the 
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available labor by half and thereby aggravate the demand for 
hired labor. Transplanting is done almost entirely by women. 
The labor utilization survey quoted in Table 2 showed that 
97.4 percent of the total labor utilized for transplanting, and 100 
percent of the . labor. hired for this operation, consisted of 
females. 

Although males do appear in the labor force for transplanting 
(2.6. percent), they are relatively underemployed and generally 
perform only carrying of seedlings from the nursery to the field. 
The dependence of transplanting on female labor is further 
aggravated by the fact that women, for cultural reasons, 
generally lack geographical mobility and do not generally travel 
far from their village. · 

There is substantial evidence to indicate that even with the 
relative lack of uniformity in the cultivation season in single
cropping, the region has traditionally been labor short, particularly 
during transplanting and harvesting. The labor shortage problem 
has dictated some farming decisions. A common practice to I 

.reduce dependence on hin~d labor during· single-cropping has 
been to plant rice varieties of differing maturity periods, which 
leads to a staggered harvest on the farm, or to plant the same 
variety at different times, which staggers both planting and 
harvesting. 1 o ' 

A further factor indicative of the insufficient supply of local 
labor during peak seasons of labor demand is that historically, 
harvesting, the most labor intensive operation in rice production, 
has been heavily dependent on migrant labor from Kelantan, a 
state on t~e north-east coast of West Malaysia, and Pattani, a 
province in south-east peninsular Thailand. The average annual 
size of this migrant labor force for the nine-year period 1961-69 
was 11,624 persons and the avera'ge duration of stay in the 
Scheme was approximately 2 months.11 

Identification of critical operations for mechanization 
The introduction of double-cropping in the Scheme is 

characterized by two major factors which have increased the. 
demand for labor in a region already experiencing seasonal 
labor shortage during single-cropping. This has resulted in an 
increase in labor costs·, which in itself does not seem to have 
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created any significant increase in labor supply, thereby leading 
to senous problems of labor shortage during periods, of peak 
labor demand. 

The first factor is the imposition- of a uniform and stringent 
cultivation schedule to enable the growing of two rice crops a 
year. Specifically, the time periods for land preparation, planting 
and harvesting the crop over the entire Scheme have been reduced 
from the traditional 3 months to approximately 6 weeks for each 
of these operations. This cultivation schedule has been found 
necessary for the maximum ·utilization of water resources in 
double-cropping,12 but its stringency has given rise to problems 
of labor shortage and associated increases in labor costs. 

The second factor contributing to increased labor demand is 
the introduction of one or two short-term rice varieties of 
uniform maturation period to enable two rice crops a year. 
Staggering . o( labor demand in individual farms through the 
single-cropping practices of planting rice varieties of different 
maturation periods is no longer possible. Not only do farmers 
b'.a~e to follow specified planting and harvesting schedules, but 
also the irrigation design does not permit farmers to individually. 
exercise water control on their own farms. 

Given these constraints of double-cropping, the size of the 
labor force required for the whole Scheme will have to be at 
least doubled if reliance is placed on labor-intensive methods for 
the implementation of double-cropping. In addition, the 
shortened periods of intense labor d.emand associated with the 
double-cropping schedule result in correspondingly shortened 
periods of employment opportunity for labor. Labor demand 
becomes more highly seasonal than in single-cropping. Unless 
wage rates. rise proportionately, these shortened periods of 
intense labor demand wiil not support labor at ·adequate levels 
of income, and this acts as a disincentive particularly to the inflow 
of migrant labor. 

Thus .the critical areas of the rice production process in which 
some degree of mechanization need~ to be introduced are trans
planting and harvesting, in order to keep .field operations. on 
schedule and enable smooth implementation of double-cropping. 
It is in these two operations that the problem of mechanization 
is most acu~e, as very few advances have been made in even 
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obtaining machines suited to in-field physical constraints 
characteristic of the major rice areas in Malaysia. Mechanization 
of land preparation is already well established and the present 
short-run problem here is fostering 'the use of the most 
economically efficient types of mechanical equipment. I 3 

While labor shortage constitutes the primary justification 
for relatively extensive mechanization in the Scheme, the 
consequent rise in labor costs associated with labor shortage · 
adds a further justification. Rising labor costs were already 
evident during the implementation of the first phase of 
double-cropping in 1970 involving about one third of the rice 
area in the Scheme. During the harvest of the first off-season 
crop in the Scheme, for instance, the cost of harvesting, threshing 
and primary transport is reported to have averaged about M$73 

·per acre14 as compared to about M$53 per acre Is for the same 
operations during single-cropping. . 

The Authority's support for mechanization of the critical 
operations of rice production identified above is therefore based, 
not on a blind acceptance of the ideology of technological 
innovation, but on basic economic and physical constraints 
associated with the introduction of rice double-cropping. 

Economic Comparisons of Existing Forms of Mechanization 
and Associated Problems 

This section of the paper reviews several aspects of forms of 
mechanization already being widely utilized in the Scheme or 
presently being field-tested. The role of economic research in 
this area is chiefly to determine the relative economic suitability 
of various different types of agricultural machines which 
otherwise satisfy technical performan~e criteria. 

Comparative economic analysis has been undertaken wher
ever several different types of machines are found· in any one 
operation. Research is also geared toward identifying potential 
economic problems associated with machine utilization, given 
the time constraints of double-cropping described earlier. 
Economic research of this nature contributes towards the 
formulation of mechanization policies. 

A basic factor affecting the quality, and thereby the value, 
of economic research ·on mechanization is · the research 
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methodology itself. Realistic economic data on any agricultural 
machine can only be gathered from extensive field trials 
conducted under actual farm conditions. Field trials of this 
nature. reveal actual in-the-field technical and · machinery 
management problems, both of which affect machine produc
tivity and the actual extent of operational costs. 'Stop-watch' 
type studies conducted within the closely controlled environment 
of research stations are necessary, but they do not form the only 
basis for the formulation of the Authority's mechanization 
policies. 

The present status of rice mechanization in the Muda 
Irrigation Scheme is discussed below, and the main contributions 
of economic research are described. 

Land preparation 
Land preparation is the only operation in rice production in 

which mechanization has made significant progress in Malaysia. 
The beginnings of mechanization in this field are. not associated 
with the introduction of double-cropping. 

By 1960, a pattern of mechanization involving the utilization 
of two classes of tractors, pedestrian 2-wheel tractors and 
conventional 4-wheel tractors, had been established in the 
extensive single-crop rice area in the northwest of West Malaysia 
presently included in the Muda Irrigation Scheme. The adoption 
of mechanized means of land preparation in preference to the 
traditional buffalo-drawn plough appears to be related to the 
timeliness, quality of tillage and ease of mechanized land 
preparation, rather than cost. 

. The demand for mechanized land preparation has led to a 
rapid growth in the numbers of both . 2-wheel and 4-wheel 
tractors, the latter being associated with the simultaneous 
development of a tractor contractor system. Increase in tractor 
numbers has, over the years, introduced a high degree of 
competitiveness into the tractor contract business, and 
mechanized land preparation· rates ha ye fallen greatly from the 
reported M$31 to M35 per acre in 196116 to an average of 
M$12.65 per acre at the present. 

By 1966 approximately 40 percent of land preparation was 
mechanized, 1 7 and allowing . for the growth of the tractor 
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population since then, between 60 and 65 percent of land prepa
ration in the Scheme is now estimated to be mechanized. 

The bulk of mechanized land preparation in the Scheme today 
· is undertaken by tractor contractors utilizing 4-wheel tractors 
currently running up to 77 horsepower. The ploughing 

•implements in all cases are rotary-tillers of up to 70 inches in 
width.· 

The present number of contractor~operated 4-wheel tractors 
in the Scheme is estimated at 350 units, At least a thousand 
farmer-owned 2-wheel tractors are founcl, but· the amount of 
contract work undertaken by these is insignificant, for reasons 
that the comparative economic analysis will later indicate. 

In terms of the value of rice marketed by the typical farmer 
in the Scheme, tractors, whether 2-wheel or 4-wheel, are very 
expensive. The tractor contractor system has placed cheap 
mechanization within the grasp '2f every farmer .. 

The contractor system is based entirely on the utilization of 
4-wheel tractors in conjunction with rotary tillers. The majority 
of these contractors appear to be riot farmers but small-scale 
businessmen. The business is; typically organized around a family 
unit, which generally owns only one tractor, although a tendency 
toward multiple ownership is -now taking place. · 

The· contractor system is highly competitive. Productivity is 
a major factor affecting choice of equipment. Over the years the 

· trend in the contract business has been to purchase increasingly 
powerful tractors to enable the utilization of increasingly larger 
rotary tillers .. The growth of the 4-wheel tractor population and 
the trend in brake-horsepower is shown in Table 3. 

In spite of the availability o_f mechanized land preparation 
·services from 4-wheel tractor contractors at rates averaging 
M$12.65 per acre (which ineidentally are the lowest in Malaysia), 
there nevertheless bas been a rapid increase in the number of . 
farmer-owned 2~wheel tractors. In competition with 4-wheel 
tractors, however, the low productivity of these 2-wheel tractors 
has placed them in a comparatively disadvantageous position, 
and at prevailing cultivation rates of M$12.65 per acre, which 
are set by 4-wheel tractor contractors, 2-wheelers are unable to 
engage profitably in contract work. Chancellor,18 in a study of 
tractor contractor operations, notes that owners of · 2-wheel 
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· Table 3. Growth. of the 4-wheel Tractor Population and Trend of Average 

Brake-Horsepower in the Muda Irrigation Scheme 1960-March 

1971. 

Year New Tractors Registered 
Average 

Brake-Horsepower 

.1960 16 36.8 

1961 . 41 39.9 

1962 58 46.8 

1963 57 50.8 

1964 41 52.8 

1965 29 54.7 

1966 24 54.4. 

1967. 36 56.1 

1968 64 61.9 

1969 83 '65.9 

1970 50 66.4 

1971 (to March) . 38 66.5 

Source: M uda .Agriculture Development Authority, ConventionalAgricu/tural 
Tractors in the Muda Irrigation Scheme: A Study of Tractor Popula
tion and Growth Patterns 1960-1971, April 1971. (mimeograph) 

tractors in Malaysia appear to be incurring average losses of 
M$150 annually. 

There is further evidence in the Scheme to indicate the relative . . 

uneconomi,c · position of 2-wheel tractors ·vis-a-vis 4-wheel 
tractors .. The rate of repossession of 2-wheel tractors sold in the 
Scheme on hire-purchase is high. Further, realization of the low 
loan repayment capacity of these 2-wheel tractors, arising out 
of their inability to undertake contract work profitably, has 
driven the down payment required for hire-purchase from about 
30 percent to a present maximum of 50 percent as a hedge against 
the greater risks now involved· in. financing these machines.19 

While the Authority gives extensive support to rice mechaniza
tion, the basic;·criterion in the choice of equipment from among 
a number of alternatives must be the cost of mechanization to 
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the farmer. There is no justification for small.farmers to attempt 
individual ownership of initially cheap but uneconomic 
machines if alternatives exist for them to utilize more efficient, 
though initially more expensive, forms of mechanization. 

This alternative already exists in the form of the tractor 
contractor system. This is further being supplemented by group
ownership of efficient equipment through the medium of farmers' 
organizations such as Farmers' Associations and Co-operatives. 

Chancellor20 states that the phenomenon of rapidly increasing 
sales of 2-wheel tractors in Malaysia in the face of the availability 
of cheap· services from 4-wheel tractOr contractors indicates 
that farmers place a .certain value on personal ownership. Pride 
of ownership in this case, however, has a high cost. Unable to 
enter into contract operation on. any significant scale, owners 
of 2-wheel tractors have to meet. the cost of the tractor .from 
other farm earnings. This is an unnecessary drain on farm 
mcomes. 

While the Authority is powerless to prevent the investment 
of private capital in what it regards as uneconomic forms of 
mechanization, it nevertheless can exercise considerable in
fluence in. the use of public sector funds· provided for the 
mechanization programme in the Scheme. As a first step, group 
ownership of 4-wheel tractors through the medium of Farmers' 
Associations has already been initiated. Long term loans to 
Farmers' Associations at attractive rates of interest are provided . 
for this purpose. · 

As a further measure to boost the adoption of 4-wheel tractors, 
the Authority has successfully appealed against the imposition 
of import tariffs on 4-wheel tractors· and related agricultural 
implements. 21 · · 

Comparative economic analysis of both 2-wheel and 4-wheel 
tractors, under conditions prevailing in the Scheme, is the basis . 
for the Authority's preference for mechanization through 
4-wheel tractors. Extensive field trials aimed at gathering realistic 
iii-the-field production capacities and operational costs of 
4-wheel tractors have been conducted in the Scheme under the 
constraints of actual farm conditions.22 This is supplemented 
by various case studies of 2-wheel tractor utilization conducted 

. in other rice areas of West Malaysia. 
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These types of economic research, supplemented by survey 
information, have enabled comparative economic analysis of 
two horse-power-range classes of tractors, namely 4-wheel 
tractors of the 60 and . 70 brake-horsepower. (b. h. p.) classes 
coupled to 60-inch and 70-inch rotary tillers, respectively, and 
2-wheel tractors of 8 to 12 b.h.p.23 ) 

A summary of the significant findings of this comparative 
economic analysis follows. . 

The main basic for comparative economic analysis is the 
determination of realistic productivity levels for each type of 
tractor under the constraints of operation under actual farm 
conditions. The actual · number of machine-hours taken to 
cultivate an acre cannot be used as a basis for determining daily 
productivity or production over a season of cultivation. In-field 
operational problems resulting in lost time, such as break-downs, 
location of farms, travelling time from farm to farm, etc., are 
always encountered in field operations and· need to be taken 
into account. The study of 4-wheel tractors cited above revealed 

· that in an average 10-hour working day, inclusive of down-time, 
a 60 b. h. p. class tractor coupled to a 60-inch rotary cultivator. 
was capable of cultivating 5. 7 acres. Under similar conditions a 
70 b. h. p. class tractor with a 70-inch rotary cultivator produced 
7.8 acres per day.24 

Studies of 2-wheel tractors operating under similar conditions 
indicate that while machine hours per acre may be 4 to 5, the 
average daily productivity over a season of cultiva.tion is less 
than 1 acre. A survey of 2-wheel tractors operated by farmer 
contractors in Province Wellesley, a double-crop rice area 60 
miles south of the Scheme, showed that in an annual cultivation 
season of 2.7 months (81 days) the average level of output per 
2-:wheel tractor was 74 acres, or 0.91 acres per day. 25 Operator 
fatigue associated with 2-wheel tractors is so high that frequent 
stops are necessary. Further, 2-wheel tractors lack the mobility 
to travel over long distances for work opportunities. 

With the productivity levels as identified above,. art estimate 
of annual production for each class of tractor operating within 
the time constraints of double~cropping in the Muda Irrigation 
Scheme (six weeks per crop for land preparation or 12 weeks 
per year) can be made· as follows: · 
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1. 60 b.h.p. Class 4-wheel tractor-479 acres/year 
2. 70 b. h. p. Class 4-wheel tractor-655 acres/year 
3. 2-wheel tractor-84 acres/year 

·Using these annual production levels, the comparative analysis 
in Table 4 is derived. 

Seen in relation to the prevailing cultivation price in the 
Scheme of M$12.65 per acre, the profit realized per acre at the 
stated level of output is M$1.57, M$4.41 and M$6.01 for 2-wheel 
tractors, 60 b.h.p. and 70 b.h.p. class 4-wheel . tractors, 
respectively. It is doubtful, however, whether 2-wheel tractors 
in the Scheme even achieve break-even levels of output (whence 
the annual loss incurred by owners of these machines referred 
to by Chancellor). Because of low productivity, in spite of low 
purchase price, 2-wheel tractors are the least efficient users of 
labor and capital. Further analysis from Table' 4 will indicate 
that outputs per dollar invested, at the stated output levels, are 
0.16 acres for 2-wheel tractors, compared to 0.40 acres for the. 
70 b.h. p class tractors. 

The foregoing analysis indicates the basis for the Authority's 
stand that promotion of the most economically efficient forms 
of rice mechanization combined with suitable forms of field 
organization will reduce the cost of mechanization to the 
individual small farmer. 

Counter-arguments have been made that 2-wheel tractors are 
the only form of mechanization suitable for many soft-soil areas, 
which are found in some parts of ~he Scheme and of other rice 
areas in Malaysia. 

The limitation imposed on the utilization of 4-wheel tractors 
by soft-soil conditions arises out of constraints inherent in the 
technical design of the tractor. This will be discussed in greater 
d~tail in the last section of this paper, which deals with what 
constitutes the ideal form of rice mechanization. The technical 
advantage which the 2-wheel tractor currently enjoys vis-a-vis 
the 4-wheel tractor. in soft-soil areas does not come cheap, 
however. In Tangjong Karang, a soft, peaty-soil rice area on· 
the coast of central West Malaysia, .the only form of mechaniza
tion found is the 2-wheel tractor. The cultivation costs in this 
area, however, are as high as M$28 per acre.26 
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Table 4. Comparative Cost Analysis for 4-W.heel and 2-Wheel Tractors in 

Land Preparation in the Muda Irrigation Scheme. 

(All Cost Figures in Malaysian Dollars) 

2-Wheel 
60 b.h.p. Class 70 b.h.p. Class 

Tractor 
Tractor + Tractor + 

60 Tiller 70 Tiller 

1. Average initial cost 

(useful life) 3,100 15,580 16,400 

(6 years) (10 years) (10 years) 

2. Annual fixed cost 
(a) Depreciation 

, (straight line) 517 1,558 1,640 

· (B) Tax & insurance - 200 200 

TOTAL 517 1,758 1,840 

3. Annual production 84 acres 479 acres 655 acres 

4. Average fixed cost 

(A) 6.15 3.67 2.81 

5. Average variable 
cost 
(a) Fuel 1.68 1.33 1.33 

(b) Oil & grease 0.25 0.46 0.46 

(c) Repairs & parts 3.00 2.78 2.04 

TOTAL (B) .4.93 4.57 3.83 

Total cost per acre 

(A+ B) 11.0~ 8.24 6.64 

Source: Muda Agriculture Development Authority, A Comparative Eco
nomic Analysis of Conventional and Pedestrian Tractors in Rotary 
Cultivation, Aug. 1970. 
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Note: Labor cost was excluded from calculations in Table 4 because 

comparable wage rates are so difficult to establish where labor 

productivity varies so greatly according to type of tractor. The 

difference between cultivation price and cost per acre may, how

ever, be regarded jointly as return to labor and management. 

Transplanting 
Transplanting at present is a completely manual operation 

in Malaysia, and, as indicated earlier, needs to be mechanized 
to some extent to permit the Scheme to follow double-cropping 
schedules. Already in the first phase of double-cropping, labor 
shortages for transplanting were apparent which led to many 
areas being behind schedule. Mechanization of at least a portion 
of transplanting has become a matter of critical importance. 

Two-row pedestrian-operated mechanical transplanters have 
. been tried in several parts of the country but all have failed, 

owing mainly to poor water control· and . to uneven soil
conditions, which the soil-levelling plates on these small, light
weight machines were unable to remedy. Undoubtedly redesign 
of these machines could potentially make them workable, but, 
as with. the case of the 2-wheel tractor, low productivity and 
high operational cost are likely to be associated problems. The 
cost of this form of mechanized transplanting will not be cheap. 

Mindful of the findings. of the comparative economic analysis 
of land preparation equipment, the Authority, with Japanese 
technical assistance, is currently engaged in the development 
of an 8-row mechanical transplanting attachment to be used 
with an external power source such as a 4-wheel tractor. When 
technical problems associated with the design of such an attach
ment to suit Malaysian rice soil and water conditions are solved, 
ready application can be expected through the medium of the 
tractor contractor system and/or ,group .ownership schemes. 

Harvesting 
Harvesting, the most labor~intensive operation in rice pro

duction, is currently also the most expensive for the farmer. 
With increasingly larger acreages being brought under double
cropping in the Scheme, severe labor shortages are being ex
perienced, resulting in rising labor costs and delayed harvesting. 
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It is in this operation that introduction of i;ome amount of 
mechanization is most urgent. 

The relatively ·high cost of manual harvesting, even during 
single-cropping, ha,s acted as an incentive for local agricultural 
equipment distributors to attempt the introduction of small 
self-propelled pedestrian-controlled · rice combines, powered 
reaper-binders, power threshers, etc. None of these, however, 
have fourid accc:::ptance in any part of Malaysia. Again the problem 
appears to be related to the low productivity of these forms of 
mechanization, the fact that no great reduction in labor require
ment is effected, and in some cases to their unsuitability to 
physical conditions in the major Malaysian rice areas. 

Other forms of mechanization in harvesting, such as power 
threshers, have been tried but have met with little or no farmer . 
acceptance, as they do not significantly reduce labor require-

. ment. Power threshers, for instance, save some physical effort 
in threshing, but th~ same amoun~ of labor is still required for 
reaping and· carrying of .rice sheayes to the thresher .. 

The Authority's short-term plans to mechanize rice harvesting 
centre around the introduction of large-scale combine harvesters. 
At the present time six 7-ton 13-foot-cut combine harvesters 
of European manufacture, suitably modified for rice harvesting 
under soft, flooded soil conditions, are being used to provide . 
mechanized harvesting services to farmers on a contract basis. 
Economic studies undertaken during contract harvesting opera-

. tions with these large combine-harvesters27 have demonstrated 
convincingly the advantages of large-scale farm machinery and 
the contractor or group-ownership form · of organization in 
briilging efficient and cheap mechanization within the grasp .of 

·'the small farmer. · · 
The productivity of large-scale combine-harvesters is particu

larly impressive. In economic studies on combine-harvesting 
. conducted during contract-harvesting operations in farmers' 

fields in the Scheme in a wet-season harvest under flooded soil 
conditions, the combines averaged 1.12 hours/acre; in a dry 
season, which enabled the use of rubber tyres· in.stead of tracks, 
the combines averaged 0.54 hours/acre. This included reaping, 
threshing, grain-straw separation and disgorging of clean grain 
onto bagging hoppers or.· platforms. The best daily output 
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recorded in the studies was 11.9 acres in a 10-hour working day. 
Small plot sizes, though lowering combine productivity, were 

never found to be a serious problem, the relationship between 
harvesting time and plot size becoming negligible once plot 
size of 1.5 acres had been reached. Variable costs averaged 
M$10.82 per acre. 

In spite of high productivity and low operational cost per 
acre, certain limitations exist in the economic utilization of 
combine-harvesters as large as these in the major rice areas of 
Malaysia. Because of size, physical problems of accessibility to 
rice fields and soft soil areas limit their utilization. Further, 
as access from farm to farm is· generally over rice fields, lack 
of perfect uniformity in harvesting schedules between farms in 
any one area results in unproductive time while suitable alter
native access routes are located. Owing to the high initial cost 
of large combine-harvesters, unproductive time for any reason 

· becomes very expensive, as average fixed costs increase with 
lower utilization. . · · . 

A high degree of field organization and in-field management 
is critical if the high productivity of these large combines is to 
he utilized profitably. These factors have been responsible for 
the non-acceptance of large combines by private contracting 
businesses. · 

It appears, however, that a substantial market exists for a 
smaller and cheaper rice combine of around 4 tons, ground 
pressure of less than 5 lbs. per square inch,· and equipped with 
a 7 or .8 foot cutter-bar. This has aroused considerable interest 
among major agricultural equipment distributors in the country 
and some smaller combines are currently being brought in for 
field trials. 

Problem of under-utilization of specialized large machinery 
The general economic justification is clear for the mechaniza

tion of rice cultivation in the Scheme through· the utilization of 
the more productive large machines in preference to individual-
farmer ownership .of small machines. · 

The small size of the average farm is in itself not a constraint 
in bringing efficient forms of mechanization to. the farmer. The 
tractor-contractor system of organization described earlier has 
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proved highly successful in this respect. The high degree of 
competition characteristic of the tractor-contractor business has 
resulted in very low prices for mec~anized services to the farmer 
and has further been instrumental in bringing about a continuous 
inflow of the latest and most productive equipment. 

Mechanization through the introduction of large machinery, 
however, is not without its own economic problems. The major 
one, arising out of the imposition of stringent double-cropping 
schedules, is under-utilization. With double-cropping, although 
a demand for more mechanization is created owing to the 
scheduling of cultural operations, the highly seasonal nature of 
demand itself restricts the utilization of machinery to reia:tively 
brief portions of the year. 

The high productivity and efficiency of large farm machinery 
is unfortunately also associated with high· fixed cost. High levels ·. 
of output are therefore essential if investment is to be profitable 
and cost of mechanization to the farmer is to be low. 

Given the time constraints of rice double-cropping in the 
Scheme, tractors used in land preparation would be idle 9 months 
of the year. (Chancellor, _in 1968, n~ported that tractors were 
idle 7 or 8 months of the year.28) 1 

·Despite the stringent schedules required for double-cropping, 
however, tractor contractors do achieve levels of output sufficient 
to enable substantial profits at relatively low prices. Typical 
annual profits of M$4110 for 4-wheel tractor· contractors in. 
Malaysia are reported.29 This, however, is only made possible 
by extremely intensive utilization during the peak periods of 

· demand, in which non-stop operation with a relay of operators 
is common. 

The f~ct remains that tractors are idle for the major part of 
the year. As average fixed costs decrease with greater output, 

·it is clear that greater utilization will ultimately be a factor that 
can help reduce mechanization cost to farmers. 

The opportunities for significantly greater utilization for 4-
wheel tractors .in Malaysia are small outside of rice cultivation. 
Only 14 percent of the total area of annual crops in West Malay
sia is under crops other than rice, and these are mainly small,· 
scattered areas. Some demand probably exists in land Clearing 
for tree crops, but this again is uncertain and sporadic. The 
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-problem of under-utilization for major portions of the year is 
likely to _be greater with more spedalized and single-purpose 
machines such as transplanters and combine -harvesters. 

- -

-The Ideai Form of -Rice Mechailization: the All-Terr.ain, Multi-
Purpose Prime Mover _ 

Determination of what constitutes the ideal forrri of rice mech
anization involves a brief re-statement of the earlier discussions 
mi the technical ahd economic ·problems associated with the 
utilization of conventional. forms of large farrri machinery. 

Technically, these .forms· of machinery, though highly produc..: 
tive and efficient, .lack universal adaptability to the· diverse soil 
and field conditions· of· major rice areas, Although . substantial · 
rice areas do exist· which are . capable of effectively 'utilizing 
conventional farni machinery, there nevertheless also exist con
siderable areas of rice where problems of soft soils and accessi-: 
bility limit their use, yet where the need for -mechanizatiop. .is 
no less acute. . 

Economically, the pro bl ems ·associated with the -use of highly 
specialized and relatively expensive farm machinery, especially 
\vith respect to the time constraints of -double-crnpping, relate· 
to the possibility of tinder-utilization resulting in high cost per 
. unit of output. . 
_ The ideal form of mechanization for rice must overcome both 
these· problems, It must have a high degree· of adaptability to 
soft ·and difficult soils, which present problems of sinkage and 
traction to any. conventional agricultura'I machine; it must be 
c;ipable of significantly higher. annual levels of utilization under 
the time const.raints of rice double-cropping, than, any machine 
presently utilized. And third, it must be capable of adequate 
levels of productivity. - · 

Rather than concentrating· on the adaptation 'of available 
forms of mechanization to the varied soil and environmental 
_conditions of rice areas and pressing for maximum utilization 
during the brief p~riods of illtense demand, a viable technical 

- and economic solution might exist in the ·development of a -multi
purpose prime mover -based· on the all-terrain-vehicle concept, 
designed to suit the diverse physical environment of rice areas, 
and intended to act as. the source of locomotive and ·operative 
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power for a variety of single-purpose agricultural implements.30 
It is emphasized at this point that while the Authority is 

conducting· work ·on the adaptation of large farm machinery to 
suit Malaysian rice conditions, the concept of the all-terrain 
multi-purpose machine is under simultaneous · investigation. 
Actual developments have proceeded beyond the conceptual 
stage. 

Several all-terrain prototyp~s, built with the technical co
operation of private corporations, are now in the process of 
being field-tested by the Authority. The functional implements . 
required for the mechanization of the critical operations of rice 
production, namely tillage, transplanting and harvesting, already 
exist or are in the process of development. Standard rotary
tillers, proven in rice field use in Malaysia, are readily available .. 
An eight-row transplanting implement of Japanese design is 
currently being modified for local soil and water conditions. 
A medium sized harvesting attachment is being developed. The 
concept of th~ multi-purpose machine further incorporates an 
in-field transportation capability. 

The technical and economic justification . for this approach. 
are clear. First, implicit in the all-terrain-vehicle concept is its 
adaptability to a wide range of soil conditions and accessibility 
limitations whfch pose problems for any agncultural machine 
presently utilized. 31 The design of any vehicular 'system for 
rice mechanization must of necessity incorporate a high level 
of mobility and manoeuvrability under the wet, sticky soil . 
conditions in rice fields. A high level of flotation and soft-soil 
trafficability is essential to prevent bogging (sinkage) in deep 
soft soils. Accessibility · constraints such as inadequate roads 
and small bridges exist in the major rice areas. By definition, 
therefore, the all'."terrain-vehicle, modified· to facilitate utilization 
of standard agricultural implements, 32 appears as the obvious 
solution to the physical. and technical problems of rice mech.; · 
anization. 

Second, the concept of the all-terrain-: vehicle as a m.ulti-purpose 
prime mover for a variety of functional implements should 
enable utilization. for significantly greater periods of time per 
season than is possible for conventional single-purpose machines 
performing only one operation. High levels of utilization of 
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the prime mover result from its ability to perform several of 
the operations of rice production. High utilization results in 
low fixed cost per unit of output. This constitutes the primary 
economic justification for such an approach toward rice 
mechanization. 

The basis for comparative economic analysis with alternative 
forms of mechanization (conventional single-purpose machines) 
must be with reference to relative levels of productivity and 
cost. Productivity is partly a function of power capacity of the 
prime mover and partly of . the implement size. A brake
horsepower capacity of between 50 and 60 b.h.p. is envisaged 
for the prime mover. This is considered sufficient to enable the 
utilization of rotary-tillers of 60 to 70 inches at levels of pro
ductivity comparable to conventional 4-wheel tractors. 

Since tillage generally requires more power than any other 
function, this power capacity is sufficient for the transplanting 
and harvesting attachments and transport payload capacity 
envisaged.33 . . 

As the ultimate justification for the multi-purpose machine 
concept is the minimization of total cost per unit of output, 
major factors to be .considered are fixed costs (acquisition cost 
of the priine mover) and average variable costs. An acquisition 
cost for the prime mover comparable to a conventional tractor 
is envisaged, but as higher levels of utilization are implicit in 
the multi-purpose concept, a somewhat higher acquisition cost 
is justified. Variable costs per unit of output jn the performance 
of different functions will be close to those of single-purpose 
machines of comparable performance. 

Given the above relative productivity and cost assumptions, 
the outcome of comparative economic analysis is obvious. The 

· prime, advantage possessed by this concept of mechanization 
is maximum utilization. By performing several of the critical 
operations of rice production, the fixed costs of the prime mover 
are spread over a greater number of output. units, thereby. 
lowering the cost per unit of output significantly below that 
of conventional single-purpose machines capable of performing 
only one operation. · 

Theoretically, a multi-purpose prime mover would be a viable 
proposition even if it performed only two functions at produc-
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" tivity , levels comparable to single-purpose machines. It is 
apparent that, apart from the role envisaged for the all-terrain
vehicle in tillage, transplanting, harvesting and in-field transport, 
an even greater level of utilization can be achieved by performing 
other functions, such as pumping, spraying, etc., which are 
presently associated with the conventional tractor. It is further 
apparent that, although ideally productivity levels in the per
formance of individual operations should be at least equal to 
those of special-purpose machines, the maximum utilization 
advantage of the multi-purpose machine will allow somewhat 
lower levels of· productivity and yet be capable of lower costs 
per unit of output. 

The all-terrain multi-purpose prime mover is thus seen as a 
viable solution to the technical and economic . problems asso
ciated with the introduction of productive and efficient forms 
of mechanization to rice production in Malaysia. To provide 
a market _of sufficient size to warrant the development of such 
a machine, widespread applicability to the major rice areas of 
Southeast Asia, where conditions are somewhat similar, can be 
expected. 

From the perspective of the development planner, the funda
mental appeal of this concept toward rice mechanization, relative 
to alternative forms, lies in its inherent capacity to provide 
mechanization at the lowest cost to the farmer. By lowering 
on-farm production costs this can increase net farm incomes, 
which, in the final analysis; constitutes a basic economic justi
fication for farm mechanization. 
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AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION OF 
ASIAN COUNTRIES 

SHIZEKI HINO AND MASAO SAKAMOTO 
Iseki Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 

and Kubota Ltd., Japan 

For more than 50 years, Japanese manufacturers of agricultural 
machinery have been engaged in the mechanization of. farming 
in Japan. In both past and present the central .problem 
that has confronted· them is the fundamental role of agri
cultural machinery and the farmers' motive for purchasi~g 

machinery. 
Prior to the present stage of agricultural mechanization in 

Japan, there was a long intermediate period between the early 
stage of the 1850s and the rapid changes that began in the 
1950s. This intermediate period saw a wide diffusion of manual 
and animal drawn implements such as improved plows, foot
pedal threshers, revolving weeders and irrigation pumps. From 
the middle of the 1950s power machinery. made a rapid spread, 
with· the power tiller playing a maill. role. · 

Judging from . the course of the past and in light of the 
indispensability of technical renovation surrounding the farm 
industry, it is obvious that the economic standard of a nation 
has changed the characteristics . of necessity for agricultural 
machinery. In other words, technical renovation which made it . 
possible to develop the hardware, i.e. agricultural machinery. 
and the purchasing capacity of farmers based on various factors 
coincidentally created. the necessity · of agricultural machinery 
and the technology of agricultural mechanization. 

Agricultural mechanization in Japan is now in process of a 
shift from power tiller to 4 wheeled tractor. Considering the 
capital investment that would have been required for land 
consolidation, the economic standard of Japan in the ·middle 
1950s did not permit an immediate switch from manual and 
animal farming to tractor farming at that time. 

On the other hand, the environment of farming is constantly 
changing from the period of surplus farming labor desperately 
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trying to lift up food production, to the stage of producing 
low-cost farm products with a steady decline in the farm labor 
supply. Furthermore, more farm operators are beginning to 
treat farming as a side job, and there are also increasing signs 
of concern about ways of farming that preserve the natural 
environment. 

Thus, the object and the suitability of agricultural machinery 
are more and more changing scope and character. 

When we consider international circumstances surrounding 
other Asian countries and their economic standard, it appears 
that agricultural mechanization in many of these countries has 
just moved into an intermediate stage. 

Accordingly, the goals of agricultural mechanization should 
be, first of all, to promote proper timing of farm operations, 
intensive farming by multi-cropping and/or intercropping, 
diversified farming, increased income through · knowledge of 
farm management and farm economics, and at the same time, 
contributions to higher food production by higher land pro
ductivity. 

These endeavors ·should also raise farmers' incomes and living 
standards. 

Until recently, policies for increasing food production in 
Asia relied mainly · on the expansion of arable land; not on 
scale expansion for existil)g farmers but on expansion of newly 
established farmers. Now it must be recognised that the time 
for putting expectation on arable land expansion has already 
gone. 

The problem of elevating labour productivity, another main 
necessity in mechanizing agriculture, has not yet been: accepted 

. as an urgent matter in Asian countries holding surplus farming . 
labour, though in many places there is evidence of labor scarcity 
during the busy harvest season. . 

Necessary Conditions for Introducing Farm Machinery 
Four broad classes of conditions relate to farm mechanization, 

(1) labor, (2) standard of income, (3) basis of farm land and 
· (4) primary social factors. However, in Asian countries these 

conditions are influenced_ by as well as. influencing progress in 
agricultural mechanization. 
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Labor supply 
In most Asian countries 50 to 90 per cent of the total working 

population is engaging in farming. Asian' countries possess a 
greater supply of good quality farm labor than any other part 
of the world. To leave these workers unemployed or semi~ 

· unemployed means .a grea,t loss to the nation concerned, not 
· only from the viewpoint of her economy but also from a social 

standpoint. . . 
The fact that ,so many Asian countries have· set up an inter- · . . 

mediate economic development plan and are paying utmost effort 
to its achievement is to. be admired. These plans vary in agri
cultural emphasis and industrial emphasis. Generally speaking, 

·however, plans which develop industry and mining to, absorb 
surplus labor, elevate national profit, and improve international 
income and foreign exchange accounts are quite sound because, 
. as the history of developed countries has shown, absorption of 
surplus farm labor or potential unemployed by industry, and 
establishment of a products interchange system between urban 
and rural sectors, is the object and process of modernization. 

By the way, criticism is often heard about the heaped up 
wrecks of highly efficient tractors which had been imported by 
Asian countries but not effectively used because of misselection 
of implements and insufficient supply of spare parts. The fun
damental reason· for such miserable results is probably that the 
environment was not ready to receive these tractors. 

Standard of income 
In most Asian countries, due to surplus labor power and 

limited industrial development, wage rates for labor are roughly 
a third of those . in Japan. This low income standard leads to 
low productivity and becomes part of a vicious circle mechanism 
of low productivity and stagnation. 

To conquer the low income syndrome requires overcoming 
many problems which can only be solved by steady and long 
range schemes such as, for instance, effective land · reform, 
promotion of investment for higher productivity, and establish
ment of farm product processing factories which give wide and 
effective employment opportunities from money invested. 

Because of low income · standard, machinery purchasing 
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capacity is low. In addition, there are insufficient financing 
facilities for machinery purchasing and most farmers can not 
afford ·machinery from their own cash resources. Because of · 
such circumstances,· demand for machinery is not sufficiently 
responsive to questions of the efficiency with which it can be 
used. 

Basis . of farm land (diffusion) 
As the result of the long colonial period in the countries in 

South and Southeast Asia, there still exists the dual structure 
of agriculture, i.e., large plantations and subsistence farmers. 
Often the latter have dropped down to peasant and/or farming 
laborer status. The land of such a family-scale farmer is 
further split into smaller pieces by the inheritance system. 
Therefore, providing farm roads, integral development, and 
betterment of such necessities as drainage are indispensable. 
In such a. situation, land reform should be done prior to the 
introduction of agricultural machinery. 

Agricultural machinery can also contribute to breaking from 
the mono-culture farming which has been an economic charac
teristic of Asian countries. 

Primary social factors (education and enlightenment) 
Traditional· elements of the social structure such as low 

education level, closure system of farming society, and 
exploitation by money lenders cannot be disregarded as factors 
which keep. agriculture in Asian countries inactive and prevent 
progress of agricultural mechanization. 

Economic cooperation 
Asian countries are· looking for capital and technical co

operation from Japan. Especially they are expressing keen 
interest and expectation of economic cooperation to the extent 
of one per cent of Japan's GNP. Economic cooperation of 
Japan with Asian countries in the past has to some extent 
lacked positiveness. To respond to the expectations of Asian 
countries, Japan must develop newer measures that demonstrate 
confidence in economic cooperation, especially with Asian 
countries that have displayed energetic willingness to work 
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toward this end. 
It 'is gratifying to note that administrators in Japanese 

government are beginning to recognize the importance of agri.:. 
cultural development. Along with the self-supporting efforts of 
developing nations, it is urgently necessary for the more 
developed countries to extend cooperation. 
. Alleviation of direct credit shortages, wider scope . for 

technical cooperation, assistance from Import-Export Bank and 
various funds to private investment, more effective enrichment 
of the insurance system, and favorable taxation measures toward 
private investment are strongly desired. 

In many Asian countries the good results of economic 
development in the 1960s generated considerable hasty economic 
nationalism. One would list these as some of the objectives of 
economic nationalism: .specified percentages of share holding . 
in joint-venture company, development of home production of 
machinery parts, employment of local staff in management, 
training of technicians and . workers, responsibility of re
exporting. 

Although it is impossible, in some ca,ses, to satisfy all of . 
these desires, it is natural to make an effort to harmonize with 
nationalism on the basis of mutual confidence through con
sultation with governments and potential partners in. other 

. countries. . .. 
In general, the role of foreign capital is important in Asian 

countries. Accordingly, it is presumed that foreign capital will 
. continue to become more and more important to cover gaps 

of investment deposit, trade income, outgoing accounts, and 
technology. 

Introduction of foreign capital hereafter needs enlarged direct 
investment, increased acceptance of government credit, and 
longer term private credit. On the part of accepting countries, 
at the same time, it is necessary to establish appropriate policies 
for working with creditor countries. 

Although in the field of technical cooperation, lack of 
qualified experts to work overseas is one of the problems, 
Japanese manufacturers of agricultural machinery are ready to 
make more effort directly and indirectly .. 

As a particular case of technical cooperation, members of 
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the Japan Overseas· Corporation Volunteers dispatched abroad 
have been carrying with them agricultural machinery to intro
duce. More expansion, introduction and technical cooperation 
of this sort is highly desired. In the field of economic co-

. operation, the necessity of capital aid to organizations 
financing agricultural activities in developing countries is also 
important. 

Role of JapaneseAgricliltural Machinery Manufacturers 
International Div.ision of Work 

Exports of Japanese-made agricultural machines now average 
around 50 million dollars a year, but this is less than 7 percent 
of total production. It is far lower than export levels for other 
developed agricultural machinery manufacturing coun~ries. · 

Although the Japanese export market spreads all over the 
world, 50 to 60 per cent of it is occupied by the Asian countries. 
Of course, this is because of. geographical advantage. Another 
factor, however, is that in Asian countries . wet field rice is the -

; main· crop, and its scale is closely related to that of Japan~ 
Therefore, the applicability of Japanese-made machinery to 
these countries is one of the most important factors. At the 
same .time, Japanese agricultural machinery performs a part of . 
the Governmental aid program towar& agricultural development 
in the Asian region .. 

For a point of reference, if the world market for agricultural 
-machinery were at the level of present.:.day mechanization in 
Japan, the market in other countries for rice farming machinery 
would be about 40 times what it is in· Japan. Of this, 90 per 
cent is concentrated in the Asian region. . 

On the other hand, overseas-made machinery imported into 
Japan now has a· value equivalent to Japan's exports. ·This 
clearly shows that the influence of ··international division of 
work is rapidly surging upon Japan. When we consider the 
world market of agricultural machinery and the agricultural 
machinery industry, the necessity of international division of 
work is becoming more and more important. Japan's approach 
to Asian. countries should also be considered from the stand
point of international division of work. 

Its approach to them from standpoint of machinery prices 
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should be vis-a-vis the price of agricultural products. ·Further
more, it has close relation with the industrial standard of .a · 
natfon. Accordingly, it is difficult to compare prices.· of 
agricultural machinery internationally. Therefore, it is better 
for . a country . to start domestic manufacture. of agricultural 
machinery which will counterbalance with her industrial stan-

. dard. 

Overseas investment attitude of Japanese manufacturers 
Overseas investment of Japanese agricultural inachinery 

manufacturers counts 9 enterprises at present,· and total invest
ment as of December 1970 amounts to approXimately 5.28 
million dollars . only. Of this, . 85 per cent is security acquisition 
and 15 per cent is bond acquisition. Areal classification shows · 
6 out of 9 in the Asian region and the balance in Central and 

· South America. 
Power tiller occupies the largest share, then ·thresher, and 

third sprayer. · . · 
Investment in Central and South America started from 1957, 

while in the Asian region it started from 1960. Status of invest
ment shows 100 per cent from the Japanese side in Central and 
South America, but in the Asian countries less than 50 per cent 
of each project. 

Sales amount of 7 uut of the 9 overseas enterprises totaled 
about $10 million in 1970. Re-export to third countries was 
only $700,000. It might be expected that re-export to Japan 

· will take place in the future. 
Regarding . the cost of ·products, using an index for manu

facture in Japan of 100, elsewhere in . the Asian region it · is 
.· 120-200 and in Central and Bouth America 180-300, showing 
considerably higher cost. Higher cost in these countries is· caused 
by the fact that because of fosuffidelit industrial development 
they cannot order the. required components from sub-contractors 
(in Japan these components will .naturally be ordered out). They 
are forced· to manufacture components in their own works or 
depend on imports.· In additiOn, manufacture of components 
locally in small quantity gives no benefit of mass production. 

Regarding business results of these investments,. 3 out of 7 
are. running- with red ink. ·Even for the other· four the profit 
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percentage is as low as 3 to 4 per cent. 
Jn the case of sprayers, competition exists between Japanese 

makers and European and American ones. In the field of power 
tillers competition exists only among Japanese manufacturers. 

In the assembling of knock-down components under technical 
collaboration, there are 18 . projects at present. Power tiller 
projects overwhelmingly occupy 13 out of the total. Area 
ciassification ·shows 15 projects out of 18 located in the. Asian 
region. 

The motive for entering an overseas market in some. cases 
· .is the encouragement of· the government of the country. The 

majority of them start such collaborative . projects along ·with · 
import prohibitions to protect markets opened by the export 
of goods at earlier. stages. 

Due to serious concern about recovery of invested capital, 
investors are keen for short period recovery and therefore do 
not like to contribute to the real development· of the agricultural 
machinery . industry of competing countries. In this connection 
it would be useful to have some kind of guarantee or protection 
policy by the government. 

According· to investigation made by MITI, · the value of 
Japan's export of agricultural machinery in 1980 is predicted 
to be $325 million, occupying 23 per cent of total production . 

. Export percentage of completed goods. to Asian countries is 
predicted to drop sharply and local manufacture to have a 
sizeable increase. 

Overseas inv((stment in 1980 is estimated about $3,000 million, 
or approximately 6 times that of 1970, mostly for securing 
and opening new markets. One of the problems to Japanese 
concerned is that because of keeri investing competition among 
manufacturers they are intentionally accepting rather disadvan
tageous conditions in order to maintain dependable manage
ment. Also, because of limited effective . demarid at present 
stage, full scale of local · manufactiire is not yet :realised. 
However, it is presumed that more expansion will materialise 
in the near future. r 

During the course of the 1970s many Asian countries will 
face a new turn in economic policy because of rapid change 
in industrialization and the international environment. The key 

. . 
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points of economic policy may be different in different countries. 
They, however, are materializing· in the direction of forming 
newer economic development plans based on· self-supporting 
effort and international cooperation in the face of ever-changing 
international affairs. · 

Many Asian countries have corrected their direction from a 
policy of promoting import substitution industry to a policy of 
strengthening export industry. This will considerably influence 
the development of the agricultural machinery industry. 

Generally speaking, industrialization. in the 1960s had as it 
principal object lifting protective tariff and import restrictions 
in order to save · foreign exchange and promoting import 
substitution industries to absorb unemployment. It is clear that 
the result of this policy, due to limited demand, was small scale. 
industry with high production costs. Yet, increased import of 
capital goods and raw materials invited more outflow of foreign 
exchange affecting badly the . agricultural machinery industry. 

There is an extreme argument that the difference between 
developed countries and · developing ones does not rest in 
economic development but . in population: increase. And this 

· tendency may often force a poiicy inclining to cine specific 
industry. This is a by-product of temporary compromise in the 
course of changing old agricultural-mi11ded societies to .industrial 
ones. Therefore, it might be natural that once economic mod
ernization is put into effect, the policy will immediately be 
switched over to a system putting weight on industry. 

From the view point of industrial ·development in Asian 
countries, keen attention is paid to progress' in home production 
of agricultural machinery. This matter is taken up as an 
important subject by the Asian Conference of Industrialization 
jointly sponsored by ECAFE and UNIDO. 

Anyway, it is quite clear that more and more demands will 
be put on Japan's capital and technical cooperation. All 
Japanese manufacturers of agricultural machinery are ready 
to offer their· service to cope with the enthusiasm and great 
expectation of the · 1eaders of these countries, l<;>oking closely 
at the problems of each country to overcome difficulties in 
promotion of an agricultural machinery industry. And, we as 
manufacturers expect that government will lend appropriate 
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cooperation in this line. 
Asia, which largely consists of nations growing primary 

products, is affected by chronic sluggishness of its overseas 
markets. Therefore, it is indispensable for Asian countries to 
strengthen industry · other than primary products, especially 
industrial production. ' 

Generally there is no obvious alternative to "growth by 
exporting agriculture". As Thailand knows, however, when 
export is limited only to primary products it invites many 
dangers. Such export economics will one-sidedly be influenced 
by unexpected change in the overseas market. At the same time, 
there is always price instability of exporting products. On this 
point, consideration· of developed countries importing such 
products is requested. It is, however, necessary to develop 
complementary industry· based on primary products. 

Not simply in the Asian countries, but in all other developing 
countries, it was after World War II that industrial development 
plans were launched and vigorous efforts begun to achieve them. 

Coming into the 1970s, industrial development came to have 
equal importance with agricultural development for the purpose 
of accomplishing economic growth and employment. And 
eventually with its urgency and importance it was included in 
international deyelopment schemes. · 

The 1960s were designated as "The First United Nations 
Development Decade" aimed at the economic advancement of 
the developing countries. But this period ended as a "Decade 
of Frustration" inviting insincerity and a great disillusioned 
feeling. 

In order to break this deadlock a "Second U.N. Development 
Decade" was launched and saw the GNP of these developing 
countries lifted up by 6 per cent. And it has become a guide 
wheel of accelerated economic growth, bearing heavy responsi
bility for success or failure of progressing industrial development. 

In these days, "property" in an economic meaning is not 
machinery itself but its design. Furthermore, it is rather the 
endeavor to pay attention to change in production procedure 
and design of products. 

Asian countries are inclined to admire symbol rather than 
efficiency and this has tempted them, for example, to insist on 
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producing a completed power tiller rather than making only 
the frame. It is believed that such characteristic often raised 
problems of copying products of others. 

It is fully imaginable that for the time being nations iq the 
world · may take retrogressive attitudes against protective and 
exclusive policies. And Asian countries may take . policies to 
nationalize existing foreign enterprises or strictly control their 
incomes, and on the other hand enforce any possible law or 
regulation to accelerate home production. 

We, however, presume that in the 1970s many countries in 
Asia will probably realise mechanized and large scale production 
or labor-eliminated intensive production, and bring the per · 
unit labor cost close to the level of industrialized countries. 

In an investigati.on made by APO recently, the following 
factors were rioted · as restricting agricultural mechanization in 
Asian countries: 

1. Lack of technics required for manufacturing machinery; 
2 .. Scarcity of capital for plant establishment, and conse

quently lack of suitable factory buildings; 
3. Shortage of spare parts {partially caused by import 

restrictions and high tariff rates); and 
4. Lack of places and institutes required for training people. 
An analysis of these problems shows a number of measures 

that. are urgently needed. 

Financing measures 
Needless to say, economic development or industrialization 

takes enormous amounts of capital. For a developing nation 
whose internal capital is insufficient, it is natural to seek capital 
aid from abroad. Especially for agricultural development, 
mediu1ll and long term finance is indispensable. Along with 
private investment, direct investment of special social capital 
by the government is indispensable for the development of 
agriculture. Judging from scarcity of financial capacity at the 
pr.esent stage, it is strongly desired to strengthen their capital, 
including bank loans. · 

Concert of ·financial aid funds from developed countries is 
required. In Japan, concert relation between Internal aid funds -
(Overseas Economic Development Cooperative Fund, K.R. 
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Food Staff Aid, and gratuitous capital) and international funds 
(Special Agricultural Fund of Asian Development Bank, and 
Special Technical Cooperation Fund) is necessary. 

Along with coordination of fund aid measures by developed 
countries, systematic planning by countries receiving these. funds 
is · also essential (for example, re-arrangement of financing 
organization in Indonesia and Burma, replenishment of central 
bank in Thailand and Malaysia, etc.). It is noteworthy to 
observe the establishment of development banks in these coun
tries and the serious effort being devoted· to the betterment and 
progress of agriculture. 

Present price support policy has become a main factor in 
rising consumer prices and wage inflation. Therefore, farmers' 
income betterment policy has certain limits. As in Japan, 
measures putting rice under direct control and . setting higher 
production against lower. consumer price may stop inflation to 
some extent. However, this measure forces government to bear 
tremendous amounts of financing. 

To solve income difference arid at the same time provide 
consumer priCe control, it is necessary to set up a well planned 
public .financing policy. 

In the developed countries in these days, agricultural financing 
organizations have recently begun to finance projects · oth~r 
than farm management narrowly· defined. This kind of financing 
contributes to the united progress of agriculture and related · 
industry. This tendency involves expanding from agricultural 
promotion to projects of processing agricultural products and 
even to the commodity circulation structure. It is. desirable, 
furthermore, that not only organizat~onally specialised· agri
c1dtliral credit bodies but also non-agricultural credit bodies 
operate in the field of agriculture, because this will provide 
additional fina~ce to agriculture and furthermore will stimulate 
sound competition in credit markets. 

Financing standards should move away from rigid dependence 
on property mortgages offered by farmers. It is better ·to set up 
new standards based on consideration of the farmer's manage- . · 
ment ability and market situation. 

When we classify broadly the existing financing bodies, there 
are two kinds. Organized financers include commercial banks, 
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agricultural cooperatives, special financing bodies and govern
ment. Non-organized ones include land owners, merchants, 
and usurers. Regarding organized financers, betterment of 
repayment conditions might be considered. Especially in case of 
governmental finance, it is necessary to pay attention to the 
standard of finance selection. Noting such cases as the economic 
development in Thailand assisted by finance from overseas 
Chinese and foreign capital, we must also recognise the important 
role of non-organized financers. 

Up to now various agricultural financing systems have per
formed an immeasurable role in the agricultural mechanization 
of the developing countries. But at this moment it is needed to 
reconsider the merits and demerits, the losses and profits, and 
the desirable new future role of agficultural credit. Even in 
Japan of today, financing for agriculture and agricultural 
materials is not yet considered satisfactory. 
· ·Whenever progress of agricultural mechanization is men

tioned, it is agreed that real advances will not be made without 
improvements in financing. Of course, the "ought to be" of the 
agricultural machinery finance system cannot be decided in 
isolation. Needless to say, it should be realised in integral co
ordination with such factors as agricultural . finance, . national 
economies of the future, variation of industrial structure, laws 
related to tax, land ownership system, peasant system, and so 
on .. 

In order to promote introduction of agricultural machinery 
and to lighten the farmer's finandal burden these measures are 
needed: 

1. Promotion, utilizing government aid. 
2. Enlargement of installment purchase and financing orga-

nization. 
3. Firm establishment of credit enterprise system. 
4. Set up of loan system. 
In addition, close ties between financing from developed 

countries and government of developing countries is eagerly 
expected. 

Training of maintenance mechanics 
Generally speaking, agricultural machinery in Asian countries 
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is m the stage of experimental utilization at present. Japanese 
manufacturers of agricultural machinery have been endeavoring 
for the diffusion of it in these countries for many years, and 
have given considerable cost and effort to such matters as after
care. 

Along with education and training of farmers (and users), 
training of maintenance mechanics is one of the urgent 
important conditions in checking and repair of machinery. In 
this regard,. responsibility of manufacturers is very great. How
ever,· the achievement of training maintenance mechanics greatly 
depends on ·assistance between governments of both developed 
and developing countries. · 

Bringing up extension servicemen 
Public relations for the promotion of machinery must have 

more active development than in the past. It depends greatly 
on cooperation and back-up by the government. 

Agricultural technic in developed countries has changed its 
"ought to be" in accordance with the development of agricul- · 
tural machinery. In the case of Asian countries it is fair to 
promote agricultural mechanization in accordance with present 
land condition and agricultural technic. In the near future, 
however, agricultural technic and agricultural mechanization 
will need to change in coordinated ways. Elimination of anxiety 
about changing traditional farming practice to mechanized 
farming also largely depends on replenishment of extension 
servicemen. 

Expansion ofagricultura/ machinery training centers 
For the purpose of training higher level technicians and 

improving agricultural machinery service, it is necessary to 
strengthen and widen the scope of existing training centers and 
establish new centers.· 

Establishment of circulation bases 
.At present, manufacturers put priority on setting up of agents 

to offer after-service.· In addition, establishment of circulation 
bases is needed to furnish control and maintenance of machinery 
and spare parts and repair facilities. In this regard, along with 
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makers' effort, cooperation of government organization is 
largely required. In Taiwan, R.O.K., and Thailand circulation 
expenses of agricultural machinery are not approved, and this 
is preventing establishment of circulation bases. 

Setting up information exchange centers 
It is requested that governments strengthen information 

collecting functions so that .one can investigate required infor
mation and data prior to making an investment. Also, concen
tration of various information related to agriculture and 
machinery for all Asian countries at one plaee is badly needed 
for manufacturers to make more effective study and refer to 
primary data in the development of new machinery. 

Major manufacturers have already been collecting information 
energetically through the effort of resident company staff, local 
agents, local companies and trading companies overseas. Also, 
Japanese manufacturers frequently participate in research teams 
formed by U.N. and government organizations. But it cannot 
be said that this is sufficient·. to · insure practical use of 
information. 

Establishment of agricultural machinery study organization 
Establishment of an investigation, research and development 

organization exclusively for Asian countries _is seriously needed. 

Avoidance of rapid percentage increase of home production in 
Asian countries 

It is well understood that from the view point of saving 
foreign exchange, employment promotion, industrialization pro
gress and, furthermore; national consciousness of the country, 
it may be unavoidable each year to increase the. percentage of 
home production. However, it is clear at present that because 
of delay in getting satisfactory performance from all of the 
·required subcontractor factories, various frietions have ·been 
observed. 

Prudent consid~ration is desirable before too rapid a response 
to the demand for more home production. When home pro• 
duction is realis~d it is apt to generate a ban on imports or 
radically high tariff rates for importing completed goods. 
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Governments of importing country may also limit imported 
goods by reason of standardization, and instead require pre
sentation of a home production scheme. And in case it .is an 
unsatisfactory scheme, importation will then be prohibited as 

· an obstacle to standardization. Moreover, difficulties may be 
made over obtaining import licenses from the government of 

·the· imponing country. In Asia, on the whole, the original 
manufacturer is· usual.ly limited in a joint venture to less than 
50 per cent share, making it difficult to exercise leadership· 
authority and eventually inviting difficulty to . manage the 
business effectively. In the event of joint-venture, selection of 
the partrier is treated as of highest importance because of this 

· legal restriction. 
Japanese manufa~turers of farm machinery receive various 

requests from overseas users, government offices concerned, and 
Japanese cooperators overseas. They emphasize the need for 
machines to be durable, reasonably priced, and easy to operate 

· and of simple structure. Complaints arise from insufficient 
supply of Spare parts, lack of sufficient after-care, and frequent 
model change. 

Needless to say, Japanese i;nanufacturers who lead agricultural 
development and build machinery for the agricultural mechani
zation of Asian countries must modify and develop machinery 
suited to particular conditions in Asian farming. Even if present 
machinery is suitable for the purpose of turning potential 
demand to effective demand, the a_bove-mentioned. marketing 
conditions should be considered· contin,uously in future designs. 
Undue pessimism about potential demand can be a source of 
regret. 

As a matter· of fact, one of our most important assignments 
is to ascertain continuously potential and effective demand, to 
catch the time of transition from potential to effective, and to 
move forward the effectuation promotion policy. To tell the 
truth, the approach to Asian countries by Japanese manufac
turers prior to the last War was made in terms of "some day" 
or "in the near future". Up to date, however, none of them has 
rung the bell of the ·cash register. 

The agric;:ultural machinery market in Asia is. vast and yet 
countless. technical systems are demanded. No maker has 
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succeeded in occupying a particular ma_rket with already existing 
machinery nor in shortening the time tunnel between potential 
and effective demand. This proves that the systematic collection 
and digesting of information are indispensable conditions to 
catch the transition time from potential to effective and to grasp 
the scale of demand. 

Regarding governmental credit, technical cooperation, and 
private investment in the field of economic development, -its 
function may differ in accordance with the situation of different 
countries. In regard to private investment, in addition to the 
merit of absorbing unemployment, the skills introduced With 
investment are highly prized. What is introduced in this way 
covers not only industrial technic but also procedural adminis
tration, business administration, training_ of _local people, and 
particular study. Its role in such wide dissemination of technic 
strikingly heightens the importance _ of private investment in the 
field of economic cooperation. 

To date, most investing enterprises of Japan in other Asian 
countries have been -encouraged for their value in developing 
resources-import substitution. Few aim to process products 
and export accordingly .. 

On the other hand, saving of transportation and warehouse 
charges and closer relation with overseas markets will strengthen 
factors leading to lower production cost. And these environ
ments will encourage Japanese manufacturers to operate in the 
overseas market more and more. When we look to the future, 
Japanese enterprises, most probably due to limits on space and· 
supply of labour at home, will spread out their activities to the 
whole Asian region. And it is imaginable that from these areas 
finished consumable goods ahd machinery spare parts. will then 
be imported to Japan. Moreover, primary products once 
imported as raw materials would b~ processed abroad _and 
imported after finishing. 

Asian countries_ deem Japan as their largest potential export_ 
market, and expect to see export expansion. Be the development-· 
iniport what it may, such kind of after-process import by 
Japanese enterprises will benefit both parties. 

From such a view point, the role of agricultural machinery 
performance would surely be remarkable, we beUeve . 
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Today, agriculture in the developed countries has moved 
rapidly in the course of qualitative conversion from labour 
intensive to capital intensive. The conversion resulted from 
internal and external factors: the outflow of agricultural popula
tion and also the changes in agricultural policy. The policy of 
"producer first" in the 1950s and early 1960s no longer has 
enough persuasive power from the standpoint of consumer 
administration. 

Science and technology have made great progress, and their 
results are directly accepted in agriculture to produce more 
and· more agricultural products by less labour with help of new 
equipment and improved productive goods. In other words, 
we are making progress steadily in the modernization of agri
culture. 

In contrast to the agricultural conversion in developed 
countries, the present situation of mechanization in Asia is such 
that the recent increases have been mostly in use of the power 
thresper and cultivator. In general, manual farming implements 
such as plow, hoe, and manual thresher still prevail. 

In the agricultural mechanization of Asia, and especially in 
rice production, there was long dispute between the system of 

. Europe mainly using large tractors and the system of Japan 
using medium and small sized machinery. Administrators and 
users are considering the system of large tractors for plantation 
·and estate agriculture. For rice growing the decision has 
generally been to mechanize by using smaller machinery systems 
with the power tiller playing a main role. What all agree on is 
the need to. make an effort to lift up productivity and bring 
down production cost. For this purpose we must take collective 
measures to accomplish integral objects such as technic diffusion, 
selection and improvement of s.uitable seeds, irrigation system, .. 
transportation, preservation and finance. And we Japanese 
manufacturers 'are ready to participate in the agricultural 
development of Asian nations. 

It took 40 to 50 years to mechanize the agriculture of Japan, 
while few other Asian countries started before about 10 years 
ago. 

Japan created an agricultural mechanization system by im
proving and reforming machinery, taking western advanced 
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nations as a model. . 
··It is desirable to seek agricultural mechanization systems to 

match the actual conditions of Asia, making efforts to fill the 
information gap and the agricultural management and the 
technology gaps,_ etc. This is why we want to increase our 
contribution to mechanization _by promoting a better under- . 
standing of the present situation of agriculture in Asia. 

It is obvious that th.e prosperity of Japan greatly depends 
upon the peace of the world, and especially upon the economic 
development of nations in Asia. As the prosperity of agriculture 
plays an important part in economic development, we desire 
to contribute to· high productivity while releasing the farmer · 
from hard labor. 
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WHAT WE HA VE LEARNED 

YOU-TSAO.WANG 
Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction, 

Taiwan, Republic of China 

During the past eight days, including three days of field obser
vations, we. have gathered here in Japan to discuss one of the 
most important subjects of modernized farming in East Asia. 
Our workshop papers and discussions have presented many 
problems concerning farm, mechanization in developing coun
tries. Though we may not have made great progress in finding 
solutions to these problems-or even in devising new research 
approaches to solving them-the discussions of the problems 
themselves have helped to clarify our thinking. We have presented 
so many papers and discussed so many problems that it is rather 
difficult for me to. include all the good points in a summary. Per
haps it may be easier for me to summarize the problems as a series 
of dilemmas. 

Problems and Issues in Farm Mechanization 
1. Small farm size 
In most countries in East Asia farm size is rather small, and 

there is· no reason to expect any dramatic increase in the area of 
the average farmer's holding. At the same time, from the technical 
standpoint; large machines are generally. regarded as more 
efficient than small machines. But large machines require relatively 
large capital investment. They are economical only if they can be 
used in sufficiently large-scale farm operations. They are not 
economical· for ownership by the individual small-scale farmer 
for use only on his own farm. For him, efficient use of machinery 
requires group action to provide large-scale operating units 
suited to the large machines, such as custom work arrange
ments or group ownership and joint conduct of farming 
operations . 

. However, development of group arrangements takes time and 
effort. In particular, establishment of joint farming requires 
structural, organizational, or institutional changes that present 
many difficulties. This is not just a farm management or purely 
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economic problem. It also involves changes in rural leadership 
and social stmcture. 

Based on the experience in Japan, the horsepower of farm 
machinery steadily becomes bigger and bigger. Now, the question 
is : must each country go through the evolutionary process of 
Japan, with widespread ownership of small machines? Or can 
the cost of this process be avoided by moving directly to some 
kind of shared use of large-scale, more efficient machinery? 

2. ·Specialized or multi-purpose machines? 
A somewhat similar question relates to the types of machines. 

From the technical standpoint, machines specially designed for· 
particular tasks can perform better and more efficiently. Much 
engineering effort has gone into highly sophisticated design Of 
highly specialized machinery. But the question arises in regard 
to spreading the high overhead cost of such machines. Simple 
machines, capable,· with appropriate attachments, of use for a 
wide variety of purposes, may be more economical, especially 
if they are to be used by farmers with limited mechanical 
experience. 

Regarding these points, I would like to say that Japanese 
farmers are more lucky than farmers in .most developing 
countries, because they have much wider choiCe in selecting 
machines of different horsepower and scale and different types 
of machines. In this aspect, the efforts of farm machinery 
companies in Japan must be commended. 

3. Over-investment problem 
In our workshop we have discussed various aspects of this 

problem: 
(a) From the micro point of view, based on individual farm 
operation and. management, we analyze this problem on the 
basis of cost, profit, etc. Even here, what may appear to be 
over-investment when analyzed ·in terms of the farm business 
alone may not be over-investment when analyzed in terms of 
total family income. As described later, the use of machinery 
may make possible the increase of family income from off
farm sources. 
(b) From the macro point of view we are concerned with: 
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(1) ·· Labor mobility and its alternative uses, 
(2) The contribution to the whole economy of labor moved 

out of agriculture, · 
(3) The relationships . between the agricultural sector and 

other economic sectors, 
(4) Structural change and increase in agricultural produc

tion potential by introducing farm machines, 
(5) The allocation of total economic resources. 

Government Policy ReIS:ting to Farm Mechanization 
Governments of devJioping countries are concerned with · 

agricultural modernization to enlarge the production potential; 
and are concerned with mechanization as a factor contributing 
to this development. In view of urgent needs of farm .mechaniza
tion, the governments are ·seeking to play a positive role to 

. accel~rate the process. Government programs in this connection 
include: 

(1) Provisio1J of loans for purchasing farm machinery. Farm 
mechanization needs a great deal of capital investment, and 
farmers will not be able to buy machines if they can not get 
sufficient loans. Therefore, the government has to provide 
them sufficient loans with favorable terms of credit. 
(2) Provision- of subsidies to farmers: Since the purchasing 
power of farmers is relatively low, government subsidies will 
be very useful in stimulating the farmers to procure 
machines. 
(3) Investment in research experiments and training. Technical 
know-how is a necessary condition for promoting farm 
mechanization. Governments therefore are investing in re
search experiments and in training machinery technicians. 
(4) Land improvement. The fragmentation of farm land is an 
obstacle to use of farm machinery. Land consolidation and 
other improvements can remove this obstacle and facilitate 
farm mechanization. 
(5) Guidance in the supply of farm machinery. Various farm 
machines which are adaptable to local conditions should be 
developed. Governments may assist the local farm machinery 
manufacturers to produce such machines or may import the 
proper machines from other countries. 
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However, some questions still need. to be considered with 
regard to policy.:.making. 

1. Form offinancial aid . 
Assuming that the high price of machines is a factor retarding 

mechanization, should lower-price machines be subsi_dized by 
government?. Or if lack of capital is a retarding factor, should 

. agricultural .credit be provided at low interest rates? 
2. Eligibility for aid 

To whom should aid or enco:urager:nent be given? To individual 
farmers generally? Or only in connection with special projects of 
.land improvement, land consolidation or s,ettlement? Or should 
government aid be given only• to joint-operation or cooperative 
schemes, etc., that permit use of large-size machinery? Should 
government encouragement be given for all types of enterprise, 
or only for production increase of particular crops, such as 
ri~? . . 

These questions involve the place of mechanization within 
the overall agricultural development program, and its inter
relationship ·with other parts of the program. Such decisions 
are. concern,,ed with the allocation of present government 
expenditures among different programs, and they should be 
made_ with consideration of longer-range objectives regarding 
the kind of agriculture to be established and the degree of guidance · 

. or control· over the mechanization process which the government 
intends to provide. · 
· 3. Incidence of costs 

Finally we come to the question: Who should pay for 
mech~riiza:Hon? How should costs be. allocated among farmers, 
consumers, and taxpayers? . 

The allocation of costs depends not only upon direct govern
. ment 'expenditures for mechanization programs but also upon 
other policies. Concerning· the price of rice, for example, 
presumably, a sufficiently high price of rice to consumers would 
provide farm income sufficient to pay for machinery. · 

Subsidizing farmers' purchase of machinery may, in effect, 
· be an alternative to high prices of farm products. 

In general, the relative incidence of costs of alternative 
programs needs careful analysis as a basis for intelligent decision 
making. 
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Research Needs and Methods . 
1. Farm management aspects . 
Many problems of mechanization can be analyzed through 

farm management studies. The individual farmer contemplating 
mechanization must consider whether to buy machinery, whether 
to hire machine work done, whether to join a joint-operation 
group in wJ:iich machinery will be owned and machinery services 
provided cooperatively. He needs to estimate whether ·use of. 
machinery will add more to total family income than the cds~s . 
involved. The following questions are importa,nt: - -

(1) Costs of ownership and operation. How high is the purchase 
price of the machine? On what terms can credit be obtained _ 
to finance it? How much does it cost to operate-including 
~ot only cost of fuel,- etc., but also· probable costs of 
maintenance and . repair· service, - replacement p~rts, etc.? 
How prom-ptly can competent repair services be obtained 
when needed? Costs must similarly be· estimated in the case 
of hiring custom ~ork or of j~int ownership of_ machinery. 
(2) Cost savings. Perhaps the most important incentive to 
machinery purchase is the saving in cost of labor that must 
otherwise be· hired during peak seasons. In rice production, 
these peaks come at pl~nting time and. harvest time. There . 
was great interest during the workshop in the progress of 

. developing transplanting machines and harvesting and threshing 
machines. Overcoming these two bottlenecks will help greatly 
to release farm labor for other employments. · -
(3) Other income-increasing potential. Saving of labor during 
peak -seasons is only part of the picture. Mechanization may 

_-make possible added income (a)· through higher yields, as 
·from deeper .plowing; (b) through making. additional farming 
enterprises possible with available family labor:_multiple 
cropping, or livestock enterprises; (c) through making off-f~rm 
income possible for some family members, as in part-time 
farming. In this category, performance of custom work for 
others may be an important source of income that at the same 
time reduces cost by spreading the overhead cost of machinery.· 
(Several persons pointed out,' however, that income from this_ 
source declines as machinery ownership becomes more 
widespread.) 
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(4) Reorganization of farming systems. The economics of 
mechanization depends 'upon imagination and ability in 
devising new orientations of the whole farm business to take 
maximum advantage of machines and of the labor time freed 
by their use. 
All of these questions should be studied to provide a basis for 

competent guidance to farmers. Methods· of studying them were 
discussed - and examples were presented in the workshop. A 
conventional approach is by cost accounting analysis. The 
budgeting method can be used for analyzing the total repercus
sion on farm organization caused by the introduction of 
machinery. Production functions can be developed, based on 
large-sample farm survey data, and optimum combinations of 
resources, such as labor and machinery, can be determined from 
the marginal value productivities. 

Linear programming was likewise presented and discussed 
as a method for analyzing (1) the total effects on farm organiza

-tion caused by the machinery introduced or (2) the optimuin 
farm plan with the p11rchase of farm machinery. 

2. Macro-level analysis 
All of these methods are widely used for analysis of manage

ment of the in_dividual farm, at the micro- level._ However, as 
mentioned before in connection with the over-investment 
problem, in dealing with farm mechanization we are also 
concerned with the aggregative or m:acro viewpoint. 

Imaginative use of farm management analysis can shed light 
also _on problems at the macro level.· For example, in farm 
management studies, prices are. customarily regarded as "given" 
-as exogenous variables. For the guidance of policy, they may 
be considered as -endogenous, policy-controlled -variables, in -. 
order to determine, for_ example, the degree of price subsidy 

. necessary -to encourage desired levels of mechanization. 
- For analyzing macro-level problems, one participant suggested 
use of the method of "systems analysis". This method should 
be emphasized. 

3. Non-economic aspects 
Machines not only save labor but also do work that cannot be 
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done by human or animal energy alone. They also lighten the 
physical burden of farm work. This saving of energy in physical 
toil makes life easier for farmers. It may also enable the farmer 
to devote more time and energy to effective planning and manage
ment. Reduction in the necessity for women to work in the 
field may also bring improvements in household management 
and home life. 

Farmers' desire to purchase machinery may be colored by the 
feeling that status or prestige in the community is enhanced by 
machine ownership. They may also feel that participation in 
cooperative or joint-operation schemes restricts management 
freedom and independence. 

Such considerations may influence farmers' decisions related 
to mechanization. This aspect is not susceptible to conventional 
methods ofeconomic analysis. The methods of attitude or opinion 
surveys may throw light upon the importance of such views among 
farmers. 

The progress of mechanization brings about important changes 
'in farming and in rural community life. As previously mentioned, 
it is a factor in such developments as land improvement projects· 
and joint-operation schemes that alter the traditional patterris 
of rural organization. 

Land tenure laws and the growth of speculative land markets, 
in which farm land values are divorced from their basis of agri
cultural productivity, may influence the process of mechanization. 
In Japan, particularly in suburban areas, mechanization has been 
associated with the growth of part-time farming and the process 
of urbanization. 

Such aspects as these may be studied in part by methods of 
economic analysis. To obtain more complete understanding, 
however, particularly .of the transformation of rural family and 
community structure under the impact of mechanization and 
related processes of modernization, the methods of rural 
sociological analysis appear to be needed. 

Conclusion 
The . workshop papers and discussions have ·illuminated a 

broad spectrum of economic and social aspects of mechanization. 
The .problems considered range from those of the individual 
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farmer deciding whether purchase of a machine will be profitable 
to those of government policy regarding measures to accelerate 
mechanization. 

From one viewpoint, the demand for mechanization is a 
response to the impact of industrial growth that draws workers 
out of agriculture and causes labor shortage during peak seasons. 
Viewed from the. other side, mechanization is a means by which 
labor can be freed from the agricultural sector for employment 
in the expanding industrial sector. 

· The engineering characteristics of farm machinery may require 
· transformations of farming systems and of rural society in order 
to take best advantage of mechanization. But mechanization is 
only one component of .the modernization of agricµlture to 
fulfill the needs of the developing economy. We must seek to fit 
mechanization into an orderly proce~s of agricultural and 
economic development. · 

Because farm mechanization began earlier in Japan, and has 
progressed much farther than elsewhere in Asia, other countries 
should be abie to draw valuable lessons from Japanese experience. 
For this purpose, however, each country must interpret past 
Japanese experience in light of its own present needs ·and condi:· 
tions. The history of mechanization in Japan may provide guides 
to follow. Study of it may also suggest pitfalls to avoid, or short
cuts that can accelerate development in. other countries. · 

How best to accelerate farm mechanization is considered an 
urgent problem in Asian countries. Many kinds of research are 
needed in order to deal with this problem effectively. Socio- .. 
economic research lags behind technology. · 

On the economic side, we are best equipped to deal. with the 
micro-economic problems of. farm management. The situation 
is less satisfactory. with regard to ways of reorganizing farm · 
production on a scale to achieve most efficient use of machiD.ery. 

On t4e. macro-economic and sociological levels, we recognize 
many problems but we have only begun to formulate these 
problems in research terms that enable us to attack them 
effectively. · 
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